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ABSTRACT
This thesis consists of three parts. Firstly, the display, processing and analysis of two
dimensional images and the three dimensional visualization of important structures in the
brain starting from normal two dimensional MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) slices.
For this part a complete X-Windows based software that allows the user to render and
display three dimensional images representing various structures of the brain from two
dimensional MRI slices is developed, implemented and used to render the surface of the
head, the right ventricle, the thalamus and the cerebellum. The software also allows the
user to manipulate and slice the three dimensional images.
The second part of the thesis is concerned with two dimensional edge-based coregistration of functional PET (Positron Emission Tomography) brain images onto
anatomical (structural) MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) images. For this part a
complete X-Windows based software that allows the user to register two sets of images
obtained using different imaging modalities is developed, implemented and used to
register two sets of MRI and PET images obtained from the lower part of the brain of a
paroxysmal patient. The software allows the user to register any set of two dimensional
slices, using linear and non-linear least squares fitting algorithms that minimize the
distances between two sets of points of correspondence obtained from the two images,
in order to transform the functional image from the functional image space to the
anatomical image space. In addition, the software allows the user to pre-process the slices
to obtain the points of correspondence, and once registered, the functional image such as
PET image can be overlaid onto the structural (anatomical) image such as MR image.
Both software are implemented using the C language, and are integrated in a Khoros
toolbox, making the software more user friendly, as well as increasing the capabilities and
functionalities of the Khoros system.
Thirdly, the review of two and three dimensional co-registration techniques of
functional neuro-electromagnetic data such as EEG (Electroencephalography), MEG
(Magnetoencephalography) and MET (Magnetic Field Tomography) data onto MRI
anatomical brain images, and the specification and research into the implementation of
a novel three dimensional MRI-MF1' image co-registration software. This part is mainly
concerned with conducting a detailed feasibility study and obtaining full specifications
for implementing a software that allows the user to register MET data (or images) onto
anatomical (structural) images.
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PUFACE
This thesis consists of three parts. Firstly, the display, processing and analysis of
two dimensional images and the three dimensional visualization of important structures
in the brain starting from normal two dimensional MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)
slices. Secondly, the two dimensional edge-based co-registration of functional PET
(Positron Emission Tomography) brain images onto anatomical (structural) MRI images.
Thirdly, the review of two and three dimensional co-registration techniques of functional
data such as EEG (Electroencepha-lOgrap hY), MEG
(MagnetOenceP halogPhy) and MFT (Magnetic Field Tomography) data onto MRI
anatomical brain images, and the specification and research into the implementation of
a novel three dimensional MRI-MFT image co-registration software.
For the imaging and 3D visualisation part, two and three dimensional brain
imaging and volume visualization techniques are collated and reviewed. Various image
processing algorithms and algorithms leading to three dimensional surface reconstruction
from two dimensional slices are implemented in the C language. The implementation
required the creation of two novel X-Windows custom widgets to allow the display of
true three dimensional structures. These custom widgets are implemented in C using
function calls from the X-Windows Xlib, Xt Intrinsics, Athena Widget Set and XWindows graphic primitives. The novel custom widgets are then interfaced with the
xvformS and xvgraphics Khoros library to facilitate the building of the graphical user
interface making the software more user friendly. The implemented algorithms are
verified by rendering four brain structures using pre-operative epileptic MRI images. The
rendered structures are the surface of the head, the right ventricle, the thalamus and the
cerebellum. The 3D manipulation and visualization algorithm are implemented in a novel
renders the chosen structure as a three
xvroutine called surface3d. Surface3d
dimensional bounding surface, that can be visualised in three dimensions by triangulating
the stacked 3D contours using the Delauny triangulation surface rendering technique. Also
surface3d allows the representation of the rendered structure in wireframe and solid
models. The latter is implemented using a hidden surface removal algorithm. The
rendered images are displayed in three dimensions (via projective imaging) using the
right-handed coordinate system (with the y-axis going into the view volume) and can be
rotated, scaled and sliced. Rotation is done by changing the viewpoint with respect to the
object's coordinate, allowing left-right (theta angle or z-axis) and front-back (alpha angle
or x-axis) rotation. Scaling is done by varying the distance of the eye from the object.
Slicing is done by re-sampling the data; transaxial, coronal and sagittal re-slicing are
available.

For the PET-MRI co-registration part, general PET-MRI co-registration techniques
are collated, reviewed, and specified. A two dimensional retrospective PET-MRI image
correlation technique based on edge matching technique is specified implemented and
evaluatedusing linear and non-linear least squares fitting methods for minimizing the
distances between contour, manual shape and characteristic feature points
correspondence between the MRI and PET image respectively. The algorithm requires
inputs the binary contour images of MRI and PET. It assumes that the two contours
belong to the same object, the brain, but the scan parameters of one of the images have
been modified thus distorting the image. The morphological contour image (MRI) is
assumed to represent the surface of the head, and the contour of the functional image
(PET) is smoothed into a set of hat points. This can be done either manually using
vsmooth vroutine
features hybrid routine or by applying polygonal approximation using
to the contour. Contour points of correspondence can be found automatically using a
The algorithm works by incrementally drawing
novel algorithm implemented in vorder.
a line (using the digital differential analyser technique) from the centroid of the PET
image passing through each hat point, and intersecting with the head surface (MRI
image). The point of intersection is taken to be the MRI point that corresponds to the
PET point.
The points of correspondence are then used to co-register the MRI and PET
images. The Euclidian distances between each hat (PET) point and the corresponding
point on the head (MRI) surface are calculated, this represents the objective function
(similarity measure) to be optimized. The algorithm then treats the registration problem
as an optimization (minimization) of the distances between all the head and hat points.
Two non-linear multidimensional optimization algorithms are specified, implemented in
the C language and evaluated; the downhill simplex method and the direction set method.
All image registration algorithms are implemented as part of a novel research xvroutine
Also implemented as part of the registration research tools, is the
called cregister.
calculation of characteristic shape points such as centroids, and radius weighted mean
points as well as the ability to place any number of manually selected points on the
image. Then registration using manual and characteristic shape points with linear and nonlinear least squares fitting methods are systematically compared, and related to the fitting
using contour points of correspondence.
Registration experiments have shown that good registration accuracy can be
obtained by transforming the manual shape points or the characteristic shape points using
linear least squares theory under conditions in which the contours do not have exact
match. In this case the registration accuracy is shown to be dependent on the number and
spatial position of the points. Experiments using non-linear least squares minimization
techniques have shown that good registration accuracy is obtained from contour points,
but excellent registration accuracy is obtained from manual and characteristic shape
points. In this case the registration accuracy is shown to be dependent on the number of
registration points. The experimental results provide evidence of the robustness of the
approach to the image registration problem.

The best registration method is then used to register two sets of paroxysmal MRIPET images. The registered images can be viewed in two dimensions, and region of
interest transfer is carried out to overlay the transformed functional image onto the
anatomic al image. Medical evaluation of the registered images is then carried out, in
order to determine whether the registered image aids in the diagnosis of neurological
diseases.
Thus in order to satisfy the first two aims of this thesis, a total of 80000 lines of
C code have been written, producing 11 vroutines, 8 hybrid routines and 2 xvroutines. All
hybrid and xvroutifles and most vroutineS are novel resulting in the enhancement and
extension of both Khoros and X-Windows systems. All routines are integrated into a very
large medical imaging toolbox called Medical — Imaging, which also contains the full
source code for all the routines. The source code is well documented allowing future
researchers to enhance the capabilities of the brain imaging software.
For the EEG-MRI, MEG-MRI and MFT-MRI co-registration part, two and three
dimensional co-registration and visualisation techniques are collated and reviewed.
Specification and implementation of the algorithms are stated, followed by the specification of a novel three dimensional MFT-MRI image co-registration software. Feasibility
study, specification and research into implementation of such a software have shown that
it is possible to implement such software only by combining the three dimensional image
display and manipulation capabilities of the surface3d software with the image
registration capability of the cregister software.
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CHAPTER 1 INT1PUCT1ON
aiii Anatonlv
The human brain is the most complex structure in the kno n universe. The
extraOrdiflarY properties of this three or so pounds of soft tissue have made it possible for
to dominate the earth. It comprises a trillion cells. 100 billion of them
homosapie
neurons linked in networks that give rise to intelligence, creativity, emotion, consciousness
and memory, and the rest are glia cells involved in nourishing the neurons, and acting as
liquid crystals in resonance with the surrounding electrical fields by detecting very faint
electrical changes in the nervous system and amplifying them just like transistors (Ref. 1).
The gross neuroanatonly of the human brain, or its general structural organisa1iOfl is
not seem to make sense. The structure of the nervous
difficult to learn because it doe
systems of such pci iiutiVe ai1ilfllIS as the worm make sense: there is a sensory input,
some central processing and motor outl)ut. As the brain evolved, new structures developed
and overshadowed older regions. The older regions have not disappeared but may have
assumed different roles. Thus. the overall structure of the human brain makes sense only
if it is viewed in the context of evolution Large anatomic subdivisions in the brain offer
a rough map of its capabilities as shown in figure I. 1 below.
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At a very gross level, the brain is bilaterally symmetric, its left and right hemispheres
callosum and other axonal bridges. Its base consists of structures
connecte d by the corpus
such as the medulla, which regulates the autonomic functions (including respiration,
circulation and digestion), and the cerebellum, which coordinates movement. Within lies the
limbic system, which is a collection of structures involved in emotional behaviour, long-term
other functions. The highly convoluted surface of the cerebral hemispheres - the
memory and
cortex - is about 2 millimeters thick and has a total surface area of 1.5 meters squared. The
of the limbic system. The larger, younger
most evolutionary ancient part of the cortex is part
neocorteX is divided into frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes that are separated by
particularly deep sulci, or folds as seen in figure 1.1.
Having presented the gross anatomy of the brain, the following paragraphs in this
major regions and structures of the brain as shown
section will preSeove r-vi ew of th e
in figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2. Major structures of the b rain
Figure 1.2 shows that most structures are buried within the vast forebrain or cerebrum,
covered by the cerebral cortex. Some of these in the cerebrum are the basal ganglia (caudate,
putamen, and globus pallidus), the thalamus, the hippocampuS and the amygdala. Lower
structures include the hypothalamus, the midbrain, the brain stem (pons and medulla) and the
cerebellum. The pituitary gland is just below the hypothalamus and connected to it, but the
crossing
pineal gland is entirely outside the brain. Other structures shown include the partial
of the optic nerves from the eyes (optic chiasm) and the olfactory bulb. The spinal cord is the
do wnward continuation of the nervous system from the brain (Ref. 2).
The main regions of the brain are
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The spinal cord is the oldest part of the brain, stretching from the neck down the
of the vertebrae to the bottom of the back. The spinal cord first forms as a tube, and
thl3 is still apparent in the adult spinal cord, there being a thin hollow down its length that
1* filled with cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) as shown in figure 1.1 and figure 1.2.
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Ihe medulla is the continual ion of the Spinal cord in the brain and contains all the
cendii1g and descending fiber tracts interconnecting the brain and spinal cord. The pons is
the upward continuation of the brain stem and contains ascending and descendin g fiber tracts
and many add it oiial nuclei

cllra in
The midbrain (mesencephalon) is the most ulterior continuation of the brain stem that
still maintain the basic tubular structure of the spinal cord. It merges anteriorly into the
thalaniuS and hypothalamus.

(d) Cerebellum
The cerebellum is an old st ruct ure that was probably the first to he specialized for
sensory-motor coordination. It overlies the poiis and t y picall y presents a much convoluted
appearance, having a large number Of lobules separated by fissures as shown in figure 1.2).
The neuron cell bodies form a surlice layer about 2-3 ui Ii meters thick that covers the
underlying white matter and cerebel lar nuclei.

(e) Thalamus
The thalamus is a large groimpi ng of iiiiclei situated just anterior and dorsal to the
midbrain as shown in figure 1 .2. In gross appearance it consists of two small ovoids, one
within each cerebral hemisphere (11.11f_ of the brain).

(I) Hypothalamus
The hypothalamus is a grouping of small nuclei that lie generally in the lower portion
of the cerebrum at theunction of the midbrai ii and thalamus as shown in figure 1.2. The
nuclei lie along the base of the bm-ai ii and are adjacent to the pituitary gland, the master
endocrine gland, which is innervated by neurons from the hypothalamus. The hypothalamus
i nterconnects with man y regions of the brain. A number of these structures, including the
limbic cortex, portion of the ol factor y s y stem, the hippocampus, the septal area, the amygdala
are thought to corn pose an integrated network of structures cal led the limbic system (Ref. 3).
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lie main strtictiiie Ot the linihic s y stem are the amygdala, the hippocampus, adjacent
rcgiofl5 of the himibic cortex and the sePtal area. These structures form major interconnections
wi t h portions of the hypothalamus and with portions of the thalamus and the cerebral cortex
(cingulate gyrus). The general region of' the brain that includes the Ii inhic system IS shown
in figure 1.2 and figure U.
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Figure 1.3. The Ii nib ic sysieiii

The Ii mbic s y stem includes structures around the core of the medial (towards the
middle) region of the brain and extends down and around to the right into the temporal lobes.
Figure 13 shows the iii ci line wall of the brai ii. The major parts are the hi ppocam pus and the
amygdala, which are buried in the depths of the temporal lobe, the septa] area and several
regions of cerebral cortex surrounding the corpus callosum: the cingulate gyrus, the
parahippocampal gvrus and the orbitolrontal cortex. The frontix is a large bundle of nerve
fibers interconnecting portions of the Ii nihic system (Ref. 4).

(Ii) Basal Ganglia
These are a group of large nuclei lying ill the central regions of the cerebral
hemispheres as shown in fi g ure 1.2. They partially surround the thalamus and are themselves
enclosed by the cerebral cortex and cerebral white matter. They are collectively term the
corpus striatuin.

iIThe cerebral cortex
It is the brain's outer covering of cells as shown in figure I . 1 and figure 1.2. It is
Composed of neurons and other kinds of cells and forms a layer about 3 millimeters thick over
the rest of the brain.
As can be seen from this section most of the structures of the brain are buried within
the brain and j)OSSCSS COilil)lex and highly irregular shapes, which are difficult to render
accurately, since the shape of some sirilciures such as the thalainus changes daramlicahly from
one two dimensional slice tO the next, and a priori knowledge in neuroanatomy is needed to
d elineate the structure on the various slices before it can be accuratel y rendered.
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The different areas of the brain coin HIM' icate with each other b y a biological nonohmic (implie( j ) electrical current caused by the axon membrane becoming permeable to
sodium 1011s in the exterior, and hence sod urn ions low in which cause an electrical action
potential (spike) of - 4() in V. The current iii it sin g le neuron can either lead to further activation
of other neurons recursively. or currents from several neurons can converge to activate a
or the current iii a neit ron can be inhibited. Tills lead to higher level of
sin g le neuro n
organisation in the transmission 01 Information, and hence more optimal control over brain
function (Ret. 6 & 7).

cvotil i l r y development (Rel. 5). broin this heritage, three inalor levels of the central
ic functional attributes:
H.
nCFVI)

I

ke an inter face for process I ng and transmission of signals from
I
) c ) I
the
both
to
the brain and vice versa,
of
the peripher y

the lower brain level -.this iiicl ude the ncdiil Ia. pons. mesencephalon . hypothalamus.
nd basal ganglia. This area is rnai rily concerned with
thal aus . cerebellum, hi p
npu and
con tro I ng the subconscious acti vii cs of the bod y e.g. respiration and feeding reflexes.
Im
(3) the icher brain or cortical level : this include the cerebral cortex. soniatosensory cortex
and the motor cortex. This area acts as a lar g e memor y storehouse. and it ttiiictions in concert
with the lower centres 01 the brain. Wiihoui the cerebral cortex. the functions of the lower
brain are ver y i inprec i . Thc l'.incl ions of tile C01-tiCal area of the brain are sum merised ii)
tiejire 1.4.
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neurobiological and psychological illnesses are deep to the cortex. The limbic system, orbital
frontal surface and central amin systems of the brain are thought to be disordered in the major
psychiatric illnesses. Although many degenerative neurobiological illnesses involve the cortex
e.g. Alzheimer's disease, a significant number affect deep midline structures such as the
nuclei of the thalamus, mid-brain and brainstem. Thus it can be concluded that in order to
understand the pathology and aetiology (causation) of such diseases as schizophrenia,
epilepsy, depression, Parkinson's disease and the dementias as well normal physiological
functions, a brain imaging system showing the in vivo functions of the surface (cortical) and
deep (thalamic) structures of the brain in millimetre and milli-second resolution
s i multaneously is essential (Ref. 8).
Such a system can be constructed by co-registering (mapping) the MFT data in terms
of pixels constructed from lead fields on structural brain images obtained by MRI scans, and
•
• PET data in terms of emission images constructed from transmission images (which is a
function of the amount of radioactivity in the biological tissue) on MRI brain scans. The next
section discusses these and other imaging modalities in detail.

1.3 Brain imaging modalities
The interest of neurophysiology in brain research and progress in the fields of
biomedical sciences, instrumentation and medical informatics resulted in the rapid
development of novel imaging systems that lead to a deeper understanding of neurological
disease process (Ref. 9). This section starts with a historical review of the various imaging
modalities, followed by detailed discussions of the principles behind MRI, PET and the neuroelectromagnetic imaging modalities.

1.3.1 Historical overview

Initially, nuclear medicine imaging systems such as gamma camera and photomultiplier
tube were invented and used as a diagnostic tool in many hospitals. This was followed in
1956 by Computed Tomography (CT) which is based on the work of Radon (an Austrian
mathematician who proved in 1917 that a three dimensional object can be reconstructed from
infinite Set of all its projections), which was used by Hounsfield to realise a practical photon
X-ray scanner, using a computer to reconstruct an image from various one dimensional
distributions (projections), with different angles being obtained from the sum of the
attenuation cofficients along given directions of a cross section. Typical image produced using
this method is shown in figure 1.5 (Ref. 10). CT image has spatial resolution of 2mm 2.5mm, and figure 1.5 shows that raw CT images are good in distinguishing the edges of a
structure, in this case the skull, however other structures such as the thalamus and caudate
nucleus are difficult to distinguish without filtering and enhancing the image. This is because
the absorption (attenuation) coefficient of bone is 2xJ1 water but the absorption coefficient of
brain grey matter is about 1.i water, thus ti is large thereby improving contrast and spatial
resolution.

lll\VC' Li, .a between white and grey matter in the brain is small, and hence the
contrast and spatial resolution is low, thus making it difficult to recognise the internal
structure o f the brain.

Ali

(b) Annotation

(a) CT Image

Figure 1.5. (a) Axial transverse (transaxial) section of CT image of a healthy human brain at
the level of the thalamus. The anterior and posterior horns of the lateral ventricle are clearly
imaged (b) annotation of the CT image

In the 1950s, nuclear magnetic resonance imaging was theoratically developed by
Bloch and Purcell (Ref. 11). Initially, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy was used in
diverse field such as chemistry, biology and physics to study the atomic structure of various
compounds and materials. However, its potential as a brain imaging tool was first introduced
by Damadian (Ref. 12) in the early 1970s. In this case the image displayed in a Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) slice is a function of the concentrations of specific atoms (such
as hydrogen ions or protons). A more detailed discussion of the principles and imaging
methodologies of MRI is in section 1.3.2.
All of the imaging systems mentioned above are able to produce excellent structural
(anatomical) images of the brain. However, current medical objectives in imaging go beyond
the anatomical structure of the tissue to include physiological function as well. So images
should describe the situation of the patient before and after the therapy, registering the course
of degenerative disease, and providing information about abnormal condition of the tissue
compared to normal tissue for many diseases, tumours and malignancies. This optimises the
patient-clinician loop by providing clinically important data, that can be used to increase the
accuracy of the diagnosis of diseases such as brain tumour and prognosis of treatments such
as radiotherapy.
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Functional brain uiiaglilg
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toinoaPhy (SPECT) which began with the work of Kuhl and Edward in 1959 resulting
he deve10Pme11t of a scanning instrument, Mark H which is a modified gamma camera (Ref.
t13). ingle photon emitting nuclide such as Iodine-123 (1123)
s
In this technique
jcjoainphetamne
(IMP) with half life of 13 hours is tagged to metabolic compuounds such
as glucose. The radioactivity distributed within the brain is then computed and transformed
into tomographic slices similar to those in figure 1.6 (Ref. 14).

jgre 1.6. SPECT images using Iodine-l23 from non-activation (to p ) and activation study
ottom) from a patient
Developments in instrumentation for computed tomography towards achieving better
resolution and higher sensitivity resulted in PET (Positron Emission Tomography). Brownell
developed a series of positron scanners in 1970s. In this case positron emitters such as
flourine 18 (F 18) are tagged to metabolically active compounds such as glucose and fructose.
Despite the use of the above imaging systems in modern medical environment, they
have limited usefulness for neurological applications, since neurological research requires both
temporal (time scale) and spatial resolution to be achieved simultaneously, but none of the
above imaging systems can accomplish it. ElectroencephalOgraPhY (EEG) provides good
encephalograPhY (MEG) have been used in brain
spatial but not temporal resolution, Magne t
imaging system with adequate temporal resulotion but not spatial resolution. Recently,
Magnetic Field Tomography (MFT) has been shown to achieve good temporal and spatial
resolution simultaneously. Details of euroelectromagfletic imaging modalities are discussed
in Section 1.3.4.

netic Resonance Imagin g (MRI)
1.3.2.1

Prin1P 1

of

I

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging), is a function of the intrinsic spin of atomic
nuclei (e.g. proton 1H) when they are placed in a magnetic field. All atomic nuclei with an
odd number of neutrons or protons (which is about 2/3 of all stable isotopes) possess an
angular momentum or intrinsic spin. Due to the electrical charge of the nuclei their spin
always is associated with a magnetic moment.
Larmof equation which describes the motion of a magnetization in a magnetic field:

±=yMxB
dt
where y = gyro-magnetic ratio
As can be easily verified the solution of the Larmor equation is a type of motion
where the component of M parallel to B remains steady while the component perpendicular
to B rotates at an angular frequency of
()

=y.B

about the axis of B. This type of motion is known as precession.
This simple equation in fact correctly describes the results of NMR in thin gases. In
condensed matter, however, interactions between the nuclei haw to be taken into account
additionally.
This can be done by introducing empirical relaxation factors into the equation of motion

dJYJX

dt
dt
z
dt

=y [MxB]
=y [MxB]Mx BI Z +

M.
T2

- M0
Ti

This system of equations was introduced by Felix Bloch in 1960 to describe the result
of his early NMR experiment (Ref. 15). It has since been termed Bloch's equations.
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and a nuclear magnetization starting perpendicular to B

M(o)

=

(M±,O,O)

Mi Ct/T2 cos
M=Miet/T2 sin
= Mo(1_e_t/T1)
Nf

=

0t

wo = yBo
In order to describe the results of experiments in the presence of high frequency
electromagnetic fields it has proven useful to transform the equations of motion into a
coordinate system that rotates with the Larmor Frequency wo. This transformation can be
described h':

dM1 =HM
fixedi dt

'rotating

+xM

Neglecting the relaxation terms tot' a moment, this leads to the following equation of motion:

am = y.Mx Beff
at rotating
with B e=B^
i

/y

This means that the magnetization in a Name of reference rotating at an angular
will precess about an JILLI1 y e held Bett. The correct choice of w will
frequeIY of W
nipl
i fy the equatiolls of motion if bot Il a stat ic and Ii igh frequency magnetic
dramatically Si
field urn ipplied.
most NI RI experiments the a! ternati ng magnetic held BI is not appi led continuously
but rather in a pulsed mode. Starting an Ni RI experiment, for example. with an RE-pulse
(al t ernating field in the radio-t req U'IlCV range) 01 the duration

2yB1
will tilt the magnetization starting troll) its equilibrium direction parallel to Bo through 90°.
A Radio frequency (RE) pulse like this. therctre. is Iernle(i 90 0 -pulse. As seen from the
fixed laboratory frunle oh re heftulce a 90 0 pulse Will tilt the Illagnet iZatiot) ito a plane
perpendicular to Bo and thins starts its )recssiot1 about the axis of 13o. Similarly RE-pulses
of different duration or strengths 131 are tenilled accord i ng to the angle through which they
1800 pulse).
turn W magnetization in the rotating iraiiie oh reference (e.g.
0111 the medical perspective, the interesting property OF M RI is looking at the proton
relaxatiou ti tiles (T I) of various biological tissues. T I of pure water is 3 seconds, which is
a long time, and that is due to the three (Ii rnensioual motional freedom of water molecules due
to the formation and breakage of hydrogen bonds within the hydration network. Ill the cell's
cytoplasm, tile mot oil Of a water molecule is restricted due to tile presence of proteins with
hydrophobic aini 110 acids that tend to trap water rnoiecu les, thus the relnixatioll of the proton
spins occurs faster. In g eneral , the more protein there is in the cytoplasm, the lower the TI
It has been found that different tissues exhibited characteristically di tIereiit ]'is ranging troll)
short ill liver, to intermediate ill Illusele to long in brain. Also it was tound that the relaxation
We in malignant tissue is sign hicant ly longer than that ill nornlal tiSSue. This observation
pl
N110 i'or cimic;ll inl
nitnIL d the (IL i of I Hi i
loll
io urd Jr i not IL

.

Figure 1 .7 shows a si iiiplc I)lilse(I MR 1-experiment. The same coil is employed to
generate the excitation held 131 and after the R F-transmitter is turned off, to detect the
precession of the nuclear ilia g netizat oil. Iii this experiment, the MR I signal received will be
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Figure 1.7. Set and tine course of
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lsecl M RI-experiment

In order to emplo y this t y pe of measurement for imaging, a mechanism must be found
which allows to (listi migu i sh con tribti toils to the MR I-signal Coining tioiii spatially different
parts of the sample. For this ptmrpose, a simple trick can be used: If the static magnetic field
Bo is made spatial lv nontimi i form. the [armor Frequency or M RI frequency wo will vary
correspondingly. Therefore. comit ribimtions to the M RI si g nal from different regions can be
d istingu shed b y means of a sin plc frequency analysis. Provided the spatial dependence of
lie magnetic field Si Cfl h P, ki)(m , 11aild u ia mnbiguous a precise correlation between the M RI pcLLr. H
H
H
H H CC is X)sIble (Ref. 16)
I ic
Ji.i.:L' Hi \\ .IRI correlation between field strength and space (in one
dimension) Is represented b y a magnetic fiel d the strength of which varies linearly with one
S;kt al c i rdi nate:

F = (0.0. B,)
Ro + Ci
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In this case, the magnetic field B can be considered as the superposition of a
homogeneous field with a linear gradient field. In imaging systems usually three separate coil
systems are employed which allow the generation of gradient fields in the x, y, and zdirections. The Larmor frequency in an MRI-experiment then will be spatially dependent with
CO =

(I) =

y(Bo + G. r)
+ yG . r

An example is to consider the MRI-experiment shown in figure 1.7 with the x-gradient
field of an imaging system activated. After an initial 90 0 RF-pulse which starts the precession
of the magnetization, the resonance frequency will be:
o(x,y,z) = co,, + yGx . x

In a frame of reference rotating with the angular frequency wo this simplifies to
(observation in a rotating frame of reference is equivalent with using a phase sensitive
demodulator tuned to wo):
(Or(X,Y,Z)

= 'GX . X

The signal contribution from the location (x, y, z) then can be written as
A(x,y,z)e

dx dy dz

with A representing the local contribution to the MRI signal as a result of the density of
nuclei and - depending on the pulsing scheme that is used - also as a function of the local
relaxation parameters Ti and T2. The total signal in the receiver coil then can be seen as the
result of integration:

St)=

fff

A(x,y, z) e 1 y GX Xt
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dx dy dz

.
A Fourie r

Transform of the received time domain signal yields:

S(r)

=fs t) e

rt

dt

=f f A (x =

,y,z) dydz

This represents a projection of the "MRJ-density" A of the sample on the axis of the
gradient field x. One way of obtaining three dimensional information of the sample, therefore
could be to repeat the above experiment for a sufficient number of different projection
directions and then use the mathematics for reconstruction of three dimensional (313) objects
from projections (Ref. 17). Although this idea has marked the beginning of MRI-imaging in
1973, in the meantime a slightly different approach has established itself as the standard for
3D-imaging.
Figure 1.8 shows the time course of a 3D-Fourier Transform MRJ-imaging experiment.
The leading RF-pulse starts the precession of the magnetization within the sample. The two
gradient field pulses Gy and Gz imprint a typical spatially dependent phase characteristic on
the magnetization. These pulses, therefore, are called phase encoding gradient pulses. Finally,
the MRI-signal is sampled while a third gradient field in x-direction is activated. The negative
x-gradient lobe in front of the sampling interval is added only to effectively shift the time
domain zero into the middle of the sampling interval is added only to effectively shift the
time domain zero into the middle of the sampling interval to simplify the time domain Fourier
Transform.
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Nonselectjve 3D Fourier Transform MRI sequence
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As a result of the phase encoding gradient pulses the magnetization will experience a phase
shift

'=y(Gy. y + Gz. z) At
= ky. y + kz. z
ky= yGy

At, kz=yGz At

The signal contribution from a location (x, y, z) during the sampling interval, therefore can
be written:
A(x,y,z) ei

+ kz

Jx xt

dx dy dz

Again the total signal in the receiver coil can be considered the result of the integration

= fff

A (X, Y, Z)
S(kx,ky,kz)
e (kx x+ky y+kz z) dxdydz
A three dimensional Fourier Transform of the MRI signal in the experiment described,
will result in a 3D representation of the "MRI-density' A(x, y, z). Since only the time domain
parameter kx = y.Gx . t can be adequately sampled in a single experiment, the pulse sequence
shown in figure 1.8 has to be repeated with different settings of the phase encoding gradients
Gy and Gz in order to acquire a sufficient number of samples in k-space. The total data
acquisition time TA required to build up a 3D image matrix of the dimensions 1 x m x n,
therefore, is given w:
T.., =I x m x T
TR represents the pulse sequence repetition time. Further it is assumed that in each of the data
sampling periods n samples of kx are taken.
If for reasons of image contrast, a long repetition time TR is required, variant of the
imaging method described is frequently employed. This method circumvents the excessive
data acquisition time demanded by a long repetition time TR in 3D mode if only a limited
number of cross sectional 2D images are required. Here the 90 0 RF-pulse is modified such
that only the magnetization within a sufficiently thin slice is flipped out of its equilibrium
State. Therefore, only areas within such a slice will contribute to the MRI signal received in
the pick-up coil. To achieve this kind of slice selection, a narrow band 90 0 RF-pulse is
applied while one of the three orthogonal gradient fields is switched on.
-15-
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spatial j
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is requli red. For reasons ot invac coil iast . tied uicii (I y a repeti 11011 ti lIle TR much longer than
the duration of the pulse sequence shown in ti1Ift' I .8 is used. In these cases the excessive
waitin tune can be en plo ed to aequ ire normal ion Iroin other 21) slices parallel to the first
one, This 21) multi slice 1110dC IS LSL'i.l IfedIuielli Iv to acqii ire up to 20 or :o parallel slices with
long repet t 1011 Ii iliCS l. A (Ii sadvaiiuie compared to true 31) methods is relative
moderat
s i iiooth slice profiles mid cross-talk between adtaeent slices. Still the 21) niultislice node is
file method most trequcil thy used in routine diagnostic i ma i iu and the i InagcS used ill this
project were all obtained using the 21) multislice mode as shown in figure I .) using a
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Figure 1 .9. (a) ilansaxial 21) slicc iiumvc ot the brain at the thalainus level. (b) Transaxial
slice image of the brain at the cortex level
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ce contrast between cont igilotis sI hid U 105 01 even slightly different chemical composition can

be signi licant leadking to excel lent graY level di ffer e n tiation (contrast) between struct ui•cs

,,Opmed of di I dent Ii ssiie t y pes and hence higher resol ut ion (typical resolution is I in i))
shown b y gtiie I .)(a) nnl 1 .-)(b) \\lldrc the eniricles and sulci are easil y recognised. In
dditioii MR I has been shown to be hel pin in (I aenosi nt brain diseases Which result in
lesions such as Aizliciiner. Parkinson •uid multiple sclerosis.
Hie i llain (IisadVantdic of NMI is that ii is an invasive imapng method and the etiect
011izing radiation with strong niaeaielic held olTesla on the patient has not been fully
established, but it is tli0tiL111 that red 1)100(1 cells, eves and the testis are most at risk from the
rad di ion
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Positron Im issioii Tomograph y is techn ij tie 01 uleasu ri ri g the concentrations of
postroui cm!tting radioisotopes \vitIim if three-dimensional Alen b y externall y measuring the
WON* from these isotopes. The locali zat ion is su Ilicien tiv accurate to allow the data
of
generally to be prcsented as rcV sCd Ic iinige i • Cross-section
the object. with pixel
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iirc 1.1

Ei.gt i rjJ 1. Transaxial PET slice at the cortical level

Posi ron ciii ui ng md loisotopes are produced using a c yclotron which accelerates
chargcd particles which bombard chosen stable elemciits in order to produce positrons.

Positron emitting isotopes commonly used in PET are Ilourine 18 (Es). oxygen 15 (QL) and
nitrogen 13 (N") with hal I- Ii Ic ranging between 2 tO 20 n0maes. The positron Cliii uers. are
tagged tO iiietabol ically active substances, such as ii iirocleoxvglucose containing Ilourine IS

or amino acids such as gI

Yci

lie connmi iii ng nkrogcll 13. The "radioisotopes deca y by emitting

a Positron (positive electron) iroin the nucleus. The positron is an anti electron that. alter

travelling

it

short distance,

will

coin lii ic with an electron Ironi the surroundings and

annihilate
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On annihilation, the masses of both the electron and the positron are converted to
I011 This radiation
iat on is iii the form Ut tWO gaul ma rays (photons) of equal
electroma gnetic radiation.
keV),
which
are
emitted
aT 180 degrees to each other as shown ill figure I 12.
energy (511

figure 1. 12. A positron emitted by ii uclear decay I ll tissue and annihilates with a nearby
electron, producing i 11 keV photons that move in opposite directions

When tile photons from the annihilation. Strike a (hi sm tith gerinenate) gain ma-ray
detector block it generates scintillation light. The signals from the photomultiplier tubes are
analysed electronically to delei'rn i tie whelm detector in the block detected the initial event. This
information is passed to the module electronics which causes a coincidence window to open
at opposing detector for it short while, 1111.1s recording the lines of response. The lines of
response are constructed into siniogram data which is reconstructed into transaxial two
dimensional image slices such as the one showim in figure I . I I . The resulting image is a function of the distribution of' the metabolicall y active compound, and hence a function of the
underl vi rig ph y siolo g ical process rather than the anatomical structure.
Thus the advanta g e of PET Imaging is that it conveys information about metabolic
process taking places in the organ of interest. The Parameters used to measure these processes
night be, for example. metabolic rate constants, glucose uptake, oxygen consumption or
blood flow. Usually a liypometahol ic region in the brain is represented by 'cold" area which
is represented by low grey levels in the digital image, and hyperinetabolic brain region is
in dicated by " hot" area which is represented b y
high grey levels in the digital i inage. These
are not innately visual entities, which is a disadvantage, since it indicates that PET images
are pseudocolor maps of values that are a function of these variables, and a complete study
should involve the use of a varietyof graphics. image processing, statistical, compartmental
modelling and analytical procedures that can identify the important information in the data and
use it to enhance its visual representation (Ref. 18). Other disadvantages of using PET are
the poor resolution of the resulting image (6-8 in iii), and the high cost of maintaining the
cyclotron facility. Clinical applications of PET includes the detection of ischaem ic cardiac
muscle in patient wit Ii coronary artery disease, the detection oF brai 1 tin moiirs, the localisation
of the seizure focus in epi cpsv and the d iagnosi of Alzheimer's disease and other dementias
(Ref. 19).

-I

it can be conci itded that both MR F and I 1 I' imaging systems work b y transmitting

•
I

ttecl energy representing Object
energy i ntO the bod y . and then t raii sl irin rig (ifiuippi ug) the emitted
space (energy given alter interact i011 With tissues) into a visual pattern representing the Image
space. Details of the co-registration of tiiiicational 1) FT and anatomical M RI brain images are
discussed in chapter 6.

•3.4 NeurO .eIeCtr()I1agfletic imC

inu

Radioisotopic inlage.s show brain tunction ii niillimetric spatial resolution, but poor
temporal resolution. However, to lit rilier opt illiPsc t lie patient-clinicli an loop, images showing
brain function in iii I Ii metric spat lal resolution and ii ill i second temporal resolution are needed.
This can be provided by elcctroeilcephalograpliy ( FEG). nlagnetoencephalograpliy (MEG) and
magnetic field toniograpliy (M FT) techniques.
All neuro-elect ronlagnet ic tech 1 iques involve il direct neasu re of the ionic flow
associated with brain funct oil, and resulting from act ion potentials and Post-synaptic currents.
They have sufficient temporal resol ut ion to separate out sub-processes lasti rig a few
milliseconds and they can y ield, at least in principle, an esti nate of the Instantaneous current
density vector. It is a runda mental assu iii pt ion ol these techniques that this vector relates
directly to brain activity.
Neuro-elect ronagnet ic i nagi ng modal it es are based on the extraction of the current
sources (both highly local i sed such as current dipoles and distributed current density) froiii
neuro-eIectromagn ic data. The spatlo-teinporill resol lit on ofFered by neuro-electromagni
imaging is invaluable for sttidyi ng seizure and nelirocognitive processes. This section
describes the application of the neu ru-elect ronlagnet Ic ill verse problem to current source
extraction followed b y a (lscr pt on 01
Ille pri lici P i es of measurement and instrumentation
bcHiid c:h 1:i'
'.
:H1g iiioiiality.

1- .3.4.1

e1II'oIflagnel k. forward problem

The neuromagnet Ic trward problem (leals with predicting the magnetic field (B) in
space from a known cii rremit (fist rihlurion. Tb us the forward P robl em does have a unique
solution and the magnetic iild can he predicted Ironi a known current d istri hlmtion using the
Volume integral an sing fro the Riot -Savari, as (Ii scusse
d
in more details in chapter 6.

.2 NCII rollia

etic ill verse I)I'OI)leIfl

N euromagnet ic in verse Problem is concerned with the search for electric source
Cu
rrents (list riblitiom) j(r) in the brain on the basis of mUCtslmi'emfleml( of the distribution of the
m a g netic field (B) outside the head (G). The inverse Problem is
01 ' great interest for deducing
the non-oh m Ic (impressed) con pomieni ol a spatially bound primary current (liStri bution from
me asurenmet of the extermia I magnetic t'ield

However, the inverse problem does not have unique solution i.e. it is impossible to define a
ChuIC current source location from the measured distribution Of the magnetic fields at the
are more current elements than the sampled points of the
firstly,
body. This iss becau e there
magnetic field, secondly. there exists a current distribution that pro(luCe no external field,
thirdly, the existence of maznetically silent current sources, fourthlv, the coupling between
fe electrical potential and the magnetic field measurements an(l finally, the measured data
are distorted by noise. Thus the role of the inverse problem is to obtain the best statistical
estimate of the current source distribution with the mini mum number of measurements (Ref.
20).
The biomnagnetiC inverse l)rhlem deals with two main entities: the current space and
the lead field expansion functions. The current space is defined as the current vectors where
the primary current sources distributions lie. Lead field expansion function is a vector of the
current space. For a given source type in a gieii source space, the lead field expansion
functions are completel y determined b choice of' detectors and their saptial arrangement.
Thus the Outl)lIt of the magnetometer (grad iomcter) becomes the projection of the current
vector on the lead field vector i.e. the lead field expansion functions can be viewed as the
response of the internal current source (list ribm.it ions.
Thus, to reconstruct the current distributions in the brain corresponding to the source
of the activity measured outside the brain in a multi-channel MEG system, rigourous
mathematical models for distributed source space is needed, whereas for EEG, the current
dipole model is su Iuiciemit to reconstruct the internal current sources. The clinical
terpretatioil of biomag net ic reconstruction requires more research in the origin of the current
We deeper areas of the brain: iii particular. the contribution of the columnar construction
ot the cortex makes to the resultant magnetic field, and the effect of the reverberatory loops
th each column. Details of co-registration of neuro-electroinagnetic reconstructions with
1R images are discussed ui chapter 6.

1.3-4.3 Elect roencel)lla lora ph v (EE(;)

Electroencephalography ( EEG ) is a non-invasive method that measure the electrical
activity from the outer convexity of the cerebral hemispheres. Whilst depth EEG is a highly
invasive method that measures the electircal activity of the deeper areas of the brain.
The basic technique of LEG recordin g consists of applying about 20 silver chloride
to the scalp iii an internationally standerdised pattern known as the 10-20
System (Ref. 21), (the numerals 10 and 2() refer to percentages of distances between defined
marker points oil the skull). The electrodes are connected to high gain differential amplifiers
in a variety of confi g urations known as montages, such as the one shown in figure 1. 13.

CLIp electrodes
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l3 I mitersezi tire LEG ironi pat iei)t with temporal lobe epilepsy. Intermittent left
in channels 5.() and 7 . LEG channels are numbered sequentially from the top
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A basic EEG machine might have as iiaiiy as 20 amplifiers, each of which drives an
_wr i tii1g oscil lograph recordiiig Oil l it I) usually movin g at 30m iii s- 1 The technician who
runs the record uses about halt a dozen basic iuiotages, but may set up others and perhaps
modify the frequency response and sensitivity lo the amplifiers to emphasise certain features
in the EEC that are thought to be sigini ficant in the li g ht of the clinical information provided.
In most routine clinical EEGs, electrodes are prepared and positioned on the head
indival l Y, while in some labs commercially available electrode caps with 19 bu i It-i ii
electrodes are used. Extending the cap idea, a cap made from stretchable fabric, and
populated it with 124 commercial tin-disk electrodes encased in plastic holder was
constructured as shown in lg.ire 1. 14 (Ref. 22). The Cal) is positioned On the head by
reference to the naston, 1111011 and l)reauriCular notches (external markers).
•
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Figure 1.14. Subiect wearing 24-channel EEC hat
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on the measurement of minute biomagiiet ic tields (10-100 FT), which arise from the brain
during cognitive processing, using very sensitive SQUID (Superconducting QLlantuni
Interference Devices). The sensitivity is increased by the shape of the detection coil. MEG
ex periments are based on measuring the reaction of the cerebral cortex to sitniuli e.g. short
tones and pain stimulus.
Two approaches for measuring the magnetic fields outside the head are used. A single
I U sensor, was used in a scanning routine; however, this is time consuming and lacks
r eliability. A much better alternative is the use of multi-channel magnetometer which offer
the speed and accuracy that is needed for localisation of single sources in neurphysiology. The
most recent iii ul ti-channel magnetometer was built and installed in Helsinki University of
Tec hnolog y. The system consists of a helinit-shaped, 122-channel magnetometer as shown in
figu
re 1.15 (Ref. 23).
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Scheniit ic VteW Ol the (h.\ar and the insert of the I 22-channel gradiometer.
The bottom of the dewaris helmet-shaped accomodating an average human head. (b) side
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M Fl relies on the measurement of the ti iv magnetic fields inside the brain by noninvasive, multi-channel MEG based on superconducting Quantum Interference Devices
(SQUID) technology. The abilit y of this techniqtLe to reconstruct a three dimensional image
from cortical and thalamic structures of the brain in millimeter (mm) and millisecond (ms)
resolution simultaneously, has great promise for neurological application.
MET is based on full three dimensional inversions of distributed current sources
analysis of MEG data using si m1iI)le three (Ii iiieiisioiial source space (such as a cylinder), which
makes it possible. for the flrst time. the three-dimensional reconstruction of dynamic brain
activity in humans. The result of three (Ii mnemisional solution to the inverse problem is that it
allows the generation of it set of two dimensional ima g es that provide a sequence of slices
through the source space. MET has a temporal resolution better than I ms and spatial
accuracy ol`22 -5 mm at cortical level. which deteriorates to 1-3 cm at depths of 6 cm or more
(Ref. 24).
This method of imaging has evolved from improvements in SQUID sensor based MEG
systems. The breakthrough that has led to M FT has been in the movement towards 122
channel SQUID system coupled with the j i b i lltv to solve the inverse problem over a source
v olume rather than for a single or Small set of current di poles using probabilistic methods.
The ability to reconstruct an ima g e over a source vol umile means that a signi tcant window has
been opened up for understaimdi mi g brai ii lunctiomis since it is well recognised that higher
h.inctioni ng depends on correlated activity between Superficial and deep structures of the
brain. A source space reconstruction which can allow visual i sation of si iii ultaneous activity
at both superficial and deep levels of the brain will undoubtedly be significant for medical
(1 magnosi s and tnt mire brain research.
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1,3.5 ComPar

Compariso n of the various attributes of the imaging modalities are summerised in table
I.I.
Method

procedure
Inv

Cohe
rence

Speed

Coverage
Area
(mm')

Depth
(mm)

Resolution
Space
(cm)

Time

Cost

NI

Many
hours

T

—100

4-8

51

—ms

High

NI

Few mm.

ST

100

4-8

1

—ms

High

EEG

NI

Many
mm.

ST

Full

Full

Many

-ms

Low

Depth
LEG

HI

Hours

T

:5 1

Local

0.1

ms or
less

High

PET

MI

Many
mm.

S

Full

Full

0.3

—ms

High

EG(I)
MEG(30)

Table I.I. A comparison of the main techniques capable of yielding functional information
ahout the brain.

NI EG(I) = MagnetoEncephalography (Single SQUID)
MEG(30) = MagnetoEncephalography (Multi SQUID)
NI = Non Invasive
HI = Highly Invasive
MI = Medium Invasive
T = Temporal
S = Spatial
ST = S patio-temporal

The table shows that each technique has a window of parameters within which it
outperforms all others. PET, for example, is best in covering a large volume with good spatial
resolution, but it has a rather poor temporal resolution. However, the neuro-electromagnetic
techniques have sufficient temporal resolution to separate out sub-processes lasting a few
Milliseconds and they can yield, at least in principle, an estimate of the instantaneous current
density vector. It is a fundamental assumption of both EEG and MEG recordings that this
vector relates directly to brain activity.
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Icordiflgs with depth electrodes are highly l()cIl samiAing the activitya small number
of neurons, while MEG iiid FEG sample. at each liltullent . the collecti v e activity from large
neurona l populations- The lilai Ii (I tference between MEG and EEG is that MEG does not
detect a current dipole which is orientated radial I ' to he skull: the external magnetic field due
to a radial dipole in a sphere is ever y where zero (Ref. 25). MEG detects only a tangentially
orientated dipole. however EEG detects both radial and tangential dipoles. A consequence of
this d fferece is that the MEG should not detect a dipole new the centre of the head, because
the dipole at the centre of a sphere is always a radial source, thus the deeper the dipole, the
more the external magnetic Held is suppressed.
it is worth noting that while sequences of* MET images of current intensity can be
thought of as PET-like images expanded along the time direction, the spatial resolution of the
MEG images is poorer than that of PET images. particularly for deep generators. While it
is tempting to interpret the PET image as the integral over time of the MET i litTlSi ty
sequence. however, this is onl y approximately true since the metabolic rate is only
approximately proportional to the tunic ot' the pl'illlary current density.

1.4 Medical applications of functional 1)raill ima"in"
The medical applications of tunct tonal brain I nagi rig can he classified into tour main
areas; diagnosis, radiation therapy. brain research and computer aided medical intervention
(CAM I).

1.4.1 Dianosis

Preoperative ti nc t iona I bra i n scans are routinely used by the
neurologist/neuropsychiatri St (desicion maker) as cli ft'eren t al diagnostic tool to provide
medical data which can be used in iii feri hg a more accurate diagnosis of the cause of the signs
and symptoms exhibited b y the patient. thus opt i uliisi rug the patient-clinician 1oop. PET, EEG
MEG and M FT have been used iii diagnosing neurological diseases such as focal and
intractable epilepsy (disease that can result front brain infection , scar or tumor and characterised by seizures) and Alzhciiner (a degenerative disease characterised by Ifldlliory loss) as
well as non-neurological diseases rcsul Ii rug in brain dementia such as Auto un mune Deficiency
S y ndrome (AIDS) (Ret '. I

1 -4.2l1iai 'loll I Ii rap

I rt'aI

T I I ]-cc ilintcni ii dispHv of kunctioui.iJ briin iiii.tc\ Ia iccn LIscd I or radiation
therapy treatment plan ni rug, i.e. dosa g e calculation and tuitlor detection (Ref. 27). Also posttherapy functional brain scans can be used as prognostic tool in showing how effective the
radiation has been in curing the disease. This generates new data that can he used by the
CT in clan in making a decision whether to cont title x0th the same radiation (lose or to change
the dose used.
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b1iudhi
Functiona l brain i niaees provide valuable information on brain function, which is
in understanding how the brain function and in niappi ng the tiil)ctiOil of the various
essentia l
areas in the brain more accurately. PET i illages have been used m mapping the function of
various areas of the brain as well as followin g the course of various neurological diseases and
hence out in ing their pathology and aetiology.
Depth EEG have been used in studying movement disorders that occur with
degenrative changes in basal ganglia and substantia nigra. which Parkinson's disease is a good
eample. The studies shown disorders of neural functioning within the basal ganghia.
MEG and M FT are non-invasive techniques and thus are ideal for neuropsychiatric
research. MEG have been used to map auditory Sti milus to the Sylvian Fissure, and MFT have
been used to show
the occurance of a coherent dialamocortical 40-H,, oscillations (Luiri rig auditory stimulus (as
(I scribed in details in chapter 6) with the cortical component reduced in Alzheimer patients
Ref. 25). Also, with the (leVClO1)lllCnt ol suitable model that can image the Ii mbic discharges
with improve(l resolution. M Vl will be the Ided research method and will replace PET. deep
EEG and MEG.

1.4.4 Stereotacl ic iieu rosri rer'
The al ill of stereotactic neurosurgery is to help surgeons and physicians to use in a
rational and quantitative way multi nodal i ty illm o ill o data, in order to plan and to perform
medical interventions (Ref. 28). A main component of a stereotatctic system are imagegeneration system, image registratiomi system and a mechanical such as robot arm which aids
the physician in carrying out the i mitervention such as inserting a probe in the brain as shown
Ill figure

Fi o ure 1. 16. Stereotact ic system with I raiiie adiusiment delivered by the computer system

Functional brain ima g es shown within the stereotactic system have been used to aid
the physician in localisin g intracramimal haemorrage should they occur during the operation,
localisin g tumotirs, the placement of surgical probes within the brain and placing a radioactive
seed (Ref. 28).
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This chapter starts with an overview of the X-Windows System followed by the
(high level) X Toolkit and (low level) X111.) functions and programming issues. An
overview of the Khoros system followed b y user interface development system, image data
structure representation. library details, prograili mint, issues and Ii nii tat OIlS is then
followed. Since the source code used to write the various vroutines, hybrid routines, and
xvroutines for the brain imaging Software is very large, thus it is inappropriate to explain
the source code used in every single routine, therefore in both the X-Windows and
Khoros, prograni fragments from code used to develop the brain imaging software are used
to explain the various program iii i g issues relatin g to both systems. However, the full
source code is ver y well (loetiIiieIhte(l and can be referred to iii the appendix section if
more details about the pr ruii' arc rc.1uired.

2.1 t'hc \-\\iiido s
Ihe X-Windows s y stem is a sofware environment for engineering workstations.
It otci' a rich and complex envi ron went to the programmer of application software. The
toundation of X is the base window s y stem . As shown in fgure 2. 1 . the overall X environ went consists of layers upon the base window systeni
High-level X Toolkit
Window,
Session
Managers

Application

Low-level Programming Interface (XJ ib)
X Network

....

Base Window System

Figure 2. 1. The structure o X

The base window system ( X-server) interlaces with the outside world using the X
network protocol. The network protocol interface is designed to work either within a single
Central processing unit (CPU) or between CPUs. The existence of the network protocol
confers device/vendor independence and network transparency upon X. As tgure 2.1
indicates, the network protocol is the only interface to the base window system. X does
not provide any special "hack-door" interlaces for privileged software. Rather it uses the
network protocol for all operations (Ref. 29).
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X applicatio n programs (a so called cI ellis) ordinarily do not use (lie network
protOCOI directly, but rather work b y making In ic! ion calls to a program ming interlace.
The low level prograllinlilig interlace is a C language subroutine package known as Xlib
(X library), and it allows applications to interlace 10 the network protocol and thence to
the X_server system. The next level of i,iterlice is it higher level tool kit called X Toolkit
and this CiiSjSt5 Of the X 'toolkit intrinsics (Xt Intrinsics) . and the X-Widget Set which are
written in the C language and are built on top of XIib. The Xt Intrinsics shields the
programme r from the coniplex Xlib layer, and provide a framework that allows the
programm er to coiiibii'ie X-Widget set COnil)oneiitS to produce a complete user interface.
The X_Widget set implements user interface components. including scroll bars, menus and
buttons.
Most appl icat ion programs (Clients) will be able to use tool kit interfaces directly,
almost never resorting to the complex XI lb interface. Khoros is an eXCel)tiOli, since it uses
Xlih, Xt Intrinsics and the Athena Widget set to carry out its various Ol)eratiOils.
The next sections discuss the high level X Toolkit intrinsics. the Athena widget
pr(g
ram III] Il k' custom widgets, and the Xlih. This is then I'ol towed by a section which
SCt
introduces the X-Windows graphics primitives. and a section discussing the progranurii ng
issues involved in X-Windows. Since X-Windows is a large s y stem, discussions will he
cstricted to the functions and techn iqites used in developing the hrai ii imaging software
a this project, and code fragments appropriate to the discussion will be used as illustrative
examples

2. 1 .1 X Tool Lit Tnt 1 . 1 IISICS (Xi lilt ri usics)
Following the X philosophy, the X t- I ntni nsics attempts to remain policy free, and
provides only those mechanisms that do not affect the look or I'eel of an application's
interface. The Xt Intrinsics serves as a framework that allows programmer to create user
interfaces by combinin g an extensible set of user interface coiriponents known as widgets
and md ude scrol lbars, title bars. menus and dialog boxes. The i ntrinsics provides a small
core set of widgets.

hu]eriiiiii
additions to 1hc Icons csplamncd Ill the oIlowiiig sections, the tollowiie terilis
are specific to the I ntni nsics and are used th rouglioiit this section.
In

1) Application proram mner: a Pro g rammer who uses the X Tool kit to produce art
application user Interface.
2) Child: a widget that is contained within another ('parent')
'A 1(1 get.
3) Class: The general group to which a specific object belongs.
4) Instance: 1 specific

'A

idgct object as

opposed to :i g eneral wid g et class.

) Method: the functions or procedures that a widge t class implements.
) Object: a software data abstraction Consisting of private data and private and public
fLi ri ctionS that operate on the private data.
7)

parent: a widget that contains at least on other 'child' widget.

Resource: a named piece of data in a widget that can be set by a client, an
8)
application, or user defaults.
Client: a function that uses a widget in an application or for composing other
9)
widgets.
10) SuperclasS: a large class of which specific class is a member. All members of a
class are also members of the superclass.
11) Widget: an object providing a user-interface abstraction.
12) Widget class: the general group to which a specific widget belongs, otherwise
known as the type of the widget.
13) Widget programmer: a programmer who adds new widgets to the X Toolkit.
21. 1.2 Main Xt Intrinsics functions
Before looking at an example, the following sections briefly discuss a few of
the fundamental Intrinsics functions.
2.1.1.2.1 Initialization
All applications must call the function
Xtlnitialize(nante, class, options, noptions, &argc, argv)

before calling any other Intrinsics function, Xtlnitialize() establishes a connection with
the X server and then initializes a resource database used by the X resource manager.
The first two arguments specify the name and the class of the top-level widget used by
the application. However, when developing an X-Windows application program using
Khoros, the Khoros xvforms and xvdisplay functions xvf_initialize() and
xvdinitialize() will initialize the display used in the program internally.
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g Widgets
Rather than dealing with windows, applications built using the Xt Intrinsics use
widgets. Widgets are explained in more details in section 2.1.3. Applications that use
independent windows must create an additional shell widget for each top-level window.
The function

createWidget(naine, class, parent, args, narga)
provides the general mechanism for creating all widgets except shell widgets. The name
argument is an arbitrary string that identifies the widget e.g. "scroilbar". The class
argument specifies the type of widget to be created e.g. scrollbarWidgetClass specifies
an Athena Scroll-Bar widget. The parent argument must be a widget that allows
children. The arguments args and nargs specify resources used by the widget; args is
the argument list and nargs is the number of arguments.
All widgets must be managed by a parent widget. A widget's parent manages
the widget's size and location, whether or not the widget is mapped, and also controls
input to the widget by controlling the input focus. For example the scroll widget
arranges its three children (scrollbar widgets) in rows. To add a widget to its parent's
managed set, the application must use the function XtManagedChild(widget). The
child widget is managed by the parent widget specified in XtCreateWidgetQ. The
Intrinsics also provides a convenient function that creates a widget and then calls
XtManagedChild() automatically using the convenience function

XtCreateManagedWidget(naine, class, parent, args, nargs)
\V hen a widget is managed, its parent is notified. Often the parent widget must
perlriu some calculation or rearrange its other children to handle the new widget
properk

For CX,1111PIC, in ol . dcr to cnalic a lic cio11har \viJo[ in surfaceSd, the

XtCreateMaragedWidget is called in the create_slice_scrolibarO function in the
file scroll.c
scroll ->scrol Ihar = XtCreateManagedWidget("scrollbar",
scrolibarWidgetCiass, return_widget, args, i)
Where

name = 'scrolibar"
class = scrolibarWidgetCiass
parent = return—widget
args = args
nargs =

This creates a scrollbar child widget and assigns it to the scroll->scrollbai

Widi't . Ihe return widget. is the workspace defined in the form used by the widget.
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11 3 Event dispatching

When an application uses Xlib directly, it must look at each event and perform
an action based on the type of the event. In this case a switch statement has to be used
to handle the various events as explained in section 2.1.4.2. The Xt Intrinsics provides
a much simpler and cleaner way to handle input events. The Xt Intrinsics looks up the
widget corresponding to the window in which each event occurs and looks for an event
handler, a function registered by the application or by the widget itself to respond to
a specific X event in a particular widget. If the IitnsicS finds an event handler
registered with the widget in which the event occurred, it invokes the function
automatically. Event dispatching is the procedure of finding the proper widget and
invoking the appropriate handler for an event. The function XtDi spatchEvent (&event)
dispatches a single event. Applications can use the function XtNextEvent(&event) to
obtain the next event from the X event queue. Because most of the hybrid routines are
entirely event driven, the heart of nearly every hybrid routine is a loop that gets events
from the X event queue and then uses XtfljspatchEvexit() to invoke an event handler
for that event. This event loop can be written as
for (
{
XEvent event;
XtNextEvent (&event);
XtDi spat chEvent(&event);
}

The intrinsics provides this code as a function XtMainLoop() which in Khoros is
called by the xvforms function xvf_process_eventQ. This is a recursive loop and the
programmer must arrange to terminate it using a flag. For example in the dynamic edge
following hybrid routine dynedge the following code is used
mt EXIT—FLAG;

EXIT—FLAG= False;
while ('EXIT FLAG)
xvfprocess eventH;

2.1.1.2.4 Event Handlers
An event handler is a procedure invoked by the Intrinsics when a specific type
of event occurs within a widget. The widget programmer can define event handlers to
handle some, all, or more of the X events. The application programmer can also use
the function
Xt lnsertEventffandler(widget, eventmask, nonmaskable, handler,
client_data, XtListTail)

to register an event handler for events that occur in a widget. This function registers
an a pplication-defined function specified in the argument handler as an event handler
ent or events specified in the eventmask. The argument eventmask must be
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one of the standard X event masks defined in the tile X.h. The event handler can also
be registered for more than one event by specifying the inclusive-OR of two or more
event masks. The Xt Intrinsics automatically invokes the function when the event
the widget's window. occurs
When an event occurs,
eventmask
w
s pecified by the ithin
each event handler registered for that event is called. Applications use the argument
to specify some data to be passed as parameter to the event handler. This
client_
can
be given as NULL if the event handler does not require any applicationargumen t
specific data. Some X events that applications need to handle have no event mask.
These events are said to be nonmaskable, because they are sent to all applications
whether an application selects them or not.
The discussion above can be illustrated using the heuredge hybrid routine. In
this case the code fragment that concerns this discussion is as follows:
In file heuredge.h the following is defined:

typedef

struct {

mt rowsize, colsize, Threshold, *counter;
struct xvimage *image;
unsigned char *cptr, *output;
DisplayStructure *xydisplay, *outxvdisplay;
image_attributes;
In file lheuredge.c the following is defined:
1*

Initilization section */

unsigned long mask;
void heursitic_edge;
Display *display;
image_attributes data;
/'1

Main program section

1*

event handler */

*1

mask = ButtonPressMask I KeyPressMask; 1* activate when a mouse
is moved or a keyboard is pressed *1
XtsertEy
anfler(dataxvdilay->raster, nask, False, Iiristic_ee, &data,
XtListTail);

1*

Implementation of event handler /

void heuristic edge(widget, data, event)
Widget widget;
imag e_atrjues *data;
XEverit *event
{
The implementation of the event handler
}
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Here, the event handler is th heuristic_edge() function, thus when any key is
: ressed while the mouse is within the display widge t (raster), the heuristic _edge() event
candler is activated. The client data in this case is a pointer to a data structure consisting
of the various image attributes needed to carry out the heuristic edge follow routine
interactively. The events are pointer to X-Windows XEvent data structure, and is passed
intrinsiCaflY. It is worth mentioning that there is no standard way of implementing event
handlers, however, in this case all hybrid routines use this programming methodology to
allow interactive processing of the images.

2.1.1.2. 5

Setting Widget optiop

Most widgets allows the programmer to specify options and resources that affect
the way the widget appears or behaves. The function XtCreateWidget() allows the
thesean
options
and resources.
Options are specified
programmer to pass
array
specifying
using an Arg data structure defined as
typedef struct {
String name;
XtArgVal value;
} Arg, *ArgList;

If the size of the resource stored in the value member is less than or equal to the
size of XtArgVal (which is usually defined as a long), the value is stored directly in the
structure. Otherwise the value member stores a pointer to the resource. Resources are
often specified using a static array of Arg structures, and passed to the widget creation
function via the macro XtSetArg(arg, name, value).
For example to specify the width and height of the parent slice widget (i.e. the workspace
where the three scrolibars are defined) the following code is used in
create slice scrollbar() function:
Widget create — slice scrollbar(label, parent)
char label;
Widget parent;

V

P1 Khoros workspace */

Arg args[Maxargs]; P1 Allocate space for future arguments *1
mt i = 0;
i+ +;
XtSetArg(args[i], XtNwidtli, 450);
XtSetArg(args[iJ, XtNheight, 30);
i+ +
rein rn widget = XtC reateMa nagedWiciget (label, form WidgetClass,
parent, args, i);

}
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Applicatlois also iic te tlinctR)ii \ISt \ ilii&'s( idget argIil uirg.) to alter the
iinple in run render.c File, the
resources used by a 'idcci d icr it is created For
iOn I • (I n reIl(ler( lonu n'ui(k'r_i ii to) has the following code:
funct

if (reui(Ier . '" to- > d iSpt ii le seled ed)
Xt Set A ,'gs( ais [ i J. X Ndisp_l ii Ic. render_into- > cusp title):
XtSctVaILIeS(ShV- > W4)l'ksl)aC(' ai'gs. i)

i++

}

This sets the argument list with the render info- >d I SI) t I tie value and then XISet Values()
passes the value in the argument list to the show- > workspace (or the inai ii) widget, which
toggles the title '31) Surface on the display.

1._._ Callback iiiiicl 10115
me widgets provide hooks that allow applications to define procedures to be called
when sonic widget-specific condition occurs. These hooks are known as callback lists and
the application's procedures are known as callback functions, because the widget makes
"call back" to the application-deli ned function. Fach widget maintains a callback list for
each type of callback it supports. For example, every widget supports a XtNdestroyCal Iback callback list Applications can add a callback to a callback list with the ft nction
XtAcldCallback ( v idgel callback-name. procc(lII re. c Iknt dat a)
The argument, cal lback name. specifies the callback list to wh cli procedure is to be added.
The app! ication can use Client data to specify some appl cation-deli ned data to be passed
to the callback Procedure by the In In ii sics when the call back is invoked.
For example. in the file seroll.c file. the create inn ii ip scroilba r() function adds
two callbacks to the scroll bar widzet as follows:
XtbdcIC'a IIl)rICL(NCrOI I- ) S('l'OIlI)d i'. \ I \5CI'UI I PI0('. II I)(l11C It11 hip incrcmenls I
(cacidri) inahhip):
t/\d(lCaIIl)Ick(5cruIl- ) scrullI)nr,
(ca(ldr I) iiianip):

I'\ J thh1h I) lruc. LIp(1aIeh11aI1i)cunIinoIIs,

The first one adds the update
miian i pi ncreinen
Ia! scroll- > scroll bar widget
procedure
to the
whenever the leil or right mouse buttons are pressed, the second adds the
update man ip conti nous procedure to the widget whenever the in iddle mouse button is
pressed. The X INscrol I Proc and Xt Nj it mnpProc are part of the Athena widget set deli ii it ion
for the scrollbar widget class.
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The argumen ts passed to the procedures are
clientData, cailData)

void

Widget widget;
caddr.t clientData, callData

The caliData is defined by the scrolibar widget class defined as part of the
Athena Widget Set.

2.1.1.3 The X Toolkit Progranmtiflg Model
In addition to defining an architecture for creating and combining widgets, the
Xt Intrinsics provides application programmers with a specific model for their
application. Since in this case the Khoros libraries have been used with the X Toolkit,
thus the basic framework for the programming model (algorithm) can be summarised
in the follows:
routine and the
1)Initialize the display used to display the image using xvd_initialize()
forms
2) Perform global initialization for the DisplayStructure (which is used by the xvdisplay)
using the xvd_init_XvdiSPlaY() routine
3) Build all associated X resources using the xvd_build_xvdiSPlaY() routine
4) Assign the widget structure to be one of the Khoros workspace
5) Create the widget
6) Register callbacks and event handlers
7) Realize all widgets
8) Enter the forms loop which exits when the quit option is pressed. This loop allows
the user to choose the various options

P

2.1.1.4 The Translation Manager
The Xt Intrinsic's translation manager provides a mechanism that allows the user
to specify the mapping between user actions and functions provided by a widget for an
application. This is mainly used in mapping the values typed in the value widgets (to
the righthand side of the scrollbars) to the value of the scrollbar. The main function that
uses the translation manager is create_text_widget(parent, scroll, length) in the file
scroll. C.
The translation table was called scroll _translation, and is defined to be a structure
of type XtTranslations, update_text_scrollO is the function invoked when the correct key
is mapped. scroll_actionArray is defined to be a structure of type XtActionsRec. This
structure consists of a string that names an action and pointer to a procedure that
performs the action. For example the action procedure name update_text_scroll() is
registered using the following:
Static XtActionsRec scroll _actionArraY(] = {
{ "update_text_scroll", update_text_scroll }, };

14
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Then haViilg created the value widget. the action is registered using the
xtAI,l)AciclAc1io1() function, then the string specified by the user containing a translation
specitcatb0ul is coiiipild into a XtTranslations structure Using the XtParseTraislations()
funCtioil Finally XtOverricleTranslatiocis is executed to specify translations for the
scrol l - > value widget only

2.1.2 Athena Widget Set
A widget is a complex data structure that combines all window with a set of
procedures that perform actions on that window. The Athena widget set and the Intrinsics
make up the X Toolkit. In the X Toolkit, a widget is the combination of an X window or
subwindow and its associated input and Output semantics. The Athena widgets provide the
base functionality necessary to build a wide variet y of application environments. Because
the IntrinSicS mask implementation details from the widget and are fully application
programmer, the Athena widgets and the application environments built with them are fully
compatible with the other widget sets built with the Intrinsics (Ref. 30). The Athena widget
set consist of man y widget classes. some ul which arc used in this project are discussed
next.

2. 1 .2. I Label vid
A Label is a noneditable text string or ''P that is displa y ed within a window.
The class variable for the Label widget is labeiWidgeiclass. This is used to create the
widget to the left of the scrollbar. When creating a Label widget instance, the XtNlabel
resource is set to the specific label given by the application programmer. this is retrieved
from the argument list. For example. in the function ercat e_uua Ili I SCrOlIl)a r() in scroll.c
file, the following is used to setul) the 1111111 I'1) widget to displa y the necessary text to the left
Of the manipulation semi Ihar:
= 0;
Xt Set Arg(args[i I. Xt NIahel, 111)l'l) I + +
\t Creal ('j\Ia iiage(l\\ i(Iget (" lilallip %I(lget
nianipidget
Class, refill - 11 widget, a rgs. I):

label \\'idgct

1.2.2 Form widget
The Form widget can contain an arbitrary nu inber of clii Idren or subwidgets. The
Form provides geometry management for its Children, enabling it to control the position Of
each child. Any combination of children can be added to a Form. The class variable for a
Form widget is forniWidgetCiass. When creating a Form widget instance. the XtNwidth
I-il III iller defined arguments
XtNheight , XtNformvert , Xi N ftrin Horiz arc setup wi tli the
retrieved from the argu men i list.

For eXaIllPie in the iuiici ion cn'at c iuia hip scrffllha r() lit scroll.c file, the following is used
to seWl) the width. heiht , vertical and hon ioiital offset of the Form widget:

P

P

.:

1+ +
tSetAi'g(1gsh1 . XtNidi h. 520):
1+ +
tSetArg(argsLi] . XtNhi'hl . 30):
i+ +
tSetAi'g(argsEiI. XtNVeii, vertical):
rg(argsli
.
Xt
Nil
uriz.
Imrizouita
I):
i+ -1XtSet A
ret ii ru widget = Xi (_ reat e\la imcd Widget (label. Foriii \\idgct Class.
I)Irelit . a rgs, i)

The Form widget is used to deli ne the in' I widget or the three label, scrol lhar
and value widgets In the slice and nan pit He \vorksiiace

2.1.2.3 Scroulhar

iclet

it
it
A Scroll bar widget is rectangular area that contains slide region and a thu nib
slide bar). A Scroll bar can be used alone. as it vat uator. or it can be used within a
composite widget. A Scroll bar can be aligned cit her vertically or horizontally. When a
Scrolibar is created, it is drawn with the thulni) in it contrastin g colour. The thumb is
normall y used to scroll client data and to give visual feedback on the percentage of ' the
client visible data.
Zn

it
Each pointer button invokes specific scroll bar action. That is. given either a
vertical or horizontal align ilent . the poi iter but ton actions will scroll or return data as
appropriate for that align merit. When pointer button I or 3 is pressed the arrow shape is
not changed, when button 2 is the arrow change shape to a vertical arrow. When either
button I or 3 is pressed. the call back procedure is invoked only when the button is released
and the client call back proceditre is resporisi bie or Moving the thumb
\Vh i ie scrolling is in progress. t lie application receives notification from callback
procedures. For both scrol Ii ng actions. the call back ret urn.s tile Scroll bar widget ID, the
ci ient data, and the pixel position of' the pointer when the button was released. When either
button I or 3 is pressed, the callback procedure is invoked onl y when the button is released
and the client callback proced lire IS respon sibie for moving the thumb. The class variable
for the Scrollbar wid g et is scrolibarWidgeiClass.
the X Nscrol II roc and Xl Nj ii nlpProc are callbacks. The XtNscroi I Proc callback is
used for incremental scrolling and is called by the Nut il'Sci'olI action, while the
Xt N ulllpProc is used to implement smooth scrolling and is Called by the Nut ifyThu 1111)
action. The call I)ata for ,J urn Proc must he cast to a pointer to lout before use. Using the
default button biidi ngs, but toil I returns it positive val iie, and button 3 returns a negative
v alue. in both cases. the inagn i tude ot tIlL' value is tile (I stance ot the pointer ill pixels from
the left of the Scrol than. The vat tie will never be less than zero or greater than tile leiigth
01 the Scroilbar.

procedure
callback
the
For
example
rt1IJ_111a11P1 I latc.c tile is defined as follows:
01)datematlipconl

i UU0lIS( V

ii pdal
11

e_ina flif)_cOIII I nous()

in

idget . client l)ala . ci I l)al a)

Widget widget;
caddr_1 client Dal a, call Dat a;

float : l 1 1II 11I)c I .

=

( ( loaf *) calll)ata;

}

The initialization 01 the scrol Ihar can be seen in the source code of either
create ma 1111) scrollba r() or create slice semi ll)a r()

2. 1 .3 Prograiiiining ctisl

0111

widgets

The task of creating new custom widgci is complex. since it requires lamni I ian ty
with the object Oriented mechanism used in idi.et creation. widget architecture, the Xt
Intrinsics and Xlib. However, the i\tliemia wid g et set do not l)roicIe wid g ets that can be
easily interfaced with the K horns xvtornis and xvgrapl) cs librar y . l'litis two custom widgets
are programmed as part Of the stirlacc3d rnodtile: the Show widget which is the parent
widget where the main workspace is displa yed and the ShowObj widget which is the child
widget where the object is displayed. These two widgets are used as examples to illustrate
the creation of a new wid g ets and integrating thermi within the X-Windows and Khoros
system.
This sections begins with a general discussion of the object oriented programming
methodology, followed b y widget architecture. and composite widgets. lii most cases, code
fragments used in cleatin g the ShowObj widget are used to illustrate the program Ill i ng
issues. Howevec We same discussions can also be applied to tie S ho\\ widget .

I Oh led -oriented p mugrain liii

fl

The concept of object-orteitied programming has gained POl)U lan t y in all computing
areas in the last few years (Ref. 31) and has been used to solve a number of graphics
problems. The OhjcCi-Ol'iemlie(l abstract kin comprises some basic concepts. described as
Allows.
Oh,jects are Mks in an object-oriented system formed b y a collection of internal
data that represent their active stale, and transparent to [Ile outside. All objects are given
trues with which thlc\ drc addrcscj.

AT

Messages are means by which the objects are addressed. In response to a message, the
object may change or return another object or value, and so on.
Method s are means by which the objects react to the messages received.
Classes are entities to which objects belong. Objects are instances of a class, and their
behaviour depends on the methods defined for the class.
Inheritance is an important characteristic of object-oriented systems, permitting the
specificatio n of inheritance of both methods and variables among classes. Inheritance can
be specified through various mechanisms. For examples, through a tree structure,
hierarchica l inheritance specifies a one-to-one relationship. Through a directed graph, on
the other hand, multiple inheritance from several classes is allowed to occur.
Data abstraction means that information relating to the implementation of an object is
hidden from other objects. To access an object, only its class or type need to be known.
Data structures and algorithms are kept behind an interface that specifies the function of an
object, but not how it functions.
Polymorphism is the ability to send the same messages to various type or classes of
objects.
In the X Toolkit, some of the object's public functions are called directly by the
application, while others are called indirectly when the application calls the common
Intrinsics functions. In general, if a function is common to all widgets, an application uses
a single Intrinsics function to invoke the function for all types of widgets.

2.1.3.2 The architecture of a widget
The Xt Intrinsics defines the basic architecture of a widget. This architecture allows
widgets built by different programmers to be integrated together smoothly. For example,
the surface3d xvroutine mix the Athena widget set with the Show and ShowObj widgets.
These widgets can coexist peacefully in a single application because they share the same
architecture.
The Xt Intrinsics defines an object-oriented architecture that organizes widgets into
classes. From a widget programmer's viewpoint, a class consists of some private data
structures and a set of procedures that operate on those procedures. Using object-oriented
terminology, these procedures are referred to as methods.
Every widget consists of two basic components, a class part and an instance-specific
part. Each of these components is implemented as a C structure containing data and pointers
to methods. The Intrinsics defines the organization of each structure. All widgets belonging
to the same class share a single copy of the data and methods in the class part, while each
individual widget has its own copy of the data in the instance-specific part. The structure
that contains the class part of a widget is known as the class record, while the structure that
contains the instance-specific part is referred if as the instance record. A widget's class
record is usually allocated and initialized statically at compile time, while a unique copy of
the instance record is created at run time for each individual widget. The following sections
discuss the organization and purpose of each of these widget components.
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2.l.3.2.l ' Fhe w idt'l class ri'cord
A widget s class record contains data and methods that are corn mon to all widgets
of the class. Every widget s class record includes containing the widget's class
name. The class record also contains methods that define the appearance and behaviour of
all widgets in the class. All widget classes are subclasses of the Core widget class. This
means that the components of the Core widget's class record and instance record are
included in the corresponding records of all other widget classes by virtite of inheritance.
The Core widget's class record is defined as:

typedef siruci {
Co reC lass Pail core lass:
} \\tdget Cla'Rec. :,\\id.l Class:

The ShowObj is it subclass of rcct( )bi ClassRec. thus us wigdet ' s class record is deli ned as:

typedef si i'iicl {
Red Ol ClassPart reel class:
SliowOhj C lass Part h uwohj class:
} Silos 011 CIas.sRec:

where RectOh,j Classl'a rl is it si ruct ure deli n ing the class data provided by the Rect widget
it
which is subclass of the Core widget class, and liowOhjClassPart is structure detining
the class data for he Show( )b '.Hdct. Ii k (lcII1c(I ,i:
tvpe(ldl st rticl

Slin ()l)I(lassliit

void ( :: redispla y ) ()
Xl Pointer e1ciisioii;
} sllowol)iCIasspaIl
which means that cacti tine the S how( )bj widget is initialized, the redisplay( ) method is
invoked.

In

The showOhlClass Rec is dec Ia red to he or type ShowOhjClassRec. and is i iii tial i ied
the cLis (LILI wid fl( ifl cr o HiLl !lt
C

Shov(.)hj('las.slcc sltn\()I)j(las'.itc
{ I

(_oreClassl'art iiIdIiil)di'S

{
}
'

t)OiiIlei' lo il)di 110(15

{

Red0sphy.
NULL
}
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The pointers to methods determine the behaviour of (lie ShowObj widget class, in this case
the pointers to methods specify that each time any X resource of the ShowObj widget is
anged, the method redisplay is executed in response to it, which leads to the redisplay
of the object on the display.
Then, the widget class for ShowObj is declared as a pointer to the ShowObj widget's class
record, thus
WidgetCiaSs ShowObjClass = (WidgetClass) &showObjClassRec;
ShowObjClass (which is type casted to be of core widget type) is the widget class that
applications use as the class argument to XtCreateManagedWidgetO.

2.1.3.2.2 The Instance Record
Each individual widget has its own copy of a structure known as an instance record.
The instance record contains the window ID of the widget's window, and also the size and
location of the window. The instance record also contains a pointer to the widget's class
record. Figure 2.2 illustrates this architecture, showing the relationship between the class
record and instance records of several widgets belonging to ShowObj widget class.

ShowOb.j

Class
Record

S howOb JC1 ass Part

Widget
Class

Widget
Class

Instance Record

Instance Record

ShowOhjPart

ShowOb.jPart

Figure ?.2 Class architecture of ShowObj widret

The ShowQbj widget's instance record is defined as:
t y pedef strtict ShowObj

1

Pail show;
ShowOhjRcc;

this dcfinitioii, it can be seen that when application declares a variable of type
Fro wObjR it is declaring the variable as a pointer to the widget's instance record. The
O
returns a pointer to a block of memory allocated
function t CreateMaged%V1dget()
based on the widget size field of the class record, which in this is defined as
s ize of(Sh0 % 'Obj Rec).

2 1 3.2.3 Inheritance
Inheritance is a powerful feature, it allows new classes to be created that
automatical l y have most or all the characteristics of another (parent) class, but with a few
additional Of different features. Inheritance allows a programmer to create a new widget
class without having to program every detail of the new widget. Often, a widget
programmer can design a new widget class by specifying only how the new class differs
from its superclass.
Many object-oriented languages such as C+ + and Smailtalk provide inheritance as
a language construct. However, the Xt Intrinsics is written in the C language, which does
not directly support object-oriented programming. Thus, inheritance is implemented by
including the components of the class record and the instance record from each of the
widget's superclasses in the new widget's class and instance records. Each widget class in
the inheritance hierarchy contributes one component to these structures. An example of
inheritance is seen when the ShowObj widget inherit resources and methods from the class
part of ObjectPart and RectObj Part which in turn inherit resources and methods from the
Core widget class this is best illustrated in figure 2.3.
Cre : Class
Record
CoreClassFart

I

SuperClass

SuperClass

RectObjPart
Class Record

ObjectPart
Class Record

CoreClassPart
RectObjPart

CoreClassPart
ObjectClassPart

Widget
I Class

Widget
Class

ShowOb :Instance
Record

Showftj :Instance
Record

ShowObjPart
CorePart

ShowObjPart
CorePart

F i g u re 2.3. Inheriting from the Core widget class
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1

2.1.3.3 Data abstraction
-----------------

•

:.

The Xt Intrinsics uses a data abstraction technique to hide the implementation
of a widget from applications that use the widget This technique involves maintaining
both a private s complete definition of each widget structure, and a public, incomplete
definition. Applications that use a widget see only the incomplete definition of the
widget, and therefore cannot directly access fields in the widget structure. Applications
declare all widgets as type Widget (opaque type). This means the application has a
pointer to the widget structure, but does not have access to the real definition of the data
that it represents. Thus it cannot access the contents of the data structure.
To implement this style of data abstraction, the widget programmer must
organize the widget implementation into several different files. Each widget
implementation consists of one or more private header files, a public header file, and
one or more C source files. The ShowObj widget implementation consisted of one
private and one public header files, and one C source file. The private header file
contains the real definitions used internally by the widget, while the public header file
contains only those definitions required by applications that use the widget.

2.1.3.3.1 The private header file
Every widget class has at least one private header file containing the complete
definitions of the widget class record and instance record. Most widget classes have only
a single private header whose name, by convention, ends with the letter "P'. For
example, the name of the ShowObj widget's private header file is ShowObjP.h. This file
contains the true definitions of the ShowObjClassPart, ShowObjPart, ShowObjRecPart,
and ShowObjRec structures. Also, the private header file can contain definitions of any
other private data structures or variables used by the widget.
It is customary to enclose widget header files within pairs of #ifdef statements
to prevent problems if the header file is included in an application more than once.
Using this convention, the ShowObj widget's private header file have the form

#ifndef _ShowObj P_h
#define _ShowObj P_h
Declarations go here

*1

#endif _ShowObj P_h

J.3.3.2 The public header file
The public header file for most widget classes is very simple and declares any
Public information exported by the widget. At a minimum, it contains an external
declaration of a pointer to the widget class record, used by applications as an argument
to XtCreateManagedWidget.
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For example, the ShowObj widget class's public file, ShowObj.h, contains only the
declaratio n of a pointer to the widget class
:

extern WidgetCiass showObjectClass;

.

The public header also often contains definitions of resource strings used by the
program. Like the private header file, a widget's public header should also be enclosed
within #ifdef statements to prevent multiple definitions.

3.3 The widget source file
1. 1.3-_
I. The source files for most widgets have a similar structure. Each file includes
both the widget class's public and private header files as well as the public and private
Intrinsic header files. The file then declares forward references to the methods and other
internal function used by the widget, followed by a resource list used by the resource
manager to initialize the widget's resources and list of the actions used by the translation manager. Next, the widget's class record is statically initialized, and then the
widget's methods are defined. These methods are usually declared as static so that they
are not visible to applications. This can be seen in the ShowObj .c and Show.c files.

2.1.3.4 Composite widgets

This is a more complex type of widget of class Composite, which inherits all the
characteristics of the Core widget class, and adds the ability to manage child widgets.
Composite widgets are used as containers for other widgets and are responsible for
managing the geometry of their children. The Show widget is declared to be of type
Composite, and is used to manage the geometry of the ShowObj child widget. The idea
to use Show as a composite widget is to facilitate the addition of another object (e.g.
3D PET or MV!') to the same display as the MRI object. Also, it is more elegant to
create the main display widget (Show) which consists of methods and resources used
for carrying out projective imaging, graphics techniques, and text display, while the
ShowObj is mainly used to handle the way the object is displayed, and the object's
attributes.
The first two members of every composite widget's class record includes both
the Core widget class's CoreClassPart structure and a new CompositClassPart structure.
For example, the Show class record is defined as:
typedef struct _ShowClassRec
{
core—class;
CoreClassPart
CompositeClassPart composite—class;
ShowclassPart
show—class;
} ShowclassRec:

T he ComposiicClassPart structure contains pointers to the methods that manage children.

This structure is defined as:
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delete Chil d:
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cadd ri
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}

The ShowClassPart is used to define the specific resources of the Show widget,
which are used to change the values passed to the Show widget.

4Xlil)

Xliii is the lower level interface Of X-Windows. Pro g rammin g at this level is more
complex than at the Nt I iii ii nsics and Athena widct set level. SI nec it requi ICS ill depth
knowledge of the Nib function. and lie architect nrc of the X-Windows s y stem, For this
project. the X111) functions ire used for clianguig the colour of the object and the
ques. These are explained
background. soliciting of iliotise events and loi' graphics techn iiques.
next.

2.1.4.1 The X colon - mode l

This is used in SU rl'acc3d to allow the user to change the object and background
colour. The N colour model uses a colormap. A colorinal). sometimes called a colour
look-up table, is an array of colours. A 1)1)1 ualions refer to colours using an index into the
colormap. The colorrnap pro' ides it level of i id i rect ion between the colour index used by
an application the colour displayed on the screen. Most displays provide a hardware
colormap. To draw, it point oil the screen, applications place it value in the appropriate
location of the display's frame bii t'I'er. A frame bit tter is it large Contiguous area of
memory. The t 'raiiie buffer must contain at least one 1)11 for each screen location (pixel) on
lie screen. The nu mber of colours that a screen can display at one time is determined by
lie number of ' hit planes in the frame buffer, according to the relation colour = 21is.
Applications can often share 111C same coloriiiap. B y ( IC fault, windows inherit the
colormap of their parent. and most applications can use the (IL'talI It coloriiiap of the root
window. Application can use the routine Xl)cFailtColurinap() to access the default
colormap of any screen. This allocates two colours bide L and wli i te. The other colours can
be allocated by Clients. using (in the ease of surlace3d ) X A IIC-a inedColor() routine. Once
the application has access to it colorniap. it can allocate colours in that colormap. The Xliii
functions that allocate colours make use of an XColor structure. This structure includes the
members'
U nsigned long pixel;
I Il siglic. (l Shod red. green. 1)1 iie:

(li I.

tII
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Colours, are speci lied by the i ntelisl ty ol each 01 their red, green and blue ( RG B)
coil1P0i1tS The values 01 these c0iii)oneiits can range roili U tO 65535, where 0
corresponds the lowest intensity of a colour cUifll)Ullent . and 65535 COrreSl)OfldS to the
highest intensity. For example, an XColor structure representing bright white can be created
as follows:
XCoIor

COIOi

color.red = 635:
coloi'.grCCfl =
color.hlue = 65535;

The X server scales these values to the range Of colour intensities supported b y the
screen. The Xli h lunction X. II cNiiiiedCoIor() allocates a read-only entry in a colormap.
This function requires an XColor structure con tarn i ug the RG B components of the colour
to be allocated, a name indicalin(a the colour to he retrieved from the database and allocated
to the Pixel. The database file in human readable torm cart he found in the directory
/usr/l ib!X 1 I / . in a tile called rb .txt. For exam pie. the i iiil x reoii i'ces() function in the
ut i Is.c t'i le in surfi.ice3d uses the tol lowing to allocate the OhIeLl colours needed
In sti rl'ace3d .h We the Vollolking are deli iied

Display dispIay;
Pixel while. gre

black . .&'lc;

In ut ils.c file the lol lowi itgs are deli ned:
initxresotirccs(xvdispl.i . hg)
DisplavSt rticl tire ::\.(lisl)l.i\..
char
ri[1
XcioIot' CI)lOi'. c\l('l
j ilt screen = XI)eI'atiIlScrveii(dispIa ):
\'iiidow root induw
X l)eFaiilt Root \i,ido (display)
Xl)eIa(ilt('oIoru1ia)(di..)l 4 l y . screen):
C0101i1la1 C01)1'11ii1)

if (XAlloaIilcdColor(dkplav Culoi'iIial). " grey " .

4

color.

& exact))

grey = Color. pixel:

This is used to a I locate the grcy color. All oilier colours are allocated ill the same
wa y . The xvdisplav Khoros library coiltairt man y colour routines.
xV (ls(l — Colo ,'IIIaI)k%i(lcl . coloritiap) is used to copy the xvdisplav colour nap to the main
(lispla y \viict.

' 1 4 2 Events
An event is a notification, sent by the X server to a client, that some condition
has changed. The X server generates events as a result of some user input. The server
sends each event to interested clients, who determine what type of event occurred by
looking at the type of the event. The X server places all events in an event queue.
Clients usually remove events from the vent queue using the Xt Intrinsics function,
XtMeXtEV eflt O These function fill in an XEvent structure allocated by the client. Each
event type is defined as a C struct. The XEvent structure is a C union of all event types,
and is defined in Xlib.h file. In the brain imaging software mouse and keyboard event
are solicited. These are explained next.

2.1.4.2.1 Mouse events
There are five types of events that the X Window system uses to inform an
application about mouse motion: ButtonPress, ButtonRelease, MotionNotify, EnterNotify
and LeaveNotify. The first three are used in many interactive hybrid routines, and
cregsiter xvroutine. The mouse connected to all workstations used in developing the
software, is a three-button mouse. These buttons are used for various interactive routines
ranging from point selection in the case of the edge following routines to region of
interest selection in the case of editing routines e.g. dra\vimage and btankimg.
The ButtonPress, ButtonRelease. and MotionNotify events are specified as bits
in the event— mask. The mask is then passed to an event handler routine which carries
out mouse event solicitation, i.e. it checks the event type and acts according to the type
passed to it. For example, in blankimg the following fragement can be used to explain
mouse event solicitation:
/*

The library routine lblankimg()

*1

unsigned long mask; 1* Event mask */
void draw _on_imageQ; /* Event handler routine *1
Data passed to event handler
image attributes data
mask = Buttonp ressMask I ButtonReleaseMask I ButtonNot±onMaSk
Xt Ins ertEventHandler(data.XVd1SP1aY->raSter, mask, False,
draw - on - image, (Svdata, XtListTail):
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II11I)ICIlI('IllIIi(.)II

l 1114. (''eill llalI(lI4.l' ltiii 111811 (]I.;I%%—oli iIIlage()

void dni s Oil iIllage( vidcI data, eveuul)
%Vidget widget:
uuIgeatt ribute (I )l I
XEei1t :)(%eI11
{

jilt

X,

Y

Staiix, stail y , cndx. ('ilcI';

Switch (event- >I , N I)e)

I'

Case \1OIIU11NI)lilV: ,:: \Iolist.' is I11O%1I12
if (event-> xnIffliouLslale = = Bolt wil \lasL)
Btilloii 1 is J)I't'.Se(1

r

'd (Illen. 1os11 ion( vidgct
v
Get IIIc 11IOII(' \ aIi(l V I) 4 )i1 1011
(lll > lU% lt +
dit- > U)t
(ICICIC' the I)i\Cl ill ihat position

\

/;:

Friie)

I

}
I) re a h

Case RtitluiiI'res.s:

MICH 1 I)lltlWi

IS

I)lt.'(I

I if 1)1111011 2 is pressed :::/
if (event-> \l)Il1I0ll.1)(1II0ll
Btiltuti2)
X(1(hIIer1o.silioIi( i(12('t. Nslari\. 1staIi, i'riic);
it' h1illn 3 is pressed
ii (event-> \l)IIllOil.l)lItIlIll
Riilloii3)
xvd(IIiery1)osiliuIi(s i(Iget. 'CI1(I\. eiid'. i'rtie):
IIaiik the region of iiilercst seIeCt4.'(1
for (j = si a ii y: j < eiiclv: j + + )
for (I = still- IX; i < eiid\; i++)
data-> CI)lrij data- > 1'1)su7.e + ii
l)reak:

CaSe But louiRelease:
/

/

IF the 1)1111011 is released

E)isplav tile i ies iii1ae
xvdti I)(1ll e iiiiage(clil a- > xvtiisplav * \ t LI )
break;

1
}
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1it>x1110uon.s1atc is used to test hir the hutton pressed \vh Ic the

I11OLISC S

moving,

is used to test for the number of the button pressed.
is an xvdisplay Khoros routine that returns the x, y position of the
current mouse cursor. Internally this routine uses the Xlib XQueryPOiflter() which read
the current cursor position.

while event->xbutton.

2.1.4.2.2 Keyboard events
Workstations that use the X-Windows system always have a typewriter keyboard.
Application programs receive raw low-level input from the keyboard via KeyPress and
KeyRelease events. These events inform the application when a key is pressed or
released. These events identify the key the user is pressing or releasing as well as the
current state of the Shift, Lock, and Control keys. Key events are mainly used in
interactive hybrid routines to quit from the application and save the resulting image. All
the hybrid routines that use keyboard input only use the KeyPress event. The Xlib
routine XLookUpstriflg() is used to translate a key event into a character. The following
code fragment from dynedge hybrid routine can be used to illustrate keyboard events
soliciting.
i

The library routine ldynedge() */
unsigned long mask; /s Event mask *1
*/
void dyna lnic_edge_f0110w0; 1* Event handler routine
*1
image _attributes data; 1* Data passed to event handler
mask = KeyPreSSMaSk;
XtInsertEventHafldler(data5PlaY_>1a5t, mask, False,
dynamic_edge_follow, &data, XtListTail);

Implementation of the event handler function draw_oii_ima.ge()
void dynainic_edge_folloW(Widget, data, event)
/*

Widget widget;
image — attribute "data;
XEvent *event;
{
char character;
switch (event—>type)
I

case KeyPreSs /* If a key is pressed *1
translate key event to character *1
if (x LookupString(&(eVent_>Y), &character, 1,
NULL, NULL) =0)
return;
switch (character)
I

I.

case 's': case 'S': case 'q': case 'Q':
EXIT_FLAG =True;
break;
}
break;
V
I]

}

1•
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*/

In this case if the key pressed by the user is either "S' or "q" then save the image
and exit. Thus other key events can be solicited in the same way.

.1.4.3_x-Windows graphics primitives

Xlib provides a set of simple two-dimensional graphics functions for drawing
points, lines, arcs and rectangles. These drawing functions use the same integer coordinate
system as the functions that position windows. Applications that require more complex
graphics function for three-dimensional graphics must be implemented as a layer above
the Xlib graphics functions, which can be very complex.
X graphics primitives are mainly used in surf ace3d to plot the three dimensional
faceted model (triangular mesh) of the brain, and the three dimensional stacks of contours
representing the surface boundary of the brain. Thus only the X graphics primitives used
are discussed next. All graphics functions operate on a drawable, which is either a
window or a pixmap. Since the surf ace3d three dimensional graphics were developed
using the Khoros xvdisplay and xvgraphics libraries thus implementation of the various
X-Windows graphics primitives in the surf ace3d module are included in section 2.2.10.

2.1.5

Programming issues

The previous discussion showed the X-Windows system to be the X-Windows
system to be quite a complex one, but the availability of the Athena Widget sets and X
Toolkit intrinsics (Xt Intrinsics) reduces this complexity. However, to get an in depth
knowledge of the X-Windows system to the level of programming new widgets takes a
professional C language programmer at least nine months of investigations and
experimentation (Ref. 32), after which it is possible to write advanced application
programs.
This project required an in depth knowledge on all aspects of the X-Windows
system, since ithoros is built on it and can be considered as another high level X Toolkit
from the programmer's point of view. All the hybrid routines and xvroutines developed
in this project use a combination of Xlib, the Xt Intrinsics, and the Athena Widget Set
components of the X-Windows system.
Thus one of the disadvantages of using the X-Windows is that it requires a lot of
preparation time. Another disadvantage is the fact that the object-oriented programming
methodology used in implementing the widgets is based on C and not C++, which makes
it more tedious to program, since a language such as C++ provides a higher level of
object oriented programming, whereas the X-Windows widget implementation provides
a rather low level object oriented programming methodology where theoretically even the
private data can be accessed from anywhere in the program.
Another disadvantage of using X, is that the X graphics primitives can only
provide simple two dimensional drawing facilities. However, an extension to the X
protocol, known as PEX (which stands for PHIGS (Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive
Graphics System) Extension to ), which defines PHIGS three dimensional interface for
X, is being considered by the X Consortium as a standard, however it has not been
implemented at the time this report is being written.
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This in fact proved to be the major disadvantage of using X for the development of brain
image software, since new kinds of PEX-like three dimensional graphics routines had to
be implemented in surface3d, to carry out surface rendering using a faceted model.
However, in depth knowledge of the Khoros xvgraphics library made the task slightly less
complex, nevertheless, since Khoros cannot carry out true volume visualization as
discussed in section 2.2.5, the programming task was still complex.

5

The main advantage of X-Windows is that the higher level X Toolkit is
implemented using object oriented methodology, hence it is possible to write more
efficient C code. For example both Show and ShowObj widgets inherited and used
attributes from the Core widget, with no need to re-defining and re-initializing the Core
widget, and it is possible to write subclasses of ShowObj or Show widgets to carry out
other graphics functions.

2.2 The Khoros system
The main goal of the Khoros software project is to create and provide an
integrated software development environment for information processing and data
visualization. The philosophy of programming Khoros is to let the end-user be the
developer of the software at the same time, thus the end-user i.e. the researcher can write
his/her own image/signal processing algorithms in the C language code and integrate them
within Khoros and hence within the visual programming environment Cantata (Ref. 33).
The Khoros software system is now being used as a foundation to improve
productivity and promote software reuse in a wide variety of application domains
including semiconductor processing, medical research, ecosystem analysis especially
complex near-ground level sensing problems, remote sensing, virtual reality,
telecommunications, and optics (Ref. 33 & 34).
A powerful feature of the Khoros system is the high-level, abstract visual
language that can be employed to significantly boost the productivity of the researcher.
In fact Khoros provide a very flexible yet cohesive system for the researcher. Central to
the Khoros system is the need for a consistent yet flexible user interface development
system that provides cohesiveness to the vast number of programs that make up the
Khoros system. Automated tools assist in maintenance as well as development of
programs. The software structure that embodies this system provides for extensibility
and portability, and allows for easy tailoring to target specific application domains and
processing environments.
2. 2.1 Overview of Khoros

Khoros is a comprehensive system that realised on existing standards (X-Windows
and UNIX) and integrates multiple user interface modes, code generators, instructional
aids, data visualization, distributed computing and information processing. The result is
a comprehensive tool for computational research and development. The Khoros
i nfrastructure consists of six major subsystems:
(1) A high-level visual language that may be extended to fit the application domain.
(2) A user interface development system consisting of a User Interface Specification
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(UIS) and code generators that use the UTS to generate code for all programs created
under the Khoros system.
(3) An interoperable data exchange format VIIFF (visualization and image file format)
supported by a comprehensive automatic storage conversion library.
(4) Application specific data display and processing libraries; the libraries contain over
260 programs in the following categories: image processing, digital signal processing,
numer i cal analysis, data and file conversion, graphics display and image display.
(5) A set of interactive X Windows-based programs address such areas as image
display, colormap manipulation, animation, plotting, Warping of image data, 2D and 3D
plotting and surface visualization.
(6) A set of meta-system calls provide a foundation for distributed computing and
efficient data transport. Khoros provides user selectable computer locations via the
visual language, computer supported cooperative work via a distributed X
mechanism, and remote access to data via a distributed data transport server.

Khoros consists of eight main subsystems (all are written in the C language)
shown in table 2.1, which are integrated to form the Khoros infrastructure, and allow
Khoros to act as a distributed collaboration environment, thus reducing the researcher's
time.

Program Name

X Windows application description

Cantata

visual programming language

Editimage

image display and manipulation

Animate

image sequence display

Xprism 2

2D plotting package

Xprism 3

3D plotting package

Viewimage

surface visualisation

Concert

distributed user interface controller

T ab le 2.1. Khoros subsystems
Instructions on setting up the UNIX environment needed to run any Khoros tools
.

is included in appendix I.I.
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2.2.3 User interlace (1CCIol)incfll

III

The framework of every program in the Khoros system is defined by a User
Interface Specification. This high-level sped ticitiOn is used with automatic code
jiltergenerators that allow Khoros pro g rams to combine ,I UNIX-like command line user
face (CLU!) with an X-Windows based graphical user iiirerface (GUI). Khoros
programs can be easily incorporated into the visual language that is an integral part of
the Khoros system: the use of the Code generators ensures that program user interfaces
and docu mentati on are consistent and correct. In add i tioll. the user interface development
system provides a means of quickly protot y ping new algorithms, encourages standard
coding styles and methods. antI Cart poteiitiallv make the user as productive in
extendittg the system as the or prograiniliers were in creating it. The user interface
developillent system M I DS ) is summarised in figure 2.5. An application programmer
begins at the top of tgure 2.4 by specifying a UIS (User Interface Specification) file and
then proceed to a completed program at the bottom of tgure 2.5.
JI SpeciflCtiO
Editor . Interpreter

IIion

Usew- ]Interface
specinciati-an

di

-

crophIIIo
rm
Code Gene i-atO r

(5iib..iJ

Command tnt

_

__

Code Generator

LI

USA

PPIR—to
4

<^^

1

Figure 2.5 The Khoros user interlace development system.
shaded rectangles repre.ent speci 1k I. J I 1)5 tools withi n Khoros software structure.
Plain rectan g
les are Uti lity and development libraries.
S hacled ovals ideni i ty in put to the K horus tools
Plain ovals indicate g enerated jgrains
s ma y be reterenced from within Cantata
Dottcd I nc_J_Ji_itLhI r'ic iHHpH ti
ii

Thesoftware deve lopinen iool
a developer to extend the s y sle ill.

n
Program Name

Description
tool

Preview

GUI di

Composer

Gill editor & code generation tool

Cond uctor

code general ion tool for GUI's

Ghostwriter

code gemleratloll tool br Cl .0 I s & GUI's

K install

source con figIII-ill loll & inanagenielit too

Tab le.2.

1

I

hIe 2.2 below, allow an end-user to act as

Table showin g the soFtware development tools of Khoros that allow an end-user
devk2lope r.

i

- The Khoros user interface development system provides features common to all
applications, such as: (1) journal recording/playback & distributed user interfaces for
XWindo ws based applications, (2) rearrangement of the graphical user interface
without recompiling, (3) consistency of use, (4) standardised documentation format, and
(5) consistent structured programming methodology and styles via the application program
interface (API).
- The software structure that embodies this system provides for extensibility and
portability, and allows for easy tailoring to target specific application domains and
processing environments.

2.2.3.1 User interface specification

As shown in figure 2.5, the User Interface Specification (UIS) is central to the
software structure of the Khoros system. Information concerning the physical appearance
and functionality of a Khoros application interface is contained here. The UIS is an ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) file composed of a sequence of
lines following a strict syntactical structure, each of which describes a separate part of the
user interface. Under the Khoros format, the UTS file has the extension pane, and the
graphical user interface (GUI) that results from it is called pane.
From the user's point of view, the forms-based interface is made up of three
distinct parts:
I) the master form,
2) one or more subforms accessible from the master form,
3 one or more panes accessible from within each subform
The user of such a layered interface aids the application programmer in organizing the
application elements into a hierarchy of classes and subclasses.
Figure 2.6 presents part of the UIS file for the Brain —Imaging subform (including
the vsepflles pane). Each line corresponds to an option or button (or group of these) on
the forms-based portion of a graphical user interface. Each subform (-M to -E group in
the UTS of figure 2.6) contains a guide pane (-G to -E group), the long panel on the left
of the subform, with buttons labelled with each of the subjects that fall in its category.
These guide buttons (-g lines) are titled with subjects that will each require their own
pane (-P to -E group) in the user interface. The individual pane is where most actual
input/output of the parameter information takes place. Text selections are provided for
entering string, integer, float, and logical values, as well as input (-I) and output (-0)
filenames. For entering filenames, a file browser is provided for selecting an existing file
from memory by clicking on the filename prompt (Ref. 35). Figure 2.7 shows the
corresponding graphical user interface for the Brain_Imaging subform.
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.11 00 I 0 551+2l5 00 I 512 124 'Number of slices
you want to convert
.1 1 0 1 1 0 400217 • 00 1 'Convert to VIFF format or not:' choose if
to viii' con
.110 1 1 0 10xl*4+1 • 00 000 'Do not convert to VIFF 'no '11FF convert
.110 1 00 I0xI42 00 1 I I 'Convert to '11FF & normalize data to BYTE' 'convert to VIFF convert

I

.1' I 0 I 1 0 40x5*2"21 '-0 . 0 I 'Order in which slices are stored in RAW file:' 'order of slices' ord
1 0 1 1 0 1(hI4I 00000 'Ascending order (I -send)' 'ascending order' order
'ii 0 1 00 10xI"42 • 00 I 1 1 Descending order (end - 1)' 'descending order' convert
I 0 1 13x2126 'VSEPF!IJES' 'do operation' vsepfiles
411 l3 x2-45- 2 6 'HEl' solo psgr for c'epfiles' !Bruu+_Inssgingl'sepltks. I
.8

.1

jgure 2.6. User Interface Specification for Brain Imaging Software sublorm (including vsepfiles panJ

.

I
Imaging Software subform with VSEPFILES pane
The strict syntactical language is very high-level and helps in capturing the software
Peci ti Cation and building a prototype of the application quickly.
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2.2.3.2 Code gciwii1 iou VS1(IIi
From the programmer s point of' vic . there twO code geileration programs inCliLded
in Khoros. One generates the C code necessar y to create the graphical (x forms library
based) user interface 'h ich wakes function Calk to \-W i ndows and/or Xaw (Athena
Widget set), The other generates the C code ckl,llrol I ing the corn mnand line (textual) user
interface. Thus from a sin g le U IS file for a particular application, the code for both the
I y. This assists the program nier in creating,
CLIJ I and GUI ma y be generated automatically.
rnaimltai fling, and exiendi ii g a modu Ia r and efliciemi I application program that is readable and
consistent with other applications In the system.

.

2.2.4 The Vistialli7ation and 1ini,te File Foruuiat ( V I FE)
The Khoros Visualization and I rnage File Format MIT) or xvi mage internal data
structure format (which can be viewed in SK H( )ROS HOM E/include/vi ff. Ii rile) was
designed to facilitate the interchange of data, between researchers that want to exhange data
and information. VI FF was designed to be comprehensive since i triage processing is an
extremel y diverse field with di Ilerent applications requiring di Ilerent Information about an
image. The VI FE data St ruictuire suppi'ots general geomnel nc obec1s, multidimensional data
and a robust mapping scheme as sho\\'Il in figure 2.8. and has been appl led to both I D and
2D data process rig appl icat iOii\ and [) vi ual I ia ion Ref. 36
Optional Maps
Pixel Values or
Spatial Location
Data Vectors
Of Explicit Data

U

X(
VI

________
ZI
G B]

Comm o
Index
.

AGO

Connectivity Array

I

Figure 2.8. The Visiialisaiion and lmnae File Format (VIFE) structure

I %'EFF orauli7.a1 il)l
.
The V1 17 F data structure is or g anized as 10 -2 4 b y tes of header I'ol lowed by map(s)
location data and then I image data. The header can be extended. but at the moment the
fields within can he grouped into four categories
1) administration : file nianagemlien t in tor flat oil
2) data storage : describes how file data is stored butt not how it is to be interpreted
3) location data describes the spatial location of the data (this is optional
4) data mapping describes how the stored data should he inapped or i nterepreted (no
mapping is also valid)

.

0

1

•

More information on the various fields cui obtained b y re lerri ng to section ('.4 in VI FE
Khoros Pro g rammer's Manual ( ReL 36). Khoros 1)r0vides automatic conversions for the
131G. DLM . DL(i , ELAS, xbm. SUN raster,
following 'standard' file formats: Ti FE.
TGA and RAW.

2.2.4.2 Ima g e and iina,c data

•

Khoros consider an i niage as a two dimensional. multihand array of data with either
implied or explicit data locations. V 11+ image is oriented SO that (0.0) is at the upper left
hand corner of the image which is Ol)pO.S i te to the way a File is accessed under computer
graphics concepts as shown in tigure 2.9.

Origin (0.0)

y

•f(x.y)
• f(.i.y)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9. Image data access using (a) image processing concepts and (h) computer
graphics concepts

I

2.2.4.3 1IflI)IiCil aii(I exiflicil htical

1(1115

Implied location of a pixel, refer to the tact that i niagedata[y row — size + x] =
pixel intensity value (grey value), where row_size is the width of the image (i.e. the
number of columns), y is the horizontal index of the pixel and x is the vertical index of the
pixel. Thus an i 1111)1 ici t file contains Z data with the location Information (i.e. X and Y axis)
Implied from the data itself. This is the common format of most V 1FF i mazes in Khoros.
However, a VI F F image can have explicit location data, where each pixel can have
an N-dimensional location in space. This concept can be explained as the imagedata value
being an attribute at some location iii N -di iiieiisioiiai space. For example, to specify an
attribute iii two dimensional space. the values oh x and y can be expl icity stored, where the
row Size + . I and y value is accessed by location [(i
x value is accessed by locahion[i
row — size + j) + row size colsizel. Here, i is the horizontal index, j is the vertical
index, row size is i niage width and col _size is image height (iiumber of rows). image data
is accessed as imagedata(y row size + x l. For an image in Khoros the location
dimension is two. A typical use of explicit location is in digital elevation data, where the
image consists of elevation values and the two dimensional location provide the X and Y
spatial coordinates.

• 1

Thus in both cases, images in Khoros are represented as X, Y and Z where Z is
Lthe pixel intensity value (grey value). This representation was used to design Khoros's
surface rendering utilities (viewimage and xprism3).

75KhoroS' s surface rendering tools (viewimage & xprism3)
Both xprism3 and viewimage can only carry out pseudo 3D surface rendering
which produces intensity surface plot showing the elevation of the grey levels as function
of the X and Y axis of the image. Thus, when viewing an object as a 3D or 2.5D surface
rendered image in xprism3 or viewimage, the X axis includes all rows and the Y axis all
columns of image data, while the Z axis represents the pixel values at each pixel position
(i.e. elevation data) (Ref. 37). Figure 2.10 shows an intensity surface plot of the
'c:1l
MRI data.
H cr•
Ii'Li()fl in L' pr
cerebrospinal fluid and ventic

.

Figure 2. 10. An intensity surface plot obtained using xprism3 showing the ventricles and
the cerebrospinal fluid region in the eplileptic MRI data
•

•

While an intensity surface plot data is useful in showing the progress of a disease
and any lesions or tumours that may be present (Ref. 18), they are meaningless when
used in solving problems that need a true surface rendering of the object. A good example
of this is the the inverse problem which need for its solution the volume of the conductor
in order to predict the postion of the current density. The volume of the conductor can
only be obtained from a true three dimensional surface rendering of the conductor.
The inability of Khoros to carry out true surface rendering and volume
Visualization is due to the fact that Khoros's xvgraphics library relies on X-Windows for
g raphical display, and X-Windows graphics primitves do not support true surface rendering or volume visualization. However, as other standards become viable, such as the X
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Conso1Ums X Image Extension (XIE) and the PHIGS (Programmer's Hierarchical
Interactive Graphics System) Extension to X (PEX), the Khoros libraries may take
advantage of them (Ref. 33), thus expanding Khoros into the area of true three
nsional surface rendering and volume visualization (Ref. 34).

' 26 Khoros libraries
High level graphics and display libraries are available to application programmers
• who wish to create new X-Windows based applications under Khoros. These libraries act
as a visualization toolkit, that is layered on top of Xlib, X Toolkit Intrinsics and the
Athena Widget set as shown in figure 2.11.

.

Figure 2.11. The relationship between Khoros's graphical user interface and visualization
toolkit to X-Windows
.

The main Khoros libraries are summarised in the table 2.3.
Library Name

Description

xvforms

graphical user interface, forms and buttons

xvutils

pop-up browsers, pop-up error & text widgets

_xvgraphics

2D/3D graphics widgets, and drawing library

xvdisplay

image display widgets

Table 2.3. Khoros's main libraries
The xvforms and xvutils are implicitly included in interactive X-Windows based
programs. A call to the library function is generated automatically using ghost routines
described later. However, the xvgraphics and xvdisplay libraries have to be included by
the application programmer. Currently, the xvgraphics and xvdisplay libraries provide a
high level interface to XIib and X Toolkit Intrinsics, making Khoros limited to 2 and 2.5
d imensional graphics techniques.
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•I

j Pro rainminc methods using Khoros
Khoros consists of many code generation tools that aid the programmer in writing
correct, well documented, robust, reusable and user friendly software. Khoros's internal
programming language is the C language which is versatile in memory management and
process control, powerful (due to its combination of low, middle and high level language
characteristics) and fast due to its close relationship with assembly language.
This section describes the ghost routines followed by Khoros's three different
types of programs; vroutineS, hybrid routines and xvroutines. In each case examples of
programs developed as part of this projects are used to explain the programming
methodologies.

27.l Ghost routines
Ghost routines consists of tools that aid the programmer in writing and
maintaining all programs in the Khoros system. The tools are ghostwriter, ghostreader and
ghostcheck.
The purpose of ghostwriter is to create C source code and man pages for the
application program. The sources of information for ghostwriter are:
1) the UIS file (* . pane file),
2) the PS (Program Specification) File (* . prog file)
The destination of information extracted by ghostwriter is one or more of five files:
.

1) include file for the program (* . h file),
2) main driver of the program (* . c file),
3) a library file containing the algorithm of the program (l*.c file),
4) a man file for general program help and documentation (*.1 file)
5) a man3 file for general library help and documentation (*.3 file)

• The PS and UIS files contain information that is modifiable during the writing and
maintenance of the program; with this information the ghostwriter code generator
automates the creation of the standardized portions of both the code and the documentation of the program. Also, ghostwriter creates the code to parse the command line user
interface (CLUI) and fills a mediating C data structure with the values extracted from the
command line so that they are conveniently available for use in the program.
The purpose of ghostreader exactly opposite of ghostwriter i.e. to create a new PS
tile from C code and man pages originally generated with ghostwriter. Ghostcheck advises
the programmer on which ghost routine to execute.
Thus, generally to write a program under the Khoros system, the programmer must
Start at least with a UIS file, followed by the execution of ghostwriter followed by the
e xecution of ghostreader to generate the complete PS file for the program. More
information on ghost routines are provided in the Khoros Programmer's Manual (Ref. 38).
•

2.2.7.2 Writing vrou(ines
Vroutines are programs that have a graphical user interface that can ONLY be
viewed using the cantata visual language or via interpretation and display by the composer
or preview programs. The graphical user interface is NOT supported by the vroutine
programs themselves. When a vroutine is run from the command line, there is no graphical
display; data is input, processed and output. The brain imaging toolbox constructed as part
of this project contains many vroutines such as vsepfiles, viapedge, vlowpass and vhiboost.
Also most of Khoros's image processing routines are vroutines.
There are different ways of writing Khoros vroutines. The simplest is to write the
vroutine.pafle file using an editor such as vi or xedit, and then using composer and to fill
in the relevant code. However, composer does not have a cut and paste facility and cannot
be used on xvroutine.forrn files. Thus the steps used in writing all the vroutines in the brain
imaging software are as follows, using the vsepfiles vroutine as an example:
1) Write the (UIS) file vsepfiles.pane using xedit editor.
2) Check the result of the vsepfiles.pane by typing:
% preview -i vseptiles.pane

S

If the GUI is satisfactory then move to the next step.
3) Run ghostwriter by typing:
% ghostwriter -name vsepfiles -type prog
This will generate five main files;
vsepfiles.h which is the header file for the program,
vsepfiles.c which is the main driver of the program,
lvsepfiles.c which is the library file containing the algorithm of the program,
vsepfiles. I which is a file containing general program help and documentation.
lvsepfiles.3 which is a file containing general library help and documentation.

r

4) Edit the vsepfiles.h, vsepfiles.c and lvsepfiles.c.
a) The vsepfiles.h file contains a pointer to a data structure defining the various user
interface selection options. In this case the data structure is defined as follow:
S
typedef struct _vsepfiles {
user interface information;
} vsepfilesstruct;
vsepfi Iesstruct * vsep Files;
Open the vsepfiles.h and add the followings:
S

in the -include includes option add
#incltjcle <iinistd.h> for SEEK — SET definition
in the -include macros option add
#defiuw single—slice sizeof(char)

1
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b) The vsepfiles.c tile contains the main driver of the vsepfiles routine. It starts with the
i ain(argc, argv) code representing the main driver routine. The main driver code begins
by initializing the xvdisplay and other X-Windows routines using the code khorosinitO,
this is then followed by a call to ow get function which gets the arguments needed
function
to run vsepfiles from the command line for vsepfiles routine. The -w _get
calls the gw_usage() function if a command line interface is missing. The gw_usage()
displays the commands needed to run the vsepfiles routine. This is then followed by slots
that the programmer has to fill, in order to call the library routine lvsepfiles that contains
the main algorithm of the vseptiles routine. Finally the main driver closes all X applications
by a call to khoros_close() function.
Open the vseptiles.c and add the followings:
in the -main —variable —list option add
char *program = "vsepfiles";
mt type;

in the -main_before_lib_call option add
if (check_argsO)

exit(1);
if (!vget_type(&type, vsepfiles- > t_toggle))
{

fprintf(stderr, "%s : ERROR unknown data storage type\n", program);
exit(1);

Fl

in the -main_library_call option add
if (! lvsepfiles(vsep files- > i_file, vsepfiles-> 0_string,
S

vsepfiles-> ext_string, vsepfiles-> r_iiit, vsepfiles- > c_int,
vsepfiles-> us int, vsepfiles-> I_logic, type, vsepfiles- > con_toggle,

vsepfiles-> ord_toggle))
{
fprintf(stderr, "%s : lvsepfiles failed \n", program);
exit(1);
}

•

in the -main after lib call option add
if (vsepfiles-> con_toggle == FALSE)
{
print the RAW file information message
}
else

•

print the VIFF file information message
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c) The lvsepfiles.c file contains the algorithm necessary to run the vsepfiles routine. The
library routine lvsepfiles is defined in the -library_def option, and a space for the
programmer to add the library code is provided in the -library —code option.
Open the lvsepfiles.c file and carry out the followings:
in the -library_def option add the arguments (formal parameters) to the library routine.
.

'

in the -library—code option add the main code of the vsepfiles routine.
The library code for all vroutines can be generalised as follows:
a) Declaration of variables
b) Initialization
C) Error checking and data storage type conversion if necessary
d) The algorithm for the operation
e) Saving the resulting image to a file

I-L-1
5) Open the Imakefile and add the -g option to the CDEBUGFLAGS assignment (to
enable vsepfiles to run from the dbx debugger mode), and the X-Windows directory to
the XINCLUDES assignment.
6) Type imkmf to include all the *.h and *.c files in the Imakefile.
7) Type makemake to create a Makefile, which is then used to compile the vsepfiles
routine by typing make.
.

8) If there are errors in the program, go to the relevant file and carry out the necessary
changes, and repeat steps 5 and 6 to recompile the vsepfiles routine.
Otherwise, if there are no errors and an executable vsepfiles is generated, then type:
% ghostreader -name vsepfiles -type prog
to generate a vsepfiles.prog which is the program specification file that contains the all
the vsepfiles code in the Khoros format.

.

9) Open the vsepfiles.prog and fill in the empty options (or slots) e.g. the programmer's
name, the library's input and output, and the help documentation explaining the vsepfiles
routine to the user.

I

10)Type % ghostwriter -name vsepfiles -type prog, to regenerate the five files again. But
this time all the code is included in the appropriate files, and there is no need to add
anything. If the programmer wants to add anything it is better to do that by carrying out
step 9 again, followed by this step to regenerate the full vsepfiles routines.
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I ::

c1 . ;

Hic

from Cantata. This can be done by caing out

ilowings:
Cantata from the background by typing
cantata &

run

get an input glyph, containing the input large file containing the RAW slices, and
1)ositjOfl on the Cantata workspace.
hI

c) call a vsepfiles glyph by clicking the workspace option, and tilling in the UIS filename
option in the workspace subform with the name of the pane file, in this case
ciHcs/vsepfiles.pane. Press enter, and a vsepfiles glyph should come up.
on the vsepfiles glyph, and connect it with the input glyph using the mouse.
set the vsepfiles option by clicking on the middle icon in the glyph (a book-like icon).
Then execute the vsepfiles by clicking on the green switch with the mouse. This will run
the vsepfiles routine.
c

12) If any runtime errors occur resulting in a core dump, then exit cantata, and run the
vsepfiles from the debugger by typing the command:
% dbx vsepfiles
you should get the (dbx) prompt. Type the following to run vsepfiles:
(dbx) run -i { the options used in running vsepfiles
usually any runtime errors will be caught and displayed. If the error message is ambigious
then, add watch or breakpoints to your program, and rerun it. Once finished type quit to
exit the debugger. Carry out the necessary code corrections, and start from step 7 again.
13) Install the vsepfiles in the toolbox using either Kraftsman or manual installation as
explained in the Khoros programming manual (Ref. 39). Now the vsepfiles is a proper
vroutine, that can be run from cantata anytime.
Obviously, the brain imaging software vroutines differ in nature, however slight
variations on the above steps was used in writing all the vroutines for the brain imaging
software.
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2.2.7.3 Writing hybrid routines
Hybrid routines are programs that involve graphic display (like an xvroutine), but
do NOT have an interactive graphical user interface when run from the command line (like
a vroutifle). Hybrid routines are located with the xvroutines in the Khoros source tree, as
they will usually need the utilities provided by the xvdisplay or xvgraphics libraries.
Examples of Khoros hybrid routines include putimage, getimage and iconimage.
The brain imaging software includes many graphical hybrid routines, all of which
have some form of user interaction using the mouse. For example, heuredge hybrid routine
allows the user to specify the starting and goal pixels using the mouse, and tracks the
boundary using a heuristic edge search, drawirnage draws any shape on the image,
blankimg hides any pixel in the image, and features allows the manual specification of the
contour points.
The steps involved in writing a hybrid routine such as heuredge is similar to the
stcps involved in writing a vroutine with the following exceptions:
1) Ghostwriter is run using the following command:
% ghostwriter -name heuredge -type xprog
2) In the -main before lib call slot, the line consolidate args() is added.
3) The program specification file is generated with the following command:
% ghostreader -name heuredge -type xprog
Note that type xprog is used instead of prog.
4) In the -library includes slot the heuredge.h header is included along with any other
headers related to the library routine.
5) The structure of the library code is as follows:
a) Declaration of variables
b) Error checking and data storage type conversion
c) Initilization
d) Event mask initialization
e) Event handler execution, to carry out the necessary operation
f) Saving the resulting image
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Wilting xvroutines
Xvroutines are routines that have an interactive graphical user interface which is
d i splayed when the routine is run from the command line. Xvroutines are independent from
Cantata and can be run straight from the command line. Examples are cregsiter and
surface3d Generally they are the most difficult routines to write since they require in
depth knowledge of the xvforms, xvdisplay and (in the case of surface3d) xvgraphics. The
Khoros programmer manual is very confusing when it tries to explain the steps involved
in writing an xvroutifles, and it does not explain the steps involved in writing X-Windows
applications and interfacing them to the Khoros system such as the case with the surface3d
module.
The steps used in writing surface3d can be summarized as follows:
1) Write the UTS file surface3d.pane using xedit and check it with preview, by typing
% preview -i surface3d.pane

11

2) Write the form file surface3d.fornl using xedit and check it with preview, by typing
% preview -i surface3d.forrn, making sure that the variable given in the -F line is different
from that given in the -F line of surface3d.pane file.
The form file is used to display the xvroutine (surface3d) graphical user interface options.
3) Run ghostwriter to generate the five files by typing:
% ghostwriter -name surface3d -type xprog
4) Run conductor by typing:
% conductor -i surface3d.form -13 -b 1
This will generate the following files:
a) form info.h: this file contains the abstract syntax (or the form information data structure)
for the graphical user interface. This is used by the run_XXX.c files to control the data
passed from the GUI.
b) form init.c: this file contains the code used to initialize the form information structure
c) form jnfo.c: this file contains the code used to extract information from the form tree,
and copy it into the form information structure where it is available for use by the
xvrou tine.
(1) form drv.c: this file contains the skeleton driver ready to be modified for specific use.

5) Integrate the code generated by ghostwriter with that generated by conductor, by
applying the following steps:
i) Open the surface3d.h file that was generated by ghostwriter, and add the following in
the -include—includes slot:
#include
#include
#include
#include

"xvforms.h"
"forxn_info.h"
"xvdisplay.h"
"xvgraphics" (if graphics are used)

Also add the following in the -include — additions slot:
Display *display;
ii) Open the lsurface3d.c file that was generated and add the following in the library —includes slot:
#include 11surface3dh"

iii) Copy the declaration of the main driver from the form _drv.c file (generated by
conductor) to the -library_code slot in the lsurface3d.c, and add the following
modification:
form _filestring = xvf_strcpy( surface 3 d. form");
form_pathname = xvf_strcpy( .1");

iv) Create run _XXX.c files, each will be specific for a specific button on the GUI. Thus
in this case five run_XXX.c files are created:
a) run _render.c: this is concerned with the rendering method used to render the object
b) run_manipulate.c: this is concerned with manipulation of the
object
c) run _slice.c: concerned with slicing the object
d) run _file.c: concerned with file management
e) run_color.c: concerned with manipulating the object colour
Each file will have at the beginning the line:
#include IIsurface3dht
Then the relevant code for each is copied from the form_drv.c file and modified
according to the software specification. The relevant code always start with the word run,
e.g. the relevant code for the run_mainpulate.c file, would be the functions
run_Manipulations_subform() and run_manipulateO.
6) Delete the form_drv.c file, so that it is not included in the make file.
7) Open the surface3d.c file and add the library call, and the consolidate_argo function
call. Then open lsurface3d.c and add the arguments to the library routine lsurface3d.c.
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8) Open the Irnakefile and add the -g option and the X-Windows directory.
9) Type irnkmf, makemake, and make to compile the code implemented so far. If any run
time error occurs either run surface3d in debugger mode by typing "dbx surface3d", and
then 'run', otherwise just make the corrections and repeat this step again. This should
give an executable command line prototype of surface3d xvroutine.
10) Run ghostreader by typing:
ghostreader -name surface3d -type xprog
his will save all the ghost code in the program specification file surface3d.prog

iJ ICJC' WCII H W.' I:
This is done mainly through the library routine file lsurface3d.c which contains the code
that initializes all the necessary X-Windows applications. The general sequence of code
of the lsurface3d.c file becomes:
II

Ihc it

cp

H

Hc \ [L[1h

I) Initialize the X-Windows display structure
2) Initialize the input images, and set the colormap and the
visual
3) Assign directory and form file name
4) Create the forms
5) Initialize the auto-generated information structure
6) Build the xvdisplay images
7) Create and initialize the manipulation, slicing and display widgets.
This is done by first assigning the relevant workspace obtained from the formjnfo.h file
to the workspace declared as widget type, and then passing the workspace to the relevant
widget creation function.
Thus to create the manipulation widget, first the initilization is carried out by the
following line:

then the workspace is passed as a parameter to the create _manipulate_widgets() function
implemented in the create _widgets.c file. Thus createjnanipulatewidgets(workspace);
is the next line. And the same applies for the other widgets.
) Set the workspace colormap
()) Map the forms, by entering the infinite loop, and exiting by pressing quit and going
to the surface_info.quit
10' Close the display
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2.2.8 Advantages of using Khoros for brain imaging

The software developed as part of this project required a thorough knowledge of
the Khoros system. The main advantages of using Khoros for constructing brain imaging
software can be summarised in the following points:
1) The philosophy of Khoros is that the graphical user interface is the main part of the
program. This makes Khoros a good environment for prototyping applications, quickly
and correctly with respect to user's requirements.
2) Khoros accommodates the principle of procedural abstraction, since each node in the
visual language can be thought of as a procedure, and a set of connected nodes (glyphs)
can be thought of as a program.
3) The Khoros application programmer is forced in writing readable and well documented
software, since the programmer is forced to use code generation tools (ghostroutines) to
write a program, and the Khoros parsers and compilers are designed in such that they
check for the availability of certain comment lines generated automatically within the
program.
4) Khoros encourages the programmer to write reusable and robust programs, since a
completed program (e.g. vroutine) can be installed in a toolbox and used again with out
having to recompile it. This also encourages parallel programming where several
programmers work in parallel to solve a particular problem.
5) Khoros has many libraries and a visual language environment (Cantata) that allow a
novice user to start writing complex image processing visual programs immediately. Also,
this allows that more experienced user to experiment with various combinations of image
processing algorithms.

6) Khoros shields the programmer from having to programs in the X-Windows
environment by providing library functions that are written in X-Windows and that serve
to hide (mask) the X-Windows interface from the programmer.
7) The Khoros system is extended by the programmer (end user), thus some the programs
written for this project may be used by other researchers in other applications such as
mhotics or ground level sensing.
8) The xvgraphics library provides functions that can carry out most of the basic
computer graphics routines such as projection, viewpoint setting and world coordinates
to device coordinates conversion. Also the three dimensional graphics data structure is
designed to facilitate three dimensional graphics programming in X-Windows by declaring
and initializin g Windows, GC ( g raphic contexts) and Display data structures.
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2.2.9 Disadvantages of using Khoros for brain imaging

Despite the many advantages of Khoros, there exists a number of limitations, and
faults in the design of Khoros. These can be summarised in the following points:
1) Khoros relies on X-Windows for its graphics, and since X-Windows was designed to
represent two dimensional images, thus the xvgraphics library does not have any functions
that allow true three dimensional surface rendering or plotting.
2) Since Khoros hides X-Windows applications and there is no documentation on how
to integrate X-Windows applications within Khoros, thus it is both hard and time
consuming to specify and implement X-Windows applications that can be integrated
within the Khoros system since this requires extensive knowledge of all the Khoros
libraries, Xlib, Xt Intrisics and the Athena Widget set interfaces.
3) The xvgraphics library lacks many important computer graphics functions such as
surface shading and hidden surface removal.
4) Khoros is a very large system (in fact it occupies about 50 megabyes of hard disk
space), thus writing large software (using either xvroutines or hybrid routines) is time
consuming since these require in depth knowledge of the Khoros system.
5) Whilst vroutines and hybrid routines can be used to prototype applications easily,
integrating them in an independent software (xvroutine) is rather difficult and time
consuming.
6) The data structure used to represent the image is inefficient in representing voxels
(volume of picture elements), thus it is difficult to design volume rendering software in
Khoros.
7) Khoros lacks an independent numerical analysis library, and relies on calls to Fortran
NAG routines for carrying out numerical analysis routines such as singular value
decomposition, matrix inversion and matrix algebra. The Khoros system used in this
project is not installed to use Fortran, and hence all the numerical analysis routines do not
work. Also there are no optimisation vroutines available under the Khoros system.
8) Khoros is a public domain software, and thus large part of its library routines are
undocumented, making it difficult to use those parts. Also, the documented part of Khoros
is done without any examples that the programmer can use to understand the purpose of
a particular function. Also, since it is a public domain software, there are still many bugs
exists in it, such as the fact that the widgets in xprism3 and viewimage are not updated
with the new values properly.
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2lO Interf acing X-Windows graphics primitives with Khoros
Xlib provides a set of simple two-dimensional graphics functions for drawing
points lines, arcs and rectangles. These drawing functions use the same integer coordinate
system as the functions that position windows. Applications that require more complex
graphics function for three-dimensional graphics must be implemented as a layer above
the Xlib graphics functions, which can be very complex.

.

X graphics primitives are mainly used in surf ace3d to plot the three dimensional
faceted model (triangular mesh) of the brain, and the three dimensional stacks of contours
representing the surface boundary of the brain. Thus only the X graphics primitives used
are discussed next. All graphics functions operate on a drawable, which is either a
window or a pixmap. The surf ace3d three dimensional graphics were developed using
the Khoros xvdisplay and xvgraphics libraries.
2210.1 Usit X—Wirxlcws graphics primitives through Iclxros XJLG*P1UCS library
The xvgraphics library uses an internal data structure called X3DGraphics to
identify and recall information about a graphics environment, or context, created by the
application program with calls to the xvgraphics library. The X3DGraphics structure
contains all the information needed to map world coordinate values of an image to the
device coordinate values actually displayed on the graphics workstation. The file x3D.h
contains the definition of this data structure and can be found in the
$KHOROS_HOME/include directory. The X3DGraphics structure contains definition for
the display, workspace and graphics context. Since it is kept internal to the xvgraphics
library, it is not seen by the calling program; instead, a graphics id must be sent as input
to all xvgraphics routines. This integer ID number is a magic number that is assigned by
the application programmer; it may be any valid integer greater or equal to one. Thus
before using any xvgraphics routine, the programmer must make a call to the
X3DJnit_graphics() routine to set this ID number, and to create the graphics structure
that it identifies. Once the X3Djnit_graphics() routine has been called, the application
must call the X3D ...seLXl 1 0 . This call will set the display (the XI window that
graphics operations will go to, and the GC's (Xi 1 Graphics Contexts) for drawing and
filling operations. Then any xvgraphics operation can be used (Ref. 40). The initialization
of the graphics data structure and the graphics environment was carried out in the Realize
method defined in the Show.c file, as shown by the following code fragment:

XtCreateWindow(widget, InputOutput, visual, *valuemask, attributes);
, ThiH ii I the dzee dual graphks 11I cpl y usiM fur.ticn * c1ls frtzn t1
Khoros xvgraphics library *1
1* Obtain a widget id needed by Khoros *1
cur_widget-> show. id = (int) cur—widget;
I Initialize the 3D xvgraphics library by passing the widget id or
magic number to keep track of the widget */
X3D_initgraphics(cur_widget-> show. id, X3D);
/* Set viewport *1
X3Dsetviewport(curwidget->show.id, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0);
1* Set the projection type *1
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(cur_widget->show.proiect ion = Perspective)
x3D_set_Proi ection(cur_widget->show.id, Perspective);
else
x3Dset_proi ection(cur_widget-> show. id, Orthographic);
/* Set the distance of the eye from the viewing plane *1
3D_set_VieW_diStance(cur_widget>Sh0w.id, (Real) view-distance);
* Set the camera coordinate viewpoint *1
Dset_VieWpO1flt(CUr_W1dget->SbOW.1C3, (Real) cur _widget->sbow front _back
(Real) cur _widget->show.left_right, (Real) cur_widget->show.scale);
1* Set the font types and text attributes *1
3D_set_font(cur_widget>Sh0w.id, DoubleRoman);
3D_set_text(CUr_widget->Sh0W.id, CenterJustify, 0.6,0.9);
1* Create a Window for the Show widget to be displayed in *1
x3D_set_Xl l(cur_widget-> show. id , Xt]Display(widget), NULL, widget)
if

The two main graphics primitives are point and line drawing functions. The point drawing
function is defined as:
XDrawPoint(diSplay, drawable, gc, x, y) for drawing a point
XDrawLine(display, drawable, gc, xl, yl, x2, y2) for drawing a
single line and
XDrawPoint s (display, drawable, gc, points, npoints, mode)
for drawing multiple points with a single server request and
XDrawLines(display, drawable, gc, points, npoints, mode)
for drawing multiple lines.

The points argument is an array of XPoint structures defined as:
typedef _XPoint {
short x, y;
} XPoint;

The mode argument determines how the server interprets coordinates and must be one of
the constants CoordModeOrigin (where each coordinate is drawn relative to the origin)
or CoordModePrevious (where each coordinate is drawn relative to the preceding point.
The attributes of the graphics context affect how the points and lines are drawn. The
display, drawable, and graphics context is initialized by passing the graphics ID number
to the _X3Dget_graphics() xvgraphics library routine. This initializes the display, the
drawable (defined as workspace) and graphics context (defined as gc_draw) which can
then be passed to any Xlib graphics routine for drawing the primitive.
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example in Show_3D_contour _Wire() routine in contour.c tile which part of
;urfaCe3d module, the following code fragment is used to draw the contour points in

L1ree dimensions:
wcoords, row- size, depth, size, fg)
jut Id, row _size, size, depth;
Coord *wcoords
xColor *f g;
{
X3DGraphics graphics;
dev_coords;
XPoint
mt i, d;
/* Initialize the display, drawable and graphics context *1
if (!(graphics _X3D_get_graphiCS(id)))
print error message;
/* Get space for device coordinates */
if ( ! (dev_coordS = ( Xp oint *) xtMalloc((unsigned) size
* sizeof(XPoint))))
print error message;
/* Convert world coordinates to device coordinates *1
if (!( x3 D_convert_WC_t O_dc(graphics, wcoords,
dev_coords, size)))
print error message;
*1
1* Assign the foreground colour and plot points
X3D_draw [graphic s->devicel.draw-Color(graphic s, fg, FALSE);
for (d = 0; d < depth; d++)
for (1 = 0; I <row_size; i-H-)
XDrawPO iflt S (graphic s_>display, graphic s->workSPace,
graphic s->gc, dev_coords (i}, rows ize,
CoordNodeOrigin);
free(dev_coOrdS),

The world coordinates are defined as a pointer to Coord structure defined in the
xvgraphics library as follows:
typedef striict {
REAL x, y, z; Index d;
} Coord

The REAL and Index data type are defined as double. The surf ace3d module uses this
data structure to carry out the three dimensional triangulation and contour plots.
In conclusion, the main limitation of the current X-Windows (version X 1R5) is
that it is primarily designed for two dimensional graphics, and since Khoros can be
thought of as a high level X Toolkit, thus Khoros is only suited to 2 and 2.5 dimensional
graphics. Therefore, in order to write a three dimensional surface render software, an in
depth knowledge of X-Windows coupled with an in depth knowledge of the Khoros
libraries are required.
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CHAPTER 3- BRAIN IMAGING TECHNIQUES
This chapter reviews brainimaging techniques and discusses the theoretical basis
behind the image processing, Computer vision and computer graphics algorithms
implemented in the brain imaging software developed as part of this project.
The discussions are mainly descriptive in nature in order to allow non-mathematical
to understand the algorithms and get a grasp of the underlying ideas, however
where necessary mathematical equations are used to summarise the method. The
mathematical (formal) specification and implementation of the algorithms in pseudococle are
provided in chapter 5. Also, in this chapter, pseudococle implementation of surface
rendering algorithms not implemented in the brain imaging software are provided.

MOM

The discussions assumes that the display device available is two dimensional (21))
in nature and all analysis of inn I tid inensional image data is to be carried out via the 2 D
screen of the device. Because of this restriction, all 31) imaging approaches considered here
do not really create 3D i inages, but the y only give an illusion of three dimensionality via
appropriately computed 21) (tiat) images (i.e the y are 2.510 i nages). However, it is worth
mentioning that technologies such as holography and vibrating mirror do provide a "true
3D screen" (Ref. 41).

3.1 Overview of' coniputer u r' p)Incs,coInputer vision afl(I iniage processing
tech ni (1 u es with res I)ect to brain iii a i ii

Ll

Image processing and computer vision techniques can be divided into three distinct
classes: low-level vision, intermediate-level vision and high-level vision. Low-level vision
algorithms are essentially digital image processing algorithms: their input and output are
digital images. Intermediate-level vision algorith ins have digital images as input and lowlevel symbolic representation of image Features as output (e.( :1 . representations of the object
contours). High-level vision algorithms are essentially computer vision al g orithms and use
s y mbolic representations For both input and output. High-level vision enables a computer
to understand its environment from visual in fortiiation . Since visual information processing
(image understanding) holds an important posit ion in the intelligent activities of humans,
thus computer vision has been of i iterest as a research theme in artificial intelligence (Al)
and pattern recognition, and has been studied from the early stages of Al research.
Computer graphics deals with the rendering, realistic modellin g and visual display of
objects. Combination of these techniques is used in brain imaging. A global view of the
computer processing clone in 31) i iilagiilg is best obtained b y examining how information
in the given inul tichi inensional data set is successively transformed to eventually y ield the
in formation that is sought.
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This sequence of transformations can be schematically represented as shown in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3. 1. A schernatic representation of common 3D imaging transformation

The user is an integral part of these transformations. Scene space in this figure
represents the space in which the given multidimensional image data are represented. For
example, if data represent a set of MRI slice images of the brain, then the scene space is
the 3D space in which the image points are defined. When an organ or its surface is
extracted from image intensities, such information is represented in the object space, which
is the 3D space in which points of the object or its surface are defined. Hence, such
operations represent transformations from scene space to object space. When objects are
rotated, scaled or translated, they are represented in another 3D space called the image
space. The view space is the 2D screen of a computer display device. Because of the
disparity in dimensionality between image and view space, the information in the image
space has to be subjected to a dimensionality-reduction transformation which usually
consists of projecting the object or surface onto the screen. To make up for the loss of
di mensionality, usually a variety of illusions of depth are created in the displayed image via
shading, hidden surface removal, transparency, stereo display, and displaying in rapid
Succession images representing successive views of the object (commonly known as
a nimation). Often, certain measurements are made on the object based on the image
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or eNaiill)lc. Ic iflcisu re m be the VOW111C ot a cc]tli a
organ or the length of a ridge oii a surlace. More soph sticated measurements, may be in
more than one parameter, thus such operations represent it transformation from the view
space to the parameter space.

chsp]aye d in the view
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To systemat ise the discussion in this chapter. brain ima g in g approaches are classified
as ShOWn iii figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2. A classification of brain i maing approaches
The first level of roupi ng is ba'ed on ho' the mtiliidi men sional Information is
displayed and anal y zed. In slice i inagi ig the aim is to extract certain 21) images (e.g. a
coronal cross section) from the given intiltidi nensional image data so that they can be
directly displayed in the 21) view Space or visuali7ation and analysis. Projective imaging
deals with computer graphics techniques used for extracting inultidi mensional in formation
from the given image data and for depicting such information in the 2D view space via the
processes of projection and other computer graphics transformations. Surface rendering and
volume rendering are the two major classes of approaches available under projective
imaging. In surface rendering, visual izatloll and analysis Of nul tidi mensional data are based
Oil object boundaries. Volume ren(lering is not based on pre-extracted object boundaries
rather the objective here is to depict pseudo-surlaces and interfaces of various types of
tissues, somewhat like a radiograph but in a highly controlled and more sophisticated way.
Finally, volume imaging methods. unlike slice and projective imaging, are based on
technologies such as holograph y and varifocal mirror that provide a 3D view space.
It is interesting to note that while slice imaging provides basically a 2D mode of
visualization and anal y sis. projective i niaging allows a 15D (more than 2D, yet not true
3D) mode. Although volume i niaging provides a true 3D mode, this technology is not yet
well developed with repsect to iiied cal in1igI n.

This chapLcr bc g ins with a dcfiiitiOfl of the basics of iinagin terminology used in
brain imaging, followed by description of low, intermediate and high brain level vision
approaches to brain imaging. This is then followed by slice imaging methods, projective
imaging techniques, three dimensional surface and volume rendering, image manipulation
and analysis and software and hardware issues related to 3D brain imaging.

3.2Terminology and preprocessing of brain images
The purpose of this section is first to define some of the key concepts, phrases and
terminology and then to describe some of the processing operations that are common to a
majority of the approaches.

3.2.1 Basics

Medical imaging devices sample certain properties of tissues within a region inside
the human body and represent the sampled values in the form of a set of cross-sectional
images. The region within which the property values are estimated is usually cylindrical in
the case of CT and cuboid (a rectangular box each of whose six sides are rectangles) in the
case of MRI. It can be assumed without loss of generality that this region is always cuboid.
The sampling process can be regarded as a process of partitioning the cuboid region into
a number of small cuboids and then assigning a number to each small cuboid. As is
commonly done, the small cuboid is called a voxel (abbreviation for volume of picture
elements), and the value associated with the voxel is called its density, the array of voxels
along with the value associated with each voxel is called a 3D scene or simple a scene, and
the cuboid region in which the scene is defined as the scene region as shown in figure
3.3(a) (Ref. 42).

Fi g ure 3.3. (a) Illustration used for the definition of basic terms. (b) the slice location
and thickness for the K-th and (K+ l'th slice here are so chosen that they neither
ov e rlap nor abut

Lii
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The starting point of this project are the two dimensional MRI slice images and not
three dimensional arrays of integers representing voxel data. However, the discussions in
is chapter use the concept of voxel data to explain both the 2D and 3D cases, thus with
respect to the brain imaging software, each pixel can be thought as voxel, and the pixel's
grey level value can be thought of as the voxel's density.
The voxel densities of a scene occupy a certain range of values (usually integers)
with a minimum denoted by GL and a maximum GH. The scene for which GL=O and
GH=1 is referred to as the binary scene. Binary scenes are not generated by scanners but
can be created through computer processing. The brain imaging software assigns a righthanded xyz coordinate system to the scene as shown in figure 3.3(a) and 3.4 (Ref. 43). This
is the most natural coordinate system considering how the slices are displayed on the
screen. The xyz space is the scene space.

V dXIS

yaxis

-

z axis
;1\IS

Figure 3.4. Coordinate representation of a point P at position (x, y, z) in a right-handed
sy stem. (Arrange the thumb, the forefinger, and the middle finger to point along x, y and
z, respectively. The fingers are now mutually orthogonal)

The coordinate system allows the indexing of the voxels in a scene by a triple of
integers (i, J, k) where the numbers represent respectively the x, y, and z indices of the
voxel. In an LxMxN scene (meaning a scene with an L x M x N voxel array), the subscene
defined by the set of all voxels with coordinates (i,j,K), for all i between 1 and L, for all
j between 1 and M, and fixed K between 1 and N, together with the voxel densities, is
• called the K-th slice of the scene. However, the k-th slice does not always represent a
transaxial cross section since the z-axis of the scene space is not always assumed to be in
the direction of the long axis of the patient. This is often the case in MRI since the cross
sectional images may be acquired in a coronal, sagittal, or even oblique fashion.
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Each slice image estimated by the scanner has a certain "slice thickness" and "slice
location" (interslice distance) associated with it. These may be chosen in such a way that
the successive slice images may or may not overlap or they may abut as shown in figure
3.3(b). In the brain imaging software, the z-dimension of the voxel is taken to be the slice
location (which is 6mm for the epileptic data and 1.5mm for paroxysmal). Also it is
assumed that the K-th slice extends from the K-th slice level (location) to the (K+1)-th slice
level.
The meaning of voxel density depends on the imaging modality. In CT, for example,
he density of a voxel represents the extent to which X-rays passing through the voxel are
attenuated by the tissue within the voxel. In MRI, the density represents an aggregate of
one of several magnetic properties of the tissue molecules within the voxel.

3.2.2 Scene processing
The operations described in this section fall into the low-level vision class, and
process an input scene to produce another scene. They can be characterized as
transformation from scene space into scene space as shown in figure 3.1.

3.2.2.1 Re2ion (volume) of Interest
Often the structure that needs to be displayed and analyzed occupies only a small
portion of the scene-region. The region of interest (ROl) operation create another scene
whose scene region is again a cuboid which encloses all of the structure of interest but as
little as possible of irrelevant structures. The structure of interest may be an entire organ
or an organ system or just a part of an organ. The main purpose the ROl operation is to
minimize the computer storage space required for further processing of the scene and hence
enhance the time taken to carry out further processing. The other purpose is to delineate
structure of interest for information transfer as in the cregister module.

3.2.2.2 Filtering

S

The main purpose of the filtering operation is either to smooth or to enhance the
scene. The output scene created by the filtering operation has the same scene region as the
input scene but different voxel densities. The main idea behind scene filtering is to assign
a density value to a voxel v in the output scene based on the densities of voxels in a small
neighbourhood of v in the input scene. Different filtering operations results depend on how
the density values are made use of and how the neighbourhood is defined (Ref. 44). The
filtering algorithms implemented in the brain imaging software are low-pass and high boost
operations. Also, Khoros's median filtering vroutine was found to be useful, thus those
three techniques are described next.
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3.2.2.2.1 Low-pass filtering
In low-pass filtering, the centre voxel v is assigned a weighted average of the
densities of its neighbouring pixels, convolving the image with a local mask. This results
in the averaging or smoothing of local variations, thus the filtered image will appear
smoother. The simplest form of low-pass filter is the moving average filter which is
summarized by the following equation:

g'

( V)

g1 (v)

=

j=o
Some of the commonly used neighbourhood definitions are shown in figure 3.5. The
definition in figure 3.5(a) is essentially 2D and hence the filtering in a slice is not affected
by its adjoining slices. The other two definitions allow 3D operations.

1r
Figure 3.5. Neighbourhood definition for the filtering operation. (a) Neighbouring voxels
are defined in the same slice. (b) Neighbouring voxels. total 6, share a face with the voxel
vo which is in the centre. (c) The total number of neighbouring voxels is 26 and vo is in
the centre
The use of low-pass filter is mainly to suppress noise, however a major disadvantage
is that real sharp density variations due to the presence of tissue boundaries are also
smoothed out along with the noise.
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3.2.2.2.2 High boost filtering
High boost filtering is a high-pass filtering operation, used to enhance the image.
[he idea is to emphasize edges in the scene. Since edges appear where there are large
Jifferences in density, thus computing the differences of densities of neighbouring voxels
will lead to edge enhancement.
Different types of effects depend on how the differences and the neighbourhood are
defined. For example, using the neighbourhood of figure 3.5(a):
o (v/
o

) + b;cr.(v 5 ) + g1(v6)l
= lg(v1) + g(v 1 ) + g(v8) - 90 4
- g1 (VI) + g1(v3) + g(v4)1
+ ' g 1(v6) + g(v7) + g0 8)

Using the neighbourhood of figure 3.5(b):
g0(v) = 1g1(v 1 ) - g1(v3 )l

+

1g1 (v4 ) - g(v2)1 + 1g1(v6) - g1(v5)1

where lxi is the absolute value of x
The common use of high-pass filtering is in determining where tissue boundaries are
located by computing the variation in density. This can also be used in determining the
shading function for surface rendering. However, the main disadvantage is that noise has
high frequency, and hence high boost filtering will not be able to get rid of noise on the
image.

3.2.2.2.3 Median filtering
In this operation, go(v) is taken to be the median value of the densities
gi(vl),...,gj(vn). For example, suppose the neighbourhood of figure 3.5(a) is used and the
neighbour densities around v are 100, 120, 110, 200, 90 and 80. To find the median value,
the densities are sorted in ascending order (i.e. 80, 90, 100, 110, 120 and 200) and then the
middle value is taken (i.e. either 100 or 110) and assigned to go(v). The median filter is
effective in suppressing noise and preserving the sharpness of real boundaries.

Interpolation

Since the separation between successive slice locations (in a scene is usually much
greater (in the epileptic data 6 to 7 times) than the dimensions of the voxel in the x or Y
direction (denoted by p in figure 3.3(a)), the voxels are in general cuboids and not cubes.
Further, the separation itself may not be uniform between successive slice locations, since
it is often desirable to scan a patient in this fashion. For example, in craniofacial surgical
pl anning, if the site of deformity is the region of the orbits, it is desirable to get detailed
in formation in this region because the bony structures are fine and thin. This results in unisotrop i c sampling of the scanned region.
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Thus, for a variet y 01 reasons. iflai iii y to do %\1111 accurac y and processi ) et I iciency, it
becomes necessary to clLlte a U]11101 - 1111y (cul)ic ) SJ I11j)l(l SCCflC Irom the given nonurn foriii]y (cuboid ) sahilpIL'd scene - til OPeration Called Interpolation (Ref. 45). Vanous
interpolation operations are used to fill ii the densities of the missing slices. The brain
imaging software uses linear. cubic Bezier and cubic spi inc i iterpolat ions.

3.2.3.1 1_'i neai. i iii rl)OI41t mu
This approach assigns d iieient deiisity vat nes that vary ill a linear fashion with
respect to the voxels on the existing slices where interpolation is carried out. To being with,
the x and y dimensions p ol the voxel in the 11111111 ( P) and output (p') scenes are assumed
to be identical. The aim is to create an output scene of cubic voxel.s of side p( = p). The
interpolation Operation can be described b y concentrating on one column of voxels in the
input scene in the z-direction with coordinates I .i . L ) for some fixed I and J and for I =
k < = N, since the same operation is repeated br all col ii inns. The first two voxels of such
a column are shown in figure 3.6.

1

y

I

Fi iire 3.6. Illustration (it ' linear i nterpolat oil
Linear Interpolation assumes that tile density varies I mean y along z across the voxel
vii from the densit y of vn at the front of vu to that of vu + I at the end of vu (which is also
the beginning of vu + I).

Using figure 3.6. Ii near i nterpolat ion can he sumnianized using the lot lowing equation:
g(viri) = (I - t)

gi(\'L)

4j

gi(v2)

where g(vm) is the density used to fill in the ni ssi ng slice iii lormation
gi( v 1) is the density at tile front of voXcl v I
gi( v2) is the density at the back ot voxel v I
= 1 / interslice distance
In this case the density within voxel v I is assumed to vary uniforml y from g(v I ) to
g(v2) however this is not the case in brain i ina g i rig, and hence linear interpolation can
result in lagged I iiiages.

- -) -
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3.2 Cubic 11c7.icr auçLjpJit wlci!jjItit)II
This approach is Similar to linear interpolation, except that smoothness of the
interpolation is increased b y embedding the cubic bezier and spline curve equation in the
interpolation aleorith m . These aI.orith nis are mathematical in nature, and details of the
methods are discussed in chapter 5. Lii both cases. in addition to the voxel densities
provided trom the two slices. control points needed to smooth the interpolation have to be
supplied.
Coniputationaly, the linear interpolation method is the simplest method. Though the
interpolation methods lead to subjectively niore pleasing visualization, how they influence
the clinical application at hand is largely unknown. Recently, it new interpolation technique
called shape-based interpolation (Ref. 46), was developed. This technique first determines
the structure and then interpolates the voxel densities. The method uses a binary scene as
input. The main idea is to convert the i iput binar y scene SI) into a scene S o , both with the
same scene region. b y assigning to cach voxel V in Sg a number that represents the shortest
distance between v and the (21)) boundar y Sb within the slice that contains v. The number
is positive if v has a density I in Sb with in the slice that contains V. else the number is
negative. Then Sg is interpolated using any of the methods described earlier to create
another scene Sg . Remembering the numbers associated with voxels in Sg represent
distances from boundary. the Anal interpolated binary scene SI) is created by assigning it
voxel in SW the densit y I if the corresponding voxcl in Sg has positive value. All other
voxels are assigned the densit y (I. Preliminar y evaluation indicated that shape-based
interpolation leads to more accu raie quailti(ill We anal y sis, such as C5i i mation of volu mes and
areas, and better subeciive deMcl ion in su rface rendering, methods (Ref. 43 & 46).
3.2.4 SeinenIa( iou

I*

The purpose of seguneultat oil is to identity and delineate the structure of interest in
the given scene. The segmentation of M RI data depend oil a large ii umber of factors, such
as image contrast, resolution, signal to noise ratio. slice thickness. complexity of the scene
and data set size (Ref. 47). There are bLsicallv 1\v0 types ol approaches to scene
segmentation: Those vh icli directly produce the structure boll ndary information, cal led
boundary-based approaches and those that produce information about the space occupied
by the structure, cal led region-based approaches. In the former case, the output of
segmentation is the St met lire boundary, and, in the Ijilter case. the output is a hi nar y scene
in which the voxel s with densit y I represent the space occupied b y the structure. Both these
approaches are described next.

3.2.4.1 Boo

NEU

I)(Ia l'V-l)aSC(I iAn w0achus

If the imaging modalit y uscd for generating the in put scene is effective in
(listi riguishing various Ii SSILC regions within the part of the bod y scanned. then the boundary
of the structure of interest can be discerned. At such it boundary discoiit inui ty in the
distribution 01 the densit y is observed. Boundar y based approaches include edge detection
and edge following, al uoru iii m s.
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The iiiai i I(lea neb I ud bou iid r H'. cd )rchc ' o iiCl)O\¼ CIcCCt where such
in pie way of detecting
disconti nuitics Occur Iii order to locate the boundar y . A simple
diScOtULit1S in the distribution ol densit y is to find out how rapidly the density changes
at each voxel . At voxels in the vicinity o I the I)OL111d.11W this rate is likely to be much higher
than at those away Iroin the boundar 11' it Iorinuia I hat can express the scene density
variation as a tunction 01 x. . and i. were a ai able. then a mathematical operator called
the gradient can be used to computer the rate 01 change. The output of this operation at
every x y. and z is vector whose magnitude indicates the ma g nitude of this rate and
direction indicates the direction in which the cliane is maxi mu mu. However, since such a
formula is not available, local (Ii Ilerence computed at each voxel is used to estimate the
magnitude of the rate of change and the direction of the gradient vector.
Different approaches have been adopted to bolmndary-baSL'd image segmentation (also
called edge to! lowing or boundar y tracking in machi tie vision). Seitz et a]. (Ref. 48) report
on an interactive edge-lot lowing technique, operating on a individual slice images. Pi zer
etal. (Ref. 49) designed an algorithm which divides the image into a hierarchy of
elementary regions usingintensit y ext renia. l3omnans et at. (Ref. 50) investigate the optimal
tissue border localization. Menhardi ( Ref. 5 ) mt roduices fuzzy logic and fuzzy topological
concepts to encode elementar y anatomical know ledge into scalar or vector valued 2D M RI
segmentation. In the case of the hrai ii I mnaging soil ware, three different automatic
segmentation algori thins vcre i mplemneiited and evaluated, the heuristic rule based boundary
tracking approach on performed ell on the 21) i\1 RI images and shall be described next.
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Figure 3.7. Illustration of it g radient-based boundary detect ion technique. (a) A part of' a
slice of a scene all represents the initial boundar y lace from which detection starts. (b and
C) show how detection proceeds. (d. C. I) Ill uistrat ion 01 the 31) case
.
Figure 3.7(a) shows a part of a slice of 31) scene which contains a part of a
boundary. Since it slice. contain man y boundaries (edges). to simplify the problem we
assume that starting location (a voxel lace) on the boundar y of interest is known. The al ill
is to extract the boundary, starting from this location 10 an end location, as ribbon of voxel
faces as shown in figure 3.7(c). To ti nd such it starling lace, the brain imaging software
displays the slice and asks the user to point to a location near the boundary of interest
S where it is most um nequ i vocal, and to it location where the end of the structure is likely to
be. Suppose ab represents tile start hg location and P represent the end location in flgure
7(a). The idea is to cx pand t lie boundar y from the lace aN from both of its edges a and b
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into a full boundary \¼ itlii the stic. The StCpS ill tlii process arc illustrated iii figures 7(b)
and (c). A pool (singly linked list) 01 open
starting from a and h is kept. At edge a
the three possible edges, a 1, a2 and 0 are ntern)gate(l for the possibility of being the next
edge poi lit, so that togethcr WI thi a oiie 01 tlit iii ree possible laces aa I. aa2 and aa3 , are
formed. In the heuristic search algori Ui iii developed for the brain i magi rig software, the
heuristics used in choosing the next edge poi lit is based upon the voxel densit y , direction
of the between the current point and next point and the gradient between the next point and
a e.g. a and al estimated by computing the sum g( v I ) - g(v2 ) I + I g( v3) - o (v4)1 and
similarly at a2 and a3. When an edge point is chosen e.g. ed g e a I . a is removed and al is
added to the pool. and the process is repeated on a I . A her a few steps the laces discovered
by this algori thi ii for the example in figu
re ..7(a) will be as shown in figure 7(c).
Eventually, the end voxel edge point IS iliet and the al g orithm
m fermi nates resulting in a
ribbon of voxels that connect the starting voxel to the end voxel . This ribbon of voxels is
the edge of the structure of interest. The ftriiial speci lication and implementation of this
and the other edge follow algorithms are explained in chapter 5
This algorithm is 21) in nature. With a slight modification it can be generalized to
detect a complete 3D surface. The idea is ill ltstratL'd iii fi g ure 3.7(d) and (e) . Sit ppose the
initial lace is at) as III figure 7(d). The cx pailsioli is now lroiii all four ed ges a. b, c and d,
and the pool contain all tour edges. For each ul these edges lie possibility of tinding an
optimal face of the three possible edges is used. For example, for edge d. the three edges
to he examined are e I . e2 and e3. El e 1 is selected. U is removed from the pool but e I and
the remai tu rig two edges e and Ii of the lace de. are added tO the 1)001 since expansion from
all of these edges is to he carried out next. Thus the pool grows rapidly, at least initially.
This is however coinpulat omit l y more expensive whereas for the 21) algori lb in is more
efficient (Ref. 52). The 31) algorithm has been extended to detect the boundary of a
d y namic organ (which is considered as a t'otm i-Ui niensional (41)) object in a 4D scene space
xyzt where the t axis represents the time) ( Ret'. 53).

3.2.4.2 Re gion-based al proache

.

The premise in region-based approaches is that the voxels that are inside the
structure Of interest can be di sti ngui shed from those that are outside or those that surround
it by a set of common ('cain res. The prob ciii of segmental ion is then to determine where
or not each voxel in the scene belongs to the structure. The output is a binary scene where
a density of 1 (255 grey level) indicates that the voxel belongs to the structure and a density
of 0 means the voxel is outside.
The Simplest of these approaches is th reshioldi rig Wei '. 54): the voxel is considered
to belong to the St md nrc ii' a certai ii feat ni'e value evaluated at the voxel exceeds a fixed
threshold value. The feat tire may be the voxel density it sell' or it may he an entity derived
from the voxel density d st 'i tint ion such as mean densit y computed from a small
neighbourhood of each voxel . A more general form of threshold , rig is to use lower level
and an upper level for the threshold and to classi lv tie voxel as belonging to the structure
if the feature value associated with the voxel 'al Is between the two levels, Th resholdi ng
segments the images well where the voxels can he easily classi lied as belonging to it
Particular St met nrc

However,in brain images there exists a phenomenon known as partial volume
artifact. This is when voxels from a particular structure are shared with neighbouring
structure, and hence it is difficult to identify such structures using thresholding, since it is
difficult to formulate a proper upper and lower threshold that will segment the particular
: structure only. This problem is typical when segmenting the thalamus from the ventricles
and sulci and other surrounding tissues. In this case interactive segmentation using
classification of feature vectors (in this case, voxels) based on statistical variations of
feature values for each class (in this case, the tissue type). Dhawan et al. used the kmeans
algorithms to segment MRI images (Ref. 45), where as Brummer et al. used a combination
of thresholding and morphological operations (Ref. 47).
This concludes the discussion of the commonly used preprocessing operations. In
the next sections techniques commonly used for visualizing 3D structures are described.

3.3 Slice imaging
The premise in slice imaging is to break up the 3D scene into 2D subscenes in a
• variety of ways and to visualize the structure of interest through visualization of subscenes.
Slice imaging has two aspects to it. The "slice" part refers to computing the subscenes,
commonly known as the "reslicing" operation, and the "imaging" part which refers to how
the subscenes are displayed. The former operation represents transformation from the scene
space into the view space (as shown in figure 3.1).
•

3.3.1 Reslicing
To facilitate the description, the subscenes resulting from reslicing are referred to
as R-slices. The simplest reslicing operation is to get one of the slices of the given scene.
This of course, does not involve any computation, and in this case an R-slice is simply a
K-th slice of the scene.
A more complex operation is to computer R-slices orthogonal to the xy-plane of the
scene space as shown in figure 3.8(a).

H/

La

Figure 3.8. Illustration of reslicing to computer R-slices: (a and b) orthogonal reslicing, (c)
oblique reslicin
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Assuming that the slices of the scene represent transaxial cross-sections of the
human body lying prone or supine on a plane parallel to the xz-plane, then reslicing parallel
to the yz-plane yields sagittal R-slices and that to the xz-plane yields coronal R-slices. If
the voxels of the given scene are of the same size as that of the R-slice and if both are
cubic, then this operation consists of simply picking up the voxel densities corresponding
to the R-slice from the given scene. Usually the voxel densities of the scene are stored in
a computer disk file as a sequential list in a row-by-row fashion starting from the 1st slice
and going up to the last (Nth) slice. Hence the order of the voxels for storing their density
is (1,1,1), (2,1,1)....., (L,1,1), (1,2,1), (2,2,1) ,..., (L,2,1),..., (L,M,l),(1,l,2), (2,1,2),...,
(L.M,N). For the 3x3x3 scene shown in figure 3.8(b) , this order is: 11, 21, 43, 27, 22, 33,
42, 56, 57, 15, 17, 40, 20, 25, 30, 44, 50, 61, 16, 19, 48, 32, 29, 35, 51, 63, 65. To
compute, say, a sagittal R-slice that goes through the second column of the scene, the
densities are taken as follows: (2,1,1), (2,1,1), (2,1,3), ..., (2,1,N), (2,2,1), (2,2,2),
(2,2,N), ..., (2,M,N). In the example, the sequence of densities will be: 21, 71, 19, 22, 25,
29, 56, 50, 63. These values are interpreted as the densities of the R-slice arrange din a
row-by-row fashion. Constructing an R-slice in this manner is faster if the whole scene can
be stored in the main memory (not the disk) of the computer than when only a part of the
scene can be stored. The main reason is that values can be accessed much faster from the
main memory than from the disk. The resulting R-slice itself needs to be stored somewhere,
for later display. Though in this simple reslicing operation there is no computation involved,
when the memory is insufficient, it is not a trivial task to devise a strategy of accessing
data from the disk so as to minimize the total number of accesses and to optimize speed.
Suppose the voxels of the R-slice are not of the same size as that of the given scene and
that their cross-section within the plane of the R-slice is square. The R-slice now may not
nicely coincide with a layer of voxels of the scene as in the previous situation even though
we assume the plane of the R-slice to be parallel to the yz- or the xz-plane. The situation
is the same when the R-slice is considered to be oriented obliquely as in figure 3.8(c). This
implies that the R-slice has to be computed through interpolation (Ref. 55). The brain
imaging software implements Bezier and Spline interpolation techniques to obtain coronal
and sagittal slices. The location and orientation of slices is carried by displaying the
transaxial slice, and asking the user to point to the location where the reslicing is to be
carried out and specifying the orientation of the reslicing operation. Transaxial reslicing is
carried out by clicking the left and right buttons on the image window. The Khoros
xvroutine animate can carry cine animation i.e. dialing through the sequence of slices. In
the surface3d module, the three dimensional image representation of the object can be
resliced transaxially, sagitally and coronally using the respective widgets.

3.3.2 Display
The pixels in the screen of a display device are all of identical size and the
brightness of each pixel can be independently controlled through a computer program. Since
the voxels in a slice (or an R-slice) are uniformly spaced in the plane of the slice, a simple
way of visualizing the density distribution in the slice is to assign a brightness to each pixel
r proportional to the density of the corresponding voxel in the slice. Thus for a 512x512, a
5 1 2x5 12 pixel are in the screen is needed to make this one-to-one assignment. This is the
simplest form of transformation from the scene space to the view space.
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It is 1101 alwa y s neccssaiv to make a linear Iiiappiii2 01 dcnsi ty to grey values. III
fact Otteil it iS preferable to assign grey values in a nonuniform fashion (Ref. 56). It is
known that the human eve is more sensitive to differences in g rey vat lies at the lower end
of the grey scale than to those at the ii igher end, the sensitivity being dependent on both the
observer and the device. Hence to make opt 11111 Ill USC ot the gre y vat ites, it is better to
assign more grey VaILICS to the lower end itt the densi iv histogram than to the higher end.
Another form of nonlinear density to gre y vat ue assign went is cat led histogram
equalization ( Ref. 57). Suppose it I OOx I 00 slice of a scene consists 01 four regions each
With uniform density as shown iii figure 3.9(m.

TJ

c

Fi g ure 3.9. H isto g rain Fu tia li,at ion. (a) The sI ice in I he example has four uni torm regions
and (b) its llisu)grani . (c) The displayed inma e of tile slice, and (d) the histo g ram of the
image. (e) The displa y ed image after an equal i 7 ng den sity to grey value assignment. (I')
The equalized hktom.!.rain. (g) The histogram 01 it slice similar to that in (a) but with
uniformly varying density across the ro s 0 to 100 in the left hal I and 2900 to 3000 in the
ri ht half. (Ii) The equal i7.i hg densi Iv to grey value assignment. i ) The equalized histogram

Fhie plot of the density versus the number 01 voxel S WI ili each density. is called a
histogram of the slice as shown in figure 3.9(b. S iippose that the grey scale of the display
device ranges from I) to 150 and that the visual i/at tOri of the entire density (list ribution from
0 to 3000 in a sin g le display is needed. If it linear assignment is carried out, the displayed
i wage will have 1)i xel vat (iCS as shown in figure 3.9(c) and its Ii istograin will be as in figure
9(d). Though the boundaries I() and IX) would be clearly discernible in the image, AU
nd CO would be barel y visible because 01 the low contrast between the regions separate(i
by them. Suppose that the following assiginhlent is used: 0 to 0. IOU to 50. 2900 to 100.
000 to 150: then the i wage and its 111SIOt'l-aill would he seen as in figure 3.9(e) and (1)
early, the contrast between the regions is now opt i mu in and all boundaries are clearly
I scernible. What was essentially done is to assign gre y vat liC5 based on how much each
density value is made use of in time slice. Thisis nonuniform assignment equalizes the
histogram Of the image.
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Another form of display is called histogram stretching, which carries out a histogram
stretch on the colours (which are mapped to grey levels) in the input image. That is, it will
attempt to even out the colours in the image, so that instead of being all bunched together
at the dark end of the grey scale spectrum, they will cover a large number of colours
ranging from black to white. This techniques is a contrast enhancement and tends to be less
harsh on the slice than histogram equalization. Voxel based histogram equalization and
stretch techniques are implimented in the brain imaging software. This concludes the
discussion of slice imaging methods. Projective imaging techniques are considered next.

3.4 Projective imaging (computer graphics) techniques
Projective imaging techniques are used in rendering the surface of the structure of
interest. This section starts by discussing two dimensional geometric transformations such
as scaling, rotation and translation, used by the image registration module cregsiter, to
transform the object from the functional image space to the morphological image space.
Then discussion of three dimensional geometric transformations needed to transform the
object coordinate from the object space (world or Cartesian coordinates) to the view space
(normalized device coordinates) via the image space (device coordinates). In this case only
projection and rotation are dicussed. Hidden surface removal, shading and other projective
imaging techniques are discussed in the rendering sections of the surface and volume
rendering.

3.4.1 Two dimensional geometric transformations
Displayed objects are defined by sets of coordinate points. Geometric
transformations are procedures for calculating new coordinate positions for these points, as
required by a specified change in size and orientation for the object. There are three main
geometric transformations; translation, rotation and scaling. These are discussed next.
3.4.1.1 Translation
Translation is defined as a displacement in the x and/or y direction in the following
kIMITITWO

X' = x + x
Y' = y + A

where x' and y' are the coordinates of the transformed object and x and y are the
coordinates of the object.
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Translation can be expressed in matrix form using homogenous coordinates in the manner
typically used in computer graphics (Ref. 58):

[x'y'lI[ x Y l ]

100
010
,&X &Y 1

In this case the homogenous coordinate h = 1, and hence has no scaling effect on
the transformation.

3.4.1.2 Rotation
Rotation of angle 0 about the origin is represented as:
x' = x cosO + y sine
y' = -x sine + y cosO
which in matrix form becomes:
cosO sine 0
0
[x' y 11 = [x y 11 -sine cosO
1
0
0

3.4.1.3 Scaling
Scaling is used to magnify or reduce the image size and can be represented as:
X'

= cc . x
= cx . y

which in matrix form becomes:

{x' y' 1] = [x y 1]

a 0 0
0 c, 0
001

me

3.4.2 Three dimensional geometric transformations
Three dimensional surface models posses the three dimensions of height, width, and depth.
These dimensions can be defined using a coordinate axis system such as the one shown in
figure 3.10. Using figure 3.10, the fundamental shape of the surface model is described
using xyz coordinates, and then the height can be modelled along the y-axis, the width
along the x-axis and the depth along the z-axis. The viewpoint (or camera point) is located
at position 0,0,0 along the view plane.

Plane
X

View Reference
Point

Figure 3.10. The location of the viewpoint in a 3D coordinate system
Three sets of coordinates are used during the 3D modelling process. The scene space
(world or Cartesian coordinates) are the true shape of the 3D surface of the model, in the
3D axis system. The object space (or view coordinates) describe the position of the model
(object) after it has been rotated and moved to an appropriate location for viewing. The
image space (device coordinates) are the xy coordinates used to draw the model on the
computer's 2D display CRT screen. Thus prior to creating an illusion of three
dimensionality, the surface of the structure should be properly scaled and rotated. Then the
surface model (object) is displayed on the 2D screen by converting the xyz view
coordinates to the xy device coordinates using projection formulae.
These geometric transformations are common to all surface and volume rendering
techniques. Thus three dimensional rotation and scaling and projection formulae are
described next followed by a brief description of the steps required in 3D model creation.
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3.4.3 Projection formulae
The main projection formulae in computer graphics are perspective and orthographic
projection

3.4.3.1 Perspective projection
To obtain a perspective projection of a three dimensional object, the points are
projected along projection lines that meet at the centre of projection as shown in figure
3.12.
•/• axis

X

-

.—....

axis

(XP _ yp

Cntur of
I Pruj:ctioi

_.2$rooction
Plane

Figure 3.12. Perspective projection of a point P at coordinate (x,y,z) to position (xp,yp,O)
on a projection plane
Figure 3.12 shows the centre of projection to be on the negative z-axis at a distance
d behind the projection plane. Choosing a centre of projection along the z-axis simplifies
the calculations. A set of transformation equations for perspective projection can then be
obtained using the parametric equations describing the projection line from point P to the
centre of projection:
X' = x - xu
Y' = y - yu
z' = z - (z + d)u
where
u is a parameter that take values from 0 to 1
x',y',z' positions along the projection line

Using the three dimensional homogeneous coordinate representation, perspective
transformation can be written in the following matrix form:

[xh yh zh 1] = [x y z 1]

1000
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 lId
0001
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In this representation,
z
w=

+1
d

and the projection coordinates on the projection plane are calculated from the homogeneous
coordinates as
[xp yp zp 11 = [xhlw yhlw zhlw 11

When a three dimensional object is projected onto a plane using perspective
transformation, any set of parallel lines in the object that are not parallel to the plane are
projected into converging lines. This gives a more realistic display of the surface, however
the relative sizes of the structures are distorted using this display.

3.4.3.2 Orthographic (parallel) projection
V iews formed with parallel projections are characterized according to the angle that
We direction of projection makes with the projection plane. Orthographic projections are
most often used to produce the front, side, and top views of an object as shown in figure
3.13.

I

I I

I

Fhure 3.13. Three orthographic projections of an object
Thus transformation equations for performing an orthographic parallel projection are
straightforward. For any point (x,y,z), the projection point (xp,yp,zp) on the viewing surface
is obtained as:
xp = X. yp y. zp = 0
Both projection types are implemented in the xvgraphics function
X313_set_projection, and is used in the surface3d module to allow the user to choose
between the two projections.
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The steps in 31) fliOdL'l creation can be summarized as tolIovs:
1) Define world coordinates of the object
2) Rotate and scale the object (translate if necessary.
3) Display the object on 21) screen using a project on toriiiu!ae
The surtace3d mod tic (IclilleS the world coord I hateS ItSi liZ the VlriOLIS vrouti ties and
binary
that convert the
processed slices into it three dimensional voxel set (stacked slices).
or
the object is done via he unction MD — sel ,viewpoini(L and
The rotation and scaling
the display is done via the \3 I) .et project ion( ) function.

3.5 I iiage renderi iig.jechniq tw
The irnae presentation nnodes. hacJ on scan scctiorls or radioeraphic \IC\( s. do 1 lot
v meet the req ii Irenietits ut d magm ION t mc iii terpretat ion. I herapeut ic decision. or
surgical operation. They require the ph y sician to (ho sequential exam i nat ions ot ' i rnages and
mental 31) reconstruction. Physicians arc laced Wit Ii iniiilv (mole than 100) cross-sectional
images. depicting various aspects ol anatomy and runctioll in different slices of the brain.
The y must mentall y integrate this mass of (rag inented in tormualion into a coherent 3- D
picture. Howeven Once the data are d gmtal it is possible to render 3-1) .sim riaces Of i niages
using the computer. NI RI brain image renderm ni. techniques can be divided into two parts,
surface and volume rendering. The choice of the V01 1,1111C visual izat ion technique used
depends on the way the MITI data is acquired and represented. M RI data representation is
considered next lol owed b y a brief (Iescri 1)1 IOn 01 ' s(i rt'ace and oh nine rendering.
CO III pletel

3.5. 1 \1 RI cLii a

reprscffl

at iu i

MR! data can be used 'or both 31) sur 'ace and vol ii me rendering. For surface
renderin g it is su tIicient to obtILi ii it set of 21.) cotitotirs troni each slice depicting the 3D
structure (or vol u ne) ol the head or brain and approx i Unite die contours b y surface patches
or triangular tiles resulting in it 31) boundar y representation of the structure as done in
computer aided design (CAD) modelling (Ret. 59), In this case 21) matrix of pixel grey
levels is suftcieiit for sitriace construction
For other methods of slLrtace and volimiiie reIidcriI1L. it is essential that the MRI data
be represented as volume data ( voxcl s) set such as the one used in t lie previous sections.
The primary source of volume data is cmii pi neal . generated either b y a sampl i rig device
Within the scanner or by ii computer simulation that generates discrete sampling points of
simulated realit y . Such data sets appear in di Hcrcn t topological arrangements and quality
levels, requiring en hancemnent b y 21) or 31) ima
g e processing techniques and reconstruct ion
into a ( regtm tar) cuberi I Ic vol line data set (Ref. 60). The vol u me data set is commonly
stored ill a cubic frame buffer \vhiicli is it 31) arra y or voxels within the 31) discrete digital
Voxel space. An alternative source or volume data is 31) cont iii imoits geometric models. Such
illoilels can be constructed loin a wl ol siitt,tl ;nid coronal MRI hices.

qn-

111C ifiptit to VOILII1ie cTi(lCrII! t1S 10 he t l) airily 01 integeis representing the x,y,
Thus
location and an integer representing the voxel density, whereas the input to surface
rendering is usually a 2D array or integers and an integer representing the grey level of the
call
also be used.
pixel (i.e. 2D slices), however voxel data

3.5.2 Surface rc,1(ler1112
This is analogous to the viewing of an object such as skull or brain with a light
source that returns light to the observer from the external surfaces of the object as shown
in tigure 3. 14. Thus, in this case geometric pri in itives representing the surface of the
structure are formed and rendered to mimic the way the human eye perceive the structure.

OBSERVER

SURFACE

Sk,II CT

Fi g ure 3. 14. The concept ol surface renderinti

Surface rendering is performed b y modelling the object as a well-defined,
intThitessimally-thin surface. After a description of this surface is extracted from the gray
scale data, its local properties (e.g. emitted and reflected light') are projected onto the
viewing screen to create 31) views. Thus. surface rendering algorithms include all those that
explicitly form surfaces of the structure of' interest and then depict the surface on the screen
of a display device. These approaches provide operations to traiisforin Information from the
scene space to the view space via the object and image space as shown in figure 3. 1. There
are two aspects to surface rendering: forming the surface of the structure and rendering or
depicting the surface on a D screen.

3.5.2.1 Surface I urinal mu
These operations ma y be t houh ot as I ran slormations from scene space to object
space since their purpose is to determn i ic it description of the structure of interest. The
coordinate system of the object space is denoted b y xo.yo,zo. There are three most
corn monly used approaches to surface t'ormnat ion which is contouring, patching and surface
tracking. In contouring the idea is to compute the structure boundary in each individual
slice as contour lines and to treat the 31) boundar y ui the structure as a stack of these
contour lines. In patching. the 31) boundary is estimated as a set of patching elements
(usually triangles) by patchin g up the contour hues of two successive slices with such
elements. Also, parametric surface formation carried out by blending the curve segments
using Spline or Bezier blending functions have been attempted. In surface tracking, the 3D
boundary is determined a a set ol those laces of' voxels that bound the structure.
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3.i.2.1.1 Contowiii
tile
Provided that the hi nary scene of
structure at nterest has been computed Using
either region-based se g mentat ion such as threshold Lu g UI - boundar y -based segmentation such
as edge detection which can detect points at transit iou between Iwo homo geneous areas.
then the Contour (or boundar y ) ot the si met ure can be extracted using an edge-following
or threshold-tracking) technique similar to tire one described in section 3.2.4. I . Usually,
the physician have to use clinical experience in choosing a threshold as a seed for contour
extraction. The contour extraction algorith in Implemented in the brain Ima g in g software is
automatic in the sense that a person \&, 1111 no clinical experience can use it to extract the
contours, since the algorithm carries out edge detection on the slice, and then the slice is
displayed and all the user has to do is point to the starting and ending points of the contour.
Alternatively, a non-segmented contour extraction can be pertormedl using thresholdtracking. However. (lire to partial Volume cued . tile edge followin g algorithm fails to
extract contours of structure such as the thalamus and the hi ppocaii pus. In such cases the
contours has to be extracted mwi.rah I Ref. 61 ). and algorithms that facilitate this were
implemented in the brain iiii.i g in g so tiware. Having extracted the contours at the Structure
of interest from the various slices, the next step to patch the Contours to represent the
surface of the structure which is described next.

3.5.2.1.2 Patching
The problem of patchin g is to detcrin I iC it sir rIace that envelops a given set of
contours as a set of sirrtice iatclies. The contours (leterril i ned are discrete in nature and
hence contain a large number at po1 nts (a sutlicieri th y coiiiplex contour may Consist at the
order of 1000 poi its). The patching methods reqili re that the con tours be smooth and
contain as few points as possible Hence. discrete contours are usuall y preprocessed prior
to patching to reduce tile ii ii niber of points. One such inethod is pol y gonal approximation
which select only certain points iii the disc mete contour ( Ret'. 62). The contour shown in
figure 3.15(a) is used tar ill list ration.
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Figure 3, 15. (a) S iiiooth In 2 of (Ii sc mete contours. lhie contour P I, 1 1 2 Pu is smoothed to
the contour defined by the circled pairs b y the polygonal approximation algorithm
d
es cribed in the text. ( h) Ti Ii n, at smoothed contours. The surface enveloping all the
Contours is determined b y hu i di rig I nan gles between each pair of' successive contours
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Assume the first point P1 to be on the smoothed contour. Polygonal approximation
is then basically the approximation of the curve P1, P2,...,Pn by a single line Pl,Pn. This
is considered possible if the distance of the farthest point of all points between P1 and Pn
from the line L defined by P1 ,Pn is less than a predetermined threshold, say of value 1.
Clearly, P12,P13,P14 are all at the same maximum distance of 7 from L. Next one of these
points is chosen (the idea is to choose a point farthest from L) say P12, and determine
whether it can be the curve Pl,P2,...P12 can be approximated by the line P1,P12 using the
maximum distance criterion. It can be seen that P5,P6,P7,P8 all are at a distance 2 from the
line Pl,P12, and hence the criterion is still not met. If P5 is chosen, it can be readily seen
that the line Pl,P5 satisfies the approximation criterion, and hence, PS qualifies as a point
on the smoothed curve. The procedure is repeated starting from P5 and continues until the
end of the contour is reached. The points selected by this algorithm when it terminates are
encircled in figure 3.15(a). However, the result is sensitive to the threshold distance used
in the algorithm. The greater the threshold value, the greater is the smoothing effect. This
algorithm is implemented in the brain imaging software. Other forms of contour smoothing
include the uniform, nonlinear and curvature sampling of the contour (Ref. 52).
The simplest patching element, which is also the most commonly used, is the
triangle. Given a set of smoothed contours covering the entire structure, the task then is to
tile' the contours using triangular tiles so as to form a surface as shown in figure 3.15(b)
(Ref. 63). This task is broken into a number of smaller tasks of determining the tiles
between contours from two adjoining slices. A further simplification is made by assuming
that tiling is to be done between exactly two contours Cl and C2, one coming from each
slice as shown in figure 3.15(b).
Let P1, P2.....Pn and Qi, Q2 ,..., Qm be the points representing contours C and C2,
respectively. Suppose that an initial side, often called a "span" of some triangle is known.
(There are many ways of determining a "good" starting span; a simple way is to pick that
pair of points between which the distance is minimum compared to all possible distances
between points in C and C2). Assume P1Q1 is such a span. (This is not fortuitous; if the
starting span is something else, say P5QI0, then the points are relabelled starting with P5
as P1 and Q10 as Ql). Given P1Q1, there are only two possible ways to select the next
span to form a triangle: PIQ2 and P2QI. If P1Q2 is chosen, the resulting triangle is
PIQ2QI, and in the other case P2QIPI is obtained. The decision on which to choose is
based on a variety of criteria, for example, the shorter of the two spans is chosen (Ref. 64).
Suppose PIQ2 satisfies this criterion. The next choice to be made then is between P1Q3
and P2Q2. This is continued until P1QI again becomes a part of a triangle. This method
has been adopted by Cook et al. in rendering three dimensional structures of the brain (Ref.
65), and a modification of this method is implemented in the surface3d" module of the
brain imaging software for constructing 3D wireframe and solid models of the structure's
surface.
Several other tiling methods that use criteria such as maximizing the volume
enclosed by the surface (Ref. 63), minimizing the surface area (Ref. 66), and maximizng
the similarity of span orientation (Ref. 64) have been implemented. Patching based on
techniques other than contour tiling as well as non-triangular patch elements have been
i nvestigated and implemented (Ref. 67 & 68). Kehtarnavaz et al. (Ref. 68) implemented
surface construction algorithm, which segment a 3D contour into a set of 3D curve
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cirientS, which are matched on all the contours and parametric surfaces using spline and
sine blending functions are created between them.
In CAD modelling terminology both the Delauny triangulation is classified as
boundary representation model (B-rep model), where each triangular patch is considered to
he a finite element (facet) that is used to represent the surface boundary of the structure.

[he purpose of surface tracking is to produce a surface of the structure as a set of
Laces of voxels. Unlike patching methods, the surface tracking schemes start with a precise
mathematical definition of the surface of a structure and then output precisely such a
surface.
Provided that a binary scene of representing the object exists, a 3D boundary-based
segmentation algorithms similar to the one described in section 3.2.4.1 can be use to track
the surface. However if a segmented object is not available then different algorithms can
be used to track the surface. Good review addressing the mathematical and algorithmic
aspects of surface tracking can be found in Artzy et al. (Ref. 69).

3.5.2.2 Rendering
Given a surface of the structure of interest, the purpose of the rendering operation
is to create a depiction of the structure on a computer display screen, usually upon making
certain geometric transformations such as magnification/minification, translation and
rotation of the surface. The operation hence represents a transformation of object
information from the object space to the view space via the image space. The aim is to
make the image as closely as possible resemble the perceived or photographic image of the
structure. To make up for dimensionality reduction in the projection process, the rendering
techniques have to create an illusion of three dimensionality in the rendered images. The
main techniques that provide such an illusion are removal of the surfaces hidden from the
viewpoint and surface shading of the visible parts. Thus given a surface representation a
typical sequence of operations required to create a rendered image consists of geometric
transformation, projection, hidden surface removal and shading. The first two techniques
are described earlier on, the latter two techniques are described next.

3.5.2.2.1 Hidden surface removal
A 3D display of an object in normal form is called wireframe display, however a
realistic display of the 3D object, requires the solution of the problem of hidden surfaces.
Hidden surface algorithms can be carried out in either object or image space. Object space
hidden surface algorithms such as those of Appel (Ref. 70) and Newell et al. (Ref. 71),
compute with as much precision as possible. By contrast image space algorithms perform
calculations within the resolution of the display screen. Image space algorithms require
fewer sorting steps.
Mel

The simplest hidden surface removal algorithm is the depth buffer one that displays
i image pixel by pixel. The depth of the displayed pixels is recorded in a buffer the size
of the screen. Before each pixel is displayed, its depth is compared to the value already in
the buffer; it is displayed only if it lies closer to the viewpoint than the previous point at
the same location.
A more difficult algorithm is the painter's algorithm (back to front display) by
Newell et al. (Ref. 71). Usually, the surface patches that make up the structure are sorted
in object space according to depth, and the farthest surface is written to the display first
followed by the nearest surface patch which is written to the display last; in a similar way
the painter draws a scene on a canvas hence the name (painter's algorithm). In this
algorithm the screen is successively overwritten as the algorithm proceeds. This is the
method used in the surface3d module and is described in more detail in chapter 5.

3.5.2.2.2 Shading
In natural vision, a visible object is properly illuminated and the light it reflects
reach the eye. Assume the light model in figure 3.14. Obviously the hidden parts of an
object are invisible since light reflected by them does not reach the eye. Among those
aspects of the object that are visible, not all appear the same because the nature of the light
they reflect towards the eye is not the same. The purpose of shading is to determine this
entity. The intensity itself is governed mainly by two factors: the conditions of illumination
and of viewing, and the optical properties of the object, such as its colour, its light
transmission property (opaqueness/transparency), and the smoothness of its surface. When
this is not the case, the properties of the entire object may have to be considered. But in
natural vision, the latter situation is encountered far less frequently than the former. The
nature of most of these properties for a given organ is known only in a general sense. It
may vary from patient to patient, it may also vary within a given organ (for example the
colour of the brain vary with its depth). In surface rendering such information is not
available in the scene data representing the brain. Hence for the purpose of shading, the
question to be first settled is what is an appropriate optical model of the object surface that
will enable portrayal of most medically useful information in the rendered image. Though
there are various models that can be used to describe surfaces such as the Delauny
triangulation, Bezier, Spline, cell enumeration and constructive solid geometric model, their
relative effectiveness in portraying medically useful information is largely unknown at
present (Ref. 66). They can be characterized by various combinations of the following set
of assumed properties:
1) Distance only: the intensity of light reflected from a point on the surface that reaches the
eye decreases with the distance of the point from the viewing plane. This is called depth
cue shading.
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lit reflected from a point on the surface is the same
all directions hcnec indepcndcnl i I the viewing direction) but varies as some function
III
of the cosine of the angIe 0 between the direction of the light rays and normal to the
surface at that point as shown in figure 3.16(a), according to Lanibert' s cosine law:
cosO = N . L
here
0 = angle of incidence
N = unit normal vector
L = the direction of the light source
Specular reflection: the intensity of the reflected light is maximum in the direction D of
3)
reflection which is at an angle B to the normal N on the other side of N but dies off on
either side of D as shown in figure 3.16(b).
4) Colour: the colour (hue) of light reflecled from different points of a surface is the same
and is identical to the colour of the surface.
5) Transparency: a fraction of the light incident at a point on a surface is transmitted
thought the object with unit refractive index (i.e. no bending of light rays at the surface)
and is the same for all points of the surface.
the left and the right eye are rotated with
6) Stereo: the vie s of an object as seen b y
tio of depth
respect to each other by a small angle (4° to 6°). This creates a strong percepn
and a sense of where different aspects of the surface are disposed in space irrespective of
whether or not they appear with si ni tar brightness as shown in the rendered image of the
brain in figure 3.17.

Figure 3, 16. Light reflection properties of surfaces used in shading. (a) l)itiuse reflection.
(b) Specular reflection. For glossy siLrIacQit is more realistic to assume that light intensity
IS

maximum

.Fu-'Lire 3. 17

trmcopIc rciidered M RI brain data
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3.522.2.1 Specification and implementation of a shading al2orithm
Assuming the surface of a structure have been modelled using the triangulation tiling
method, then as each triangle is written onto the CRT display, it is assigned intensity value
that models the reflection of light from the surface. The algorithm implementation in
pseudocode is shown in figure 3. 18.
BEGIN
calculate the brightness factor for a facet using the
surface normal of the three vertices;
calculate the brightness factor for each vertex using the
average of the normals of the adjacent triangles which the
vertex forms a part of;
convert the vertex brightness factor 'to a colour or grey
level index i.e. pixel intensity (usually the shade range
depend on the system);
calculate the pixel intensity of each vertex along the
triangle using linear interpolation between the two
vertices along the triangle edge;
END.
Figure 3.18. Implementation in pseudocode of a shading algorithm
This algorithm produces a smooth surface. The algorithm is also called smooth
shading or Gouraud shading. The smoothness of the shading is due to the interpolation
process and the resulting output is more visually realistic than when constant intensity is
assigned to each facet according to an equation.
This concludes the discussion on surface rendering. Volume rendering is described next.

3.5.3 Volume rendering
Volume rendering refers to the translucent or transparent character of scanned
objects which transmit light through to the observer as shown in figure 3.19.
VOLUMETRIC

Figure 3.19. The concept of volume rendering
Volume rendering is based on a "fuzzy' model of the imaged object, which is
assumed to be bordered by an indistinct transition zone of voxels containing mixtures of
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materials. 3D views are created by integrating along rays which cross this transition zone
and by projectin g those integrals onto the screen. This class of approaches includes all
techniques that produce a 3D rendition directly from (grey-level or binary) scene data.
These approaches can be characterized by transformations from scene space directly to view
space often via the image space.
There are two aspects to volume rendering: preprocessing the volume and then
rendering the volume. However, the division is only conceptual, and often it is more
efficient to do preprocessing during render'ng.

3.5.3.1 Preiwocessin

In simple terms. volume rendering can be described as a process of Protective
imaging somewhat similar to but more complex than radiographic imaging. There is no real
irradiation of any sort in the former process which is purely computational having no
physical analogue. While in the latter case the tissue property at every Pont ill the path of
the projection is not known, in the former process, since the property value associated with
the tissue within every voxel is known, it is possible to create the projection in a variety
of sophisticated ways so as to eml)hiasiZe or dc-emphasize selected aspects of the scene
(Ref. 72). Further certain assumed optical behaviour can be i inposed on various tissue
interfaces in the projection path to create shading eflects so as to portray shape as well
(Ref. 73). In su iii mary. the concept ual model used in vol iime renderi rig is such that the
scene is considered to represent a block of translucent coloured jelly whose colour and
opacity (degree of translucency) are different for dii terent tissue regions. The goal of
rendering is to computer images that depict time appearance of this block from various
angles si mutating transmission of light through the block as well as its reflection at tissue
interfaces, through careful selection of colour and opacity. Since it is necessary to specify
which aspects should be emphasized (low degree cit translucency) and which should be deemphasized (high degree of translucency) as well as their colour. it is imperative that these
aspects are identified in a v oxel-b y - v o x e l fashion through some form of scene processing,
including the Volume of Interest VOl operation. masking, filterin g . interpolation and
segmentation. The techniques for realizing these operations described under "scene
processin g " are applicable and have been used in vol ii me rendering as well. In addition,
segmentation also called classification, is often done somewhat differently, as described in
the following paragraph.
The purpose of segmentation here is to assign to every voxel in the scene an opacity
and a colour. Of course, if the same colour is assigned with opacity of 100% to all voxels
that belong to the object and an opacity of 0% to all the rest, then the result is essentially
a binary scene. In the more general si tuatiorl . mimI ti pIe objects, a di tterent colour for each
object, and an opacity between U and 100% based on the mixture of ohject material
contained in each voxel maybe considered.
The simplest method is to assign the same colour to all voxel but varying opacity
based on voxel density. A fixed opacity between (I and 100% is assigned to each fixed
range of voxel density with the premise that the t y pe of the tissue within each voxel can be
identified based on the interval iii which its density falls (Ref. 74).
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An alternative method of segmentation is motivated by the idea of volume rendering
only the tissue interfaces rather than the entire tissue volumes (Ref. 73). Suppose the
magnitude of a gradient evaluated at every voxel in the scene is used to signal the strength
of evidence of an interface and an opacity proportional to the gradient magnitude is
assigned. Then interfaces with high contrast will have high opacity and those with low
contrast will have low opacity. Further, different maximum opacities may be assigned to
different tissue interfaces for displaying multiple surface, where each tissue region is
specified by a typical property value as illustrated in figure 3.20. The colour of a voxel is
specified by its diffuse and specular reflective characteristics for each (R,G,B) component
of incident light.

Y

5
P00*41y •111

Figure 3.20. Graph showing the techniques used in volume rendering
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3.5.3.2 Rendering
The computational goal of volume rendering is to determine the colour to be
assigned to every pixel in the view space (the screen) for any given orientation of the scene
in the image space. A fundamental computational step towards this goal is to determine the
set of voxels that contribute to each pixel. Two techniques are commonly used for this
purpose; voxel projection and ray casting (or ray tracing).

3.5.3.2.1 Voxel projection
p.
In this method, the voxels are projected onto the screen in a certain order of their
distance to the screen - either back to front or vice versa (Ref. 60 & 74). There are many
ways of projecting voxels one-by-one which ensure that the voxels which project onto any
given pixel in the screen are in one of these orders. For example, figure 3.21 shows a
rotated scene. Suppose this scene is stored as a 3D array in a row-by-row and slice-by-slice
order. Thus projecting the voxel in this order leads to the back to front visiting method.
Projecting in the reverse order leads to the front to back visiting method.
I.

Fi g ure 3.21 Illustration of voxel projection and ray casting

3.5.3.2.2 Ray casting (or ray tracing)
In ray casting, the voxels that influence the colour of a pixel are identified by
sending a ray from the pixel into the scene, and noting the voxels in the vicinity of the ray
as it passes through the scene as shown in figure 3.21 (Ref. 75 & 76). The vicinity may
be defined in several different ways. The simplest method is to consider the voxels that are
intercepted by the ray (Ref. 75). A more sophisticated method is to take a number of
equally spaced points between the point of entry and the point of departure of the ray
through the scene region and to estimate opacity and colour at each of these points via
interpolation. For colour voxels, each of the R, G, B components should be interpolated
separately (Ref. 76).
This concludes the discussion on volume rendering, comparisons between surface
and volume rendering are discussed next with examples of brain images rendered using both
techniques.
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1.5.4 Surface versus volume rendering
Although surface and volume rendering are the archetypal algorithms for 3D
reconstruction, the distinction between them is blurred in practice. Surface rendering point
is a faster and more practical algorithm to implement on workstations and in many
hardware environments since it requires less memory and processing speed. The computer's
memory need only hold a list of surface voxels defined by pre-processing the grey scale
data with a discrete tissue characterization algorithm; then, 3D views are created by
applying projection operation to this 2D manifold. However, provided that relatively
inexpensive parallel processors become available, ray tracing can be performed rapidly
enough to produce volume renditions in "real-time".
Volume rendering is more general, since the grey scale data is first subjected to a
continuous tissue characterization algorithm which uses a ramp-like or sigmoidal look-up
table to assign fractional tissue contents to each voxel; if the operator changes this look-up
table to resemble a step function, surface rendering can be recovered as a special case.
Thus, the user has the freedom to "tune" the algorithm to produce surface rendered views
o needed.
In both techniques some of the original voxel densities (grey scale) is lost through
preprocessing. Volume rendering requires less stringent pre-processing than surface
rendering, since it is only necessary to identify the approximate configuration of the "fuzzy"
interface to be rendered. In contrast, the quality of a surface rendition is critically dependent
on the identification of the surface by discrete tissue characterization since every point
makes a full contribution to 3D views.
The two methods handle partial volume averaging in different ways. Volume
rendering is a completely continuous mapping of image data onto the 3D viewing plane;
voxels, which are affected by partial volume averaging, make fractional contributions to the
3D image depending on their tissue content. Thus, partial volume averaging naturally leads
to a "fuzziness" or indistinct appearance of the 3D model. On the other hand, surface
rendering methods must use some type of over-sampling method in order to estimate the
position of the actual surface within a voxel which straddles it. If this is not done careful,
crevices may be filled in or jagged protrusions may result. Despite, the differences between
the two methods, hybrid methods intermixing surface and volume rendering have been
implemented (Ref. 77).
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Both methods have been used to create 3D views of the soft tissues of the brain
from MRI data (Ref. 22). Figure 3.22 shows reconstructed cortical surface of the brain
produced from automatically traced cortical surface contours oil a set of coronal slices.
Surface formation was carried out usin g the triangulation method described in section
3.5.2. 1.2. The rendering was carried out by hidden surface removal using the back to front
display, followed b y smooth shadin g of the trianuiar facets.

Figure 3.22. MR image showing a reconstructed cortical surface

It can he seen from figure 3.22 that the external convexity of the cerebral cortex is
not sufficient to visualize and computationally model the cortical surface within fissures and
sulci. In order to do that vol u me rendering is required,
red, as shown ill figure 3.23.

Fioure, -23. N'I R volume rendered image of the cortical surface
-p-
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3.5.5 Manipulation and analysis
The previous discussions concentrated on the visualization of structures in scenes.
While this is important since the decision process (diagnosis) is heavily influenced by what
is seen, it represents only a qualitative aspect of the total analysis of the data. Quantitative
analysis that can more concretely describe biological forms and their variations strongly
complements visualiztion and often alone can fulfil a 3D imaging objective. However,
research efforts on this aspect so far have been minimal compared to visualization, and
consequently standard methodologies for this aspect have yet to evolve.
In order to explore the rendered data, the modelled object of the brain has to be
manipulated i.e. rotated and scaled according to the requirement of the clinician. This
facility is implemented in the medical imaging software. Using the distance between the eye
and the object data as the scaling factor, and the viewpoint angles as the rotation variables.
A more advanced manipulation, is interactive manipulation on the actual image. This is
used in surgical planning.
The purpose of analysis in medical imaging is to acquire quantitative information
about the structure in the scene. The common techniques of analysis are based on
measuring directly on slice display. Distances, areas and angles can be measured in 2D
using a pointing device (such as a mouse) to indicate what is to be measured. Distance
measurement is implemented in the brain imaging software, and Eberly et al. (Ref. 78)
describes algorithms used for areas, volumes and angles measurements. If a i-buffer
technique is implemented, then 3D measurements can be carried out. Volume is computed
by calculating the volume enclosed by the modelled surface. However, just counting the
voxels satisfying a segmentation criterion is generally not enough; some form of
connectivity and/or anatomic membership also needs to be considered. There are no
satisfactory techniques available for computing surface area, however, the triangulation
techniques discussed in section 3.5.2.1.2 are more appropriate for computing surface area
(by summing the areas of polygons forming the surface) than techniques based on voxel
faces. More advanced analysis techniques are those used in image registration. These are
used in the composition of multiple scenes obtained for the same organ system from
different imaging modalities. These techniques are described in more details in chapter 6.

3.5.6 Hardware and software aspects
Different hardware and software approaches have been developed for implementing
brain imaging methodologies. The hardware approach is necessitated mainly from speed
considerations. Often a computationally significant step may have to be repeated a large
number of times to accomplish a specific process. For example, in binary volume rendering
using the farthest-to-closest projection method the following sequence of steps is repeated
millions of times (once for every 1-voxel in the binary scene):
1) rotation of the voxel
2) computing its projection and shading
3) overwriting the pixel values
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Sometimes, for practical reasons, a process may have to be realized in real tiule or at least
at interactive speeds (close to a second or two). The premise in hardware approach is to
achieve speed by designing specialized electronic processing components that realize the
computationally intensive steps in interactive processes. Several approaches have been
pursued for implementing mainly visualization techniques. Some are based on rendering
polygonal surface representations (Ref. 79), others realized volume rendering techniques
(Ref. 80). The main drawback of the hardware approach is their specialized design to
implement a specialized algorithm or methodology. This implies that they cannot be
programmed to do other general tasks or even other processing operations without extensive
research and/or training on the specialized hardware. From extensibility and general utility
points of view, a device that incorporates in hardware a set of basic computationally
intensive operations common to most imaging methodologies and that makes these
operations available in a programmable fashion forms an ideal 3D imaging machine. Such
a machine is being developed from research on hardware aspects of 3D imaging. Recently
implementation of the Voxel Processor Prototype based on Voxel Processor architecture
providing real-time display and manipulation of a 64x64x64 sub-volume of a 3D medical
dataset, with 4 bit-planes supporting 16 density levels. This system is sufficient to display
small objects such as the eye from MRI data (Ref. 80).
However, software approaches, are by far, the most commonly used in both research
and commercial distribution related to the 3D imaging technology. The technology is
currently available to the end user in three forms: on-the-scanner software, imaging
workstations, and research software.
Most CT scanner manufacturers have a 3D imaging software product that runs on
the manufacturer's scanner display console (Ref. 81). The processing options available in
these software products are confined mostly to visualization. The total processing time
depends on the hardware options available on the display console. Many offer hardware
enhancements which carry a price tag. However processing time with and without such
enhancements can range between a few minutes for generating a couple of dozen views at
a few seconds per view to a couple of hours at a few minutes per view. The main
deficiencies of on-the-scanner software are the lack of manipulative and analysis tools and
cine display.
Imaging workstations, in general have more power and options. In addition to the
imaging options provided by the latter, they often support curved reslicing, filtering, cine
display, and surface and volume rendering. Their processing speed range from real time
performance to close to an hour for visualization tasks. Some of their current deficiencies
are the lack of manipulative and advanced analysis tools, the lack of extensibility and
programmability for high performance systems, and the specificity of the methodologies
implemented.
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The software developed at universities and research laboratories under government
research programs is the final category. Although this activity is quite significant in
magnitude, the software available in the public domain for 3D imaging in the form of
usable packages is very scanty. A search through the archives using the X-Windows utility
Xarchie indicates that while some general image processing packages such as Khoros
(which is not a true 3D imaging) are available, the only 3D imaging package available with
the source code is DISPLAY82 was written in 1982 and is rather outdated. Other
commercially available 3D imaging software include Scan VP (Ref. 18), and Analyse (Ref.
82). Also, certain general purpose CAD (Computer Aided Design) modelling software have
been used in 313-reconstruction from serial slices. An example is the Cyber software, which
takes three dimensional contour points as input and carries out 3D boundary representation
model of the surface by triangulating the points between the two contours, and rendering
using the painter's algorithm hidden surface removal and Gouraud (smooth) shading
technqiue (Ref. 83).

CHAPTER 4 - DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRAIN
IMAGING SOFTWARE
4.1 Software engineen
I.
Most computer-based systems are built as if they are going to be perfect first time.
This particular feature appears to be unique to those developments that include software
engineering (Ref. 84). However, having evaluated various software methodologies, it was
decided that a hybrid prototyping-waterfall model methodology is the best option to use
in developing the brain imaging software in this case. This is due to the fact that the
multi-disciplinary nature of this project made it difficult to obtain all of the user
requirements and specifications at once. The methodology used in developing the brain
imaging software is summarized in figure 4. 1.
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The initial prototype should be flexible so that it can be easily modified if any of
the ideas built into the design do not work as planned. Once the prototype is evaluated,
the software is refined and then delivered with the necessary user guide and
documentation (Ref. 85). The prototyping methodology represent the higher level
methodology used in developing the software, and at each iteration, the waterfall model
is used in transforming the new requirements and specifications to a readable, robust and
correct software. The next sections describe the software development in terms of the
waterfall model.

4.2 Feasibilit y study
A feasibility study was carried out in order to establish the initial system
requirements and to assess whether it is possible to implement the system with the tools
provided. The feasibility study involved familiarisation with the UNIX system and
Bourne and Korn shell programming, X-windows, object orientated programming using
C+ + language and the Khoros system. Initially, it seemed that the implementation of
most of the requirements can be done with hard work, however, as the system
requirements and specification evolved, it became increasingly harder to implement some
of the algorithms using either the X-Windows or the Khoros systems. One of the main
source of difficulty is the lack of library routines and data structures that support true
three dimensional volume visualization. Had these been available, it would have reduced
the complexity of implementing some of the al g orithms by a large margin, hence facilitating the implementation of the registration algorithms in three dimensions.
In fact the initial feasibility study proved to be of little use as the project
progressed. Another problem was the difficulty in defining and adhering to project
milestones. This was due to three main reasons; firstly, the evolution of the requirements
lead to an exponential increase in the complexity of the project. Secondly, both Khoros
and X-Windows are very large systems, thus implementation of the hybrid routines and
the xvroutines (which were all original) required in depth knowledge of both systems, and
because this is a single programmer project, thus the time factor fluctuated, making it
harder to define proper project milestones. Thirdly, most of the algorithms in this project
are technically advanced making their validation and verification more difficult, this is in
addition to the fact that the literature only provide a brief explanation of some of the
algorithms and literature providing any implementation in source code is very scarce.

43 S y stem requirements
The system requirements can be divided into basic and additional requirements.
The basic requirements are the essential requirements specifying the functionality of the
software, while the additional requirements are extras specifying algorithms used in
making the usability of the software more convenient. These two sets of requirements are
described next.
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4.3.1 Basic requirements
Since this project involved two collaborators; a neuropsychiatrist (Ref. 86) and a
physicist (Ref. 87), thus the basic requirements can be divided into two sets;
neuropsychiatrist and physicist (and supervisors) requirements.

•

The neuropsychiatrist requirements were:
1) To section the images sagittaly, coronaly and transaxialy.
2) To carry out two dimensional manual MRI-PET registration using an interactive point
transfer facility.
3) To carry out distance measurements on the images.

The physicist and supervisors requirements were:
1) To manually delineate structures of interest from the two dimensional MRI slices.
2) To depict the structures of interest in three dimensions by combining the set of two
dimensional MRI binary slices into a three dimensional voxel, representing the true
volume of the structure. The representation of the structures of interest should be in the
form of three dimensional wireframe contours.
3) To be able to re-slice the three dimensional contour representation into sagittal, coronal
and transaxial sections.
4) To carry out three dimensional geometric manipulations on the structure of interest;
this includes rotation about the x (front-back rotation) and the z axes (left-right) and
scaling.

4.3.2 Additional requirements
Additional requirements resulted from further consultations with the collaborators
and supervisors and from literature search. Literature search concentrated on looking at
the user requirements of commercial brain imaging software, such as Analyse
implemented entirely in the C language running on the SUN workstation with UNIX
operating system (Ref. 82 & 88), Cyber Studio implemented in C and running on
Personal Computers (PC) (Ref. 83) and CHIP (Corriative Hybrid Image Processing tool)
implemented in C on a SUN 3/60 graphic workstation, with Xll-R4 window system,
using the XView toolkit (from OpenLook) to build the user interface (Ref. 89). Thus the
additional requirements can be divided into three sets; neurpsychiatrist, physicist (and
supervisors) and literature search requirements.
Additional neuropsychiatrist requirements were:
1) To somehow automate the two dimensional MRI-PET registration process, since
manual registration is time consuming.
2) To interactively carry out region of interest (ROl) transfer of structures from the
transformed PET image to the original MRI image.
3) To interactively perform two dimensional image manipulations on the transformed PET
image, to correct for possible mismatches resulting from the automatic registration
algorithm. Geometric transformation should included scaling, clockwise and anticlockwise rotation, and translation along the x and y axes.
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a tlii'cshcdd alue mdi ean be used in suppressing unwanted
) To interacti"ciy del
;ixel values such as those of the radioactivity envelope in the PET image.
) To save the MRT and transformed PET images in a file.
To save the MRI-PET registered image and the transformed PET image in two

l)To implement a Delauny triangulation routine, that can be used to produce a boundary
representation model of the three dimensional contours of the structure of interest.
) To somehow automate the process of the delineation of the structures of interest on the
wo dimensional MRI slices.
) To save the three dimensional surface rendered image to a file.

Additional requirements obtained from literature search were:
1) To implement a voxel based display routines, that improve the image contrast.
2) To implement and compare various filtering algorithms.
3) To implement and compare various edge detection algorithms.
4) To implement a hidden surface removal to give a more realistic three dimensional
display of the structure of interest (in the form of solid model).
5) To implement a colour facility that can display the three dimensional image in various
colours.
6) To provide a choice of displaying the three dimensional voxel data in a unit cube, and
displaying the title legend.

4.4 System specification and design
This involves specifying the functions of each section of the software requirements
and representing them in a manner which may be readily transformed to one or more
computer programs. Thus this falls into two sections, software specification and user
interface specification.
Overall, to satisfy both the basic and the additional requirements fully, 11
vroutines, 8 hybrid routines and 2 xvroutines were specified, implemented and evaluated.
These routines are the modules that form the brain imaging software developed in this
project. In all, 80000 lines of C language code were written to implement all the routines.
The routines were integrated in a Khoros toolbox given the name
"Brain Imaging_Software"
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4.4.1 Software specificatiofl
Iii general software specification involved abstracting each set of requirements into
conceptual level, and stepwise refining them into either a vroutine, a hybrid routine, or
ci x vrouti cc. The Iflcthod()1 ociC nrc dcscri bC flc\t.

4.4.1.1 Vroutines and hybrid routines specification
Since one of the features of Khoros is that it supports modularity of programs in
the form of glyphs, thus the pre-processing algorithms were designed as separate
vroutines and hybrid routines, each one can be thought of as a procedure in a large
program or a glyph in a visual flow graph. Thus a modification of the procedural
abstraction and stepwise refinement methodology was adopted in developing and writing
the vroutines and hybrid routines for the brain imaging software. The steps involved can
be summarized as follows:
1) Obtain a set of specifications.
2) Abstract each specification to a conceptual level.
3) Refine each abstracted concept into either a vroutine or a hybrid routine.
4) Obtain a specification for each vroutine and hybrid routine and stepwise refine into a
UTS file (*.pane file).
5) Check the result of the UIS file using preview, if satisfied, run ghostwriter to generate
the program files.
6) Carry out further abstraction and refinement on the algorithms until codable C
language statements are obtained.
7) Code the statements. The algorithmic statements are coded in the library routine file,
and statements representing the functionality of the routine in the main driver file.

The 11 vroutines specified are described as follows:
1) vsepriles : used to separate the paroxysmal MRI and PET RAW file into two

dimensional VIFF images.
2) vgetdata : used to convert VIFF image into various ASCII formats needed for

interfacing with other software.
3) vcomslice : used to combine two dimensional slices into a multi-slice voxel, that can

be fed to surface3d for three dimensional realistic display.
4) vlapedge : used to carry out Laplacian edge detection on the images, followed by

dynamic thresholding.
5)vrange : used to carry out range edge detection on the images followed by dynamic
thresholding.
h

:

iiJ

7) vhiboost : used to carry out spatial high-pass filtering on the images.
S) vinterp : used to carry out interpolation on a voxel to obtain a more uniform voxel.
9) voxdisp : used to carry out voxel-based histogram equalization, and stretching to
improve image contrast.
10) voxinfo : used to input the image parameters, such as inter-slice distance and pixel
size. The parameters are stored in the relevant fields of the VIFF data structure. These
are used in other routines such as measure, and surface3d.
1) vorder : used to obtain points of correspondence between MRI and PET images,
eeded for the automatic registration algorithms used by cregister.
12) vsmooth : a modification of vpolygon used to smooth a binary contour via polygonal
approximation.

The 8 hybrid routines specified are described as follows:
1) drawimage : needed for interactive delineation of structures of interests.
2) blankimg : needed for interactively erasing binary images. This together with
drawimage form an interactive editing facility.
) ((lgefoI : interactive simple edge following algorithm.
4) huredge : interactive comprehensive edge following algorithm based on best-first
search heuristic edge following technique.
5) dynedge : interactive comprehensive edge following algorithm based on principles of
dynamic programming.
6) measure : interactive distance measurement on two dimensional images.
7) features : interactive routine used to obtain automatic shape points of a binary image.
It also allows nianuni uci dfincd points.
) voxslicc : allow the intcractivc rc-:1cine o 1:1cs into sanJtel, coiona and tiariaxint
sections.

In addition to the routines implemented, the following Khoros routines were used
as well:
•

1) vdrf and vsobel : used to carry out edge detection on the image.
2) vqmed : used to carry out median filtering on the image.
3) putimage: to display an image on the screen.
4) vremap : to remove any colourmaps so that the image can be printed.
5) vpostscrpt : to convert the VIFF image to a postscript format ready to be printed on
the laser printer.
6)editimage : to display the result of edge following, using the display pixel facility and
extract region of interest structures that are used in image registration experiments.
7) animate : to step through a sequence of slices.
In addition the following Khoros library routines are used:
1) lvconvert : to convert an image from one data storage type to another. Used in most
vroutines and hybrid routines.
2) lraw2viff : to convert a RAW image to VIFF format. This is used in vsepfiles
vroutifle.
3) lvtranslat : to translate an image along x and y axes. Used in cregister.
4) lvrotate : to rotate an image clockwise or anti-clock wise. Used in cregister.
5) lvexpand and lvshirnk : to scale the image. Used in cregister.
6) lvbandspt : to extract individual slices from a voxel.

Also, the following X-Windows software are used in printing, and annotating the
various images:
1) Xpaint : used in annotating the various images.
2) Xv : used to grab an image from the screen, save it into an image format, and convert
it into a postscript file.
) Ghostview : used to check the postscript file, to see if it contains the correct image
itore prinhilig.

44.1.2 Xvroiitines specification
For the development of the xvroutines, stirface3d and cregister, it is important
know
all of the user requirements and specification before proceeding with the
1k)
(-icvelopment. This is because xvroutines are independent programs and hence are large
grain and less manageable than vroutines and hybrid routines. The steps involved in their
development can be summarized as follows:
1) Obtain the full user requirements and specifications.
2) Abstract each specification to a conceptual level and stepwise refine it into a UIS file
(.pane file).
3) Check the result of the UIS file using preview, when satisfied, run ghostwriter to
generate the program files.

4) Abstract and refine each requirement into a SLIbfOrfll in the * .form file, and check it
using preview, when satisfied, run conductor to generate and initialize the form
information structure files that implements the graphical user interface specification for
the xvroutine.
5) In the case of surface3d, further abstract the functionality of the various widgets
needed to meet the specification. If such widgets do not exist, then refine the abstraction
into a custom widget class which can then be interfaced with the system to provide the
necessary functionality.
Two xvroutines were specified; cregister to carry out automatic image registration
and data transfer and surface3d to carry out interactive true three dimensional display and
manipulation of the structure of interest.

The main features of cregister module are:
1) The display of the original MRI and PET images side by side.
2) The display of the original MRI and the transformed PET image side by side.
3) Automatic image registration via shape points using the least squares technique.
4) Automatic image registration via smoothed contour points by optimizing the objective
distance function using the direction set method.
5) Automatic image registration via smoothed contour points by optimizing the objective
distance function using the downhill simplex method.
6) Interactive PET image manipulation to account for any misregistration resulting from
the automatic algorithms.
7) Specification of a threshold value used to transfer certain pixels from the transformed
PET image.
8) Interactive point transfer of data from transformed PET to MRI image.
) Interactive Region of Interest (ROl) transfer of data from transformed PET to MRI
image.
I O)Interactive distance measurements of various structures on the images.
1) Saving the MRI and PET images side by side into one file or as separate images into
two separate files. The images are saved as VIFF format which can then be converted to
postscript using the vpostscrpt vroutine.

The main features of the surface3d module are:
1) Three dimensional display of a voxel representing the structure of interest.
2) Colour manipulation of the object displayed.
3) Three dimensional manipulation of the displayed object. These include back-front and
left-right rotations, scaling and perspective and parallel projections.
4) Three dimensional re-slicing of the displayed object. Sagittal, coronal and transaxial
sections are permitted.
5) Choice of the rendering methods used. Allowed methods are 3D contours and
boundary representation (using the Delauny triangulation) models. Solid models use
hidden surface removal to give a more realistic display.
6) Choice of the projection method and mode of display of data.
7) Save the image into a VIFF file.

4,4.2 User interface specification
The philosophy adapted for developing the software is that the user interface is the
scu, and hence the quality of the interface is very important (Ref. 84 & 85). This
philosophy was easy to implement using the Khoros system, since Khoros needs a UIS
f i le containing the graphical user interface (GUI) specification, before any routine can be
i npiemented. So, all the menus for the vroutines and hybrid routines were designed using
the UJS
(. *.pane) file, while for xvroutines an additional *.form file was required, to specify the
1 n(I-tIonaity of the xvroutine.
1 ie user interface of each routine specifies its functionality. The main issues
raised while developing a user interface are:
1) Type of image display : In this case it is thought that the best type of display for the
image is that where the image is displayed as a function unique to grey level pixels.
) Intcrtion : This can be divided to two areas;

j) Vkujl interaction : In this case, it is decided that the best interface to adopt is the
menu within a window type of interface. This is due to the fact that Khoros allows for
he development of graphical user interface under the X-windows environment. Also
issues such as sufficient help message, and the kind of error messages are implemented
within the graphical user interface design.
b) Mechanical interaction : In this case, it is thought that the best interaction with the
visual system, is by pointing to a particular item in the menu and selecting. Thus, the best
form of interaction for this is a pointing device such as a mouse. This "point and select"
approach for user interface design, is preferred by most people in the medical profession,
since most of theni have a non-intuitive interaction with the computer via the keyboard.
Most interactive hybrid routines adapt this form of interaction.
3) Size : Display size is an important parameter, however, in this case it is left to the user
to specify the display he/she would like, the initial size is calculated according to the
mage matrix, so the initial display size for the cregister is 512x256 and for surface3d
s 512x512. However, the X-Windows manager allow the user to alter the size.

4.5 Software implementation issues
The code for all the modules was implemented in the C language. A description
of all the algorithms in a PASCAL-like pseudocode is provided in chapter 5, while the
full implementation in source code is provided in the relevant sections of the medical
image toolbox. All routines were implemented to be polymorphic i.e. they can work on
a VIFF image with any kind of data storage type (except BIT and COMPLEX). This was
achieved by using the lvconvert() library routine to carry out automatic conversions of
data storage types.
The general implementation of most vroutines and hybrid routines forming the
software can be described as follows:
1) Reading in the input, and making library call
2) Error checking
3) Variable declarations and initializations
4) Automatic conversion of data storage types
5) Implementation of the main algorithm
6) Reading the output, and freeing all used memory
The main issues regarding the implementation of the vroutines and hybrid routines
are speed, efficiency, readability, robustness and portability of the software. Efficiency
is inversely proportional to readability, an efficient program is not very readable because
the approach used is concerned with using as little computer resources as possible. This
means that the program has to do as much as possible in one clock cycle (i.e. it becomes
faster), thus the code has to be designed in such a way as to avoid recursion (where stack
and hence more memory is used), using many variables, and repeating a block of
statements. This means that the program becomes unreadable and hence more difficult to
maintain by another programmer. Therefore, a compromise has to be reached. In this
case, the optimization algorithms had to be implemented in an efficient way, since speed
is important in any good optimization algorithm, thus the code may be difficult to
understand. However, relevant variable names and appropriate comments are used in
making the program more readable, and should help another programmer in
understanding the algorithm and hence maintaining the code. However, most of the other
routines are implemented so that they are more readable and hence slightly less efficient.
Robustness, was maintained by providing relevant error checking statements and error
messages, and validating the final routine.
Portability of the brain imaging software was taken into consideration while
designing it. For example, when implementing all the mathematical algorithms such as
optimization, least squares and matrix calculations, no FORTRAN NAG (Numerical
Algorithm Group) routines were used, since this would reduce the portability of the
software because it would mean that the software need the NAG routines when it is to be
ported to another platform. Also, great deal of time was spent in making the software as
system independent as possible. However, since the software is written as layer on top
of Khoros, porting would mean that all the Khoros libraries have to be ported as well,
hence occupying more disk space. In addition, when porting all the vroutines, and hybrid
routines, Cantata would have to be ported as well since these routines work better from
Cantata.
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4.6 Validation and verification
The routines were verified by checking if they meet the user requirements. In this
case verification is a function of the user interface specification (UIS) file, and hence the
routines were verified at the system specification stage. Validation of the routines was
carried out after they had been implemented. Validation checks if the routine's function
is what the end user really wants. Thus in this case, validation was more difficult because
of the variety of end-users using the brain imaging software. Generally, validation of the
vroutines involved supplying the input image to the routine and examining the output
image to see if the operation performed on the image give a satisfactory result. For
example, in validating the various edge detection routines, the one that performed best
on various MRI images was found to be the optimal recursive edge detector. Validation
of hybrid routines, involved supplying the image and selecting valid and invalid data
before executing it. For example, in the heuristic edge following routine, the starting
pixel was chosen to be above and below the specified threshold used in the edge following
algorithm. When below the threshold the algorithm is expected to fail with the appropriate
error message being displayed.
Validation of the xvroutines is done after implementing each subform. The same
technique of implementing the hybrid routines was used here. However, for the automatic
image registration algorithms, validation was done by evaluating the algorithms using
different number of points, and different set of initial degrees of freedom (parameter
estimates) as described in more details in chapter 6.
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C HAPTER 5- IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BRAIN
IMAGING SOFTWARE (MATERIALS & METHODS)
5.1 Materials
The two dimensional brain imaging and three dimensional surface rendering
algorithms were verified using images from two different patients.
The images supplied by Dr. A. loannides at the Open University, are 22 preoperative and 12 post-operative two. dimensional MRI transaxial scans of a severely
epileptic patient (Ref. 87). All MRI scans are supplied as 256x256 (8 bits per pixel) TIFF
(Tagged Image File Format) format images.
The images kindly supplied by Dr. P. Fenwick, came from three different patients
with paroxysmal changes in behaviour (Ref. 86). These paroxysmal patients are being
studied by Dr. Michael Wong at St. Thomas's Hospital PET centre which is where the
images were obtained from. All scans are transaxial and two dimensional. Each patient
have a set of 124 MRI scans, with a corresponding 31 contiguous PET scans. One MRI
and PET patient data set was used. All MRI and PET scans are 256x256 and 128x128
(16 bits per pixel) RAW format. The software used at St. Thomas's Hospital PET centre
uses the GIPL format, which is basically a 256-byte header attached to a compressed set
of RAW MRI or PET slices of each patient. Thus each set of MRI and PET slices were
supplied as a 256-byte header attached to a compressed RAW format file containing slice
information. Thus 6 different sets were supplied, an MRI and PET sets from each patient.

5.1.1 Image acquisition
The epileptic MRI imaging was performed with a Magnetorn (Siemens Medical
Systems). Transverse views were oriented perpendicular to the long axis of the supine
patient and covered the entire cranial vault from base to apex. The images were reconstructed on a matrix consisting of a 256x256 array of 1mm inter-pixel (in x and y
directions), and 6mm inter-slice gap (Ref. 90).
The naming convention for MRI epileptic data is jh88nn.tif.m; where jh are
patient initials, 88 is the year (i.e 1988) the slices were taken, n is the sequence number
of the slices, tif is the TIFF format and m is the data set number (1 is pre-operative and
2 is post-operative).
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he paroxysmal NI RI imaging was performed with a Siemens machine with the
kjl a head coil for both transmission and reception. Transverse view were oriented
erpendicular to the long axis of the supine patient. The images were reconstructed on
matrix consisting of a 256x256 array of 0.938mm inter-pixel (in x and y directions),
nd 1.5mm interstice gap (Ref. 91 & 92). The paroxysmal PET imaging was performed
.\ith a PET scanner constructed at St. Thomas's Hospital PET centre. Scans were
obtained 30 minutes after intravenous injection of 5-10 milliCurie (185-370 Mega Bq) of
2-fluoro-deOxy-D-gluCOSe, an agent that is distributed to sites of energy utilisation in the
brain. Transverse sections were oriented to the orbitomeatal line. Images were
reconstructed on a 128x128 matrix, consisting of 2mm inter-pixel distance (in x and y
directions), and 3.375mm inter-slice gap (Ref. 91 & 92).
The naming convention adaptd for paroxysmal MRI data is cjmriaxTi?; where
cj are patient initials, mri is the MRI imaging modality, ax is the transaxial section and
? is the sequence number of the slices. The naming convention adapted for paroxysmal
PET data is cjpetfdg??; where cj are patient initials, pet is the PET imaging modality, fdg
is 2-fluoro-deoxy-D-glucose metabolic agent and ? is the sequence number of the slices.

5.1.2 Transferring the paroxysmal MRI and PET images
The MRI and PET files were transferred from St. Thomas's to City University
using a QIC-60 cartridge tape. The commands;"nit -f /dev/tape rewind" was used to
rewind the tape and "tar -xf /devf tape" was used to transfer the files to the hard disk
(Ref. 93). Each data file was uncompressed and converted from the GIPL format to the
RAW format using the UNIX command "tail -256c GIPL_file > file2" which extracts
the 256 byte header from the GIPL file and put the contents in file2. The MRI and PET
images were extracted from the RAW files using a vroutine written as part of this project
and described in section 5.1.4 and placed in the directory "/images/medical".

5.1.3 Conversion of epileptic MIII TIFF to VIFF files
The epileptic MRT TIFF files were converted to VIFF files semi-automatically by
incorporating the tiff2viff Khoros vroutine in the UNIX shell script shown in figure 5.1.
for i in jh88'??.tif.? do
$KHOROSHOME/bin/tiff2viff -i $i -o $i.xv
done
Fi g ure 5.1. TIFF to VIFF conversion UNIX shell script
The converted files have an extension of vif or xv to indicate that they are in the
Khoros VIFF (Visual Image File Format) format.
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5.1.4 Conversion of paroxysmal MRI and PET RAW files to VIFF files
The MRI and PET RAW files were converted to VIFF files automatically using
a vroutine called vsepfiles, which extracts RAW slices from the RAW file and convert
them to VIFF images using Khoros's lraw2viff and lvconvert library routine functions
which convert RAW file to VIFF file, and convert the data storage type from Integer to
Byte format respectively (Ref. 94). The pseudocode algorithm for lvsepfiles library
routine is shown in figure 5.2.
BEGIN
Initialize variables;
Get the size of the data storage type;
Calculate the number of bytes per slice;
Calculate the total size of the voxel;
IF (user require separation in ascending order) THEN
BEGIN
read the first slice data into array used for temporary storage;
rid the first slice data into a filename specified by the user and given the
number 1;
IF (user chose to convert RAW data to VIFF) THEN
convert the RAW data file to VIFF;
FOR i = 2 TO number of slices DO
BEGIN
extract the slice data;
read the first slice data into a filename specified by the user and
given the number i;
IF (user chose to convert RAW data to VIFF) THEN
convert the RAW data file to VIFF;
END;
END
ELSE
IF (user require separation in descending order) THEN
BEGIN
read the first slice data into array used for temporary storage;
read the first slice data into a filename specified by the user and given the
number of the number of slices;
IF (user chose to convert RAW data to VIFF) THEN
convert the RAW data file to VIFF;
FOR i = number of slices TO 1 DO
BEGIN
extract the slice data;
read the first slice data into a file specified by the user and given the
number i;

11 (u:e F chose to euji cit RAW daLi to VI 1+) 1H EN

convert the RAW data file to VIFF;
ND;
END;
Figure 5.2. vsepfleSalconthfllinpseocode

H1C Oi ftc Lode ur toe iiiai n driver routine and the
library routine, user interface
pcJHcation and the pane of vsepfiies
are included in relevant directories of the
Medical_Imaging toolbox. The converted files have an extension of vif to indicate that
diey are in the Khoros VIFF (Visual Image File Format) format.

.2 Suininar of the two dimensional brain imaging and three dimeriinL_siirface rendering methods carried out using the modules
constructed as part of this -Project
IThe two dimensional brain imaging methods were mainly used for preprocessing
h' Vices and preparing them for either edge matching co-registration or three
flft] cirL: FCLUL: c (volume visualization)
i_c [Lii, JcJ
sLLc were stacked on top of each other to form a three

dimensional voxel (volume picture elements) using the vcomslice routine. The inter-pixel
distance within each slice and the inter-slice gap were written into the VIFF data structure
uing the voxinfo vroutine. Vgetdata can convert VIFF image data to ASCII (American
Loandard Code for Inforniatioii Interchange) data in 3 different file formats.
patial filtering were then applied to the voxel sets. The effect of various filters
compared on the voxel. A low-pass filter, high-pass filter and quicksort median
t:]ter were applied to the voxel using the vlowpass, vhiboost
and Khoros vqmed vrouResulting images were compared and qualitatively analysed.
crc

I. cparation between any two consecutive epileptic MRI slices (i.e. slice
d cness which is 6mm) is lar g
er than the separation between the centres of two adjacent
pixels within a slice (i.e. inter-pixel distance which is 1mm), linear interpolation was
carried out on them, to "fill ill" the value of the missing image slice information, and
hence reducing the cuboid voxel to a more uniform cubic voxel. The interpolation was
carried out using the vinterp vroutine. Paroxysmal set had 256x256x124 voxel set so
I
o need for interpolation
I ige based segmentation techniques were carried out on the voxel to delineate
IIiCiL of interest automatically. The Laplacian and the range edge detectors were
imp m
leented as vrolltines called vlapedge and vrange. Also three different edge follow

Hch

c follow, heuristic edge follow and dynamic

edge follow were implemented as three different hybrid routines called edgefol,
heuredge and dynedge respectively. These together with Khoros's Sobel edge detector
and Khoros's differential recursive edge detector (DRED) were applied to the voxel in
order to investigate the possibility of extracting bounding surface contours needed for
three dimensional surface rendering and retrospective image co-registration,
automatically. The resulting images were compared and analysed using the editimage
display pixel values utility. However, it is very difficult to extract the bounding surface
contour for some structures such as the thalamus, thus two hybrid routines called
drawirnage (which allows the user to interactively draw on the image) and blankimg
(which erases sections on the image interactively) were implemented to allow interactive
editing of the binary image.
Voxel re-slicing together with linear interpolation techniques were carried out
using the voxslice hybrid routine. The voxel was re-sliced sagittaly, coronaly and
transaxialy, displaying various structures of the brain. The re-slicing is interactive.
Contrast enhancement techniques were carried out on the voxel to enhance the
image display. Voxel based histogram equalization and histogram stretching techniques
were applied to the voxel using the voxdisp vroutine, and the resulting images were
compared, and analysed.
Smoothing the contours is a necessary step for surface rendering techniques since
it extracts a representative sample of contour points which can then be used for rendering.
For this purpose a smoothing algorithm has been implemented as the vsmooth vroutine.
The smoothing algorithm was implemented by modifying the Khoros vpolygon routine
which carries out polygonal approximation based on curve-splitting method.
The Delauny triangulation surface rendering and the edge matching co-registration
Lc{iniques need automatic feature or shape points. An example of such a point is the
centroid of an object which can be extracted from the contours using shape descriptors
based on the theory of moments. Another shape point is the radius weighted mean point.
A hybrid routine called features was implemented to extract the centroid and the radius
weighted mean point of a binary object. In addition interactive distance measurements
were implemented in a hybrid routine called measure.
Thus given RAW format slices, the vroutines and hybrid routines developed in this
project can be used to delineate structures of interest and extract their bounding surfaces
semi-automatically. The output of this will be binary contour points representing the
bounding surface of the structure, and their centroids. These can then be supplied to the
stirface3d xvroutine software for three dimensional surface rendering.

The surface3d can display the true three dimensional surface (and hence its
volume) using 3D surface contours and Delauny triangulation patching (or tiling)
technique. Back to front hidden surface removal algorithm (Painter's algorithm) allows
a more realistic display of the surface (i.e. similar to solid model). Also surface3d allows
the display of three dimensional Contours representing the structure. The rendered three
dimensional image can be rotated, sliced sagitally, coronaly and transaxialy and scaled.
Also, surface3d allows the display of the modelled object as a unit cube, and in different
colours.
Additional imaging utilities implemented include point transfer and region of
interest transfer (useful for transfer of information after co-registration of PET-MRI
images). In addition, edge matching co-registration algorithms were implemented in a
xvroutirie called cregister described in detail in chapter 6.
Thus in order to meet the full collaborators' and supervisors' requirements and
specifications, 11 vroutines, 8 hybrid routines and 2 xvroutines were specified,
implemented and integrated within Khoros. The implementation consisted of writing a
total of about 80000 lines of code in the C programming language; about 45000 lines for
vroutines and hybrid routines, and about 35000 for the two xvroutines. All the routines
were installed in a Khoros toolbox given the name "Brain - Imaging Software". All the
routines can be used from within the visual language environment of Cantata, however
siirface3d and cregister are independent of Cantata and can be run directly from the
UNIX command line if desired. The following sections explain the implementation details
of all the brain imaging algorithms, except the registration algorithms implemented in
cregister. Each explanation start with a brief theoretical background followed by the
implementatioii of the main algorithm in (PASCAL-like) pseudocode. Then the various
modules and algorithms are evaluated using various Cantata visual programs. Then
Cantata visual programs are used to illustrate details of pre-processing steps needed for
3D surface rendering. This is followed by a brief description of the various components
of the surface3d module used as a CAD modeller, to reconstruct 3D surfaces from 2D
slices,
Detailed theoretical hackzround is provided iii chapter 3, while chapter 2 provides
detailed explanation of the environments used in implementing the vroutines, hybrid and
xvroutines. Graphical user interface for each module (routine) is provided in the
appendix section. The full source code for all the modules can be referred to in the
relevant directories of the Medical Iniaging toolbox.

Initial anal ysis of the slices
The slices were examined using the Khoros tool animate. Examination of the
epileptic MRI slices showed that the corpus callosum (the major pathway that
interconnects the cerebral cortex of the two hemispheres of the brain) had been severed
surgically as can be seen in figure 5.3. This is commonly carried out to treat severe
epileptic conditions and the patient is then commonly referred to as split-brain patient
(Ref. 95 & 1). Technically, examination of the images using animate showed the images
to be of low contrast with the skull/scalp and scalp/air boundaries easily detectable on all
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Uuidlskulllair pattern was seen on all the slices and structures such as the thalamus were
very difficult to delineate since their tissue's proton density is similar to the surrounding
as shown in figure 53(a.
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Figure 5.3. (a) pFC-OjCi1t1Ve MF.1 slice it)WIflC the COFjfts callosuni (hJJg5t-OpCidti\ c
MRI slice ,howinc nO corpus Cal losum

Ixaininatiori of the paroxysmal MRI slices showed no unusual signs. However,
examination of the paroxysmal PET slices showed that deep (thalamic) PET slices,
especially near the limbic system, cerebellum and hippocampus, had more hypermetabolic
areas than the higher (cortical) PET slices as shown in figure 5.4. This is supported by
the current thinking in psychiatry that ictal discharges within the depth may cause
Paroxysmal episodes of disordered behaviour (Ref. 8). Technically, examination of the
MRI slices showed that thalamic and cerebellar images have good contrast with some
noise. Also, the MRI slices were of good quality since the blood vessels in the brain can
be seen in the deeper slices. Examination of PET slices showed that it is difficult to
d elineate brain structures in PET, and more importantly because of the radioisotopic
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effect, no clear edge boundary can be seen on any of the PET slices, however the radioactivity envelope is clearly distinguishable as shown in figure 5.4.

LV
cotriee1 hvel(Bhctl)
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Figure 5.4. Sequence of selective PET slices going from the cortical level to the cerebellar
level

5.3 Brain imaging techniques (vroutines & hybrid routines)

5.3.1 Voxel formation
This involves stacking the two dimensional slices to form a multi-slice voxel,
which is usually a non-uniform one due to the acquisition method. Three vroutines were
[ri1UftLi in

5.3.1.1
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Secondly, it combines ASCII data files of 2D points into one ASCII file
represen ti ng 3D voxel data. Both of these are used as input to the surface3d xvroutine to
irry out surface rendering. It expects as input either up to 20 user specified filenames
Presenting 2D slices, or the directory where the 2D slices are stored, and as output a
IH :irne where the
voxel is to he stored in. Both input and output are files that
C

3D
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contain VIFF image format. The implementation in pseudocode is shown in figure 5.5.
BEGIN
Initialize a structure which is a pointer to array to slice;
Feed in the slices filenames into the data structure;
Read in the slices and check for errors;
Upcast the input slices to the same data storage type;
CASE processing — method OF
3D VOXEL IMAGE:
BEGIN
Calculate the size in bytes for all the slices;
Initialize a pointer and allocate its size to be the total size of the slices;
Copy all the slices to the space pointed to by the
irnagedata pointer;
Transfer the new voxel information to the VIFF data structure fields;
Transfer the colour space model data;
Write the voxel to a file;
END;

3D VOXEL DATA:
BEGIN
FOR i : = 0 TO nurn of slices DO
BEGIN
Read the number of points from each file inputted to
temp_num_data;
nurnof_data_pts := num_of_data_pts + temp_num_data;
I N 1);
Display the nurn_of_data_pts on the screen;
Open a file called voxfile for writing;
FOR i : = 0 TO num of slice DO
BEGIN
Read the number of points from each file inputted to
temp nu rn_data;
FOR j : = 0 TO temp_num_data DO
Copy the contents of each file to voxfile;
END;
END;
END;
Fi g ure 5.5. vconislice alorithni in pseudocode

5.3.1.2 Voxinto
This vroutine was implemented to allow the user to write the voxel information
into the VIFF data structure. The information can then be used by the measure hybrid
routine which uses the x and y actual pixel size data (stored in pixsizx and pixsizy VIFF
data structure fields) to give a distance measurement in S.I. units, and by surface3d
which uses the interslice distance (stored in fsparel VIFF field) to produce an accurate
three dimensional image of the voxel. Also, voxslice and vinterp use the information to
interpolate (or fill in) the missing slices. The algorithm for voxinfo is shown in figure
5.6.
BEGIN
CASE image type OF
H [GIN
IF (number of slices < 2) THEN
error flC,Lc'(l h:
\\ 1C

\

Th,

\C c

inage- > pixsizx field;
\\rite the y pixel dimension into the
iiage->pixsizy field;
\Vrite the z pixel dimension or the inter-slice
d tance into the image->fsparel field;
IN1);
SLICE: BEGIN
IF (number of slices > 1) THEN
display error message and exit;
Write the x pixel dimension into the
image->pixsizx field;
Write the y pixel dimension into the
image->pixsizy field;
END;
END;
END;

Ei g tire
ire5 .6. Pseudocode implementation of yoxinfo
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5.3.1.3 Vgetdata

This vroutine was implemented to convert VIFF binary image data into ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) format, which can then be fed to
surface3d. The various formats provided are the (x, y, z, and gray level), (x, y, and gray
level is z) and (gray level, x, y, z). The latter format is that which is used by
Microstation Development Language (MDL) which is part of the Microstatiori CAD
software, this was done to allow future researchers to interface Khoros VIFF images with
Microstation CAD software, allowing the comparison of the rendering methods
implemented in stirface3d with those provided by Microstation. The input is a filename
containing a binary (segmented) VIFF image, and the output is an ASCII file of numbers
in the chosen format. The algorithm for vgetdata is shown in figure 5.7.
BEGIN
Set the output file to point to standard output;
Initialize the VIFF image fields;
IF (image information is needed) THEN
write the image information to the output device;
Call a the function that corresponds to the data storage type using a CASE statement;
Initialize the pixel per slice data pointer;
Let data point to the imagedata;
CASE output type OF
Microstation format
BEGIN
FOR i = 0 TO depth DO
BEGIN
FOR row : = 0 TO colsize DO
BEGIN
FOR col := 0 TO rowsize DO
BEGIN
IF (only the binary edge data is needed) THEN
BEGIN
IF (*dat a = WHITE)
fprintf(device, "%d %d %d %d\n",*data++, col,
row, i);
ELSE
fprinti(clevice,"%d %d %d %d\n", *data++, col, row,
END;
END;
END;
END;
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X Y Z & Grey level format
BEGIN
FOR i : = 0 TO depth DO
BEGIN
FOR row : = 0 TO colsize DO
BEGIN
FOR col : 0 TO rowsize DO
BEGIN
IF (only the binary edge data is needed) THEN
BEGIN
IF (*data = WHITE)
fprintf(device, '%d %d %d %d\n, *data col, row,
i);
END
FLSE
fprintf(device, "%d %d %d %d\n", *data col, row, i);
data ++;
J.ND;
END
IND;

k2

(kr) urlihIl
BEGIN
FOR i : = 0 TO depth DO
BEGIN
FOR row : = 0 TO colsize DO
BEGIN
FOR col : = 0 TO rowsize DO
1 (only the binary edge data is needed) THEN
i1GIN
IF (*dat a = WHITE)
fprintf(device, "%d %d %d\n", *data++ , col, row);
IND
I .LSE
fprintf(device, "%d %d %d\n", *data+ +, col, row);
END;
END;
END;
END;
END;

EIg i.tie
tre5.7. Pseudocode implementation of vgetdata
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5.3.2 Spatial filtering
use of spatial masks for image processing is usually called spatial filtering,
and the mask themselves are called spatial filters and represent the impulse response of
the filter. Low-pass and median filters are considered to be smoothing filters used for
blurring and for noise reduction, while high-boost filter is considered to be a sharpening
filter used to highlight fine detail in an image or to enhance detail that has been blurred,
either in error or as a natural effect of a particular method of image acquisition. All these
filters are considered to be linear two dimensional finite impulse response filter (FIR).
In many cases, the FIR impulse response h(ni,n2) is lion-zero only in the rectangle
he

= (O,Ml) x (O,M2) = {(nl,n2) : 0 :!^ ni
The output y(n

I

n2 ) of

the

:^

Ml, 0

n2 !^_ M21.

:^

FIR (1 igi tal fi l ter is siven b y the linear convolution:

h(k11 k2 ) x(n 1 -

1

k ,

n2 -

k2)

J k=O

1requent1\, the reg;Ofl 01 support

of the FIR digital filter is [-vi ,v 1] x [-v2,v2], where
Mi = 2vi + 1, i = 1,2, are odd valued filter lengths. In this case the output of an FIR
filter is given by:
V1

V2

-

The

h(k11 k2 ) x(n 1 -

=-v k=-v2

1

k ,

n2 -

k2)

TiTus, it can be seen that the direct I mplementation of an HR filter is very easy.
mask- (spatial filter) representing the impulse response is moved over the entire image

of size Ni x N2 by scanning it row by row or column by column and carrying out
convolution with the mask to produce the filtered output. From this it can be seen that the
Filter operates only in the interior (vl,NI-vl) x (v2,N2-v2) of the input image of size Ni
x N2. When filtering of the entire image is desired the image is extended to the size (Ni
+ Ml - 1) x (N2 + M2 - 1) by introducing suitable border pixel values (usually set equal
to zero).
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igiire 5.8 shows a cantata v stial program written
tiltering operations on the slices.
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lc..C lfl tata visual pro -till used 10 evaluate and compare the effect of low-pass,
and mj
p n'Hl ThHin on the slices
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.3.2.1 VIowpss
This vroutine was implemented to carry out three dimensional (voxel-based 26:o cighbourhood) and two dimensional (slice-based 8-pixel neighbourhood) low-pass
iItering on the image. The implementanon was in the form of the moving average filter
s i nh1ari7od as lollows:
V1
1

V2

M
2 k 1 -v1 k2-v2

x(n 1 - k1 ,

n2

-

k2)

hntc
1i = 2vi + 1, i = I, 2, i.e. its lengths are odd numbers
1 / Ml .M2 = h(n 1 ,n2) for (n I ,n2) R MINP where h is the impulse
rospOnso Ot tile IiIto

t-{cncc tIme response would be Inc avernec of ad the pixels in time are, )f d1c
mask.
In this case, the coefficients of the mask were given the value of 1, thus a typical 3x3
filter mask is shown in finure .9.

I

—x

0

lowpass, allows the user to specify the size of the mask as well as the
i: g111301,irhood definition, for the convolution operation. It expects and returns a VIFF
I:

age of any data storage type, and will automatically convert all images to BYTE data
rage type. The implementation of the vroutine in pseudocode is shown in figure 5. 10

':GIN
Initialize
IF (image- >data storag e type < > FLOAT) THEN
Convert image data storage type to float;
Chk Hm ern:

HjJ Ld u
1

N
. indow area = width * height;
1. OR d := 0 TO depth DO
BFG1N
IOR r := 0 TO colsize DO
FOR c : = 0 TO rowsize DO
BEGIN

POR k = 0 TO height DO
FOR I : = 0 TO width DO
BEGIN
x = (c - width) + I + I;
= (r - height) + k + 1;
Handle the convolution of end of image;
sum := sum + fptr[(d*imgarea)+y*rowsize+x];
END;
Get the average of the sum *)
output[(d*img_area) I_r*rowsize+c] = sum

I

win area;

ND;
make the imagedata pointer point to ouput;
Convert image back to byte data storage type;
END;
26-voxel
BEGIN
win —area = width * height * depth;
FOR d = 0 TO depth DO
BEGIN
FOR r = 0 TO colsize DO
FOR c : = 0 TO rowsize DO
BEGIN
(' Do convolution over the mask *)
FOR k : = 0 TO height DO
FOR I : = 0 TO width DO
BEGIN
x = (c - width) -I- I + 1;
y = (r - height) + k + 1;
Handle the cnvolution
o
of end of image;

Du C011VOI Lit loll 01 llfst iIce >)
suni I = sum I + fp t r[(d*img area) +y*rowsize+x];
( I Do convolution of second slice )
:i[1112 = sum2 + tptr[(d'img area) +y*rowsize+ x];
(* Do convolution of third slice *)
'SL im3 : = sum3 + fptr[( ( I*img area) + y*rowsize+x];
put the result in 26 voxel in total *)
total : = sum 1 + s111112 + su13;
L:ND;
( Get the average of the sum *)
ou tput[(d*img area) +r*rowsize+c] = sum / win area;
END;
'ND;
tke image pointer point to output;
inslices = depth / window depth;
I :nage- > num_data_bands = numslices;
convert image to byte image;
END;
END;
I 'IN I):

. it).

CI(IOCOC Ill )iIncilLtIun 0!

I0\ pW

Hie implementation was done by convolution of the image with a mask, and the

..3.2.2

T

Vhihoost

Since high-boost filtering is high-pass operation, thus it is worth mentioning a few
oint about high-pass filtering. The shape of the impulse response needed to implement
high-pass spatial filter indicates that the filter should have positive coefficients near its
ative coefficients in the outer periphery as shown in flure 5.11.

response of spatial (loillain high-pass filter

Thus a classic implementation br a 3 x 3 high-pass filter, would be to have a
positive value in the centre location with negative coefficients in the rest of the mask as
shown in figure 5.12.

rure 5.12. A basic high-pass spatial filter
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In high-boost (or Ii]gh-trequelicy-eillphasis) littering, thc tohlowing is used to obtain a
high-pass filtered image:

High boost = (A)(Original) - Lowpass
= (A - !)(Original) + Original - Lowpass
= (A - l)(Original) + Highpass
wIier A = Amplification factor
An A = 1 value gives the standard high-pass result, and when A > 1, part of the
original is added back to the high-pass result, restoring partially the low-frequency
cinponents lost in the hi g h-pass filterin g operation. The hinh-boost filterin g was

'.'here
the centre weight of the mask
A = the amplification factor
n
the size of the mask

The 1111sk is SlIO\Vtl in iitire 5. 13.

Figure 5.13. Mask used form
is
9A- I, with A >
I

V
hiboost will work on any VIFF image, and allows the user to specify the
m1 plicatioii
factor A (hence determinin g
the nature of the titter), and the size of the
r. The implementation of vh iboost in pseudocode is shown in figure

5.14.

BEGIN
'rn_area
height * width;
If win area
win area / 2;
If height:
height / 2;
if width
= width / 2;
FOR d: 0 TO depth DO
BEGIN
FOR r := 0 TO colsize DO
FOR c : = 0 TO rowsjze DO
BEGIN
sum := 0.0;
(* Do c onvo j ittjoii over the mask )
FOR k := 0 TO hei g ht DO
FOR I: 0 TO width DO
BEGIN
x = (c + I) - width + I;
y
(r + k) - height + i;
Handle the Convolution of end of image;
(* Do c 011volutioi of first slice *)
if ((k = half hei( Y ht) && (I
half width)) THEN
SLIM :
sum + (win area * amp! i fication - I)
fptr[(d*i mg area) +y*rowsize + xJ;
END;
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Bezier curves employ control points or control vertices that approximate the curve.
iezier curves are based on polynomial functions, which are typical in the representation
of freeform curves. A Bezier curve of degree n, specified by n + 1 control vertices, is
a parametric function of the following form

Qr:) =V1

B(t) ......(5.3.3,2)

where the vectors Vi represent the n ± 1 control poi n i.s (Re 90). I he tunìe lion 13i , n(t)
i the blending function for the Bezier representation, and is described by Bernstein
Polynomials as follows
= (In) (t)(1 - t)

I

t:c

';Iic:E

(5.3.3.3)
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(t) = 1,

,Tt01)

i:

.. ....

......... (5.3,3.5)

ii.i:.

jll,iion': I

CHI\C

lie entirely within the convex hull. Beziers blending functions produce an nth degree
;olynomial for n + 1 control points and, in general, force the Bezier curve to interpolate
the first and last control points, and approximate the intermediate control points as shown
in figure 5.15(b). Vinterp implements the interpolation using 4 control points. In this
case, the degree n of the polynomial is 3. Thus expanding equation (5.3.3.2) yields
Q(t) = V0 B0,3 + V1B13 + V2 323 + 1/3 233
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..(5.3.3.6)

Then finding the four blending functions based on the Bernstein polynomial, and
substituting in equation (5.3.3.6) yields
Q(t) = (1 - t) 3 V + 3t(1 - t) 2 V1 +
3t 2 (1 - t)V2 + t 3 V3 . . ( 5.3.3.7)

which can be written in the following matrix form

iiI"o

-1 3 -3
13 -6 3 011V1
Q(t) = [ C 3 t 2 t 1] I
-3 3 0

H

1 0 0

In more compact form
rt•.

(1x4) (4x4) (4x1)

where Q(t) is the missing pixel value
= decimal value varies between 0 and 1
[M] = the Bezier basis matrix
[V] = the Bezier geometric coefficient matrix
Vo = the grey level of the first slice
Vi = control point 1
V2 = control point 2
the grey level of the last slice

Vinterp implements the cubic Bezier interpolation using the matrix format. The
main problem with the Bezier interpolation is that the curve lack local control, thus
moving the position of one control point alters the shape of the entire curve segment.
A better design implementation of cubic curve interpolation, is done using B-Spline curve,
based on solving a set of sixteen simultaneous equations which yields four polynomial
segments comprising the B-Spline basis function.
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where Q() is die missing pixel value
t = decimal value varies between 0 and 1
Vo = the grey level of the first slice
Vi = control point 1
V2 = control point 2
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Figure 5.15(c) shows a B-Spline interpolation diagram.
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Eire 5.15 (a) L. (h) cubic Bezierand (c) cubic B-Spline interpolation diagrams

Vinterp implements all three interpolation techniques. For the curve based
:iterpolation techniques, the first and the last control points are the grey level of the first
,.Old last slice, the other two intermediate control points are arbitrarily specified as 20 less
or more than the grey level value. This is implicitly specified by the functions carrying
out the curve-based interpolatioii

CANTATA VIUaI Programming Environment for the KHM Sgstall
Edit
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ttre 5. 16. Cantata visual program for vinterp
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CONVERSIONS
J
ARITHi€TIC

io

PROCESSING
LYS1S

sIcn. PROCESSIq
J [ REIOTE CIUl

BEGIN
Declare and initialize variables;
Feed in the image parameters;
Convert the inter slice distance written in the fsparel
VIFF field to millimeter Si. units;
Create a temporary slice structure to keep the interpolation data in;
FOR interp = 0 TO inter slice distance DO
i; GIN
FOR y : = 0 TO colsize DO
F
OR x = 0 TO rowsize DO
1117J-,IN
* To get the interpolation level )
= interp / inter-slice distance;
C' ASE interpolation method OF
INEAR:
n tcrp r';. = linear interp(rowsize,
voxptr, voxelarea, &x, &y, u);
CUBIC BEZIER:
Bezier interp(rowsize, voxptr, voxel area, &x,
u);

l:I

grey := B-Spline_interp(rowsize, voxptr, voxelarea, &x,
&y, u);

grey : = ceil(interp_grey);
sliceptr[y * rowsize + x] : = grey;
ND;
END;
ND;
\lake the current imagedata point to the interpolated slice;
enerate a file name with a suitable index number;
Write the imacdata to the file;

;.3.4 Edge based segmentation
Edges are basic image features. They carry useful information about object
Hundries which can he used for image analysis and object identification. In the
1lowing discussions the edge shall be considered as the border between two
ornogeneous image regions having different illumination intensities, which implies that
a local variation of illumination (but not necessarily vice versa).

.3.4.1 Idge detection
since, image edges have been defined as local variations of image intensity, thus,
:.ai image differentiation techniques can produce edge detector operators. The image
rc1icnt 'f(xv:

: (-

±

be used as an edge detcctoi. A terilati cly, the sn fl 01 the abso ute
:ivatives fx, fy can be employed:
Y) =

fx(x,y)

VaILICS 01 partial

I + I fy(x,y)

I4.1.1 Viapedge
Viapedge uses the Laplace operator to carry out edge detection. The Laplace
operator is defined in terms of the second-order partial derivatives of f(x,y) with respect
to x and y respectively:
V2

+

The first-order derivatives have local maxima or minima at image edges due to large local
intensity changes. Therefore, the second-order derivatives have zero-crossings (e.g.
transitions from positive to negative values and vice versa) at edge locations. Thus, an
approach to edge detection is to estimate the Laplace operator output and to find zerocrossin g postons

An estimator of the Laplace operator is given by:
-f(x,y) f(xy)

[f(x,y+1) +f(x,y-1) +f(x+1,y) +f(x-1,y)]

which can be Implemented by convolution with the following mask:

Viapedge uses this idea to implement edge detection. The main Laplace operator
edge detection is shown in figure 5.18.
BEGIN
Initialize image parameters;
IF (image->data_storage type <> BYTE) THEN
convert image to BYTE;
- Carry out the edge detection by convoluting the image
with Laplace operator mask *)
!0R d := 0 TO depth DO
1GIN
FOR r : = 0 TO colsize DO
FOR c : = 0 TO rowsize DO
BEGIN
(* Get the zero crossings *)
cptr[(d*imgarea)+r*rowsize+c]) Sum := (4.0
cptr[(d i ing_area) +(r- 1) *rowsi ze + cJ cptr[(d*i ill garea)+ (r+ l)*rowsize+cJ;
- sum - cp t r[(d*im area) +r*rowsize+(c_1)] cptr[(dimu area+r*ro\ksize+(c+ I )
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Clip the results between 0 and 255 *)
IF (sum < 0) THEN
SLIM
0
(K

ND;
END;
Make the iniagedata point to output;
Carry out image thresholding;
END;
ligure 5. 18. Implementation of viapedge in pseudocode

of the problems with operators that use second-order differentiation (e.g.
iplace operator) is that they tend to enhance image noise. One method that reduces
Sensitivity to noise is to consider zero-crossings only in the areas where the local variance
IS
iven by:
i, 1)

(

iM j*M

1

2M+

2

(fk,1

f(j, -j

2

1kM1M

is large, because actual image edges occur in areas having large local image dispersion.
Based on this observation, local data dispersion measures can be used as edge detectors
themselves Local variance is one such measure. Also, the local image range (Ref. 97 &
by:
(k, J) =

;

max

A

t(k, 1) -

min

f(k, 1)

be used as a local dispersion measure and hence as an edge detector. The max and
mn operators describe the local maxima and minima in an image neighbourhood A which
an be implemented as a range edge detector (Ref. 99). Vrange uses this idea to
p
Thm'
1
He (''cnm rn
'ii
n
Tt'

BEGIN
Initialize image variables;
IF (image- > data_storage_type <> BYTE) THEN
convert image to BYTE;
win area : = height * width;
y := x := 0;
FOR :=OTO depth DO
BEGIN
FOR r : = 0 TO colsize DO
OTOrowsizeDO
FOR
BEGIN
max : = cptr[d*img_area) + y*rowsize+ x]
min
max;
[OR k : 0 TO height DO
FOR! =0 TO width DO
BEGIN
x = (c + I) - width + 1;
= (r + k) - height + 1;
Handle the convolution of end of image;
IF (mm > cptr[(d*img_area)+
y*rowsjze + x])
r H EN
in := cp t r[(d*img area)+ y*rowsi ze + x];
(max < cptr{(d*img_area)+
y*rowsize + x])
!'HEN
max = cptr[(d*mnlg_area)+ y*rows j ze +xl;
I tput[(d*img_area)+r*rowsize+c] = (max-mm);
NI);
END;
END;
Make imagedata point to output;
Carry out image thresholding;
END;

Figure 5.19. Implementation of vrange edge detection in pseudocode
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4.1 .3Using Khoros's vdiffto implement Sobel tittering
*bel filter is based on gradient estimates which can be obtained by using gradient
of the form:
= w1T

x

= w2T

x

where x is the vector containing image pixels in a local iniage neighbourhood. Weight
vectors wi, w2 are described by gradient masks as shown in figure 5.20.
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bi
1h Khoro sobc cdgc cicLcto;is 1111plemclitcd by
the 3 x 3 masks shown in figure 5.20 using the vdiff vroutine. The left mask will
\CFiL Cd p (t:1n. ' Hc thc Hht ::k crn; i

5 . ..4.1.4 Khoros's vdrt
\ well-known smoothing filter is the Gaussian filter and therefore the edges can
he detected by a Laplacien-Gaussian filter. But there is an essential difficulty of the
Laplacien-Gaiissian filter which is the contradiction between the smoothing effect and the
precision of edge localisation. To overcome this difficulty, an optimal linear filter based
on one step model (a step edge and the white noise) and the multi-edge model was
proposed
It has been proven that the band limited Laplacien of an input ii11ge filtered by this filter
can be computed from the difference between the input and the output of this Recursive
Filter (DRIP). This optimal smoothing filter is a symmetric exponential filter of infinitely
large window size and is realised by a simple recursive algorithm in Khoross vdrf.
In general, the edges detected by DRF method are less noisy and with a much
better precision of localisation.

LT
5.3.4.2 Region based segmentation
Most edge detectors described in the previous sections produce a greyscale output
image e(k,1). This image carries information about the edge magnitude. If the edge
letector output is large, a local edge is present. Otherwise, this pixel location corresponds
.i background. Therefore, a region-based segmentation operation such as thresholding is
quired after edge detection:

(k, 1)

=

1 if e(k,1)T
0 otherwise

.

•

•:

i-dy a small percentage of the pixels e(k,l) above it. Thresholding is global, because T
chosen based on global information and is applied to the entire image. In many
applications, the edge detector output has regions possessing different statistical
roperties. Therefore, global thresholding may produce thick edges in one region and thin
or broken edges in another region. Thus, locally adapted thresholding is desirable. The
thresholding operation is still described by , with threshold T(k,l) adapted locally.
Several heuristic adaptation techniques can be used. The method adapted in the brain
!llaging software is to calculate the local arithmetic mean of the edge detector output:

2M+1

iM1M

nJ use in the thresholding calculation (Ref. 100):
T(k,l) = e(k,l)(l + p)
vhere p is a percentage indicating the level of the threshold above the local arithmetic
mean. Both global and local adaptive thresholding were implemented in vlapedge and
vi aic cde detectors.
I hc i:oithrn for both is shown in figure 5.21.
EG IN
Carry out any form of edge detection;
(* Carry out thresholding *)
CASE threshold OF
ilobal Thresholding
FEGIN
FOR d : = 0 TO depth DO
BEGIN
FOR r : = 0 TO colsize DO
FOR := 0 TO rowsize DO
BEGIN
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IF

(output(d*i mg_area) +r*rowsize+c] > th_value) THEN
output[(d*irng_area) + r*rowsize +c]

255;

END;

I

END;
END;

I,

Local adaptive thresholding
BEGIN
FOR d : = 0 TO depth DO
BEGIN
FOR r = 0 TO colsize DO
FOR c = 0 TO rowsize DO
BEGIN
FOR k : = 0 TO height DO
FOR l:= 0 TO width DO
BEGIN
x = (c - width) + I + 1;
y = (r - height) + k + 1;
Handle the convolution of end of image;
result := result + output[(d*img_area) + y*rowsize+x];
END;
(* Get the adaptive threshold value and threshold the image by
convolution *)
threshold : = result / (width * height);
FOR k : = 0 TO height
FOR I:= OTO width DO
BEGIN
x = ( C - width) + I + 1;
y = (r - height) + k + 1;
Handle convolution of the end of image;
IF (outpu t {(d*img_area) +
y*rowsize+x] > threshold) THEN
output[(d*img_area) +
y*rowsjze+x] := 255;
END;
result = threshold : = 0;
END;
END;
END;
END;

figure 5.21. Global and local adaptive thresholding in pseudocode
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The effectiveness of the four edge detectors in delineating brain structures of
interest were compared using the Cantata visual program shown in flgure 5.22.
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-.

are varIOUs edge detectors

all cases slices at the thalamic level and lower were used since the existence of
L ii volume effect phenomena is more dominant in those regions and hence
delineation of structures of interest such as the thalanius, pons and corpus callosurn is
More difficult to carry out.
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113 Edge following
1'he edge detection methods described in section 5.3.4 are based on obtaining a
ot edge points through a gradient operation. As the gradient is a derivative, the
peration is seldom suitable as a preprocessing step in situations characterised by high
olse content. In this section edge following techniques based on representing edge
cgments in the form of a graph and searching the graph for low-cost paths that
rrespond to significant edges. This representation provides an approach that performs
:ell in the presence of noise. As might be expected, the algorithms are considerably more
)mplicated and require more processing time than edge detection methods.
A

Contour extraction (or boundary following) can be carried out by performing edge
ictection and following the local edge elements. Let e(x) = e(x,y) and 0(x) = 0(x,y)
the edge magnitude and direction produced by the edge detector output at the location
= (x,y). Edge detector output tends to have approximately constant intensity along
hject boundaries. The difference I e(xi) - e(xj) I can be used as a similarity measure for
cighbouring edge elements at neighbour positions xi, xj. Another frequently used
inilarity measure is the direction difference I 0(xi) - 0(xj) . Its use stems from the fact
iat image edges and lines are smooth object boundaries. Two neighbouring edge elecnts can be linked if the magnitude and direction differences are below certain
resholds and the magnitudes are relatively large:
e(x 1 ) - e(x)I :5 T1

. . . .(5.3.4.3.1)

4x) - 4(x1 )j mod 2t

T2 . ..(5.3.4.3.2)

cI ci n

5.34.3.1 Edgefol
A simple algorithm for edge following can be based on equations (5.3.4.3.1 .3.4,3.3). The user enters a starting pixel xA satisfying Ie(xA) > T I by clicking the
house's left button on the pixel's location. If there is no neighbouring edge element
satisfying equations (5.3.4.3.1-5.3.4.3.3), the element xN that possesses the minimal
differences I e(xN) - e(xA)I, I 0(xN) - 0(xA) I is chosen. The procedure continues
recursively, with the new edge element xN as a starting element.
The edgefol hybrid routine uses a modification of this algorithm as shown in figure 5.23.
BEGIN

Variable declarations;
Variable initializations;
Initialize image and widgets;
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Initialize the X-Windows display structure;
Read in the image from the file;
IF (image- >data storage t ype < > BYTE) THEN

Cnvr:

J1:L:
Initialize the image attributes data structure which will be passed
onto the event handler;
IF (user requires the edge to be superimposed on original image) THEN
Copy the image to the output;
Create the X-Windows display structure and all associated X resources using
xvd create di splay;
Initialize the time measurement variables with the starting time;
Set the exit— flag, to FALSE
Initialize the mask;
Call the event handler routine edge to]() using XtlnsertEventHandler;
WHILE ( NOT(exit flag)) DO
Get and dispatch the next event using xvf_processeventQ;
Initialize the time measurement variables with the end time;
Calculate the time taken for the edge fol() to execute;
Display the time taken for the edge following and the number of
edge points followed in a POPUP widget;
Make imagedata point to the output;
IF (user specified output filename) THEN
write the image data to the output file
LS E
write the image data to the input file;
Delete the window and free the memory using
xvd_deletexvdisplay;
lush the output buffer using XsyncQ;
(lose connection to the X server using XCloseDisplavO:
NN

void edge fol(widget, data, event)
Widget widget;
image attributes data;
XEvent *event;
BEGIN
CASE (event- > type) OF (* Carry out event soliciation *)
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BUTTONPRESS:
BEGIN
i (button pressed is the left mouse button) THEN
GIN
Get the x and y coordinate of the starting pixel
values using xvdquery_position;
Do a function call to the function edge_follow() which will
carry out the edge following and count the number of edge points
iollowed;
Set exit_flag to TRUE to exit;
END;
END;
KEYPRESS:
PG TN
('ASE character OF
Exit-flag := TRUE;
LND;
END;
IT ND:

( Implementation of edge follow() function )
j ilt edge_ follow
BEGIN
Variable initialization;
WHILE (TRUE) DO ( Enter infinate loop *)
IF1ll
marker : (* Label *)
ontinue - fla°
False;
count : - count + 1;
k : = r;
C;

Set the current pixel to edge point *)
output[r*rows j ze + c] := WHITE;
(* Remember the current pixel value *)
val := cptr[r*rowsize+c];
(* Mark the current pixel to avoid second pass *)
cptr[r*rowsize+c] : = 0;
(* Minimum difference is arbitrarily set to 510 which is 255 * 2 *)
mindiff := 510;

.I
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FOR i:= -1 TO 2 DO
FOR j-1TO2DO
BEGIN
IF (NOT(i = 0 AND j = 0) AND (k + i > = 0) AND (k + i <
colsize) AND (1 + j > = 0) AND (1 + j < rowsize) AND
NOT(k + i = lasty) AND (1 + j = lastx)) THEN
BEGIN
diffval : = abs(val - cptr[(k+i)*rowsize+(1+j)]);
IF (cptr{(k+i)*rowsize+(l+j)] > = Fol threshold AND
diffval <= Diff threshold) THEN
BEGIN
diff := Converg_factor * diffval;
IF (diff < mindiff) THEN
BEGIN
mindiff := diff;
lasty :=
lastx = C;
r := k + i;
C := 1 + j;
IF (cptr[r*rowsize+c] = 0)
exit loop;
GOTO marker;
END;
Continue flag = True;
END;
END;
END;

IF (continue_flag = False)
exit the loop;
END;
return count; (* Return the number of edge points detected *)
END;
Fi g ure 5.23. Recursive ed gefol algorithm in pseudocode

The library routine ledgefol() performs edge following from the starting pixel. The
Search is based on the intensity difference of neighbouring edge elements. The search of
the edge element successor is performed on the entire eight-point neighbourhood of the
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current edge pixel. The search starts from the north-west neighbour and continues in a
row-wise manner until it finds the first valid successor. Valid successors are those
satisfying equations (5.3.4.3.1) and (5.3.4.3.3) only. The successor must not be equal to
the current pixel predecessor. The subroutine stops if no valid successor is found.

I
5.3.4.3.2 Heuredge
A more comprehensive approach to edge following is based on graph searching
techniques based on Aritficial Intelligence principles. Edge elements at position xi can be
Fconsidered as graph nodes. The nodes are connected to each other if local edge linking
rules (e.g. the one described by equations (5.3.4.3.1 - 5.3.4.3.3)) are satisfied. Such a
graph is shown in figure 5.24.
lip

/
IN

(CL)

(b)

Figure 5.24. Transformation of an edge image to a directed graph. (a) edge image (b)
directed graph

The generation of a contour (if any) from the pixel xA to the pixel xB is
equivalent to the generation of a path in the directed graph. Several graph search
algorithms can be used for this purpose. One approach is the heuristic search algorithm
(Ref. 101), which has been proposed for edge following by Martelli (Ref. 102 & 103).
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•4*

, cost function for a path connecting nodes xl =xA to xN=xB can be described by the
llowiflg equations:

x11 X2 ,
+ aE

. . . ,

X)

e( Xk) - e( Xk 1 )

e(xk)
+

b

e(xk) - e ( xk_l)

I

(5.3.4.3.2.1)
For any intermediate node xi, the cost function can be split into two components:
C(xl,.. . ,xi), which is the cost of the path from the start node to node xi, and
C(xi,. . . ,xN), which is the cost from node xi to node xN. The heuristic search algorithm
tries to produce a minimum cost path from xA to xB. The algorithm is based on the cost
function (equation 5.3.4.3.2.1) and on the choice of successors of a node xi by using edge
linking criteria of the form (5.3.4.3.1 - 5.3.4.3.3). The cost function in the algorithm
may be replaced by C(xA, x2,. . . ,xi), i.e. by the cost from the start node to the current
node. This variation of the algorithm is a minimum cost search. Heuredge uses another
variation of this algorithm to implement heuristic edge following techniques on the image.
The heuredge algorithm is shown in figure 5.25.
BEGIN
\ ariable declarations;
\ariable initializations;
Hitialize image and widgets;
Initialize the X-Windows display structure;
Read in the image from the file into the current image
and the output image display structures;
IF (image- > data storage_type < > BYTE) THEN
Convert image to BYTE;
Initialize the output to hold the result of the edge following;
Initialize the image attributes data structure field which will be
passed onto the event handler;
IF (user requires the edge to be superimposed on original image)
Copy the image to the output;

I

Create the X-Windows display structures for both the current
and tile resulting image and all associated X
xvd create xvdi splay() Khoros function;
Initialize the time measurement variables with the starting time;
Set the exit flag to FALSE
Initialize the mask;
Call the event handler routine heuristic _edge() using the
XtlnsertEventHandler() Xt Intrinsics function;

resources using

WHILE ( NOT(exit_flag)) DO
Get and dispatch the next event using xvf_processevent;
Initialize the time measurement variables with the end time;
Calculate the time taken for the heuristic edge() to execute;
Display the time taken for the edge following and the number of edge
points followed in a popup widget;
Make imagedata point to the output;
IF (user specified output filename) THEN
write the image data to the output file
ELSE
write the image data to the input file;
Delete the window and free the memory using xvd_delete_xvdisplay;
Flush the output buffer using Xsync;
Close connection to the X server using XCloseDisplayQ;
END;

(* Implementation of the event handler heuristic edge() *)
void heuristic_edge(widget, data, event)
Widget widget;
image_attributes data;
XEvent *event;
BEGIN
CASE (event-> type) OF (* Carry out event soliciation *)
BUTTONPRESS:
BEGIN
IF (button pressed is the left mouse button) THEN
BEGIN
Get the x and y coordinates and the cost (grey level)
of the starting pixel values using xvd_querypositionQ;
IF (starting pixel cost < Threshold) THEN
display error message and exit;
END;
IF (button pressed is the right mouse button) THEN
BEGIN
Get the x and y coordinates and the cost (grey level)
of the goal pixel values using xvdquery_positionQ;
Do a function call to the function heuristic edge follow() which
will carry out the edge following and count the number of edge
points followed and sets the exit - flag to TRUE to exit;
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Display the current image;
Display the image resulting from the edge following;
END;
END;

I
4.

KEYPRESS:
BEGIN
CASE character OF
'SI

'S'
Exit_flag := TRUE;
END;
END;
END;
END;

(* Implementation of heuristic -edge follow() function *)
mt heuri stic_edge_fol low
BEGIN
Variables and stacks initialization;
Initialize the current winners;
IF (starting pixel = Goal pixel) THEN
BEGIN
( put the value of starting pixel on outstack and
convert that value to an image *)
push (&outstack, pStart);
Stack-to_i mage(Outstack, output, rowsize, counter);
return 0;
END;
Store the current starting pixel in a variable to avoid a
second pass;
Mark the pixel in the image to have a value 0 and hence avoid a second pass;
Generate possible edge element successors to the current pixel and sort
them in ascending order according to their local heuristic cost with the
minimum cost being the first in the array i.e. left bestmost;
Place the possible successors (children) in Tempstack;
Get the best winner i.e. the one with the minimal cost;
Initialize the array of winners;
WHILE (TRUE) DO (* Enter the inifinate loop *)
BEGIN
flag := 0;
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\Iark the current winner and put on outstack;
IF (current winner = last winner) THEN
IF (this has occured > 10 time) THEN
display the message (Stuck in intnate loop) in a POPUP
widget and exit:
IF (current winner = Goal) THEN
Convert all pixels in outstack to image by calling
Stack_to_Image() function. This returns the optimal path between
the start and goal pixel;
Generate possible current pixel successors (children);
Get the successor (child) that is in the direction defined by the parent
and the current edge pixel by calling Find_directionO;
IF (the direction is a valid direction) AND (the edge pixel has not
been marked) THEN
Choose this pixel as the current pixel
ELSE
BEGIN
Sort the successors according to their local cost (left bestmost);
Put the possible successors in Tempstack;
Choose as the most possible successor the one with the minimal
local cost:
IF (a successor does not exist) THEN
backtrack to the last winner using pixel from Tempstack:
END;
Initialize the array of winners;
END;
END;
Figure 5.25. Heuredge edge following algorithm in pseudocode

This algorithm employs stacks of pixels. Each stack element is implemented using
the following singly linked list data structure:
typedef struct {
mt row;
mt col;
mt cost;
HEUR PIXEL;
typedef struct node {
HEUR PIXEL data; (*To hold the value ')
struct _node *link-; (* Pointer to next pixel *)
} NODE:
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•
Thus, stack elements contain the coordinates of each pixel and a value related to
the local path cost. Push and pop operations were implemented and can be performed on
those stacks (Ref. 104). The user inputs the starting and goal pixels using relevant mouse
buttons, then subroutine heuristic_edge_follow() produces a path from a starting pixel xA
to a goal pixel xB using a modification of the heuristic search method. Two stacks are
used. Stack Outstack contains the winner pixels of the path from the starting pixel to the
current edge pixel. Stack Tempstack contains all probable winners at every step of the
algorithm (until current edge pixel).
The search in this case adapts the best-first search technique which has the
advantage of selecting the most promising state on the stack for further expansion (Ref.
101). Possible edge element successors are found for the current edge pixel and lie in its
eight-pixel neighbourhood. A valid candidate must satisfy (5.3.4.3.1 - 5.3.4.3.3). The
possible edge successor that is in the direction defined by the previous and current edge
pixel is examined first. If it is rejected, all possible successors are sorted according to
their local cost calculated. The sorting is carried out so that the "best" state is placed as
the first element in the stack (i.e. best leftmost). The successor having the minimal local
cost is chosen. If such a successor does not exist, the algorithm backtracks to other
possible paths using pixels from stack Tempsrack until the goal pixel is reached or stack
Tempstack becomes empty.

5.3.4.3.3 Dynedge
Dynedge adapts the approach of dynamic programming (Ref. 105) to the edge
following problem. The fundamental observation underlying this method is that any
optimal path between two nodes of a graph has optimal subpaths for any node lying on
it. Thus the optimal path between two nodes Xa, Xb can be split into two optimal
subpaths XaXi and XiXb for any Xi lying on the optimal path XaXb. In this approach an
objective function has to be maximized. Such a function can be described as follows:
N

F(X11 X2 , . . .

c(xk) I -

IXN) =
k=1
-

(x1,1)

1 .., (5.3.4.3.3,1)

The start and goal nodes are X = Xa and Xii = Xb respectively. The goal function F
can be written in a recursive form:
F(X1, X2, ... , Xk) = F(Xl, X2, ... , Xk-l) + f(Xk-1, Xk)
where
f(Xk-1, Xk) = Ie(Xk) - a I ® ( Xk ) - ®(Xk-l)I
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The optimal path X1Xk can be split into two optimal paths x'l x'k-1 and x'k-1 x'k
satisfying the following recursive relation:
F'(x'l, . . . 1x'k)

MaXxi , i

k F(x1 , . .

= max X,l,..., k{F(x l I . . . ,x_) + f(xk_j,xk)
= max

. . .,x' k-i) + f(x' kl, xk) ) ... (5.3.4.3.3.2)

The initial value for F'(x' 1) is given by:
F'(x'l) = Ie(xl)l
By using the recursive equation 5.3.4.3.3.2, the dynamic programming approach splits
the optimisation of 5.3.4.3.3.1 into N independent optimisation steps. At each step, nodes
Xk are searched for such that the objective function F'(x' 1,... ,x'k) is maximized. A
modification of this algorithm was used in dynedge. The algorithm is shown in figure
5.26.
BEGIN
Variable declarations;
Variable initializations;
Initialize image and widgets;
Initialize the X-Windows display structure;
Read in the image from the file into the current image
and the output image display structures;
IF (irnage->data_storage_type < > BYTE) THEN
Convert image to BYTE;
Initialize the output to hold the result of the edge following;
Initialize the image attributes data structure fields which will be passed
onto the event handler;
If (user requires the edge to be superimposed on original image) THEN
Copy thc i noc to iI oI!pLIt:
rcn
N)Jk
i"thc
ror
\
Ure 'ltc I lle \-\\indo\
pLtv SIFt
resulting image and all associated X resources using
xvdcreate_xvdisplay() Khoros function;
Initialize the time measurement variables with the starting time;
Set the exit_flag to FALSE
Initialize the mask;
Call the event handler routine dynamic_edge() using the
XtlnsertEveiitHandler() Xt Intrinsics function;
WHILE ( NOT(exit tiag)) DO
Get and dispatch the next event using xvf_process_eventQ;
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•
Initialize the time measurement variables with the end time;
Calculate the time taken for the dynamic _edge() to execute;
Display the time taken for the edge following and the
number of edge points followed in a popup widget;
Make imagedata point to the output;
IF (user specified output filename) THEN
write the image data to the output file
ELSE
write the image data to the input file;
Delete the window and free the memory using
xvd delete _xvdisplayO;
Flush the output buffer using Xs'ncO;
Close connection to the X server using XCloseDisplayO;
END;

(* Implementation of the event handler dynamic _edge() *)
void dynamic edge(widget, data, event)
Widget widget;
image _attributes data;
XEvent *event;
BEGIN
CASE (event->type) OF (* Carry out event soliciation *)
BUTTONPRESS:
BEGIN
IF (button pressed is the left mouse button) THEN
BEGIN
Get the x and y coordinates and the cost (grey level) of the
starting pixel values using xvd_query_positionO;
IF (starting pixel cost < Threshold) THEN
display error message and exit;
END;

4

IF (button pressed is the right mouse button) THEN
BEGIN
Get the x and y coordinates and the cost (grey level) of the
goal pixel values using xvd_query_positionQ;
Do a function call to the function dynarnic_edge_follow() which
will carry out the edge following and count the number of edge
points followed and sets the exit_flag to TRUE to exit;
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Display the current image;
Display the image resulting from the edge following;
END;

KL1YIRES
BEGIN
CASE character OF
's'

'Q' :Exit- flag TRUE;
END;
END;
END;
[Ni):
(* Implementation of dynamic -edge-follow( function *)
mt dynamic-edge-follow
BEGIN
Variables and stacks initialization;
Initialize the current winners;
IF (starting pixel = Goal pixel) THEN
BEGIN
(* put the value of starting pixel on outstack and convert that
value to an image *)
push(&outstack, pStart);
Stack_to_image(Outstack, output, rowsize, counter);
return 0;
END;
Store the current starting pixel in a variable to avoid a second pass;
Mark the pixel in the image to have a value 0 and hence avoid a second pass;
Generate possible edge element successors to the current pixel
and sort them in ascending order according to their local cost with
the maximum cost being the first in the array i.e. left bestmost;
Place the possible successors (children) in Tempstack;
Get the best winner i.e. the one with the maximal cost;
Initialize stacks and array of winners;
IF (Starting pixel = Goal pixel) THEN
return path from pStart to pGoal;
Store pStart in OutStack;
Get successors of pStart and re-order states by optimizing
sub-paths of the graph;
Put all successors in TempStack;
pWinner = pStart successor with maximal cost;
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WHILE (pWinner < > pGoal) DO
BEGIN
Put the current pWinner on Outstack;
Generate successors of pWinner (i.e. current winner);
Store them and put them in TempStack;
IF (successor exists) THEN
pWinner = pWinner successor with maximal cost;
ELSE
pWinner = pWinner of the last iteration from TempStack;
END;
return the optimal path from pStart to pGoal stored in OutStack;
END;
Figure 5.26. Dynedge edge following algorithm in pseudocode
This algorithm employs stacks of pixels. Each stack element is implemented using
the following singly linked list data structure:
typedef struct
mt row;
mt col;
mt cost;
DYN_PIXEL;
typedef struct _node
DYN_PIXEL data; (* To hold the value *)
struct ._node *link; (* Pointer to next pixel *)
NODE;
The user enters the starting and goal pixels via the relevant mouse buttons, then
subroutine dynamic _edge_follow() produces a path from a starting pixel xA to goal pixel
xB using a modification of the dynamic programming method. Two stacks are used, as
has already been described for the case of the heuristic edge follow algorithm in section
5.3.4.3.2. Possible edge element successors are found for the current edge pixel and lie
in its eight-pixel neighbourhood. The possible edge successor that lies in the direction
defined by the previous and current edge pixel is examined first. If it is rejected, all
possible successors are sorted according to their cost calculated by the subroutine. The
successor having the maximal cost is chosen. Again, if such a successor does not exist,
the algorithm backtracks to other possible paths by using pixels from stack Tempstack
until the goal pixel is reached or stack Tempstack becomes empty.
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5.3.4.4 Manual editing of the slices (interactive paint facility)
Because of the partial volume effect phenomena, some of the structures of the
brain such as the thalamus are difficult to segment on the slices, thus an interactive
manual editing facility was implemented to edit the slices after a segmentation operation
was applied on them.

5.3.4.4.1 Drawirnage
This is an interactive drawing facility, that allows the user to manually delineate
the edge of any structure of interest on the slice. The algorithm for drawimage is shown
in figure 5.27.
BEGIN
Variable declarations;
Variable initializations;
Initialize image and widgets;
Initialize the X-Windows display structure;
Read in the image from the file into the current image
and the output image display structures;
IF (image- > data_storage_type <> BYTE) THEN
Convert image to BYTE;
Initialize the output to hold the result of the edge following;
Initialize the ima ge attributes data structure fields which will
be passed onto the event handler;
IF (user requires the edge to be superimposed on original image) THEN
Copy the image to the output;
Create the X-Windows display structure for display the
image and all associated X resources using xvd_create_xvdisplay() Khoros function;
Initialize the time measurement variables with the starting time;
Set the exit flag to FALSE;
Initialize the mask;
Call the event handler routine draw on image() using the
XtlnsertEventHandler() Xt Intrinsics function;
WHILE ( NOT(exit flag)) DO
Get and dispatch the next event using xvf_process_eventQ;
Initialize the time measurement variables with the end time;
Calculate the time taken for the clynamic_edge() to execute;
Display the time taken for the edge following and the number
of edge points followed in a popup widget;
Make imagedata point to the output;
IF (user specified output filename) THEN
write the image data to the output file
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ELSE
write the image data to the input file;
Delete the window and free the memory using xvd_delete_xvdisplay;
Flush the output buffer using Xsync;
Close connection to the X server using XCloseDisp1ay;
END;
(* Implementation of the event handler draw on image() *)
void draw_on_image(widget, data, event)
Widget widget;
image_attributes data;
XEvent "event;
BEGIN
CASE (event->type) OF (* Carry out event so]iciation *)
MOTIONNOTIFY:
BEGIN
IF (button pressed is the left mouse button while the mouse is moving) THEN
BEGIN
Get the x and y coordinates of the current pixel values using
xvd query position;
data- >cptr[y * data- >rowsize + x] := WHITE;
count := count + 1;
END;
END;
BUTI'ONRELEASE:
BEGIN
Display the current image;
Set exit—flag to false, to keep displaying the image;
END;
KEYPRESS:
BEGIN
CASE character OF
'S1

'S'
Exit_flag : = TRUE; data- > counter : = count;
END;
END;
END;
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LL
c.14.4.2 Blankirng
uS is an interactive erasin g facility, that allows the user to manually erase any
ui region of interest on the slice. The algorithm for blankinig is shown in figure
5.28.
BEGIN
Variable declarations;
Variable initializations;
Initialize image and widgets;
Initialize the X-Windows display structure;
Read in the image from the file into the current image
and the output image display structures;
IF (image->data storage type <> BYTE) THEN
Convert image to BYTE;
Initialize the output to hold the result of the edge following;
Initialize the image attributes data structure fields
which will be passed onto the event handler;
IF (user requires the edge to be superimposed on original image)
THEN
Copy the image to the output;
Create the X-Windows display structure for display the
image and all associated xresources using xvd_create xvdisplay()
Khoros function;
Initialize the time measurement variables with the starting time;
Set the exit_flag to FALSE;
Initialize the mask;
Call the event handler routine blank image() using the
XtlnsertEventHandler() Xt Intrinsics function;
WHILE ( NOT(exit flag)) DO
Get and dispatch the next event using xvf_ process eventQ;
Initialize the time measurement variables with the end time;
Calculate the time taken for the hlankimg() to execute;
Display the time takeii for the edge following and the number of
edge points followed in a popup widget;
Make imagedata point to the output;
IF (user specified output filename) THEN
write the image data to the output file
ELSE
write the image data to the input file;
Delete the window and free the memory using xvd_delete_xvdisplayQ;
Flush the output buffer using XsyncO;
Close connection to the X server using XCloseDisplayO;
END;
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(* Implementation of the event handler draw_on_image() *)
void draw on i mage(widget, data, event)
Widget widget;
image attributes data;
XEvent *event;
BEGIN
CASE (event- > type) OF (* Carry out event soliciation *)
MOTIONNOTIFY:
BEGIN
IF (button pressed is the left mouse button while
the mouse is moving) THEN
BEGIN
et the x and y coordinates of the current pixel
values using xvd_query_positionO;
ata- > cptr[y * data-> rowsize + x]: = BLACK;
ount:=
count + 1;
END;
END;
BUT1'ONRELEASE:
BEGIN
Display the current image;
Set exit_flag to false, to keep displaying the image;
END;
BUTTONPRESS:
i:E( IN
(the user presses the middle mouse button) THEN
Get the starting point of the region interest;
I

IF (the user presses the right mouse button) THEN
Get the end point of the region of interest;
Make all the pixel in the region of interest black and
count the number of pixels marked;
END;
KEYPRESS:
BEGIN
CASE character OF
Ise
Exit_flag := TRUE; data->counter := count;
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ND;

Figure 5.28. Blank'img algorithm in pseudocode

The effectiveness of the three edge following routines compared to the manual
editing facility in delineating brain structures of interest was investigated using the Cantata
visual program shown in figure 5.29. Thalamic and deeper slices were used.
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5.3.4.5 Voxel re-slicing using voxslice
Voxslice enables the user to interactively carry out sagittal, coronal, and transaxial
re-slicing of the voxel. Voxslice can use either linear, Cubic Bezier, or Cubic Spline
interpolation to interpolate the scene once it is sliced, thus voxslice does not need a
uniform voxel. The mathematical background to the interpolation algorithms are described
in section 5.3.3, while the theoretical background to voxel re-slicing is described in
chapter 2. The algorithm used by voxslice is shown in figure 5.30.
BEGIN
Variable declarations;
Variable initializations;
Initialize image and widgets;
Initialize the X-Windows display structure;
Read in the image from the file into the current image
and the output image display structures;
IF (image->data_ storage_type <> BYTE) THEN
Convert image to BYTE;
Initialize the output to hold the result of the re-slicing;
Initialize the image attributes data structure fields
which will be passed onto the event handler;
Create the X-Windows display structures for both
the current and the resulting image and all associated
X resources using xvd create_xvdisplay() Khoros function;
Set the exit flag to FALSE
Initialize the mask;
Call the event handler routine slice() using the
XtlnsertEventHandler() Xt Intrinsics function;
WHILE ( NOT(exit_flag)) DO
Get and dispatch the next event using xvf_process_eventQ;
Make imagedata point to the re-sliced output;
Write the image data to the output file
Delete the window and free the memory using xvd_delete_xvdisplayO;
Flush the output buffer using XsyncQ;
Close connection to the X server using XCloseDisplayO;
END;

(* Implementation of the event handler slice()
void slice(widget, data, event)
Widget widget;
image attributes data;
XEvent *event;
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BEG IN
CASE event->type OF
BUTTONPRESS
BEGIN
IF (left mouse button is pressed) THEN
BEGIN
Get the cursor's x and y coordinates;
CASE slicing ncthod OF
T RAN SAX I;\ L
Copy the relevant slice from the voxel
structure to the slice structure;
SAGITTAL
BEGIN
Initialize the slice point to point to the slice data;
CASE interpolation method OF
LINEAR:
BEGIN
Loon o\caI thc I ices in the voxel and at
each stage take two grey levels from
contiguous slices and interpolate them using
the function linear interpQ;
Put the interpolated values in the slice pointer;
END;
BEZIER:
F(N
Loop over all the slices in the voxel and at each
stage take two grey levels from contiguo
slices and interpolate them using the function
cubic bezierO;
Put the interpolated values in the slice pointer;
END;
B-Spline
BEGIN
Loop over all the slices in the voxel and at each
stage take two grey levels from contiguous slices
and interpolate them using the function
cubic_splineO;
Put the interpolated values in the slice pointer;
END;
Rotate the re-sliced image by 90 degrees around
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its centre;
END;
Update the re-sliced image and displayed on the second popup window;
END;
IF (right mouse button is pressed) THEN
Display the previous slice in the voxel on the image window;
IF (middle mosue button is pressed) THEN
Set exit flag to True and exit, saving the current resliced image;
END;
CASE ButtonRelease
Update the current re-sliced image on the initial window
END;
CASE Keypress
CASE character OF
's', S', q, 'Q' Set exit flag to true and
END;
END;
END;
Figure 5.30. Voxslice algorithm in pseudocode
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exit;

5.3.4.6 Contrast enhancement using voxdisp

The two contrast enhancement techniques implemented within voxdisp are
histogram based. The image histogram is a plot of the number of pixels with a particular
grey level against the discrete grey level of the image (usually from 0 to 255).
Histogram equalization technique modifies the appearance of the image by
controlling the probability density function of its grey levels via the transformation
function T(r). This is useful in improving the appearance of an image that has poor
contrast.
Thus consider the following transformation function

s

=

T(r)

=

fpr(w) dw

0

r

^

1 .... . (5.3.4.6.1)

where
T(r) is the transformation function
w is the dummy variable of integration
s=T(r)
The right hand side of equation (5.3.4.6.1) is the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of r. From equation (5.3.4.6. 1), the derivative of s with respect to r is
ds
=

pr(r)

...............(5.3.4.6.2)

dr
Substituting equation

(5.3.4.6.2) into

dr
pr(r)

ps(s) =

(IS

I'

I

-i

I-I ()

gives
I=

I pr(r)
L

=

I
pr(r)

=

T- i(s)

[ 1 ] r= T-1(s)

=1 O:!^s<1
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which is a uniform density in the interval of definition of the transformed variables. This
result is independent of the inverse transformation function, which is important, because
obtaining T-I(s) analytically is not always easy. Thus this indicates that using a
transformation function equal to the cumulative distribution of r produces an image whose
gray levels have a uniform density. In terms of enhancement, this result implies an
increase in the dynamic range of the pixels, which can have a considerable effect in the
appearance of an image.
The histogram stretch technique carries out a histogram stretch on the colours
(which are mapped to grey levels) in the input image. That is, it will attempt to even out
the colours in the image, so that instead of being all bunched together at the dark end of
the grey scale spectrum, they will cover a larger number of colours ranging from black
to white.
Voxdisp uses the Khoros library routine lvheq() and lvhstr() to implement
histogram equalization and histogram stretch on a voxel. The algorithm is shown in figure

5.31.
BEGIN
Put the slices in the voxel in a pointer to array of slices;
Initialize image parameters;
Extract the first slice using lvbandsprt() Khoros vroutine;
CASE display method OF
Histogram Equalization
BEGIN
FOR i 0 TO Depth DO
BEGIN
image := slices_list[i];
IF (image->data_storagejype <> BYTE) THEN
Convert image to BYTE;
(* Carry out histogram equalization using lvheq() *)
lvheq(image, 0);
slices_list[i] : = image; (* Assign image back to slices *)
END;
END;
Histogram Streching
BEGIN
FOR i := 0 TO Depth DO
BEGIN
_list[i];
image slices
:=
IF (image- > data stora g e
Convert image to BYTE;

<> BYTE) THEN

(* Carry out histogram equalization using lvheq() *)
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lvhstr(image, 0);
slices_list[i] : = image; (* Assign image back to slices *)
END;
END;
END;
END;
Figure 5.31, Voxdisp algorithm in pseudocode

5.3.4.7 Representation and description
Shape representation and description is an important issue both in image analysis
and in image synthesis (graphics). Shape representations obtained by image analysis
techniques can be used for object recognition applications. In graphics applications, two
and three-dimensional object representations, obtained through object modelling, are used
for digital image synthesis. Two dimensional shapes can be described in two different
ways. The first method is to use the object boundary and its features (e.g. boundary
length, curvature, signature, Fourier descriptors). This method is directly connected to
edge and line detection. The resulting description schemes are called external
representations. They enjoy a certain popularity because they produce compact shape
representations. The second method is to describe the region occupied by the object on
the image plane. This method is linked to the region segmentation techniques described
in chapter 2. The resulting schemes are called internal representations. Some segmentation
techniques such as region splitting lead directly to object representation schemes such as
quadtrees. Region features such as area and moments have been used extensively in object
recognition.
In the brain imaging software polygonal approximation was implemented in order
to smooth the contour points obtained by segmentation. This operation can be considered
as external representation of the shape, while region features such as calculating centroids
and radius weighted mean points were implemented in features and measure hybrid
routines. The centroids form an important part of the 3D reconstruction algorithm, while
centroids and radius weighted mean points are used in evaluating the registration
algorithm as described in chapter 6.
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5.3.4.7.1 Vsrnooth
Digital boundaries carry information which may be superfluous for certain
applications. Boundary approximations can be sufficient in such cases. Polygonal
approximations are the most frequently used ones and they produce a polygon which
closely resembles the original line. The polygon vertices are a representation of the digital
boundary. Error criteria, which measure the quality of fitness of the polygon to the digital
cure, can be used in order to obtain good polygonal approximations. Assuming that a
digital curve from point A to point B is approximated by the straight line segment AB,

as shown in figure 5.32.

Figure

5.32.

Error definition for the approximation of a curve by a linear segment

Let xl, x2, xN denote curve pixel coordinates and xi - di (where i = 2, ... , N - 1),
denote vectors that start from xi, i = 2, ... , N 1, and are perpendicular to the straight
line segment AB, i.e. to the vector xN - xl:
(xi - di)' (xN - xl) = 0
The distance I xi - dii is the approximation error of the curve AB by the line segment for
a particular curve pixel xi, i 2, ... , N - I. The fitness criterion can be either the mean
square error E2 or the maximal error Emax:

x1 - d 2

E2 =

E ax =

2

max
I X1 I :^ N-i
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c.!1

The same fitness criteria can be used when a curve is approximated by a polygon.
The optimal linear piecewise approximation can be obtained by choosing the polygon
vertices in such a way that the overall approximation error is minimized. A solution to
this problem is not trivial and may result in iterative search algorithms with heavy
computational complexity. However, there exist alternative techniques based on the split
and merge approach that are fast and relatively efficient in most applications.
Vsmooth algorithm uses splitting techniques which divide a curve segment
recursively into smaller segment within an acceptable error range. Mean square error or
maximal error can be used. The process is illustrated in figure 5.33.

'

I

7,

'I

Figure 5.33. Splitting method for polygonal approximations
The curve from x to xN must be approximated by a polygon. Maximal error is
used, so the point y2 is found which possesses the maximal error Emax over the entire
curve xi, i = 1, ... , N. The curve is now approximated by the line segments xly2 and
y2xN. This process is repeated until the resulting error Emax for all line segments is
below a certain threshold. Vsmooth is a modification of the Khoros vroutine vpolygon.
The modification was to substitute the line drawing routine with a routine that draws the
point on the line, hence smoothing out the contour obtained using edge based
segmentation techniques.
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5.3.4.7.2

Features

Features is a hybrid routine that is concerned with the production of automatic
shape (or feature) points that are unique to the structure. These points can then be used
in 3D surface reconstruction using Delauny triangulation as described in section 5.4.4.2,
and in 2D edge-based image registration as described in chapter 6. The calculation of
centroids is based on the theory of moments. The moments of an image f(x,y) are given
by:
MPq

=J'fxP y

f(x,y) dxdy p,q = 0,1,2 .....

The centre of gravity of the object can be given by using object moments:
m00

moo

The centre of gravity used in the definition of the central moments:

=ff(x - ) P (y - y)q f(x,y) dxdy p,q=O,1,2,
In the case of discrete images, the moment relations are given by (Ref. 106):

jPjf(j,j)

mpg

(i -

Ipq

)P

(j - y) f(i,j)

13

It must be noted that indices i, j correspond to coordinate axes x, y respectively. If image
f(i,j) is binary, the moment calculations are given by:

mpg

=

Ppg

=EI)

p q

(-I -

x) p (

j - y)

Moment mOO represents the binary object area. Thus object moments can be calculated
easily.
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The radius weighted mean point was calculated using the followings:

rjxj

Xr = hR
Z1
and
Yr = hR

1
z1y1

where
ri is the distance from the centroid to the point
R=Th
Also the features hybrid routine allows the user to assign shape points manually.
The algorithm for features is shown in figure 5.34.
BEGIN
Variable declarations;
Variable initializations;
Initialize image and window parameters;
Convert the x and y pixel dimensions to millimeter S.I. units;
Initialize the X-Windows display structure;
Read in the image from the file;
IF (image->data_storage_type <> BYTE) THEN
Convert image to BYTE;
Initialize the image attributes data structure which will
be passed onto the event handler;
Create the X-Windows display structure and all associated
X resources using xvd_create_displayQ;

CASE user option OF
Voxel and/or slice centroids only
BEGIN
Convert image to float data storage type;
Initialize object to be a pointer to CENTROID
data structure;
Write the depth of the voxel to the centroid file;
Loop over all slices in the voxel
BEGIN
Get mOO, mlO, and mOl moments and assign them
to the relevant object fields;
Calculate the x and y centroids of the image in integer format;
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Write the centroids to the file;
Mark the centroid location in the image;
END;
Convert image back to Byte storage type;
END;
Calculate slice centroids, weighted mean radius and
additional manual shape points if requried
BEGIN
Error checking routines;
Convert image to float data storage type;
Initialize object to be a pointer to CENTROID
data structure;
Get mOO, m 10, and mO 1 moments and assign them
to the relevant object fields;
Calculate the x and y centroids of the image in
integer format;
Calculate the x and y weighted mean radius points
by calling the function find-weighted radiusQ;
IF (user wants to specify additional point manually) THEN
BEGIN
Convert image to Byte;
Initialize mask;
(1l the event handler draw_shape_ptsO, which allows
the user to draw the additional points manually;
Sct the exit flag to false;
WHILE ( NOT(exit flag)) DO
Get and dispatch the next event using
xvf_process even to;
Add the number of points specified to 2 and write result
to the feature points file;
END;
Assign the number of points to be 2 and write to the file;
Write the centroid points to the file;
Write the weighted mean radius points to the file;
Mark the centroid location in the image;
Convert image to Byte storage type;
END;
Specify manual shape points only
BEGIN
Convert image to Byte data storage type;
Initialize mask;
Call the event handler draw manual_ptsQ, which
allows the user to draw the additional points manually;
Set the exit flag to false;
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WHILE ( NOT(exit_fiag)) DO
Get and dispatch the next event using xvf_processeventO;
Make the imagedata point to the slice location image;
END;
END;
Write the image data to the output file;
END;

(* Implementation of the function find_moment() *)
float find moment(image, p, q, row, rowsize, col, colsize, x, y)
mt p, q, row, rowsize, col, colsize;
float x, y, *image;
BEGIN
Variable Declaration
Loop over the current image
BEGIN
IF (grey level = 255) THEN
BEGIN
FOR (k = 0, h = 1; k < p; k++)
h * (j -x);
h
FOR (k = 0; k < q; k++)
h := h * (i - y);
a := a + h;
END;
END;
Return a;
END;

(* Implementation of the function find_weighted_radiusQ*)
void find weighted radi us(i mage, x_radi us, y_radius, rowsize, col size, xcentroid,
ycentroid)
float *xradj,j s *yradj jj s;jnt xcentroid, ycentroid, rowsize, colsize;
struct xvimage *image;
BEGIN
Variable declaration and initializations;
(* Calculate the sum total of all the distances between the
current (x,y) edge point and the (x,y) centroid point *)
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Loop over all the pixels in the image
BEGIN
IF (pixel value = 255) THEN
total distance
total - distance +
find distance(x, y, xcentroid, ycentroid);
END;
(* Calculate the sum total of the x and y distances between the current
(x,y) edge point and the (x,y) centroid point *)
Loop over all the pixels in the image
BEGIN
IF (pixel value = 255) THEN
find distance(x, y, xcentroid, ycentroid);
cur distance
*xradius += (cur distance * x);
yradius + (cur - distance y):
EN]);
( (Thlculatc thc ucn of th x Xld y Jis;nccs (rd(I) )
*xradius = *xradjus I total distance;
*yradius = *y radius I total-distance;
END:
1uiplenentatiuil of the function Ii nU Uitiice()
float find distance(x, y, xcentroid, ycentroid)
mt x, y, xcentroid, ycentroid;
BEGIN
Variable declaration and initializations;
dx = (float) (x - xcentroid);
dy = (float) (y - ycentroid);
distance = sqrt(SQR(dx) + SQR(dy));
(* Return the Eucleadian distance between the two points *)
Return distance;
END;
( Implementation of the event I ndler

lr1v

Ii ii

void draw rnanual_pts(widget, data, event)
Widget widget;
image attributes data;
XEvent *event;
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l])t()

)

BEGIN
CASE (event->type) OF (* Carry out event soliciation *)
BUTTONPRESS:
BEGIN
IF (button pressed is the left mouse button) THEN
BEGIN
Get the x and y coordinates of the starting pixel
values using xvd_query_positionO;
Mark the corresponding location in the image as white;
Mark the x and y coordinates in the relevant fields;
END;
IF (button pressed is the right mouse button) THEN
BEGIN
Write the number of manual points specified;
Write the coordinates of the points specified
in X, Y, Z & grey level ASCII format;
END;
END;
BUTTONRELEASE:
Update the image on the window;
KEYPRESS:
BEGIN
CASE character OF
Exit flag := TRUE;
END;
END;
END;
END;

(* Implementation of the event handler draw_shape_pts() *)
void draw shape_pts(widget, data, event)
Widget widget;
image attributes data;
XEvent *event;
BEGIN
CASE (event->type) OF ( Carry out event soliciation *)
BUTTONPRESS:
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BEGIN
IF (button pressed is the left mouse button) THEN
BEGIN
Get the x and y coordinates of the starting pixel
values using xvdquery_positionO;
Mark the corresponding location in the image as white;
Mark the x and y coordinates in the relevant fields;
END;
END;
BUTTONRELEASE:
Update the image on the window;

KEYPRESS:
BEGIN
CASE character OF

Exit flag := TRUE;
END;
END;
END;
END;
Figure 5.34. Features algorithm in pseudocode

5.3.4.7.3 Measure

Measure implements an interactive algorithm that measures the distance of any
specific structure on a two dimensional slice. The user enters the point where the starting
and end point where the measurement is desired. The measure algorithm displays the
measurement value in a widget. S.I. units are implemented using the x and y pixel sizes
fed by the user in voxinfo. The length is calculated using the following equation:
Distance = ((x t - x) * x units) + ((y' - y) * y units)
where
x = x-coordinate of starting pixel
x' = x-coordinate of end pixel
y = y-coordinate of starting pixel
y' = y-coordinate of end pixel
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The algorithm of measure in pseudocode is shown in figure 5.35.
BEGIN
Variable declarations;
Variable initializations;
Initialize image and parameters;
Convert the x and y pixel dimensions to millimeter S.I. units;
Initialize the X-Windows display structure;
Read in the image from the file;
IF (image->data_storage_type <> BYTE) THEN
Convert image to BYTE;
Initialize the image attributes data structure which will
be passed onto the event handler;
Create the X-Windows display structure and all
associated X resources using xvd_create_di splay;
Set the exit _flag to FALSE
Initialize the mask;
Call the event handler routine measurements() using XtlnsertEventHandler;
WHILE ( NOT(exit_tlag)) DO
Get and dispatch the next event using xvf_processeventQ;
Display the results of the distance measurements in a popup text widget;
Delete the window and free the memory using xvd_delete_xvdisplayQ;
Flush the output buffer using XsyncQ;
Close connection to the X server using XCloseDisplayO;
END;

(* Implementation of the event handler measurements() *)
void measurements(widget, data, event)
Widget widget;
image_attributes data;
XEvent *event;
BEGIN
CASE (event-> type) OF (* Carry out event soliciation *)
BUTTONPRESS:
BEGIN
IF (button pressed is the left mouse button) THEN
BEGIN
Get the x and y coordinate of the starting pixel
values using xvd_query_position;
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Put the starting x and y values, in the
corresponding fields;
END;
IF (button pressed is the middle mouse button) THEN
Set the exit flag to true and exit;
IF (button pressed is the right mouse button) THEN
BEGIN
Get the x and y coordinate of the starting pixel
values using xvd query positionO;
Put the ending x and y values, in the corresponding fields;
Place a function call to measure distance() function and
pass the starting and end x and y locations to it. This function
carries out the measurement and passes back the distance
measured;
END;
END;
KEYPRESS:
BEGIN
CASE character OF

END;
END;

Exit— flag := TRUE;
END;

(* Implementation of measure distance() function using the Eucleadian distance metric
equation *)
mt measure distance(pStart, pEnd, x_units, y_units)
MEAS PIXEL pStart, pEnd;
float x units, yunits;
BEGIN
Variable declarations;
dx : = ((p.End.x - p.Start.x) * xunits);
dy : = ((p.End.y - p.Start.y) * y_units);
distance : ((dx * dx) + (dy * dy));
distance : = sqrt(distance);
return distance;
END;
1 igiire 5.35. Measure algorithm in pseudocode
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5.4 The surface3d software (three dimensional surface
rendering)
The surface3d software acts as a CAD (Computer Aided Design) modeller, since
it can generate a three dimensional triangular (finite element) mesh from smoothed
surface contour points. The brain researcher can then re-slice and manipulate the three
dimensional triangular (faceted) model, in any desired way to view the delineated
structure. Specification of the software is described in section 4.4.1.2, while the
graphical user interfaces and user manual of the software is provided in appendix VI.
Chapter 2 describes the implementation details of surface3d, including the
implementation of the various widgets. This chapter begins by describing the main
architecture of the software followed by description of the algorithms used to carry out
the various functions.

5.4.1 Architecture of surface3d module
The software consists of the following files each containing specialised functions:
1) mygraphics.h : contains graphics defined by programmer
2) graphics.h : contains graphics for handling different devices
3) X3D.h : contains 3D graphics definitions
4) form info.h : contains the form information structure
5) datastructs.h : contains the widget data structures
6) surface3d.h : contains the surface3d menu and widget definitions
7) surface3d.c : contains the source code for the device driver
8) lsurface3d.c : contains the source code for the library
9) create_widgets.c : contains the widget realization functions
10) utils.c : Contains utilities for initializing the image and X resources
11) graphic utils.c : contains code for X-Windows graphics primitives
12) scroll.c : contains code for scrolling through the widgets
13) run colour.c : contains code for changing the object colour
14) run_slicing.c : contains code for re-slicing
15) run manipulate.c : contains code for 3D manipulation
16) run file.c : contains code for input/output file handling
17) run_render.c : contains code for choosing rendering method
18) contour.c : contains code for 3D surface contour representation
19) triangular mesh.c : contains code for 3D wireframe and solid model
triangular mesh (finite element model)
20) ShowObjP.h : private header of SliowObj custom widget
21) ShowObj.h : public header of ShowObj custom widget
22) ShowObj.c : source code for ShowObj realization and methods
23) ShowP.h : private header of Show custom widget
24) Show.h : public header of Show custom widget
25) Show.c : source code for Show realization and methods
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The relationship between the various functions is shown in figure 5.36.
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tionO. The algorithm for the interactive manipulation in pseudocode is shown in figure
5.37.
Algorithm for choosing perspective views buttons
BEGIN
IF (user clicks on one of the perspective buttons) THEN
BEGIN
CASE Button OF
Default : Assign global values defined in surface3d.h
to the relevant manip fields;
: rort

:

nianip->fronLback_ fac := 90.0;

inanip-> left_right_fac = 0.0;
1 cft

:

manip->front_back_fac := 90.0;
270.0;
1ianip->left_right_fac
manip-> front_back_fac : = 90.0;
manip- > left_right_fac : 90.0;

Top

0.0;
: manip->front_back_faC
manip- > left right_fac : = 0.0;

Bottom : manip- > front_back_fac : = 180.0;
rnanip->left_right_faC := 0.0;
END;
Update the scroll bar widgets with the current values;
Update the value widgets with the current values;
END;
END;
Algorithm for choosing continouS scrolling
BEGIN
While scrolling DO
BEGIN
Pass the scrolling value to update_manip_COfltiflouSO
Assign the values to the relevant fields in the manip
data structure;
(ND;
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Algorithm for choosing incremental scrolling
BEGIN
CASE scroll widget OF
SCALE:
BEGIN
IF (motion is to the left) THEN
decrement the widget by 10.0
ELSE
IF (motion is to the right) THEN
increment the widget by 10.0;
Update the scroll and value widgets with the new value;
END;
FRONT BACK
BEGIN
IF (motion is to the left) THEN
decrement the widget by 5.0
ELSE
IF (motion is to the right) THEN
increment the widget by 5.0;
Update the scroll and value widgets with the new value;
END;
LEFT RIGHT:
BEGIN
IF (motion is to the left) THEN
decrement the widget by 5.0
ELSE
IF (motion is to the right) THEN
increment the widget by 5.0;
Update the scroll and value widgets with the new value;
END;
END;
Figure 5.37. surface3d interactive manipulation algorithm in pseudocode
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L4.3. Slicing
Three dimensional slicing is carried out as explained in chapter 3. Siirface3d
arries out re-slicing operation on solid models only. The slicing algorithm for surface3d
; shown in figure 5.38.
Ugorithm for choosing perspective views buttons
EGIN
IF (user clicks on one of the perspective buttons) THEN
BEGIN
slice-> transaxial val : = voxel-> num data bands;
Update the transaxial scroll and value widgets;
slice-> sagittal_val : = voxel- > row_size;
Update the sagittal scroll and value widgets;
slice- > coronal vat : = voxel- > col size;
Update the coronal scroll and value widgets;
END;
END;

Algorithm for choosing continous scrolling
BEGIN
While scrolling DO
BEGIN
Pass the scrolling value to update slice continousO;
Assign the values to the relevant fields in the slice
data structure;
END;
END;

Algorithm for choosing incremental scrolling
BEGIN
CASE scroll widget OF
TRANSAXIAL:
BEGIN
II (motion is to the left) THEN
decrement the widget by 0.5
ELSE
IF (motion is to the right) THEN
increment the widget by 0.5;
Update the scroll and value widgets with the new value;
END;
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SAGITfAL:
BEGIN
IF (motion is to the left) THEN
decrement the widget by 5.0
ELSE
IF (motion is to the right) THEN
increment the widget by 5.0;
Update the scroll and value widgets with the new value;
END;
CORONAL:
BEGIN
IF (motion is to the left) THEN
decrement the widget by 5.0
ELSE
IF (motion is to the right) THEN
increment the widget by 5.0;
Update the scroll and value widgets with the new value;
END;
END;
END;
Figure 5.38. surface3d re-slicing algorithm in pseudocode
The slice-> coronal val, slice-> sagittal_val and slice-> transaxial val are used
in the Redisplay method implemented in ShowObj.c file to delimit the world coordinate
to the re-slicing values supplied.

5.4.4

Surface rendering

Surface3d allows the researcher to choose between two different methods of
surface rendering; three dimensional contour representation of the stacked slices of the
structure and boundary surface representation of the contours of the structure delineated
on the stacked 2D slices. The boundary representation model is implemented by
triangulating (tiling) the slices and can be adapted to solve the forward neuromagnetic
problem described in chapter 6. In both methods, the user can choose between a
wireframe and solid model representation. Solid model representation is implemented
using the hidden surface removal algorithm (back to front display). These techniques are
discussed next.
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5.4.4.1 Three dimensional contours representation
iree dimensional contours can be represented using either a wireframe or solid
he representation is carried out using perspective projection of the structure of
interest delineated on the 2D slices using routines described earlier. The wireframe
contour-pile representation is implemented by plotting the contour points after they have
been projected on the flat 2D computer screen, while the solid model contour-pile is
implemented by representing each contour slice as a closed polygon and then displaying
he polygons in a back-to-front fashion as described in section 5.4.4.3. The algorithm
ibr the wireframe 3D contours representation shown in figure 5.39 and is implemented
in the Show _3D_ contour_wire() function, and for the solid model 3D contours
representation is shown in figure 5.40 and is implemented in the
Show 3D contour solid() function. All the algorithms are implemented in the contour.c
File. The processing of the world coordinates algorithms are implemented in the
Redisplay method in ShowObj.c file.
1

BEGIN
Declarations and initialization of variables;
Initialization of the X3DGraphics data structure by passing
the graphics id to X3D_get_graphics(id);
Initialization of XPoints for device coordinates;
Convert the world coordinates to device coordinates;
Set the contours colour to be the foreground colour chosen
by the user;
FOR (d = 0 TO Depth) DO
FOR (y = 0 TO col — size) DO
BEGIN
index
y * row—size;
d rawpoints(graphics, &dev_coords[i ndex], row—size,
CoordModeOrigin);
END;
Free all unrequired memory;
END,

Figure 5.39. Algorithm for 3D wireframe contours representation in pseudocode
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BEGIN
Declarations and initialization of variables;
Initialization of the X3DGraph1cs data structure by passing
the graphics id to X3D_get_graphics0d);
FOR (d = 0 TO Depth) DO
BEGIN
current— depth = voxel- >fsparel * d;
current size = 0;
(*
* Count the number of edge points present
FOR (i = 0 TO size) DO
if (wcoords[i].z = current_depth)
current size+ -1-;
j = 0;
Initialize a temporary array of world coordinates to
hold the world coordinates of the current slice;
(*
• Loop over all the points in the voxel world
• coordinates and at each iteration copy the data
• that match the current z-level or depth to the
• temporary contour (slice) array
FOR (i = 0 TO size) DO
BEGIN
IF ((wcoords[i].z = current_depth) AND
(j < current size))
BEGIN
wcoords_ternp[j] : = wcoords[i];
wcoordstemp[j].z := current—depth;
END;
j++;
END;
Connect the first slice point with the last slice
point;
Initialization of XPoints for device coordinates;
Convert the world coordinates for the current slice to
device coordinates;
Set the fill colour of the polygon (current slice) to
the background colour;
Draw a polygon defined by the current slice points;
Set the outline colour for each polygon to be the
foreground colour;
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Draw the outline of each polygon (slice) on the
display;
END;
END;
gLre 5.40. Algorithm for 3D solid model contours representation in pseudocode
The world coordinates for the wireframe model are the edge points in the voxel
fed to the surface3d module. The solid contour model algorithm divides the voxel into
slices and plots each slice as a polygon starting from the bottom of the structure to the
apex, thus overwriting the lower slices with respect to the user's viewpoint. This is an
implementation of the back-to-front hidden surface removal algorithm.

5.4.4.2 Boundar y surface representation (B-rep model) using Delauny
triangulation (tiling)
Surface3d contains facilities that allow the user to smooth the contours and obtain
two dimensional contour points interactively. Once a series of contours have been traced,
surface3d performs a perspective transformation to simulate three dimensional display
Oil the computer screen. Once the series of contours has been collected, the surface
reconstruction problem becomes one of devising an efficient and accurate method for
constructing a surface between the extracted contour points. One method is to
approximate the anatomical boundaries by triangular planar elements which delimit a
p0] \hCd IOfl ppr0N uatn g thc slLrface of the structure as shown in figure 5.41 (Ref. 63).

1:

-----7

-f
E1gire 5.41. Method of approximating, by means of triangles, the surface of a volume
de fined by contour lines

The triangulation problem resides in the fact that contour lines do not contain
sufficient information regarding the system of gradients associated with the surface they
describe. Moreover, the combinatorial aspect of the problem becomes apparent when one
considers how many different triangle arrangements T can be constructed for a fixed

number of contour points. It can be shown that between two contour lines consisting of
n and m points,
T(m,n) = [(m - 1) + (n + 1)]! / [ ( iii - 1)! (n - 1)!]........(5.4.4.2.1)
The expression (5.4.4.2. 1) demonstrates that for relatively few contour points, the
number of possible triangle permutation in very large. For example if n = m = 12
points, then according to (5.4.4.2.1), iO triangle combinations are possible. Thus a
heuristic algorithm is needed to tile the slices with triangles. In this case a heuristic
algorithm based on the method of Cook et al. (Ref. 65) has been formulated and
implemented within surface3d. The algorithm is described briefly in section 3.5.2.1.2,
detailed description are provided iii the following sections.

5.4.4.2.1 Assumptions and purpose
The algorithm assumes each contour to be closed and simple; that is, no contour
crosses itself except for its first and last points, which are identical. Contours are
assumed to be represented by points in the anti-clockwise direction. Contours are
assumed to change direction slowly and smoothly, there preventing the presence of any
small, sharp projections. Thus, vertices forming the initial pair should be similar from
various points of view, that is, they must exhibit similar features in their respective
polygons. For example if one vertex is a concave point, the other must also be a concave
point. The purpose is to join the sampled vertices from one contour with those from its
neighbour (i.e. next slice), such that the surface between the two contours is
approximated, or tiled, with triangles. This is repeated until all contours are triangulated.
The algorithm can be divided into two sections, determination of the initial pair, and
selection of the next vertex, these are described next.

5.4.4.2.2 Data structures
The triangulation routine processes data fed from the file, thus in order to
implement it, arrays and data structures have to be used to represent the data in the
computer. The following data structures are used for the triangulation routines
1) Parray and Qarray : array of integers needed to keep track of the current point
processed.
2) P and Q : pointers to Coord data structure, used to hold the 3D world coordinates of
the upper (P) and lower (Q) slice.
3) Pcent and Qcent : one element arrays of Coord data structure used for holding the
centroid information.
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4) Tn
singly linked list data structure holding information about the triangle points
defined as
struct tn {
Coord pt 1;
Coord pt2;
Coord pt3;
struct tn *link;

typedef struct tri Tn;

5.4.4.2.3 Determination of initial pair
The problem here is what kind of features are most important. Candidate features
are the position of the vertex, the direction of the edges connecting the vertex and the
adjacent vertices, the angle between the two edges, and the direction from the centroid
to the point. The direction from the centroid to the point is a stable feature if the distance
of the point from the centroid is large. Considering this fact, the pair is determined on
the basis of the direction and the distance.

Q

Let P represent the upper slice (contour), and
the lower slice (contour). The
points on the upper contour can be repre sented by [P(i): i = I. ... , N] and the lower
contour by [Qj): = 1, ... , M]. Let the vector from the centroid to the point P(i) be
denoted by Ui in the upper contour and that to point Q(j) be denoted by Vj in the other
as shown in figure 5.42.

j

Vi

Figure 5.42. Vectors for determining the initial pair
The initial pair (P(i), Q(j)) is selected such that the inner product (dot product)
of the vectors Ui . Vj is a maximum, i.e. I has to be determined such that
(i)
Icrc.

Q(l) ^! U(i) . Q(j) for
111cr

j = I .....M

(It)
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The algorithm is implemented as a function called starting points() in the file
triangular_rnesh.c, the pseudocode for it is shown in figure 5.43.
BEGIN
Variable declarations and initializations;
(*
* Find the maximum dot product and the points
FOR (i = 0 TO maximuiii point on the P slice) DO
BEGIN
* Find the distance between the current P point
* and the centroid of P slice
pdx = pcontour[iJ.x - pcent[O].x;
pdy : = pcontour[i].y - pcent[O].y;
Find the distance between the current Q point and
the centroid of the Q slice (lower slice):
dot_product

(pdx * qdx) + (pdy * qdy);

IF (current dot product is the maximum one) THEN
Record the product and its position;
END;
Order the two slices so that the first elements from both
i.e. P[1] and Q[l] have the initial pair P1 ,Ql;
END;
Figure 5.43. The algorithm in pseudocode for determining the initial pair

The full source code for this can be referred to in the in the Medical_imaging
toolbox. The amount of computation for poly goris of in and n vertices is the calculation
(m+n) vectors and at most in x n comparisons to obtain the maximum pair.
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5.4.4.2.4 Selection of the next vertex
Given the previous pair of vertices (which could be the initial pair), either of the
two vertices P(i + I) or Q(j + I) is selected as the third vertex of the triangle as shown in
figure 5.44.

Figure 5.44. Two candidates of the next vertex

If P(i+ 1)is selected, triangle P(i)Q(j)P(i+ 1) is generated, and the next pair is
(P(i+ 1), Q(j)), and vice versa. The criterion for this selection may the area of the
triangle, the length between the next pair, and the direction from the centroid. It is
experimentally shown that the criterion is based on the length of the next pair (Ref. 107),
and usually the next pair is selected as the one with the shorter length, since it seems
natural to the human vision to connect the nearest points. The Delauny triangulation
algorithm is implemented in Show 3D triangleo function. The algorithm in pseudocode
is shown in figure 5.45.
In order to save space and to make the algorithm convenient to follow, the
algorithm assumes that
1) The type contour has been defined to be an array of integers, each of which is an
index into the array of 3D world coordinates.
2) The function dist has been defined to act on a pair of integers and to deliver the
distance between the points corresponding to those integers in the world coordinates
array.
3) The function gentri() has been defined so that it takes three integer parameters and
encrate a new entry in the list of triangular faces (facets). This list of faces is stored in
onventional manner, and is later converted to triangles displayed on the screen using
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either Display_triangles_wire() for wi refrarne
I)isplay_triangleS_SOIid 0 for solid triangulation model.

triangulation

VAR
pindex
qindex
curp : = Parray[pindex];
curq := Qarray[qindex];
nexp := Parray[pindex + lii;
nexq := Qarray[qindex + 1];
REPEAT
IF (dist(curp, nexq) <= dist(curq, nexp)) THEN
BEGIN
gentri(curp, curq, nexq);
curq := nexq;
qindex := qindex + 1;
Q[qindex + 11;
nexq
END
ELSE
BEGIN
gentri(curp, curq, nexp);
curp := nexp;
pindex : pindex + 1;
P[pindex + 1];
nexp
END;
UNTIL (nexq < 0) OR (nexp < 0);
IF (nexp < 0) THEN
WHILE (nexq > = 0) DO
BEGIN
gentri(curp, curq, nexq);
nexq;
curq
qindex : = qindex + 1;
nexq : = Q[qindex];
END
ELSE
WHILE (nexp > 0) DO
BEGIN
gentri(curp, curq, nexp);
curp := nexp;
pindex : = pindex + 1;
P[pindex + 11;
nexp
END;
END;
Figure 5.45. Delany triangulation algorithm in pseudocode
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model

or

The pseudocode is a summary of the main algorithm, the full source code can be
referred to in the relevant directory of the Medical_imaging toolbox. It is worth
mentioning that the algorithm does not require the same number of points on the two
contours, since the final WHILE loops take care of that situation. Having applied this
algorithm to all the contours in turn, a many-sided polyhedron (triangular facets or mesh)
results. This three dimensional triangular mesh provides an approximation of the shape
of the three dimensional brain structure. The mesh can then be sliced and manipulated
according to the researchers requirements.

5.4.4.2.5 Surface area estimation
Once the structure is reconstructed, the lateral surface area can be calculated
simply by taking the sum of the areas of the triangular tiles forming the surface. The
triangles are number counterclockwise, and vertices are renamed: P(i), Q(i), R(i) with
P(i) on the upper contour and Q(i) on the lower contour. R(i) can be either the next point
on the upper contour or the next point on the lower contour. The following vectors are
determined:
X(i) = Q(i) - P(i)
Y(i) = R(i) - P(i)

then the area of the surface is given by:
A = 1/2 E IX(i) . Y(i)
The algorithm for this is embedded within the triangulation algorithm and is
calculated whenever a call to the gentri() function (which is where the surface estimation
algorithm is implemented) is made. A pseudocode fragment is shown in figure 5.46.
VAR
Coord tempAreal, tempArea2;
BEGIN
tempAreal.x = Q[curq].x - P[curp].y;
tempAreal.y = Q[ciirq].y - P[curp.y;
tempArea2.x = P[nexp].x - P[curp].x;
tempArea2.y = P[nexp].y - P[curp].y;
*Ara += fabs((tempAreal.x * tempArea1y)
- (tempAreal.y * tempArea2.x));
END;

Figure 5.46. Pseudocode fragment showing the algorithm used in estimating the area of
the surface of the rendered structure
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The Area address is passed so that it is added to the previous Area value. Also,
the same method is used to count the number of triangles needed to render the brain
structure. The triangulation algorithm was used in reconstructing the surface of the head
in three dimensions starting from 2D slices.

5.4.4.3

Hidden surface removal (or Painter's) algorithm

Surface3d implements this algorithm in order to realistically display the 3D object
in the form of a solid model. Many hidden surface removal algorithms exists. The
back-to-front hidden surface removal algorithm by Newell et al. (Ref. 71) is used in
surface3d. The algorithm arranges the polygons in priority order, according to depth.
Under Newell's plan, the screen is successively overwritten as the algorithm proceeds;
the furthest polygon from the eye is written to the screen first and the nearest last, hence
the name back-to-front. This algorithm is implemented in all the solid model options of
surface3d i.e. Solid contour and triangulation models. The algorithm for 3D solid
contours is simple and is explained in section 5.4.4. 1, whilst the algorithm for 3D solid
triangulation is implemented in Display_triangles_solid 0 function in the
triangular_mesh.c file, and its pseudocode is shown in figure 5.47.

• This routine finds the rear most corner to display
• the figure. This is used by the hidden surface removal
* (painter's) algorithm implemented in the solid model
routine.
static mt get—rear—corner(id)
lilt
id;
VAR
Real scale, left_right, front
BEGIN
(*
• Get the current viewpoint attributes in terms of the front _back
• left right rotation, and the distance of the eye from the viewpoint

X31) inquire viewpoint (Id, &front back, &left_right, &scale);
(*
• Use the table defined in mygraphics.h header file to define
• the corner from the viewpoint attributes obtained
IF ((left_right > = 0.0) && (left_right <= 90.0)) THEN
BEGIN
IF ((front_back > = 0.0) && (front back <= 180.0)) THEN
return (BACKLEFT)
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ELSE return (FRONTLEFT);
END
ELSE
IF ((left_right > = 90.0) && (left_ri g ht <= 180.0)) THEN
BEGIN
IF ((front_back > = 0.0) && (front_back <= 180.0)) THEN
return (FRONTLEFT)
ELSE
return (FRONTRIGHT);
END
ELSE
IF ((left right > = 180.0) && (left_right <= 270.0)) THEN
BEGIN
IF ((front back > = 0.0) && (front back <= 180.0)) THEN
return (FRONTRIGHT)
ELSE return (BACKRIGHT);
END
ELSE
IF ((left_right > = 270.0) && (left_right <= 360.0)) THEN
BEGIN
IF ((front_back > = 0.0) && (front — back <= 180.0)) THEN
return (BACKRIGHT)
ELSE return (BACKLEFT);
END;
END;

(* Convert the numercial triangular coordinates stored in the list
* of triangles trilist to coordinates that can be displayed on the
* graphics workstation
Display triangles solid(id, trilist, counter, fg, bg, height, width)
Tn **trilist;
mt id, counter, height, width;
XColor * fg, *bg;
BEGIN
X3DGraphics *graphics;
XPoint *tridevcoords, polygon[4];
mt
i, size, corner, temp_size;
Coorci *wtricoords;
char
coordinate;
Real
left right, frontback, temp;
size := counter * 3;
temp_size : = MIN(height, width);
IF (size > temp size) THEN
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size : = temp_size;
Initialize the X3DGraphics structure;
Initialize an array of Coord (wtricoords) to hold the vertecies of the triangles;
Extract the numerical coordinates of the polyhedra (triangles) into
the array of world coordinates initialized earlier;
Initialize an array of device coordinates enough to hold the
list of triangles;
Convert the world coordinates to device coordinates;
(* Get the corner to start the plotting from *)
corner = get_rear_corner(id);
(* Use the table defined in mygraphics.h header to plot the
* object from the back towards the front, thus hiding the
* surface points behind it.
* This is also called the Painter's algorithm
CASE corner OF:
FRONTLEFT:
BEGIN
coordinate =
sort(coordinate, wtricoords, size);
END;
FRONTRIGHT:
BEGIN
coordinate =
sort (coordi nate, wtricoords, size);
END;
BACKLEFT:
BEGIN
(* Get the current viewpoint attributes in terms
• of the front back left_ri g ht rotation, and the
• distance of the eye from the viewpoint
X3D inquire viewpoint (id, &front back, &left_right,
&temp);
IF ((front_back = 0.0) && (left_right = = 0.0)) THEN
BEGIN
coordinate =
sort(coord i nate, wtricoords, size);
END
ELSE
BEGIN
coordinate
sort(coord me, wtricoords, size);
END;

BACKRIGHT:
BEGIN
coordinate =
sort(coordinate, wtricoords, size);
END;
END;
i := 0;
WHILE (i < size) DO
BEGIN
(*
* Feed the current triangle into the polygon structure
polygon[O] = polygon[3] = tri_devcoords[i];
polygon[1] = tri_devcoords[i+ 1];
polygon[2] = tri_devcoords[i+2];
Set the fill colour to be the background colour;
Display the polygon using the fill_polygon routine;
Set the outline colour to be the foreground colour;
Draw the polygon outline;
:= i + 3;
END;
END;

• Algorithm used to sort the coordinates in ascending order
• on axes defined by the viewpoint
sort(coordinate, wtricoords, size)
char coordinate;
Coord *wtricoords;
mt size;
BEGIN
mt i;
Coord mm;
FOR (i
0; i < size; i++)
BEGIN
Set the min coord to take in the minimum;
IF (coordinate = 'x') THEN
Sort in ascending order of x coordinates;
IF (coordinate = 'y') THEN
Sort in ascending order of y coordinates;
IF (coordinate = 'z') THEN
Sort in ascending order of z coordinates;
END;
END;
Figure 5.47. Pseudococle algorithm for solid triangulation model using the back-to-front
hidden surface removal algorithm
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iiipineJ DV iit 1i111 tiic vicvpolla and then
sorting the coordinates on the correct axis. The sorted triangles are then displayed in a
back-to-front manner where the front triangles (polygons) will overwrite the back
triangles, resulting in a more realistic visual model.

5.5

diuiIJuh1

Delineation of brain structures and 3D surface rendering methods

This section is concerned with pre-processing the individual slices in the voxel
to prepare them for 3D surface rendering, using surface3d. Oniy the epileptic slices
were used in 3D surface rendering. Four important structures of the brain were preprocessed and delineated using the various vroutines and hybrid routines and rendered
using surface3d, the structures are the scalp/air interface of the cranium, the thalamus,
the right ventricle and the cerebellum. The preprocessing method used in preparing the
.Iices for 3D surface rendering was developed based on the results of validating the
individual routines. The main steps in the pre-processing method is summarized as shown
in figure 5.48 and was carried out using the Cantata visual programming environment
and is described in the following paragraphs.
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figi.iie 5.48. Flowchart showing the main steps used in delineation of structures of
interest from two - dimensional slices
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1ndividui HCL'S conLHning i oriiitifl bo hc trLLuft interest, were
chosen and passed through a 30 lowpass (using vlowpass) followed by 30 high boost
with amplification factor of 3.0 (using vhiboost) spatial filters, to reduce noise level and
enhance the edges in the image. The slices were then passed through the differential
recursive edge detector routine vdrf, which detects the edges within the image. The
structure on each individual slice was delineated automatically by applying a heuristic
edge search routine with a threshold seed value of 255 using the hybrid routine
heuredge. Any errors in the delineated edge of the structure of interest, was then
manually corrected using drawimage and blankirng. In each case the total number of
edge points and the time taken to delineate the edge on each slice were recorded. The
binary slices (containing the delineated structure of interest) were combined into a
multi-sliced voxel using vcomslice. The x, y and z dimensions of the voxel were written
into the voxel's VIFF structure using voxinfo, the x and y were 1mm, while z was 6mm.
The individual slices were examined using animate. This forms the first stage of
pre-processing. This method was used to delineate structures that can be seen on all
chosen slices such as the scalp/air interface and the right ventricle, however, some
structures of the brain such as the thalamus cannot be seen on all the slices, thus in this
case two slices of the structure are interpolated to produce the missing slices.
Interpolation was carried out using vinterp.
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I
A visual program that carries this process Out is shown in figure 5.49(a).

Fi g ure

5.49(a). Cantata visual program that delineates any structure of interest from 2D

s lices and forms a true 3D voxel
The second stage of the pre-processing involves smoothing the delineated
contours, and calculating the centroids of each slice, in order to pass them to surface3d
for rendering. The centroid on each slice was calculated using the features hybrid
routine. The centroids of each slice can be view using animate and the ASCII data file
can be checked using xvviewer.
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Smoothing of the contours was carried out by separating each slice within the
voxel using vbandsptl , and passing the separated slice to vsiuooth to smooth the contour
using polygonal approximation, followed by passing the image to features to obtain the
best set of Contour points in the anti-clockwise direction. The smoothed contour can be
view using PtIt_uI)(Iale whilst the ASCII data can be viewed using xvviewer. The ASCII
data files representing the smoothed contour of each iidividual slice were combined into
one file using vconislicc. The 3D voxel, the centroid ASCII file and the smoothed
contours data file were inputted to sturface3d, where true 3D surface rendering, area
measurement, re- slicing and image manipulation were carried out on the delineated
structure of interest. A visual program that carries this process out is shown in figure

5.49(b).

Figure 5.49(b). Cantata visual program that constructs a true 3D surface rendered image
frni a 3D voxel, representing the structure of interest
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CHAPTER 6 - CO-REGISTRATION OF
FUNCTIONAL - ANATOMICAL IMAGES

6.1 The registration problem
The detection of changes between two digitized images Ii and 12 of the same
object is a classical problem encountered in the field of image understanding in computer
vision, Landsat and medical imaging (Ref. 108 & 109). In medical imaging, the differences between the images is mainly due to differences in acquisition conditions, noise
level and patient positioning during the imaging process. In order to utilize the advantages
from multiple imaging modalities in neurological research, diagnosis and treatment, the
ability to accurately correlate (or register) information from different imaging modalities
in two or three dimensions is of paramount importance.
Therefore, registration in the case of medical imaging is taken to mean the
determination of a transformation matrix which when applied to one image space e.g. 12,
will transform or map the pixels of the image 12 to the space of the second image Ii. The
classical methodology can be summarized as follows:
I) A set of corresponding points (control points or pixels) in the different images of the
common object is determined.
2) The geometric transformation which corrects for differences in acquisition conditions
and patient positioning is selected and applied to one of the images e.g. 12. Usually the
allowed class of geometric transformations is the rigid body rotation, translation and
scaling.
3) The parameters of the transformation is computed by optimizing a similarity criterion
between Ii and the transformed 12 with respect to the values of these parameters. For this
purpose the criterion is computed for every possible value of the registration parameters,
e.g. every integer value of the shift in the case of unidimensional translation.
4) The geometric transformation (mapping) matrix is found when the similarity criterion
has reached an optimal value, as determined by the optimization method.

The human brain is a complex organ consisting of many anatomical regions, and
in order to relate anatomical information in the image to the anatomy itself, it is necessary
to establish a one-to-one mapping between points in the image and points in the anatomy.
The mapping can be partial or complete, but to be useful it must include all points of
diagnostic or surgical interest. Thus registering pre-operative and post-operative
anatomical brain images is easy since points of interest can be easily determined from the
images. However, registration of functional brain images with anatomical ones present
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a problem, since determining anatomical points of interest on functional images is difficult
due to the low resolution of the images and the distortion of the anatomical information
inherent in the acquisition process. The next section reviews the various techniques used
in anatomical and functional brain image registration.

6.1.1 Review of brain iniage registration techniques
Researchers have developed various registration and realignment techniques to
correlate the representation of physiological function with the underlying anatomy (Ref.
14 & 110). These techniques require either positioning external markers or identifying
internal landmarks or contours, and can be classified under the general headings described
in the following sections.

A.1.1 Analytical approaches to identifying structure
These approaches require the user to specify anatomical points of correspondence
(internal landmarks) on the two images, and use those points to calculate polynomial
coefficients which can then be used to warp the region of interest from one image space
to another e.g. a PET slice may be registered on MRI slice by warping it to maximize
the correlation of the internal landmarks (Ref. 110). Theoretically, four or more points
can be used to warp the region of interest. However, this method is problematic because
it is often difficult to identify precisely the same anatomic features on two studies that
portray anatomy in complementary fashion (e.g. bones are easily depicted on CT scans
but cannot be pinpointed on MR images). Also, the use of internal landmarks is
susceptible to errors, and hence it has to be supervised by a radiologist who is trained in
imaging anatomy.

6.1.1.2 Anal y tical approaches to identifying surfaces
These include edge and surface matching techniques. Edge matching techniques
are used in the registration of two dimensional images, and surface matching techniques
are used in the registration of three dimensional images. Both approaches involve
identifying and fitting internal contours and work well on structures with well defined
bony outlines such as the cranium, but is less successful with structures composed of soft
tissue such as those in the abdomen. Registration of the paroxysmal 2D PET slices with
2D MRI slices using edge (or shape) matching technique was implemented in the brain
imaging software and is described in section 6.2. Thus, only three dimensional PET-MRI
registration using surface matching techniques is described next.

6.1.1.2.1 3D PET-MRI registration using surface matching techniques
These approaches are based on the following assumption: Given two 3D models
of an object, a unique coordinate transformation can be found which, when applied to one
of the models, makes the two fit together most closely. This is analogous of finding the
optimum placement of a custom fitted, rigid hat onto a head. The hat represents the
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currently transformed surface and the head represents the objective or master surface (i.e.
the surface to be fitted). This analogy is also used for the edge matching technique.
The general algorithm for a surface fitting method can be described as follows:
1) 3D models of the surface to be matched are produced by outlining contours on the
serial transaxial slices of each scan. Pelizzari et. al (Ref. 111) used external surface with
tissue which can be outlined easily on MRI slices e.g. the scalp air, or the skull scalp
interface . However, with PET, the external surface may be defined from transmission
images (for each emission slice there is a corresponding transmission slice, used to
account for photon attenuation effects in reconstruction of the emission images) after
application of a high pass filter that enhanced the relatively smooth and noisy edge. The
contours are outlined using an edge following procedure with appropriate threshold.

2) The model taken from the scan covering a large volume of the patient, or from the
scan having higher resolution if volume coverage is comparable, takes the role of the
"head" in the head-hat analogy. In this case MRI is taken to be the head (objective or
target) model. Thus the head model is then represented as a stack of disks or prisms (Ref.
112) each of which has cross section determined by one of the contours, with thickness
and vertical position appropriate to the slice in which the contour was made. The hat
model (in this case PET) is represented as a set of independent subset of points (typically
200-300) form the contours of the PET image.
3) Centroids of the two surface models are calculated and used to align the surfaces.
Usually a tilt of about 300 is found between the MRI head surface and the PET hat
points.
4) The distance between each hat point and the head surface is determined by ray tracing.
The corresponding pairs of points are assumed to be at intersection points of rays
originating at the centroid and passing through the sampling points of the surface to be
transformed (hat model) intersecting with the head (objective) surface. The 3D
intersections can be found using a modification of Siddon algorithm which decomposes
the 3D line-volume intersection problem into multiple two-dimensional line-polygon
problems, one for each parallel slice (Ref. 112).
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The distance between each point and the surface is called the least square distance
function and can be expressed as:
Ed!

=E

Ed' =

(P i t[T] - pi0)2

For points (i..n),

{ ( Xt, Y ' t, Z 1 t) - ( X 1 o, Yo, Z1o) )2

where
Xo, Yo and Zo are the original coordinates
Xt, Yt and Zt are the transformed coordinates for point Pt.
Pt and Po are vectors representing the corresponding points on each surface: the surface
to be transformed (hat) and target surface (head) respectively.
di is the mismatch value which is the sum of the squares of the distances between each
individual pairs of points.

5) The least square distance metric is considered to be the objective function or similarity
criterion, which when minimized will result in the derivation of the geometric
transformation matrix which when applied to the PET volume of interest will transform
it to the coordinate system of the MRI volume interest. Pelizzari et al. (Ref. 111) used
non-linear least squares search minimization technique which is applied iteratively to the
hat points in order to register them with the head points. However, the cost of evaluating
all points at all search locations is excessive and often result in local minima. Oghabian
et al. (Ref. 113) used multi-resolution sequential method which build up the cumulative
error point by point, and the fitting start in low resolution surface images, and stepped
to a higher resolution when the desired fit passed an appropriate threshold. This method
usually results in global minima. The allowed class of transformations includes rigid body
rotation (three angles) and translation (three orthogonal displacements) and linear scaling
of the hat along three orthogonal axes; x, y and z. Thus 9 dimensional space is searched
(with 9 degrees of freedom of rigid body motion as the coordinates) for the lowest cost
of the objective function.
6) Once transformation between scans has been determined, information may be
transferred between scans, by transferring volume of interest (VOIs) between scans or by
reslicing the image data of one scan along the planes of another, yielding images that may
be overlaid or otherwise directly compared.

The advantage of surface and edge matching methods is that they impose no
requirements on scans such as use of stereotactic frames or precise placement of external
markers on the patient and does not require the identification of internal anatomic
landmarks by an expert. Thus they allow retrospective correlation utilizing data acquired
during routine clinical practice (Ref. 111). This registration method can be carried by any
operator with some technical training.
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6.1.1.3 Stereotactic frame technique
This is a procedural approach which registers head scans by means of a
stereotactic frame fixed to the head. In each case, the head holder is specifically adapted
to the subject's head. For PET-MRI registration, stereotactic methods use specially
designed frames visible in PET scans to allow correlation of functional images with
patient-specific anatomic images (Ref. 114).

6.1.1.4 The analytical approach using external markers
This fuses functional and structural scans by placing external flexible markers at known
positions in the field of view. The markers can be vitamin E pills placed near the ears and
the nose (Ref. 14), or plastic tubing in the shape of a Z with linear edges placed
temporally (Ref. 18).
The advantages of this method are its flexibility and adaptability to all body
locations, however the main disadvantages are that it requires additional care in
positioning, and the registration process has to be done with the help of an expert in
imaging anatomy.

6.1.1.5 Analytical approach using an anatomic atlas
The analytical approach using an anatomic atlas relies on transformation of the
atlas to fit images such as those obtained from CT or MRI. Once the anatomic structures
are well defined, it should be possible to overlay the CT/MR image onto the functional
image. However, calculation of the atlas-to-MRI transformation presents significant
I ificulties. Since the MRI slices are unlikely to match those of the atlas, nonlinear elastic
ansformation must employed. The anatomic atlas is modelled as an elastic object (such
the Tailairach Proportional Squaring Model) and the matching process is formulated
s a minimization of the cost function, cost = cost(deformation) - cost(similarity) (Ref.
15). To overcome this difficulty, Lemoine et. al (Ref. 116) has defined an atlas of
gions of interests (ROIs) drawn at specific levels in the brain using data acquired from
1RI scans of normal subjects. These ROIs are reshaped to fit the patient's anatomy as
tined on MRI. The PET and MRI patient scans are then aligned, and the ROIs are
verlaid on the PET scan. The main advantage of this method is that it does not require
.Iiy external markers to be placed.

6. 2 PET-MRI co-registration
An edge (shape) matching algorithm was devised for the automatic registration of
the paroxysmal functional PET slice with the anatomical MR image. The algorithm was
implemented as part of the cregister module of the brain imaging software. The algorithm
only works on two dimensional slices, however it can be adapted to three dimensional
surface fitting algorithm by integrating it within the surface3d module. This section starts
with the purpose and assumptions used in devising the method, followed by the theoretical
background. Then implementation details are discussed followed by experimental
methods.
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6.2.1 Purpose and assumptions
The purpose of the method is to register two dimensional images from different
modalities retrospectively i.e. with minimal user interference. The following assumptions
are necessary for the theoretical analysis and implementation of the method:
1) The two different edges to be matched belong to the same object but either the scan
parameters and/or the patient parameters have been modified.
2) The object is considered a rigid body that has not changed shape between scans.
3) The edge surrounding the particular shape defines a closed curve and will be called
contour.
4) No artifacts (such as patient motion or distortion) are assumed to affect either the
matched scans.
5) Since the method is based on matching the edges surrounding the structure on the two
Hiages, thus it naturally assumes that there is not tilt between the PET and MRI scans.
The model taken from the scan covering a large volume of the patient, or from the
scan having higher resolution if volume coverage is comparable, takes the role of the
"head" in the head-hat analogy. In this case MRI is taken to be the head (objective or
target) model, and the points derived from the PET scan contour are taken to be the hat.
The hat points are the ones being transformed until they optimally fit the head contour
points.

6.2.2 Theoretical background
The registration problem can be stated as the determination of the transformation
T required to bring a current contour shape (shape S) into register with a previously
obtained master contour shape (shape S, 11). This is accomplished by determining the
transformation T required to map the set of labelled points P:(x I ,yl), (x2,y2),. . . ,(xn,yn)
from shape Sm into the corresponding set of labelled points P' from shape S:(xl',yl'),
(x2',y2'),...,(xn',yn') located on a neighbouring section. This registration problem is
schematically represented in figure 6. 1, which assumes that the transformation occurred
in the order of rotation, scaling and then translation.
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fig tire 6. 1. Schematic representation of the registration problem
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Thus in order to register the two images, a transformation function representing
the similarity criterion has to be developed, and then solved to give the best set of
parameters (degrees of freedom) that can then be used to transform the hat points to fit
the head Contour.

6.2.2.1 Development of transformation
In order to develop a transformation, an objective function needs to be specified
first. The objective function is used as a measure of the similarity between the two
models of the object being registered. In image registration many similarity criterion are
used such as correlation coefficient and the sum of the absolute values of the differences,
however the distance metric is the most popular choice of similarity criterion, due to the
fact that it is a simple criterion and hence can be easily implemented and does not take
too much computational time. Thus if di is the distance between head point (xi, yi) and
the hat (transformed) point (xi', yi'), then the following need to be minimized:

Ed2i

=

[(xi - x'i) 2

+

(yi - y'i) 2 ]

. . .

(6.2.2.1.1)

where
n = nunTher ot luholled points of cOrroitcicc

Thus, the problem can now be stated as determination of the transformation T
which minimizes the sum of the squared distance between the set of points P and P'. As
described previously, it has been necessary to consider that this transformation consists
of the three processes of translation, rotation and scaling in the most general case as
described in section 3.4. 1. This transformation can be developed using homogeneous
coordinates so that the individual partial transformations can be multiplied together to
form a composite transformation matrix. In order to obtain the entire RST (Rotation
Scaling Translation) transformation, it is necessary to combine the translation, rotation
and scaling transformations. Rotation and scaling commute with one another, but
translation does not commute with rotation or scaling because it is additive (Ref. 117).
It is therefore necessary to make an assumption regarding the order in which the
transformations occurred, which is assumed to be: rotation, scaling, followed by
trun.lat ion.
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Therefore, the transformation T which maps the set of points P into the set of
points P' involves a rotation, followed by scaling followed by translation, or: T = RST.
In matrix notation, this RST transformation becomes:

[x,y,1] = [ xh',yI',l]

xi
yi

cosO asinO 0
-sinO asinO 0
AX
AY 1

= x'i acose - y'.i asinO + Lx
= x"i a sine + y"i ccos8 + Ay

. . . . (6.2.2.1.2)

....... . (6.2.2.1.3)

6.2.2.2 Transformation solution using least squares fitting (linear
optimization)
It is necessary to solve the transformation of equations (6.2.2.1.1) or (6.2.2.1.2)
for the set of parameters (a, 0, .x, y) in a least squares manner.
Another useful way of expressing the above relationship for equation (6.2.2.1.1)
for purposes of calculation is:
Xi
yi
xi
yi

x11 - y 1 i 1 0
y'i x 1 i 0 1
x'j -y'j 1 0
y 'j x'j 0 1

cccos0
csin0
Ix

xn
yn

1 0
y'n x'n 0 1
x'n -,v In
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.... (6.2.2.2.1)
(6.2.2.2.1)

Define:

xl
yi
xi
yj

x'i -y 1 1 1 0
y 'i x'i 0 1
x'j -y'j 1 0
x'j 0 1
y 'j

1=

ccos6 I
I asin6

and P=I Ax

I

I

x'n -.y In 1 0
.y In X"fl 0 1

xn
yn

Therefore, determination of the four degrees of freedom for translation, rotation, and
scaling (Ax, Ay, e, and (x) in a least squares manner requires determination of the matrix
13 from the matrix equation:
Y=X13+ E

U
where

Y is a 2n x 1 observation matrix (MRI head contour),
X is a 2n x 4 independent variable matrix (PET hat points),
13 is a 4 x 1 parameter matrix, and
I- i :t I n x 1 error matrix, the difference between estimate and observation.
Me quantity ETE, the sum of the squared difference between estimate and
observation, is vector notation of the quantity 10, defined in equation (6.2.2.1.1). It is
eeessary to minimize this squared error term with respect to each of the parameters in
the B matrix (Ax, Ay, 0, and a) to find the least squares solution for P. The squared error
tcrm can then be expressed in terms of the other matrix parameters as:
EE(Y-X13)T(Y-Xl3)
yFy

3T\rTy

The squared error is minimized by differentiating equation 6.2.2.2.1 with respect to 3 and
equating the result to 0.
xTx13XTY=0
13 - (XTX) t XT Y = X. Y ...(6.2.2.2.2)
where
T = Transpose of matrix
X' = the pseudoinverse matrix of X
Equation 6.2.2.2.2 represents a true minimum solution for 13 because the second derivative
of equation 6.2.2.2.1 with respect to 3 is always positive.

The matrices X and Y represent the set of x an y coordinates of the head contour
and hat points of the two sections undergoing registration, respectively. The feature points
making up the X matrix are determined from the initial head contour while the feature
points of the Y matrix are determined from the hat points undergoing registration. The
terms x and &y represent the respective x and y translations. However, the scaling factor
a and rotation angle e must be obtained jointly from the first two terms of the B matrix,
a cosO and a sin9.
If p1 = a cos& and p2 =sine, then
= p1 2 + p2 2 and e = arc taii(p2/pl)

6.2.2.3 Transformation solution using non-linear optimization of the
objective function
Non-linear optimization can be summarised as follows. Given a single function
objfunc that depends on one or more independent variables (or degrees of freedom). The
value of the variables where objftinc takes on a maximum or a minimum value are found.
Then the value of objiunc achieved at the maximum or minimum value is calculated. The
tasks of optimization are either maximization or minimization of objfunc by finding the
parameters (degrees of freedom) that lead to objiunc being at the maximum or minimum.
However, the two tasks are trivially related to each other, since maximization can also
be viewed as minimization. The computational philosophy is the usual one: the
optimization algorithm has to be quick, cheap on computer resources, and uses small
amount of memory i.e. efficient.

An extreniutn (maximum or minimum point) can be either global (truly the highest
or lowest function value) or local (the highest or lowest in a finite neighbourhood and not
on the boundary of that neighbourhood) as shown in figure 6.2
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Figure 6.2. Extrema of a function in an interval.

Finding a global extermum is, in general, a very difficult problem. Two standard
heuristics are widely used:
(1) find local extrema starting from widely varying starting values of the independent
variables (perhaps chosen quasi-randomly), and then pick the most extreme of these.
(2) perturb a local extremum by taking a finite amplitude step away from it, and then see
if the routine returns to a better point, or always to the same one.
The objective function in this case is the sum of the squared distance metric and
its optimization consists of finding parameters at which the value of the squares of the
distances between the hat points and the head contour is a minimum (i.e. least squares
distance function). Hence the optimization problem is considered as a minimization
problem, where a four dimensional space is searched with four degrees of freedom of
rigid body motion (x translation, y translation, rotation and scaling) as the variables or
parameters to be changed, and the sum of the squares of the distances as the objective
function to be minimized. The objective function is called by the optimization algorithm
every time it needs an evaluation, and the current cost is returned. The optimal cost is
found by iteratively evaluating the objective function until some goodness of fit (which
is determined by the algorithm) is reached, returning the optimal cost which is the
(hopefully) global minimum. Once the optimization is done, a four dimensional geometric
transformation vector is generated from the four degrees of freedom which when applied
to the PET scan will transform its pixels to the MRI scan. The minimization is usually
carried Out iteratively, until the goodness of fit value is reached. This method is usually
referred to as non-linear least squares ht.
Since in this case more than one degree of Ireedoni is present, thus the
m in tin i zation algorithm has to be multidimensional. Many minimization algorithms exists.
The stepwise descent strategy which uses a brute force method will converge all the time
but is extremely slow, especially when there are large number of parameters. The steepest
descent methods which adjust the parameter values along the direction of the surface
response fastest decrease. They involve fewer iterations, but require knowledge or
computation (by numerical differentiation) of the sum of the squares, which lead to
additional calculation and hence use more computer resources. The Newton-Ralphson
algorithm (and its many descendants) is fast, however, it is mathematically complex and
always prone to divergence if it starts from inaccurate guesses. Also, it requires a maths
co-processor othcr\ ic truncaLon error occnr in tI ann, dcrivati\ c: c:cnlat tons.
En ftc cac at ninac rcCistration, He rcccrcmcnt 0Th n in:aini aHorititni arc

liiat it has to be fast, efficient in the use of computer resources, easily maintained and
debugged and robust (i.e. should always converge to a minimum). Thus, two algorithms
which carry out multidimensional minimization without the need to compute the
derivatives were implemented as part of the cregister module.
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6.2.2.3.1 Downhill Siniplex algorithm
The downhill simplex method is relatively new; it was first proposed by J. Nedler
and R. Mead in 1965 (Ref. 118), who used it to find mathematical function minimums.
A simplex is a geometric figure that has one more vertex than the space in which it is
defined has dimensions. For example, a simplex on a plane (a two dimensional space) is
a triangle; a simplex in three dimensional space is a tetrahedron. The basic idea in the
Downhill simplex method is to build a simplex in the M+l-dimensional space described
by the parameters that need to fit. For example, in the case of edge-based image
registration in two dimensions, there are four parameters which can be used as axes in
a plane, thus a simplex consisting of a five vertecies polygon results.
The program implemented in the cregister module is a modification of a Pascal
implementation of the downhill simplex by Caceci et. al who used it to find the optimal
Km value of the enzyme and hence determine its affinity to the substrate (Ref. 119). The
code was modified and implemented in the C language, and adapted to the image
registration problem. To reach the minimum value of the sum of the least squares, the
program moves the simplex "downhill' through the highly complex 5-dimensional
topography, accelerating and slowing down as needed. The algorithm can be summarised
by the following rule: find which vertex has the highest (worst) response and which has
the lowest (best), then reject the highest and substitute another one for it.
The program computes the next vertex according to one of the following mechanisms:
reflection, expansion, contraction and shrinkage. These mechanism are best illustrated in
a diagram using a tetrahedron simplex as shown in figure 6.3.
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Ejgji.re 6.3. The mechanisms of the movement of the simplex through the surface
r es p o nse. (a) a reflection away from the high point, (b) a reflection and expansion away
frjnjhe high point, (C) a contraction along one dimension from the high point, or (d) a
c o ntraction along all dimensions towards the low point.
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Figure 6.3 shows reflection to be moving the vertex of the simplex where the
function is largest ("highest point") through the opposite face of the simplex to a lower
point. Reflection is constructed to conserve the volume of the simplex (hence maintain
its non-degeneracy). Contraction usually occurs when the simplex reaches the valley
floor.

6.2.2.3.2 1)1 rection set methods in multidirnensions (Powell's alorjtlim
The method is iterative, the N dimensional search being broken down into a
sequence of one dimensional (linear) searches, or minimisations. Starting at a point P in
N-dimensional space, and proceeding from there in some vector direction n, then any
function of N variables f(P) can be minimized along the line n by a one dimensional
method. Thus various multidimensional minimization methods consisting of sequences of
linear minimization can be derived. Different methods differ only by how, at each stage,
the next direction n is chosen. Thus all methods need a line minimization routine or subalgorithm, which can be summarized iii the following rule:
Given the vOctors P and n as input, and the fLIIICtlon I
1) find the scalar
that minimizes (P ±
2) replace P by P + /\n,
i) replace n by /\n.
The direction set method can be described simply as follows. Unit vectors el,
e2,.. .,eN are taken as initial set of directions. Using minimization along a line, first
direction's minimum is found by moving along it, then from there the second direction's
minimum is found by moving along it, and so on, cycling through the whole set of
di rcctionsas nuns 0 nes as nece ssarv, urn:! iclauct on stops decreasing.
All direct on set nic'thons consist 01 for updating the set of directions
as the method proceeds, attempting to come up with a set which either includes some very
good directions that will go far along narrow valleys, or includes some number of nonaterfering directions with the special property that minimization along one is not ruined
by subsequent minimization along another, so that interminable cycling though the set of
directions can be avoided.
In 1964 M. J. Powell, developed a minimization algorithm which when applied
quadratic form, causes its conjugate directions to be chosen, so that the ultimate rate
convergence is fast, when the algorithm is used to minimize a general function (Ref.
20). Conjugate directions are non-interfering directions that are linearly independent.
I he algorithm can be described simply as follows:

to a

Initialize as set of directions ui to the basis vectors,
= ei

i
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Now the following steps are repeated until the function stops decreasing:
save starting position as Po;
FOR i:= 1 t N DO
BEGIN
move Pi-1 to the minimum along direction ui and
call this point Pi;
END;
FOR i:= itoN-1DO
BEGIN
Ui := ui + 1;
END;
uN := (Pn - Po);
move Pn to the minimum along direction UN and call this
point Po;
However, in the cregister module implementation, the property of quadratic
convergence is dropped in favour of a more heuristic scheme based on the Powell
algorithm version discussed in Acton (Ref. 121) and implemented in the Algol language
in Brent (Ref. 122).
The algorithm implemented here was modified from an original implementation
in the Algol language. The basic idea of the modified PoweiPs algorithm is to take Pn Po as a new direction (where Po is the starting position; it is, after all, the average
direction moved after trying all N possible directions). For a valley whose long direction
is twisting slowly, this direction is likely to give a good run along the new direction. The
change is to discard the old direction along which the function made its largest decrease.
The modified Powell algorithm implemented in the software can be described more
precisely as follows:
1) Along each of the n directions, find the minimum of f along that direction and its
position - i.e from the current position Pr-1 find
minkf (r-i + rr)
and ca11 the new location Pr so i hut

Since the n rlirections are traversed In a den a te order, thus the algorithm at ways start
from the current minimum and proceed downhill, noting the amount by which f is
decreased at each stage, and identifying the stage in which this decrease is the largest.
Having minimized once in each of the current ii directions, two tests are conducted to see
ii the old set of directions should be retained and step 1 repeated again.
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IThe test use three quantities:
f = f(Po)
f2 = f(Pn)
S = f(2Pn - Po)

The points Po and Pn are simply the beginning and end positions of step 1. £3 is the
function value at an extrapolated point somewhat further along the proposed new
direction. Also Af is defined to be the magnitude of the largest decrease along one
particular direction of the present basic procedure iteration.
2) Test whether:
if

f3=fl

and/or
2[fl - 2f2 + f3][( fl - f2) -

Afl 2 =

£ f[fl - f3]2

If either of these conditions holds, the old set of directions is retained and Pn is used as
the new Po. The first condition indicates that the average direction (Pn - Po) is exhausted,
since a further step of the same size in that direction would go further up the opposite
wall of the valley than at Po, thus Pn - Po needs to be included as a new direction.
The second condition implies that the progress toward a minimum would not
depend primarily on the one direction in which the largest decrease Af occurred, or else
that the cross section in the average direction has a good curvature and that f2 is near the
minimum of it.

3) If neither of the tests in step 2 hold, then the average direction moved in step 1

Po

= pn -

is not yet exhausted. Thus move immediately to the minimum in this direction by finding
min

f(P

+

and take this point as the starting location Po for the next iteration of step 1. Also add
to the list of directions to be used by step 1, dropping the direction in which the largest
decrease was made last time.
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6.2.3 Implementation details
Implementation of the various optimization algorithms used to solve the
registration problem are briefly explained followed by explanation of the various functions
used to implement the optimization routine and the algorithm in pseudocode summarizing
the main features of the optimization routine. Each optimization routine is implemented
in two different files the one that its name is *drvc in it contains the driver for the
optimization routine, while the file with the extension * . lib contains implementation of
the main algorithm in it.

6.2.3.1 Transformation solution using least squares
Implementation of the least squares fitting algorithm is straight forward. The
source code can be referred to in the relevant directory of the Medical Imaging toolbox.
Explanation of the functions used in the algorithm is summarizes as follows:
leastsquares : the main library routine that transforms the hat points onto the head surface
using leastsquares solutions
matrix : allocates memory for matrix structure
free matrix frees the memory allocated for the named matrix
vector allocates memory for a vector structure
free _vector : frees the memory allocated for the named vector
transpose : transpose a matrix
matrix- 1111.11t : multiplies two matrices and puts the result in a
third matrix
matrix inverse : carries out matrix inversion using linear equation
solution by Gauss-Jordan elimination method
vector mult : multiplies a matrix by a vector
The main algorithm can then be summarized as shown in the pseudocode in figure 6.4.
BEGIN
Allocate the necessary matrices and vectors;
Transpose the hat points matrix to get XT;
Multiply the transposed hat matrix by the hat points matrix to
get X1 X, and put the result iii temphati matrix;
Invert the temphati to get (XT X)';
Multiply the transposed hat with the head vector to get X' \
and put the result in temphat2 matrix;
Multiply temphatl by temphat2 to get (X 1 X) XT Y;
Return all unused memory to main store;
END;
Here X = the hat (PET) points
Y = the head (MRI) surface points
figure 6.4. Pseuclocode of the least squares fitting algorithm implemented in cregister
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A,

6.2.3.2 Transformation solution using downhill simplex optimization
In one-dimensional minimization, it is possible to bracket a minimum, so that the
success of a subsequent isolation is guaranteed. However, in multidimensional
minimization, the best that can be done is to give the algorithm a starting guess i.e. an
N-vector of independent variables as the first point to try. The simplex algorithm was
implemented as described in the previous section. Explanation of the functions used to
implement the algorithm is summarized in table 6.2.
lsimplex the main library routine that transforms the hat points onto the head surface
using downhill simplex solutions sim_extrapolate extrapolates by a factor through the
face of the simplex across from the high point, then tries that point and replaces the high
point with it if the new point is better. This is used to determine the current minimum for
the simplex
matrix allocates memory for matrix structure
free _matrix : frees the memory allocated for the named matrix
vector allocates memory for a vector structure
free-vector : frees the memory allocated for the named vector
Table 6.2. Explanation of the functions used in implementing the downhill simplex
solution to solve the registration problem
The main algorithm can then be summarized as shown in the pseudocode in figure 6.5.
BEGIN
Allocate vector to hold the sum of the simplex vertices;
Initialize the number of iterations to zero;
Initialize the simplex points to be of 4 dimension + 1;
WHILE True DO
BEGIN
Determine the highest (worst), next highest, and lowest
(best) point by looping over the points in the simplex;
Calculate the current tolerance value;
IF (current tolerance < fractional tolerance of machine) THEN
BEGIN
Swap the lowest points with the current verticies;
Exit the loop;
END;
IF (number of iteration > = Maximum number of iterations) THEN
display relevant message and exit;
Extrapolate by a factor of -1 through the face of the simplex
from the high point using sim_extrapolateO;
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IF (current minimum point < = minimum point of the objective
function) THEN
Do further extrapolation to get a better minimum
ELSE
IF (current minimum point > second maximum point of the
objective function) THEN
BEGIN
Look for an intermediate minimum point by one
dimensional contraction;
IF (the high point is still there) THEN
Contract around the lowest (best) point;
Update the number of iterations;
Recompute the sum of the simplex verticies vector;
END
ELSE
Decrement the current number of iterations;
END;
Free the memory allocated for the vector;
ENI):
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The full source code can be referred to in the Medical Imaging toolbox. The
termination criteria is delicate in a multidimensional minimization routine, since without
bracketing, and with more than one independent variable, there is no option of requiring
a certain tolerance for a single independent variable. The one "cycle" or "step" of the
minimization algorithm is identified and the algorithm is terminated when the vector
distance moved in that step is fractionally smaller in magnitude than some tolerance
"ftol". The storage requirement is of the order of 0(N2).

6.2.3.3 Transformation solution using direction set optimization
The direction set method is implemented using a series of one-dimensional
minimization carried out by calling the function linear rhino, which constructs a pseudofunction of one variable called one dim funcO, which is the value of the function, along
the line going through the degrees of freedom degrees_of_freedom in the direction
direction sets. linear min() then calls the one-dimensional routines futic brak() (which
brackets the function) and parab interp() (which assumes the function is parabolic and
carries out one dimensional minimization using inverse parabolic interpolation) and
instructs them to minimize the objective function using one_dim_funcO. linear_min()
communicates with one_dim _ftinc() through global (external) variables. That is also how
it passes to one_dini_func() a pointer to the registration (objective) function

lirectioii set ohju iicO. I lie iiiai n i nd lididlicy about linear Mill() is that its use as an
interface between a multidimensional minimization strategy and a one-dimensional
minimization routine results in some unnecessary copying of vectors. This is not very
elegant, but it is not significant in terms of the overall computational burden. The
implementation of the direction set method requires storage of the order of 0(N 2). The
source code for the direction set method can be referred to in the relevant directory of
the Medical — Imaging toolbox. Explanation of the functions used in implementing the
direction set methods is summarized in table 63.

Idirection_set the main library routine that transforms the hat points onto the head
surface using direction set optimisation method to solve the registration problem
linear — min function used to carry out one dimensional minimization along a specific
direction
funcbrak : function that takes in two variables lying on the current function and returns
the ninirnurn
pir:ih interp : this returns the minimum of a function given a cost function, a starting
point, an end point and an intermediate point lying in between them
one dim func this carries out one dimensional minimisation of the cost (objective)
fit action
matrix: allocates memory for matrix structure
free matrix : frees the memory allocated for the named matrix
vector : allocates memory for a vector structure
free vector : frees the nimrv allocated for the named vector

Table 6.3. Explanation of the functions used in implementing the direction set method
solution to solve the registration problem

The main algorithm
n can then be sum inarized as shown in the pseudocode in figure 6.6.
BEGIN
Allocate vectors to hold initial degrees of freedom values,
and the initial direction sets obtained from the main driver;
Save the initial degrees of freedom;
WHILE True DO
BEGIN
Copy the direction sets;
Minimise one dimensionally (by calling linearminQ) along
each direction set and save the va]ue if it is the largest
decrease so far;
IF (current termination value < termination condition) THEN
Free all the vectors and exit the function;
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IF (number of iterations = Maximum iteration) THEN
Display error message and exit the function;
Construct the extrapolated point and the average direction
moved. Save the old starting points;
Get the function value at the extrapolated point;
IF (the minimum at the extrapolated degree of freedom
< the minimum at the initial degrees of freedom) THEN
BEGIN
Minimise one dimensionally along each direction set
at the minimum obtained from the extrapolated degrees
of freedom;
Move to the minimum of the new direction, and save the
new direction sets;
END;
END;
END;
Figure 6,6. Pseudocode of the direction set algorithm implemented in the cregister module

6.2.4 Obtaining MRI and PET points of correspondence using vorder
The MRI and PET points of correspondence are essential for the process of image
registration, due to the fact that the registration process minimises the two numerical
models obtained from the two images i.e. MRI and PET images. In this case, a novel
automatic algorithm was implemented to allow the user to obtain MRI and PET points of
correspondence. The algorithm assumes, that the PET image has been converted to the
hat points model and the MRI image has been converted to the head model. The
algorithm takes these numerical models and traces lines radially frorn the centre of the
PET image passing through the PET points to the boundaries of the larger MRI image,
recording the position of any MRI edge point that intersects it. If an MRI edge point was
intersected, then a PET and MRI points are recorded, otherwise the algorithm traces the
next line from the centre to the next hat point, and so on until all the PET points have
been traced through by lines drawn from the centre of the PET image. This is
implemented using a vroutine called vorder.
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The algorithm for vorder is shown in figure 6.7.

BEGIN
Variable declarations and initializations;
Error checkings;
Read in all the PET points into the PET data structure;
Read in the PET centroid data;
For each PET point, make a function call to find MRI_pts()
TunctiOn, to obtain the corresponding MRI point;
Set the marker flag if there are any PET points that have a
Lorrespondance with the MRI edge data;
Count the MRI points of correspondance that are reasonably
Eir apart;
Write the result to a file or save them as VIFF image;
Overwrite all the PET data file with the new PET points of
correspondance:
END:

• Implementation of the function find MRpts() that find points
• of correspondance using differential digital analyser line
• drawing algorithm
*1

mt find_MRIpts(MRI image, PET centroids, MRI data, colsize,
rowsi ze)
BEGIN
Initialize variables;
Find the distance between the current PET point and the
PET centroid;
Calculate the steps needed to increment the x and y values;
Draw a line from the centroid passing through the PET point;
IF (MRI edge point intersection is found) THEN
BEGIN
Set the z field in both the PET and MRI data structures
to 1 to mark that particular point of correspondance;
END;
END;
Figure 6.7. Pseudocode algorithm for vorder
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6.2.4.1 l ' r e-process j no methods
For MRI-PET coparoxysmal slices were used. CorrespondingR M IPET slices were ch
4-'
osenfrom a single patient data set. 2 pairs of MR[ and PET
corresponding slices were chosen from the cerebellar level of the paroxysmal patient. The
edge matching technique requires the MRI and PET slices to be
pr e-processed using
different methods. The pre-process i
ng methods are Summarized as shown in ligLire 6.8.
The cregistcr

module requires an MRI edge numerical data model, and a PET hat
numerical data model. Thus the MRI image have to be Converted to an MRI edge data
model using a sequence which includes edge
t detec ion and edge
i follow' ng. The PET
image have to be converted to a PET
hat numerical data model using a sequence which
includes edge detection, edge following, polygonal approximation and choosing the main
smoothed Contour points using features. The points of correspondence are then obtained
using the vorder vroutine. Figure 6.8 summarizes the main
pr e-processing methods
needed to pre-process both the MRI and PET images to prepare them for registration.
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Details of the pre-processing methods applied on MRI and PET slices are shown
in the Cantata visual program in figure 6.9.

I
Figure 6.9. Cantata visual program showing the pre-processing methods applied on PET
aacLMRT slices
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For MRI slices, the x and y pixel dimensions in meters were written to the
xviniage data structure using voxiufo. The slices were filtered using vlowpass with a 3x3
filter size and 8-pixel neighbourhood to reduce the noise level in the image, followed by
vhiboost with a 3x3 filter size and amplification factor of 3.0 to enhance the edge in the
image. The surface of the head was delineated by applying optimal edge detection using
vdrf followed by interactive edge following using heuredge with a threshold value of
255. Drawimage and blankimg were used to manually edit the slices especially in the
regions near the ears where it is difficult to delineate the edge correctly. The number of
points and the time taken to delineate the surface on each slice were recorded and
compared.
For PET slices, the x and y pixel dimensions in meters were written to the
xvimage data structure using voxinfo. The noise level in the PET slice was reduced by
applying a lowpass filter using vlowpass. Since it is difficult to see the edge clearly on
the PET slices, thus a highpass filter was applied to the slice using vhiboost (with
amplification factor of 1.0) in order to enhance the edge data. However, edge detection
and edge follow methods still failed because the surface of the head on most PET slices
is difficult to distinguish from the surrounding radioactive envelope. Thus, the surface of
the head on the PET slice, was delineated manually using drawirnage and blankirng. The
number of points and the time taken to delineate the surface on each PET slice were
recorded and compared. PET (hat) points were obtained using a polygonal approximation
algorithm via the vroutine vsrnooth followed by manually selecting points on the surface
of the head using the features hybrid routine. The points were selected in the clockwise
direction and are generated in an ASCII file. The centroid of the PET image was
calculated using features.
In the case of non-linear least squares fitting, MRI and PET points of
correspondence were obtained as follows. The MRI binary image, the ASCII files of the
PET (hat) points and centroids were passed to vorder to obtain MRI points that
correspond to each individual PET point. The points are generated in an ASCII file.
In the case of linear least squares fitting, MRI and PET manual shape points were
placed using the manual points option from the features hybrid routine, while the
automatic shape points were obtained by first extracting the corresponding regions of
interest from both the MRI and PET slices (e.g. frontal, temporal and occipital lobes)
using eclitimage and then passing each region of interest through features which
automatically calculates the centroid and the mean weighted radius points for the region
of interest.
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6.2.5 Experimental methods

In order to evaluate the co-registration software cregister, image registration
experiments using linear and non-linear least squares fitting techniques were carried out
using the pre-processed paroxysmal MRI and PET slices. The next sections provides
detailed explanation of the methods used to perform the experiments. All experiments
require the MRI and PET images to be pre-processed as described in section 6.2.4. The
experiments can then be performed by inputting the images and the image data to the
cregister module of the brain imaging software.

6.2.5.1 MRI-PET automatic image co-registration using linear least
squares fitting techniques
6.2.5.1.1 Aim
There are three main aims. Firstly, to verify and validate the cregister's linear
least squares fit registration procedure using simple and complex transformations.
Secondly, to register the PET and MRI images using a linear least squares fitting
procedure to determine the required registration transformation (and hence register the
images) based on a set of labelled feature points. Two different types of feature points are
used; the centroid and the radius weighted mean point. Thirdly, to quantify the accuracy
of the registration process using the labelled feature points.

6.2.5.1.2 Introduction
The experiments attempts a novel procedure for registering two dimensional
images based on the use of feature points to determine the rotation, scaling and translation
(RST) transformation required to bring two corresponding sections into alignment. This
method is not based on the presence of fiducial marks in the tissue and is totally
automated. Additionally, this method works on the extracted contours of the images rather
than the image themselves, and is thus computationally very efficient. A linear least
squares fitting procedure is developed and implemented within cregister which is used
to determine the required registration transformation based on a set of labelled feature
points. Two different methods for determining labelled feature points representing specific
shape characteristics of the contours are developed and evaluated. One method utilizes
manually chosen control points which represent specific features that are identifiable and
stable in at least neighbouring sections. These results are compared to a second method
which utilizes characteristic shape points and requires no manual intervention. The use
of shape points for registration has been mentioned by Mitchie and Aggarwal (Ref. 123).
Shape points are unique to a specific shape and describe specific properties but do not
necessarily lie on the shape itself. Examples of shape points are the centroid and weighted
mean radius point. Shape points have been evaluated in the current experiment which
provide good registration accuracy in the case of complex shapes which do not have an
exact match.
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6.2.5.1.3 Methods
The methods performed can be divided into three parts. Firstly, verification and
validation of the functionality of the Cregister's linear least squares registration procedure
using simple and complex transformations. Secondly, quantification of the accuracy of the
registration process using model shapes, and characteristic shape points. Thirdly, the
registration of the original MRI and PET images using the most accurate registration
method determined from the experiments, and the medical evaluation of the registered
i nages.

6.2.5.1.3.1 Verification of the Functionality of the cregister module
Six points were placed in ASCII file to represent the master model, then the same
six points were halved in size (i.e. a scaling of 0.5 was applied to them) in order to
represent the current model. Both files were passed to cregister and the least squares
registration option was chosen to register the points. The re g istration values were
recorded, and used in verifying the functionality of cregister.
In order to validate the functionality of cregister and evaluate the registration
process, two different shapes were examined to determine the effectiveness of the
proposed registration methods. The first shape is a closed model contour obtained from
a traced surface contour of the MRI image of the surface of the head, with RST
transformation; of rotation = 20 (leg, scaling 0.5 and X and Y translation = 3.5;
applied to it. Experiments with this type of contour permitted the registration procedures
to be evaluated under controlled conditions with no shape deformation. Figure 6. 10 shows
the visual program used to transform the image.
The transformed MRI image can now be called the current image, while the
orci ial MRI image is called the master image. Registering the current image with the
master image was carried out by selecting 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 manual feature points
from the delineated contours of both images using the hybrid routine features. The data
are inputted to the cregister module and the least squares registration button was clicked
from the registration menu, in order to register the images and obtain the standard
deviation and the root mean squared error of the linear least squares theory. The root
mean squared error and the standard deviation were used to determine the accuracy of the
registration between the master and tH current n:ew 'Hu

c.

ata

iiai program show ne the steps used in translorming the image
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The second shape consLed of 8 manual shape points placed on both the master
MRI image and the current MRI image obtained using the same RST transformation. In
both cases the accuracy of the registration with increasing number of points were
recorded, compared and use(] to validate the cregisler module and evaluate the
effectiveness of the registration method using the linear least squares fitting procedure.

6.2.5.1.3.2 Quantification of the accuracy of the MRI-PET registration
process by registering model shapes using manual and automatic feature
points
Although many registration and matching procedures have been proposed in recent
years, little work was done to quantify their accuracy. The main question in the current
experiment concerns determination of the minimum number of points required to provide
a 'good fit" between the two sets of feature points and the associated contours. This
question has been addressed by calculating the root mean squared error (R.M.S) for the
fit between feature point sets as a function of the number of feature point sets. The
R.M.S provides a good measure of the registration accuracy of the feature points.
The model shape used consisted of contours of the hypermetabolic regions from
the PET image (current slice) and their corresponding structures from the MRI image
(master slice), in which the shape of the structures is somewhat different due to the
different acquisition methods, and omission of data from a number of intervening
sections. 6 manual shape points were placed on the frontal (2 points), left and right
temporal (I point on each) and occipital lobes (2 points) from both the PET and MRI
slices, since these are stable structures that are clistincintly observed on both slices. The
points were placed using features. The data inputted to the cregister module and the
effect of increasing the number of points on the accuracy of the registration method was
measured and recorded.
In the case of registration using characteristic shape points, the aim was to develop
an effective method that can be used to automate the overall registration process, using
various characteristic shape points. Mitchie and Aggarwal used the centroid and weighted
mean radius as shape points and demonstrated that these two points undergo the same
RST transfromation as other contour points (Ref. 123). Thus the centroid and weighted
mean radius point were reasonable choices as shape points since they represent
information from all contour points and were relatively uninfluenced by poorly behaved
portions of the contours. However, they are only 2 points which is insufficient to
calculate the required RST transfromation parameters as shown from the results of the
previous experiments. Thus other shape points were evaluated in an attempt to increase
the number of shape points as well as represent different features of the contours. The
most effective method found involved calculation of the centroid and weighted mean
radius point for each of the separate contours comprising a specific brain structure.
For this method, two corresponding MRI and PET slices are needed. The slices
were pre-processed as described in section 6.2.4 to obtain the various structures of the
brain shown by the hypometaholic regions on the PET slice. Four pairs of centroids and
radius weighted mean points were obtained by obtaining the region of interest of each
structure using editimage and then using that in features to obtain the shape points, thus

gi ing a total of 8 cii ffercnt characteristic shape point; for the entire shape which is
enough for the registration process. The accuracy of this registration with the increasing
number of points was recorded and compared with the accuracy of the registration using
manual points.

6.2.5.1.3.3 Registration of original PET and MRI imagges
characteristic shape points
PET and MRI slices and the ASCII data files were inputted in the relevant slots
of the

cregister's GUT. Cregister was then executed, the registration subforrn called and

the least squares fitting option clicked, in order to register the original images. Correction
for any mis-registration was carried out using the interactive image manipulation facility
of cregister. The transformed PET image was then overlayed onto the MRI image, by
selecting the 'ROl TRANSFER" option from the main menu, and cliping the whole of
the PET image and overlaying it onto the MRI image. An output image filename was
placed in the relevant place in the file submenu, to save the MR[ and transformed PET
image as two images displayed simlultaneously. The iRI-PET registered image was then
medically evaluated.
The method was repeated using 2 different MRI and PET slices, and the results
were compared and discussed. The transformed PET image was then overlayed on top
of the MRI image by clicking on the "ROI TRANSFER' option using the mouse, and
outlining the PET image, and transferring it onto the MRI image.
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6.2.5.2 Retrospective MRL-PET image co-registration b y non-linear least
squares fitting of MRI and PET points of correspondance using the
downhill simplex and direction set optimization methods
1 Aim
In this case the registration problem is viewed as a statistical estimation problem,
and the aim is to fit the PET hat points model (model) to the MRI head surface model
(real world model). The aims can be devided into four parts. Firstly, the verification and
validation of cregister's downhill simplex and direction set optimization routines on fitting
the two models. Secondly, developing suitable and robust numerical models from the
images, to investigate the properties of using the downhill simplex and direction set
optimization routines for model fitting, and hence image registration, and to determine
the best initial parameter estimates (degrees of freedom) that can be used for the
registration process.
Thirdly, to investigate the increase of the number of manual and characteristic shape
points on the registration accuracy using both the simplex and the direction set
optimization routines. Fourthly, to register the original MRI and PET images
automatically by using the simplex and direction set optimization routines to minimize the
distance between the NIR1 and PET points of correspondance.

6.2.5.2.2_Introduction

I
The re g istranon problem or dissimilir is ccc cc vic'.ved as a s1ctstic Di
marion problem: the estimation of the parameters of a mathematical model. The
mathematical model is here the registration model which includes the geometrical
transformations. In this context the significant changes that have to be detected are
outliers which cannot be corrected by the registration model. The problem of estimating
the registration parameters is therefore a problem of robust estimation in the presence of
severe outliers. This modelling situation is unusual because one of the goals of accurately
estimating the model parameters is to permit a correct visualization of outliers (i.e.
dissimilarities). The interest of these considerations is not purely aesthetical. They will
allow the transposition of the methodology of system modelling (Ref. 124 & 125) to the
medical imaging field. This methodology consists in first selecting a mathematical model,
second selecting a convenient identification criterion (the similarity criterion), and third
using numerical techniques to optimize the criterion with respect to the model parameters
(degrees of freedom).
The aim of the registration model is to correct for the differences in acquisition
conditions. Classically and because of computational time considerations, the selected
registration model represents only a drastic simplification of the changes in the acquisition
procedure. Most often it only includes a bidimensional translation (Ref. 126). A more
sophisticated registration model include the geometrical transformations. The
determination of the transformations to be considered can be derived from the a priori
knowledge concerning the acquisition conditions and the imaging devices.

-
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Bidi niensional translation remains a fundamental part of the geometrical
registration model but a rotation must often be taken into account to efficiently
compensate for the variations of position of the object in the field of the imaging device.
The necessity of adding magnification to the registration model, depends on the
characteristic of the imaging process. In this case the PET images are reconstructed on
a 128x128 matrix while the MRI are reconstructed on a 256x256 matrix.
Thus the most suitable registration model is a 4-parameter (degrees of freedom)
registration model consisting of the product of:
- a bidimensional translation Tx,y with x and y shifts (in pixels)
- a rotation Rr with an angle r (in radians)
- a magnification Mh with a ration h
The 4-parameter vector p of the registration is
p = (h, r, x, y)
As discussed in section 6.2.2. 1, several similarit y criteria have been proposed,
however in this case the most suitable similarity criterion was found to be the sum of the
distances between each PET hat point and the head model. From this an objective
function was constructed which has to minimized.
The estimation of the registration model parameters is achieved by maximizing the
selected similarity criterion. Finding this maximum by s y stematic calculations of the
criterion of every possible value of the registration parameters leads to enormous
calculation times. In order to diminish the volume of computations, it is possible to use
optimization techniques as is currently done in the modelling context (Ref. 125). In this
context two optimization techniques which do not require the calculation of derivatives;
namely the downhill simplex (Ref. 118) and the direction set method (Ref. 120) have
been adapted, implemented and tested. The optimal estimation parameters derived by the
optimization routine, are then applied to the PET image space, to transform it into the
MRI image space.
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Hire 6. 11. Diagram showin g the mechanism of opti ii ii ngjhe PET and NI RI numerical
models

6.2.5.2.3_Mctliods
2 pairs of MRI & PET iniages at the cerehellar level were used to carr y out the
various experiments. In this case the MRI is the master slice while the PET is the current
slice.

6.2.5.2.3.1 Verification of the [unction-hit of the cregister module's
optimization routines
Six points were placed in ASCII file to represent the master model, then the same
six points were halved in size (i.e. a scaling of 0.5 was applied to them) in order to get
the current model. Both files were passed to cregister and the downhill simplex and
direction set registration options were chosen to register the points. The registration
veT ucs were recorded, end used ill cii tv I n the functionality of cregister.
In order to veT id:itr' the I n cci OnJ] I tv of cregister and evaluate the registration
roccs. two dillcrcni shenes \\Cic C\eIIlincd to dctciininc the ficchvcncs of the

proposed registration methods. The first shape is a closed model MRI contour of the
surface of the head obtained from a traced surface contour of the MRI image of the head,
with RST transformation; of rotation = 20 deg, scaling = 0.5 and X and Y translation
= 3.5; applied to it to produce the transformed (current) contour. Experiments with this
type of contour permitted the registration procedures to be evaluated under controlled
conditions with no shape deformation.
Registering the current image (PET) with the master image (MRI) was carried out
by selecting 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 manual feature points from the delineated contours of
both images using the hybrid routine features. The data were inputted to the cregister
module and the registration options of the downhill simplex and direction set were chosen
from the registration menu, to register the images and obtain the standard deviation and
the root mean squared error of the optimization routines. The root mean squared error
and the standard deviation were evaluated to indicate the accuracy of the registration
between the master and the current feature point sets.

6.2.5.2.3.2 Investigation of the properties of the downhill simplex and
(liiCCtiOfl set optiimzation routines
The 2 pairs ot, MRl and PVI 111 1,1^l cs ol tIc surlacc of hc licad were pre-processed
as described in section 6.2.4 to get the contour points of correspondance. The preprocessed images and the data files were inputted to the cregister software, and
optimization using the downhill simplex routine option was chosen from the registration
menu, and the transformation parameters at each iteration and the functions minimum
are saved in a file. The properties of the downhill simplex and direction set optimization
routines were investigated by providing the software with initial parameter estimates
ranging from p = (0, -20, -20, -20) to p = (20, 20, 20, 20), the time taken for the registration, the degrees of freedom, the value of the least squared distance function, the
number of iterations, the root mean squared error of the registration (misregistration) and
the standard deviation were recorded. The experiment was repeated with increasing
number of points of correspondance. Graphs of the least squared distance function against
the variations in each parameter (degree of freedom) and of the least sqaured distance
function against the number of iterations were plotted and discussed. From the results the
best initial degrees of freedom (parameter estimates) for both optimization routines was
determined and used in the next experiment.

6.2.5.2.3.3 Investigtton of the effect of increasing the number of
automatic and manual shape points on the registration accuracy
the model shape used consists of contours of the hypermetabo]ic regions from the
PLI lange (current slice) and their corresponding structures from the MRI image (master
slice), in which the shape of the structures is somewhat different due to the different
acquisition methods, and omission of data from a number of intervening sections. 6
manual shape points were placed on the frontal (2 points), left and right temporal (1 point
on each) and occipital lobes (2 points) from both the PET and MRI slices, since these are
stable structures that are clistincintly observed on both slices. The points were placed
dn g fe atu res. The data inputted to the cregkl r module and the effect of increasin g the
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number of points on the accuracy of the registration using both the donwhill simplex and
direction set optimization routines was measured and recorded.
In the case of registration using characteristic shape points. The slices were preprocessed as described in section 6.2.4 to obtain the various structures of the brain shown
by the hypometabolic regions on the PET slice. Four pairs of centroids arid radius
weighted mean points were obtained by obtaining the region of interest of each structure
using editimage and then using that in features to obtain the shape points, thus giving a
total of 8 different characteristic shape points for the entire shape which is enough for the
registration process. The accuracy of this registration with the increasing number of
points for both optimization routines was recorded and compared with the accuracy of the
registration using manual points.
Also the registration accuracy iii both cases was compared with the registration
accuracy using the linear least squares fitting technique.

6.2.52.3.4 i-ti ruatic MRI-IET urn geco-registrition by niininhizing the
distances between the p oints of correspoiidance
The results from the previous experi merits showed that the best registration method
is to minimize the distance between either the manual or the characteristic shape points
iteratively using a non-linear least squares fitting routine. Also it was found that the best
optimization routine is the direction set method with initial parameter estimates of scaling
= 0, rotation = 0, x and y translations = 0. PET and MRI slices and the ASCII data
files were inputted in the relevant slots of the cregister GUL Cregister was then
executed, the registration subform called and the least squares fitting option clicked, in
order to register the original images. Correction for an y mis-registration was carried out
using the interactive image manipulation facility ofcregister. The transformed PET image
was then overlayed onto the MRI image, by selecting the "ROT TRANSFER" option from
he main menu, and cliping the whole of the PET image and overlaying it onto the MRI
inage. An output image filename was placed in the relevant place in the file subnienu,
to save the MRI and transformed PET image as two images displayed simlultaneously.
The MRI-PET registered image was then medically evaluated.
The method was repeated using 2 different MRI and PET slices, and the results
were compared and discussed. The transformed PET image was then overlayed on top
of the MRI image by clicking on the "ROl TRANSFER" option using the mouse, and
outlillin u the PET i mnuge, and transferring
rig it onto the MR I image.

6.2.6 The registration software (cre(gister module)
The cregister xvroutine forms the co-registration module of the brain imaging
software. It consists of 22 main files, containing various functions that allow the user to
display and register the two images. This sections starts by looking at the architecture of
cregister, followed by details on implementation of point transfer, region of interest
transfer between the two images and interactive measurement between two points on the
image. The full source code for cregister is available in the relevant directory in the
Niedical Imaging toolbox, and a very good user manual is available in appendix VII.

6.2.6.1 Cregister architecture
The cregister software consists of the following files each containing specialised
uflCtiOflS.
1) cregister. h : the header file contai us the declaration of the global variables and the
datastructure used to control the input to the co-registration software
2) cregister.c : the main driver for the co-registration software
3) lcregister.c : file containing the main algorithm for controlling the files read in and the
soliciting of the menu commands
4) get_tran.c : this file contains functions that obtain the transformation parameters and
the standard deviation and root mean squared (r.m,$) error
5) init.c : contains functions that read the data from the various files into the relevant data
structures
6) matrix.c : contains functions that allocate and release memory needed to setup the
various matrices
7) vector.c : contains functions that allocate and release memory needed to setup the
various vectors
S) matrixcalc.c : contains functions that carry out various matrix operations such as
multiplication, addition and finding the inverse of a matrix
9) run_file.c contains functions that converts the data to pixrnap ready for printing
10) run_interactive contains functions that are needed for enabling the user to carry out
interactive registration on the images
11) run register : contains functions that process the data and makes function calls to the
relevant registration routine
12) direction seth : header file contains definitions needed for the direction set
optimisation method (Powell) routine
13) direction_set.c : file contains the main driver for the direction set optimisation method
14) ldirection_set.lib : file contains the main driver for the direction set optimisation
algorithm
15) linearmin.h : header file contains definition of variables needed to carry out one
dimensional minisation
file containing the main driver for the one dimensional linear
16) linearmin . lib
minimisation routine
17) simp]ex.h header file containing the definition of variables needed for the downhill
simplex routine
18) simplexdrv.c file contains the main driver for the downhill simplex optimisation
routine
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19) lsi Ili p! ex. lih : flle coi1taiii thc algori hni br the dowiihihl siniplex Optiniisa(ion routine
20) heastsq.h : file contains the d1iiiitins of variables needed b
y the least squares routine
21) leastsqdrv.c : file containing the main driver for the least squares routine
22) Ieastsquares. 1 ib File containing the al g orithm for the least squares routine
Table 6. I. Table showing the various functions needed for the implementation of the coregistration software

The interaction between the main modules (functions) of the software can be summarized
as shown in figure 6.12.

NO

Hiirc6. 121 . The. i n teract,01,hetwccji the various co

onciit ol crgistcr

6.2.6.2 Point transfer
This is used to transfer any pixel of the PET mage onto any locaon of the MRI
image. This is implemented in the lcregister.c file. The algorithm for this is shown in
figure 6.13.
BEGIN
Input the images and data files;
Register the images;
Click the PET pixel to be moved using the left mouse button;
Move the mouse to the MRI image area;
Click on that location to overwrite the MRI image pixel with
the PET image pixel;
Click on the mouse middle button to see the number of pixels
transferred, and exit the point transfer function;
END;
Figure 6.13. Point transfer algorithm in pseudocode
The point transfer function is implemented using an event handler called
get pointQ. which can be referred to in the relevant directory of the Medical Imaging
toolbox

6.2.6.3 Region of interest (ROl) transfer
This is used to transfer any region of interest (ROT) of pixels of the PET image
onto any location of the MRI image. This is implemented in the lcregister.c file. The
algorithm for this is shown in figure 6.14.
BEGIN
Input the images and data files;
Register the images;
Click the PET pixel to be moved using the left mouse button;
Move the mouse to mark the end of the region of interest;
('lick on the PET image using the middle mouse button to mark the end of ROT
location;
Move the mouse to the desired point on the MRI image;
Click on the mouse right button to transfer the region of
interest (ROt) consisting of the PET image to the MRI image.
The algorithm then exits displaying the number of points
transferred;
END;
Figure 6.14. Region of Interest tranfer algorithm in pseudocode
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The region of interest transfer function is implemented using an event handler
called get_roiO. This function can be used to transfer any region in the transformed PET
image to the MRI image.

6.2.6.4 Distance measurements between two points on an image
This is used to measui-e We distance between any two points on the image
displayed. It is implemented in the lcregister.c file. The algorithm for this is described
in section 5.3.4.7.3 and is shown in figure 5.35.
However, in this case the algorithm is implemented using an event handler called
measureO. When this algorithm terminates it returns control back to the main menu loop
implemented in the Icregister.c file.

6.3 Morphological-neuro-electromagnetiC image registration
This section reviews the morphological-neuro-electromagnetic image registration
problem, and develops software specification and discusses the implementation of a
software that can register morphological images such as MRI onto neuroelectromagnetic
images such as EEG, MEG and MFT.

6.3.1 Review of biomagnetic image reconstruction
During data acquisition with SQUID sensors each detector around the volume
conductor measures the magnetic field contributions from the impressed neuronal current
density j 1 as well as volume current contributions from the current density j in tissue
embedding the nerves. The total measured current density i is given by

1(r)- o(r)vV

j(r)= j(r)+ j(r)
where

= the total current density
the impressed neuronal current density
= volume current contributions from the current density
in the glial cells
V = electric potential
= electrical conductivity
r = position vectors in detector space
It produces the magnetic induction B according to the Biot-Savart law:

= .±2

4tt

J

jr) + j-') >(r --r')
r' I

where r and r' denote position vectors in detector (or sample) space and source space,
respectively, and io is the magnetic permeability. Comparing this to the inhomogeneous
Fredholm equation of the first kind:

t)= j K(t,s f(s) ds
where d is the domain of 1.
It can be said that g(t) (which is the image) is the same as B(r), f(s) (which is the

object to be reconstructed) is the same as ji and K(t,$) is the Kernel which is similar to
the lead field or confi g uration matrix, and the point of the biomagnetic inverse problem
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i a rccoastruct (esti nate) the njl icd current densities (ji) from a measurement of the
magnetic fields (image points) over the volume of a conductor b y applying the inverse to
the lead field matrix.
For the purpose of image reconstruction, the Blot-Savart's law may be written in
the following matrix form (Ref. 127):
[B] = {W][A][DL] ......... ............ (6.3.1.1)

MI

Here [W] is a block matrix whose members are 3x3 matrices whose configuration is
determined by the cross product relationship and whose members are the x, y, and z
components of the distance between a sampling point and current element. The matrix
[W] can be written as:

[W]=
WmV

where a typical element

Of

the matrix

[\\T] is a 30 matrix detind as:

r'-w],

-

z

= 1 lit! -

-

r

DI17, X

0

where rn and rm are the locations or the rit current element and mth field sample point,
respectively as shown in figure 6. 15, and rmn , x is the x component of (nfl - r' n).

Figure 6.15. Schematic representation of tile source region and sampling space.
Reconstruction space and source region should be the same.

The matrix [A], in equation 6.3. 1. 1, specifies the orientation of each current
Clement. The a, b and c values are the direction cosines of the current elements with the
x, y and z axis. respectively. The matrix [A] can be written as

S
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0

000,..bN
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00...
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The [DL] vector specifies the magnitude of each current element.
[DL] = [ I dlii Idl2i .....IdIN! ]T
The x, y and z components of the magnetic field can be solved from equation 6.3.3. 1. 1.
For the special case of current elements constrained to lie in the x-y plane, the z direction
cosines, i.e. the 'c' values, are all zero. From equation 6.3. 1. 1, the following are
bLiined:

[Bx = [kzj[hIDL
[By] = [-Rz][aDL]
[Bz] = [Ry][aDL] - [Rx][hDLI

where the vectors [ and [DL], and [b] and [DLI have been combined such iha:

[DL] =

[ a 1 d1 1 a 2 d1 2 . .

.açilN]

LJUDLI = {},d1. b:di:. . bd11] T
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The matrix [Rz] is defined as
r112 r 12,

.

.

r212 1 22.z

[Rj

4it I rm

.
.

z

1MN,

where rmn,z is the z component of (rm-rn). The number of columns of [Rz] is equal to
the number of voxels and the number of rows is equal to the number of magnetic field
sample points. The matrices [Rx] and [Ry] can be defined in a similar way to [Rz].
At this point several alternatives surface for the solution of the biomagnetic inverse
problem. One alternative is to solve for the direction cosines [a] or [b] and the magnitude
of the current elements [DL], using only the x and y components of the field. Thus
solution for the mi n mum norm y ield the value ot the current elements:
[B;.]
( [R] [R] )
T
T)
1 [
([- R ] [-R]
[-aDL] = [R]
B y]
[bDL] = [R]

[DL] = [\/JaDL) 2 + ( bDL) 2 J

.3.1.2)
... (6.3.1.3)

. . . (6.3.1.4)

It the direction ol the current Ho\v k desired, it ma y he tmmna b y sorio eaatmOmLs
6.. I .2-6.a. 1.4 for the a and b values of the direction Cosines.
Fio\\'ever, in general the 1-ecoustruct1011 )r( ess is inaccurate simice noise and
instability with respect to perturbation of the magnetic field due to magnetically silent
currents and the availability of more current points than magnetic field points. This makes
the inverse problem ill-posed (non-unique). The effect of noise in practice will often be
to displace the magnetic field data out of the range of the lead field, and hence
correspondence between magnetic fields and current densities is lost, thus the inversion
process results in meaningless solutions.
Also the inversion of the matrix is discontinuous due to the fact that it is
commonly singular. In such cases the current densities reconstruction is characterised by
extreme instability with respect to perturbations of the magnetic field data. The methods
if regularization provides a remedy for these difficulties. Stability or smoothness in the
econstruction is restored by imposing constraints on the class of allowable objects and
b y re!axinn. the reiturcmen i s r a comi:nletelv data conislcmit soluton (Ref 1

In gcncril terms, 10
li g Lishows
re (.
that the biomagnet ic Ill verse problem involve
a trade off between two optilulizations: the areeiiient between the current densities
obtained from the inversion process and the actual current densities, or sharpness" of
mapping between estimated and true solution (denoted A), and smoothness or stability of
the solution (denoted B). Among all possible solutions, shown in figure 6. 16 as the shaded
region, those on the boundary connecting the unconstrained ni n mu in of A and
unconstrained niini mum of B are the "best' solutions, in the sense that every other
solution is dominated by at least one solution on the curve.
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Figure 6. 16. Graphical representation of inverse problem solutions.

Regularization techniques such as maximum entropy proposed by Jaynes (Ref.
129) selects the solution that has the greatest entropy defined by

S

= -

p

1

log

f.
where P, = _____

where f is quantity of interest
and (m1 ) is an initial model
as the best set of solLitions Permitted by the data.
Usually the forward biomagnetic problem has a unique solution, thus in practice
a good way in solving the inverse problem is to compare it with the forward problem
solutions. The forward Problem is described next.

6.3.2 Review of the hiomagnetic forward problem
Since the electrical currents generated by sources in the brain are volume
conducted through brain, cerebrospinal fluid, skull and scalp to the recording instruments,
then localized sources are spread over a considerable area of scalp and the potentials
measured at a scalp site represents the summation of signals from many sources over
much of the brain. The simplest way to reduce the distortion due to the point spread
function is to take the Laplacian in two dimensions about each electrode. However,
implementation details are not straightforward. Another improvement in distortion is
possible by using a finite element method and estimates of the conductivity properties of
the tissue between brain and scalp surfaces to estimate the potentials which would actually
be recorded on the surface of the brain. Thus the forward problem for an arbitrary source
and a given arrangement of detectors is used to evaluate the lead field (Kernal) throughout
the source volume (which can be a specific part of the brain). In order to do that
realistically, a more realistic brain model needs to be developed, since the multiconductivity spherical model is poor when the temporal and frontal regions are included
or when measurements cover a large area on the head.
To approximate the conductivity geometry, the cranium can be divided into three
interfaces; the air-scalp, scalp-skull and skull-brain interfaces. Hamalainen and Sarvas
constructed a finite element model of the skull-brain interface by manually dividing the
shape of the inner surface of an anatomically accurate skull model into a network (mesh)
of triangles (Ref. 130). This model is used to solve the forward problem (which has a
unique solution), by finding the electric potential V and magnetic field B (resulting from
internal current generators) at a given point on the surface using surface integrals.
Comparison with the sphere model were then carried out to pinpoint areas where
the homogeneous conductor model provides essential improvements in the calculation of
the magnetic field. The advantage of the finite element method is the ability to assign and easily change - conductivity information for each element of the volume.

(). 3.31R1-ELCJ co-regkt rit toil tC()!1i(jil(
6.3.3.1 Overview
It is difficult to relate EEG recordings with patients anatomy. A first step towards
njrovcment being conducted in research centres throughout the world, is to estimate the
position, orientation, and strength of the sources of the electromagnetic brain activity,
v.hiçli are assumed to - have a dipole-like nature (Ref. 131 & 22).
A commonly used simplification in source estimation models is the representation
of the head by a layered spherical conductor with homogeneous and isotropic properties
is shown in fi g ure 6.17 (Ref. 132).

back view

right view

top view

wU to
k.
}:jii 6. 17. Visualization of a calculated dixiC fl
view) of the sphere that is used to mode] the head. The dipole location is indicated by a
ittle dot and its orientation by a line segment attached to it. The coordinate axes through
The preauricular points and nasion are indicated by dotted lines.
Projections of this sphere, as shown in figure 6. 17, are frequently used for
visualization of the dipoles. The most important limitations of this type of visualization
are the lack of correlation with anatomical structures, and the fact that there is no
Iccd hack On how the sphere tits the surface of 1w head

Registration of dipole data with CT and MRI solves these visualization problems.
There are various ways to register dipoles with tomographic images. Givens (Ref. 22)
brings the spatial positions of the electrodes, into agreement with skin surface data
obtained from MRI, by minimizing the mean distance to the skin surface for all
electrodes. Another method is to define anatomical landmarks on the patient, e.g. the
nasion and preauricular points, which determine a coordinate system that is used in dipole
calculations. The most accurate method of marker guided registration is the one used by
Van den Eisen et al. (Ref. 132) in which a marker design is presented that indicates the
reference points on the skin with subslice accuracy, even when located in an interslice
ap. An accurate match is thus provided with low resolution in the direction perpendicular
to the slices as well as in high resolution images. Details of both of these methods are
discussed next.

6.3.3.2 External marker guided registration EEG dipole data with MRI

6!33.2.1 Registration
In the interpretation of the EEG data an orthonormal coordinate system is used for
the source estimation. The coordinate system is based on the reference points discussed
in section 6.3.3.1 and shown in figure 6.17. The line through the preauricular points was
taken as the y-axis, the line through the nasion which intersects the y-axis perpendicularly
was taken as the x-axis, and the line through the origin perpendicular to the x and y-axes
was taken as the z-axis. The coordinates of the electrodes with respect to the described
coordinate system were determined by measuring the linear distances from each electrode
to all three reference points. The origin and the radius of the sphere that fits the
electrodes best were calculated. This sphere was used as a model of the head in the
irce estimation.
External markers were chosen as the anatomical reference points and used to
register the dipole data with morphological MRI images, since automatic detection of the
cference points in the images not feasible, and interactive definition by an operator is
ubjective, inaccurate and time consuming. Since the size of the voxels is known from
I ic acquisition protocol, the dipole coordinate system was reconstructed in the images,
wJ llcflcc hc ii:c Lii \cc

0.3.3.2.2 Exter,ial inarL('rs
criteria:

For this particular re g istration a marker was designed that meets the following

1) able to designate points with subslice accuracy
) capable of finding reference poi nts slightly outside the scanned
) easily applicable to the patients skin
4) accurately replaceable
) MRI compatible
6) automatic detection feasible

volume

The marker designed is shown in figure 6.18. The vertex indicated as 'pointer
was used to designate the reference point by constructing two intersecting lines through
the centres of the two liquid columns, thus providing accurate replaceability. The marker
was attached to the skin of the patient with sticky tape.

synthetic material
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6.3.3.2.3 Data acquisitjo1
The MR images were obtained from a Philips Gyroscan S!5 which is a 1.5 Tesla
::itc!nnc, and a Gyroscan T5 which is a 0.5 Tesla machine. The slices were oriented
tl)proximately parallel to the skull base. The source estimation software used models of
he head as a sphere with three layers represents the scalp, skull, and brain. A time
vindow was chosen, and within that window the location, orientation, and strength of a
hxed set of dipoles was estimated. The input data were obtained with 32 scalp electrodes
placed according to the 10-20 system. The occipital anchor frontal electrodes are
metimes deliberately left out the sphere fitting, to arrive at sphere that better fits the
cad ncar the dipoIc.

6.3.3.2.4 Visualization
Two visualization methods were used. Both model the dipole as a small sphere at
the location of the estimated source, with a small rod protruding in the direction of the
dipole orientation, the length of the rod representing its strength. One method involves
taking cross sections through the sphere and rod, thus showing the dipole in the original
slices. The sequential slices can be displayed successively in one window, for a more 3D
insight. The second method is a volume visualization method, resulting in 3D views of
the cortex combined with the sphere and rod.

6.3.3.3 Automatic EEG-MRI registration
This method is based on 3D surface matching technique similar to the one
described in section 6. 1. 1.2. 1. The 3D rendered MR images and the di gitized positions
of the EEG electrodes were aligned by iteratively computing the x, y, z translation and
x, y, z axis rotations. This is done for each electrode by finding the distance to the closest
point (surface normal) on the scalp surface MRI contours and minimizing the mean
distance for all electrodes, the process is repeated until a pre-defined tolerance level is
reached (Ref. 22). With MR images that have a 3mm inter-slice spacing, a mean error
distance better than 2mm was achieved. This method is more accurate and less subjective
than marker guided registration such as the one described in section 6.3.3.2.

6.3.4 MRI-MEG co-registration techniques
6.3.4.1 Overview
It is difficult to relate MEG data, or even MEG brainmaps derived from MEG
data, with the patient's anatomy. Thus, in order for MEG data to have any medical
significance (e.g. in diagnosis and prognosis of neurological diseases and in experimental
brain research), the internal current source distributions within the conductor have to be
estimated by solving the biomagnetic inverse problem using the SQUID-based
magnetometer output and a particular model for the conductor. The two dimensional
reconstructed intracranial current sources can then be visualized using arrows to indicate
relative strength and direction of the current density and overlayed onto three dimensional
morphological MR image.
Estimates for the spatial resolution of MEG based on over-simplified models or
unnecessarily general models can be misleading. An accuracy of one to a few millimetres
h, ' is been quoted from studies with point source models, whilst an unnecessarily poor
isolution limit results when an unconstrained distribution of sources is allowed to extend
into regions which are inaccessible to the measurements (Ref. 134). In order to correlate
the results of single point-like (current dipole) neuronal activities with morphology,
ittempts have been made to plot the equivalent current dipole parameters onto CT (Ref.
2) and MR slices (Ref. 135), showing that a very good description of the data can be
provided with point source solutions at selected points in time using the approach of
:LIHi: the volume conductor as a simple geometric body of homogeneous

conductivit y , i.e. in the torin Of a sphere in the case ot the head. as shown in figure 6. 19.
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FiEure 6.19. (A) Lucite sphere with current dipole supported by a rod inside it. (B)
Isofield contours at !OO-tT intervals obtained from field values iiieasured at locations
denoted b y + (field emerging from the surface) and - (field entering the surface). (C)
Corresponding deduced locations of the current dipole for the sets of measurements with
the origin denoting the actual location of the dipole.

However, in the case of imaging complex current sources (which is essential from
the medical perspective) it is necessary to correlate location, extension and direction of
neuronal activities (i.e. the overall depth sensitivity) with morphological structures, thus
radiometer type and baseline, and the overall sensor geometry as well as a less
restrictive model than the spherical model are needed.
A less restrictive head model is needed to account tor the different curvatures of
the human brain, and hence to be able to define the appropriate sphere that is well
adapted to the total head, skull, brain or to local structures. A very direct way is to use
a non-linear least squares fit algorithm to fit a sphere to the surface boundary of the
morphological structure. A more accurate model is to use complete three dimensional
morphological information from MR images for the description of the volume conductor.
Local conductivity inhomogeneities should be included if a priori knowledge from MR
images is available, for example, for cortical sources it could be assumed that the dipoles
are located on the surface of the cortex with dipole moment being oriented perpendicular
t o the surface. It might also be possible in some cases to specify a lower limit for the
c5stance between two dipoles representing the distance between two gyri or two areas of
the cortex. Also, neurophysiological a priori knowledge could be used to specify
constraints Hr the time co'irse of the iT)lO IllDfllCfll\ (Pol

l)tails of a method using a combination of current source density calculations,
tiriar estimation (regularization) methods for handling the inverse problem and marker
guided registration for registration of MEG-MRI images allowing the imaging of
impressed current source density in arbitrary volume conductors (Ref. 136) is discussed
next.

6.3.4.2 External marLerguid(l registration of i\ IL(1-\I RI ini
6.3.4.2.1 Measurements and MEG data acquisition
The measurement paradigm consisted of alternately applied intracutaneous painful
electrical stimulation at the tip of the left middle finger and 3 seconds later an auditory
stimulation (lkI-Iz) of the left ear. The auditory stimulus served as a request for the
subject's assessment of the pain associated with stimulus to the finger: it may be expected
to be accompanied by a combination of neuronal activities - auditory response,
expectation of the auditory stimulus and cognitive processing. This complex sequence was
chosen in order to demonstrate the imaging of complex source activation. The interstimulus interval was randomized between 10 and 30 seconds. The measurements were
carried out with a one channel SQUID system (second order gradiometer, baseline 5.0cm)
sequentially at 7*7 equidistant detector positions (spacing 2.0cm) in a plane on the
contralateral side to the stimulated ear. Only the magnetic field component perpendicular
to the detection plane was measured. Also, photographs of the head position were taken
during the acquisition process used to facilitate the MEG-MRI registration.

6.3.4.2.2 Current source density analysis and linear estimation
reconstruction
For the imaging process in this case the Biot-Savart equation is rewritten in
discretised formulation:
B

A. (ji + jv) + n

where
A = Biot-Savart system matrix describing the geometrical contiguration
ii = impressed neuronal current
jv = volume current contribution from tissue embedding the nerves
n = noise (I urine field detect ion

In order to separate n11)rcsscd and vol a me cur rent COittli butoiis, t%\() a proaches
be used. A first approach is to model the volume conductor as a simple geometric
body (i.e. sphere in the case of the head) of homogeneous conductivity. Then choosing
the radial magnetic filed component with respect to the volume conductor sphere leads
to the cancellation of the volume current effects (Ref. 137). However, because of the
different curvatures of the human brain it is difficult to define the appropriate sphere well
:Hapted to the total head, skull, brain or to local areas, thus in order to get the best fitting
phere, high quality morphological MR images have to be used to approximate the
volume of the conductor.
can

The second and more accurate method is to use complete 3D morphological
information from MR images for the description of the volume conductor. Local
conductivity inhomogeneities are included if a priori knowledge is available. In the
approach used here, no highly symmetric field components, i.e. the radial component in
case of a spherical conductor have to be detected. Only the exact detector positions and
orientations have to be known.
If the 3D geometry of the volume conductor is known, the volume current effects
can be calculated using the current source density. The divergence of the primary current
density leads to the current source density I,,
Im = v

=

v .

j-

v.(c vV) ....(6.3.4.2,2.1)

Assuming, for simplicity, an isotropic and homogeneous volume conductor of constant
conductivity 0, equation 6.3.4.2.2. 1 leads to the Poisson equation for the electric
potential V
6.3.4.2.2.2)
After solving equation 6.3.4.2.2.2 numerically for the volume extracted from MR images,

the volume current density j can be calculated as the gradient of the electric potential V.
Linear dependence of volume current strength and the intensity of the impressed currents
in combination with the superposition principle ibr the current density leads to
=

C.

%v here

C = quadratic matrix of (M.m).(M.m) and zero diagonal elements;
M = number of current voxels in the reconstruction
i^l
m.: aponents for each current generator

It is suiucd that each \ o.\cl c0n1a1un inprc.scd current doc not uclude ari
volt

current contributions from its own source. For the calculation of the C matrix,
hich includes the total information about volume current effects, the volume conductor
i l l discretised in a 3D 'potential grid' of equidistant grid points. A 'current grid', on
a ich the current density should he reconstructed, is constructed as a sub-grid of the

v

ilL

'potential grid'. In the 'current grid' the spacing between adjacent grid points is twice
that in the 'potential grid'. In the 'current grid' the spacing between adjacent grid points
is twice that in the 'potential grid'. The 'current grid' is activated sequentially at each
grid point by a test current dipole directed sequentially along each Cartesian coordinate.
The resulting volume current contributions at each of the other grid points are calculated
using finite difference methods (Ref. 138). The discretised Biot-Savart law equation
including the total current density can then be rewritten into a form containing the
impressed current density only:
B = A. (j + j) + n
=A.(I+C).j1+n

and

j + n = (A. (I + C))' . B .. . . ( 6.3.4.2.2.3)
where
I = identity matrix
The inversion of equation 6.3.4.2.2.3 was then carried out by the singular value
decomposition, giving the impressed current density values at each point in the 3D grid.

6.3.4.2.3 Three-dimensional visualization
In order to correlate the MEG functional reconstructed images with MRI
morphological images, 3D visualization computer programs were developed. Two
dimensional MRI slices were used to determine the surface of the head, to depict
arbitrarily chosen slices, to fit spheres in certain sections of the head for a first
approximation of the conductor geometry, and to overlay them with function current
distribution images.
The input was a series of 2D sagittal MR slices (256x256 pixel matrix, 12 bits
resolution). A 30 moving average low pass filter was implemented and used for noise
reduction. Edge follow using radial search thresholding was implemented and used to
segment the contours of each filtered slice. The shape of outer head was then depicted
from the extracted contours, and surface formation using the triangulation method and
surface rendering via hidden surface removal (painter's al(y orithm) and smooth surface
shading usin g Goraud method were implemented.
Depiction 0! arbitrarily chosen slices through the head can he determined
interactively by selecting three points on the cubic scene frame, using a mouse cursor.
Then the morphological structure of this slice (plane) is linearly interpolated from the
original 2D slices and projected into the 3D image where intensities below a certain
threshold value can be suppressed. Only sagittal slicing was implemented.
As a first approximation of the conductor geometry for the reconstruction
algorithms spheres can be fitted into the head surface sections remaining after the slicing
process. The centre of the sphere and its radius are determined by a least squares fit
procedure. The best fit sphere can be displayed in the 3D scene.
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6.3.4.2.4 MEG-MRI image registration
The registration between the morphological coordinate system and the
neuromagnetic data was performed by oil tube markers in the MR images and
photographs of the head position during the MEG data acquisition. The reconstructed
current distribution in the interactively sliced plane was plotted into the 3D scene in order
to register (correlate) the morphological and functional images.

6.3.5 MFT-MRI registration techniques
6.3.5.1 Overview
Magnetic Field Tomography (MFT) is a recent term coined due to its analogy to
Positron Emission Tomography (PET). It attempts to solve the biomagnetic inverse
problem in order to achieve the spatial and time resolution required in the dynamic
visualisation of brain activity. MFT deals with continuous distribution of current density
or magnetisation, confined to a chosen space. First the mathematical background of the
continuous probabilistic solution to the biomagnetic inverse problem in three dimensions
is discussed, followed by computer implementation details and details of MFT imaging
of coherent cortico-thalamic oscillations in human brain. Finally, the specification and
implementation of MFT-MRI co-registration software is discussed.

6.3.5.2 Mathematical background (specification)
The method used to obtain MFT solutions deals with continuous distributions of
current density or magnetisation, confined to a chosen source space (a region of space
within which the primary currents are presumed to be confined). Information from sensor
readings, together with available physiological information from the brain (e.g. in
auditory stimulation the contralateral side to the stimulated ear should be measured since
the current densities representing the stimulation are found in that area) form the basis (a
priori knowledge) of the assumption for a statistical model. The probability density
function for the current density or magnetisation is estinlateci by maximum statistical
entropy (Ref. 139) or conditional probability (Ref. 140) methods, and then used to
calculate the expected value of the source throughout the source space. This expected
value is the best estimate of the true source distribution (i.e. solution to the forward
problem). Thus the practical solution of the neuromagnetic inverse problem can be
divided into two stages. First, information from the forward problem is used to reduce
the space of possible solutions and to formulate a mathematically tractable problem. The
second stage involves a search through tile source space for the best configuration that fits
the model.

The mathematical ( formil ) Speci ticaton for obLii n i n Ml 1' sol it ion cii be described as
follows:
(1) Assuming that continuous current density, defined over a source space Q and giving
rise to magnetic field measurements at s different detectors. Define a vector-valued
expansion functions (f(r)) by writing the general solution to the forward problem:
rn

=f

f1 (r). j(r) d 3 r . .. (6.3.5.2.1)

where
m i = the measurement at the ith detector generated by the current density distribution
j(r).
f(r) = lead field (expansion function) of the ith detector and can be evaluated throughout
Q. This can be interpreted as the sensitivity profile of the ith detector.
= position of detector in space
The (x, y, z) components of f(r) are proportional to the signals generated at the ith
detector by primary unit dipoles located at r and aligned with the (x, y, z) coordinate
axes.
The forward problem is solved for an arbitrary delta function source and given
arrangement of detectors to evaluate f(r) throughout Q.
(2) Using mathematical analysis that maximizes the probabilistic entropy of the primary
current density can be used to express the expected current density j(r) in terms of the
expansion functions. This shows that the expected value of j(r) can be defined as a
weighted linear combination of the lead field functions resulting in the following equation:

Ak

k(') w(r) . . .

(6.3.5.2.2)

where
w(r) = a priori probability density for the primary current density within Q, and
incorporating any prior information about source location.
AL
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(3) Using equations 6.3.5.2.1 and 6.3.5.2.2 A k is expressed using the linear set of
equations:
=

Pik A

..(6.3.5.2.3)

where the matrix P is defined by

Pk
=

J

f1 (r). fk(r) w(r) d3 r ... (6.3.5.2.4)

If P is sufficiently non-singular, the inverse problem can be solved by inverting
equation 6.3.5.2.3 to obtain the coefficients Ak, and then use equation 6.3.5.2.2 to find
the expected current density j(r). However, P is usually almost singular and hence the
inversion procedure becomes unstable. The singularity occurs when a large number of f
functions are used for the expansion of the current density, which means that some of
them will be close to linear combinations of the others.
(4) In order to stabilise the inversion a regularization parameter is used. To avoid
calculations related to singularity, the a priori probability distribution is assumed to have
a finite standard deviation B. This limits the ability to fit the data exactly, but this is not a
disadvantage in the presence of noise, since fitting the data more accurately than its own
standard deviation o is meaningless. Using these ideas and taking s data values and t :!^ s
expansion terms, equation 6.3.5.2.2 is replaced by

j(r) = jAk fk(r)w(r)

and equation 6.3.5.2.3 is replaced by the square system

m'i =
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P'ikAk i = I,...,

t

where the quantities mi and P' ik are defined by:

m'i

P'ik =

and

I

Pik m

I Pii P +

=2/32

The matrix element Pik represent the overlap of the scalar product of the ith and kth lead
fields over the source space weighted by w(r).
In conclusion this method is both general and elegant. The physiological
information is restricted to the weight function w(r) and does not influence the choice of
expansion functions. The lead field expansion function f(r) is determined by the choice of
detectors and their spatial arrangement and contains just the right amount of information
to account for the detailed nature, position and orientation of the kth detector and the
choice of source type and source space. Also the expansion functions automatically
exclude any contribution from magnetically silent sources.

6.3.5.3 Computer. Implementation

The method described earlier is suitable for computer implementation, since fk(r)
functions are calculated once and for all for each experimental arrangement. This can
then be used to calculate the continous distribution of the current densities over the
chosen source space. The disadvantages of the method are the storage requirements of the
matrices and submatrices, and the cost of calculating inverses and perfrommg large
matrix multiplications. Because of this, MFT solutions were impelemented using
OCCAM2 running on a transputer array (Ref. 140).
Matrix inversion can be carried out using singular value decomposition which
decomposes a matrix A whose number of rows M is greater than or equal to its number
of columns N, into M x N column orthogonal matrix U, an N x N diagnonal matrix W
with positive or zero elements (the singular values), and the transpose of an N x N
orthogonal matrix V. Thus A = U . W VT, and if A is a square matrix, then the inverse
of A = V . [diagonal (1 / wj) . UT. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is the most
popular method for matrix inversion. Other matrix inversion aigrothim include Cholesky
decomposition and Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse technique.
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6.3.5.4

MET imaging of coherent cortico-thalamic oscillations in human

brain
Recently, 40-Hz activity has been recorded in carnivores. This activity was
restricted to localized brain areas or to small cell groups such as a few cortical columns.
The results were taken to indicate the local, sensory-specific temporal coordination of
activity in cortical neurons whose coherence was based on an intra-cortical mechanism
(Ref. 141). It was thought, however, that the 40-Hz oscillatory activity observed in
various brain areas reflected a common global mechanism and the involvement of
thalamocortical pathways in the organization of this event was hypothesized (Ref. 142).
The hypothesis was tested by MFT analysis.
Magnetic 40-Hz oscillatory activities were recorded from 30-35 positions over the
right hemisphere and analysed at lmsec steps. The data were obtained from 15
individuals; 5 normal young adults, 5 patients with severe dementia, and 5 normal elderly
adults matched for age and sex with the patients. The magnetic 40-Hz activity was
recorded during auditory processing elicited by a steady-state 40-Hz auditory stimulation.
To image the corticothalamic oscillations, the inverse problem was solved as
described in section 6.3.5.3 using a three dimensional source space (a cylinder). The
cylinder was chosen to have a radius of 4.0cm and depth of 4.5cm. The most superficial
face of the cylinder, which faced the sensor array, was oriented over the temporal, inferior
frontal, and inferior parietal cortices around the auditory cortex. The deep face of the
cylinder contained deeper structures such as thalamus and basal ganglia. The choice of
the source was influenced by the geometry of the magnetic recordings shown in figure
6.20 and restricted only the primary current density.

Figure 6.20. A common experimental arrangement. Source space is cross-hatched. Points
in the plane of measurement have z = constant and the main axis of the gradiometer is
parallel to the z-axis. d refers to the depth of the source.

To facilitate the display of the MFT solutions, a set of nine tomographic disks,
each 0.5cm apart, obtained by taking slices through the cylindrical source space at right
angles to its main axis were used. The square of the current density modulus was
displayed within each circular slice as a set of MFT images. Thus the MFT solutions
generate a set of two dimensional images that provide a sequence of slices through the
source space.
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6.3.5.5 MFT-MRI co-registration software
Section 6.3.5.4 discussed the imaging application of MFT. From the image
registration perspective, MFT solutions produce a set of spatio-temporal PET-like images.
Dr. loannides has solved the lead field values of the epileptic MFT data into a 17x17x9
array of voxels, and the solutions can be obtained for any desired source space (Ref. 87).
Depth versus time information can be presented by performing MEt reconstruction within
this cylindrical space from MEG supplied data. For presentation the source space cylinder
is sliced into 0.5 cm thick discs and the MFT images are stacked for each resultant time
step (1 ms) to reconstruct depth information vertically and time evolution horizontally.
(Ref. 143).
While the cylindrical model is useful in showing the medical application of MFT, it is
nevertheless an elementary model, and what is needed is a software that can map 3D
MFT data on 3D MRJ data and which allow image rendering, animation and segmentation
at any level. Such a software is now feasible due to the extensive work carried out in this
project. Since the two preauricular and one nasion markers can be seen on both the MRI
and MFT images (Ref. 90), a first step in registration would be to use external markers.
The higher and lower level specification and implementation details of an MFT-MRI
software are discussed next.

6.3.5.5.1 Specification
Since MFT data are 3D inversions, thus they are three dimensional representation
of the current distributions in the brain, and hence the 2D registration algorithms
implemented for PET-MRI in cregister are not useful here. And a new algorithm have to
developed for the MFT-MRI co-registration.
The high level specification of an MFT-MRI software should include the following:
1) Animation subform for real time animation of the registered MFT images.
2) Control button to control the rotation, scaling and translation of the MFT and MRI
images separately i.e. separate coordinate system for each. This is specified to allow the
user to carry out manual registration if the automatic registration is not good.
3) The internal code of the software should be made to carry out smooth surface shading,
and real time animation of the registered MFT images.
4) Provided that sufficient time is allowed, the software should be implemented to carry
out surface rendering for assigning the conductivities and volume rendering for
visualization of the images. Thus a proper feasibility study on the data structures and
algorithms needed should be made. Then an appropriate data structure should be
implemented to convert a series of 2D slices into an integer array of four dimensions
representing the x, y, z and grey level. Volume rendering can then allow proper segmentation of the MR images at any level using erosion and dilation and other mathematical
morphology algorithm.
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es singular value decomposition and Cholesky decomposition for solving the inverse
problem, matrix and vector calculations and three dimensional finite element algorithm
with the elements being the triangular facet) with options for a variety of different
houndary conditions.
) The use of a parametric cubic Spline to smooth raw data points into evenly spaced
mu in on ne I LI
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:ni. In. :iH.ii using fiducial (external) markers, to register the 3D MFT
'nages with the 3D NI R images automatically. This will lead to very inaccurate
re g istration since sensor conditions have to he taken into account when registering MFT
data. But as a first step it will give an approximate solution to the registration problem.
7 Maximum statistical entropy algorithms should he used to choose the best current
density distributions. Alternatively, a more novel approach is to use a multi layer multiple
output neural network (with perhaps 3 to 4 hidden layers). The solutions to the forward
problem for current distribution in a region of space defined by a model of the brain's
aructure derived from the triangular mesh (which can now be obtained using surface3d)
c on be used to construct an appropriate training set which can then be used to train the
neural network to recognize the optimal inverse problem solution that fits with the
orward solution. Learning is carried out by changing the weights of the neurons using
lie back propagation algorithm. Then the inverse solutions can be passed to the input
kiyer of the network, and the network will choose the best possible solution representing
CL' current denitv dKtrjhiItjnn
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Both the high and low level specification of an MPT-MRI software can be
implemented as an extension of the surlace3d and cregister modules. Animation and
earate image controls subforni can be easily implemented using the surface3d graphical
er interface, and then running conductor. The internal code of the software should be
ode to carry out smooth surface shading using an algorithm similar to the one described
ni section 3.5.2.2.2. 1. Surface rendering using triangular faceted surface is already
I nolemented in surface3d, but this needs to be optimized so that the coil nectivities can
Hc edited to display a specific volume of a structure more accurately. Implementation of
H Keppel aleorithm (ReL
k ncri'a p more iiHHl H
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cqui res a the Implenientition of ray traci ng techniques, thus a thorough understanding
of the X-windows colour model is needed to setup the lookup table, The main advantage
of volume rendering is that segmentation of the MR image can be carried out at any level
using mathematical morphology algorithms such as erosion and dilation. This allow the
user to visualize the movements of the currents while peeling the various intra-cranial
iiertaces, however it is very slow and uses a lot of computer time.
Careful design of the numerical analysis algorithms needs to be carried out before
huplementing them. The main design issues are efficiency in terms of computer resources
und speed of convergence. For inversion of the matrix, sparse matrices calculations
suould be considered. The maximum statistical entropy method can he implemented
nucording to Jaynes et. al. The neural network algorithm can be easily programmed using
pointers to data structures representing the neurons (hidden layers).
Registration of the MFT images is difficult, because they are three dimensional
current distributions images, and hence it is very difficult to identify an y brain structure
them. Also since the y represent current distribution, thus the edge and surface
matching techniques described earlier cannot be applied to them. Since three fiducial
markers (two preauricular and one nasion vitamin E pills) can be seen on both the MRI
und MFT images, thus one way of registering them on MR images can be carried out
using a modification of the Mrtndava et al. (Ref. 144) algorithm for image registration
using external markers. The algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1) The external markers in the image spaces of MRI and MFT are localized using three
dimensional segmentation. The three dimensional segmentation problem is decomposed
into a sequence of two dimensional segmentation problems in a sequence of regions conmiring the marker voxels in adjacent two dimensional image slices. The operator is
rcquired to choose a two dimensional region of interest which is geometrically guaranteed
al contain the entire marker on any slice in which it appears.
2i The external markers in the two ima g es spaces are matched. The matching can be
.curried out with operator assistance since the correspondence in anatomical position
l)ctween the two spaces can be recognized by him/her. Alternatively, the matching can
he carried out automatically by exhaustively comparing all permutations of the points in
one configuration with the points in the other configuration. By comparing the distances
con
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that brings them into approximate coincidence. Because of inevitable errors in localization
arising from the digital nature of the images, the partial volume effect, and noise, it is
impossible to find a rigid transformation. Instead it is assumed that the localization errors
nrc randomly distributed, and a rigid transformation that minimizes the error in fiducial
:'ceistration in the least squares sense is obtained. This gives the general problem of
measuring the difference between two configurations of points that are in one-to-one
correspondence. The problem is solved b y carrying out the singular value decomposition
VD) of the matrix formed from the outer prod ict of the position vectors of the fiducials
in the two spaces. The solution will give the scaling, rotation and translation values
uccessar to recister he
um Rcc:s

The main disadvantage of c external markers teehniquc is that the accuracy of
his technique will depend on how accurate the external markers are identified and
localized. A more accurate registration method would be to apply the same idea of the
method by Kuliman et. a! (Ref. 28) described in section 6.3.4.2 to solve the inverse
problem for a specific volume integral before registering the solutions on the MR-1 images
using the external markers. Thus in this method a priori information regarding the
measurements obtained are need in solving the inverse problem on a three dimensional
finite element potential grid. Solution of the inverse problem using surface integrals by
the method of Hamalanian et. al (Ref. 21) can be carried out using the three dimensional
finite element triangular mesh constructed using the surface3d software. The information
needed in this case are the type of -radiometer used, the baseline measurement, the
spacing between the SQUID detectors and the region of the brain used in the
measurement. This information can be used in choosing the finite element surface
representing the volume of the region of interest in the brain (in this case the thalamus)
and constructing a biomagnetic image of the current distribution in the specified region
(thalamus), which can then be registered on MRI more accurately using the external
markers method.
Once the images are registered, current strengths can be colour coded using a
colour lookup table, and real time animation can be carried out on the MFT images in
order to visualize the direction of current flow in the brain. Efficient animation can be
carried out using either colour lookup table manipulation where the colours representing
the strength of the current at a particular moment in time are cycled, or exclusive OR
animation where the first MFT slice is displayed, then an exclusive OR operation is used
to hide it and display the next slice, and so on until all the slices have been cycled
111 0 Ll - h.

CHAPTER 7 - RESULTS &_DISCUSSIONS
In this chapter, results of validating and evaluating the image processing, surface
rendering of structures of the brain and image registration techniques are presented. This
is then followed by results of the registration of neuroelectromagnetic data onto MRI
images of the brain. In each case, the results are discussed followed by a brief
Conclusion.

7.1 Spatial filteri Ii"
A slice at the level of the corpus callosum is used to evaluate the various spatial
i cr i ic routines.
I l'e'.0 lt.

C
ot varying the size of the spatial low-pass filter on the image. (a)
original image: (b)-(d) results of spatial low-pass filtering using vlowpass with a mask
n x n, where n = 3, 7. and 25, respectively
Comparison between figures 7. 1(a) and 7. 1(b) shows that lowpass filtering reduces
ic level of the noise but at the expense of blurring the image. This is evident when
king at the anterior horn of the lateral ventricle in both images. Comparison between
cures 7. 1(b) with 7. 1(c) and 7. 1(d) shows that increasing the mask size increases the
C urring effect resulting in total loss of sharpness in the 25x25 filtered image shown in
ure 7. 1(d). Also examination of the four figures shows that Iowpass filtering lead to
cage enhancement, and that increasing the mask size increases the enhancement of the

Figure 7.2. The effect of a 3x3 low-pass filter on 8 and 26 neighbourhood. (a) original
image: (b) 3x3 8-pixel low-pass filtered image: (c) 3x3 26-pixel low-pass filtered image
Comparison between images 7.2(b) and 7.2(c) shows that averaging over 26-pixel
neighbourhood is visuall y better that averaging over 8-pixel neighbourhood, due to the
fact that in 26-pixel neighbourhood (i.e. voxel lowpass operation) the image is averaged
over more neighbouring pixels, however, the 26-pixel filtered image is smoother than the
-pixcl filkrcd in'.

Figure 7.3. The effect of varying the amplification factor of a 3 x 3 high-boost filter on
the image. (a) Original image: (b)-(d) result of high-boost filtering using the mask in
figure 5.12. with A = LU, 2.5, and 3.5, respectively
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Comparison between figure 7.3(a) anJ 7.3(b) shows that 30) highpass spatial
filtering highlights and sharpens features in the image that have high frequency such as
the skull/scalp contour (edge), and suppresses (darkens) other features, since edges appear
where there are large differences in gray level values and highpass filtering is
differentiation operation that computes the differences between gray levels of
neighbouring pixels. Comparison between figures 7.3(b), 7.3(c) and 7.3(d) shows that an
increase in the amplification factor enhances the skull/scalp contour without suppressing
the other features, leading to significantly better images, than highpass filtered images.

Ni eure 7.41 . The effect. Of vuvin t.he size of the at.ia1 median filter on the image.
ima g e; (b)-(d) results of spatial median filtering using vgmed with a mask of
'izc n x n, where n = 3. 7. and 25. respectively

Or i ginal

Comparison between figures 7.4(a) and 7.4(b) shows that median filtering reduces
noise level without blurring the image. Also comparison between figures 7.4(a)-(d)
iiows that increasing the mask size introduces blurring to the filtered image. Comparison
etween figures 7.4(a)-(d) and 7.1(a)-(d) shows that median filtering does not enhance
lie image, while lowpass filtering does.

if e

7.2 Interpolation
Two slices at the thalamic level, are used to interpolate the missing slices
containing the structure of the ventricles.

7.2.1 Results

k
-i

-.

y "

Fwun 7X. 1fltCi(1tlfl slices showing rethons near the ventricles and thalamus
1-igures 7.6(a) and (f) show the original slices after they have been passed through
hwpass followed by high-boost filters. Figures 7.6(b)-(e) show the interpolated slices,
- tiowing the missing regions around the ventricles and the thalamus. Also, some of the
missing sLilci can be seen on the interpolated slices. The slices were interpolated using
ibic B-spline interpolation technique.
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T.2.2 Discussion
The results show that interpolation is effective in obtain ic the missing structures
ot the cerebro-spinal fluid within the ventricles, and some 01 ' the sulci. However, the
accuracy of the interpolated structures depends on the visual quality of the original slices
and the interpolation method. In this case, no clear difference was observed between the
various interpolation methods, but a difference was observed between unfiltered and
tltered images. Thus it is essential that a rltering operation, preferably lowl)ass (or
median) followed by Ii igh-boost should be carried out on the image before interpolation,
since this will effect the quality of the interpolated slices. However, the interpolation
results are subjective and how interpolation intluence the clinical application at hand is
still largel y unknown (Ref. 26 & 4S).

7.3 Edge hised

.'egIueI1tatu)II

73.1 Edge detection
:\ single slice at the cerebellar level is used to evaluate the various edge detection
T.

I US.

7.3.1.1 RestilK

Figure

7.7. tonipirison aetween the various ede detection roes oil sh ccs at
cerebellar levels

r
Fig.res 7.7(b) sho s that Laplacian edge detection s not a suitable method,
hecause thick (double) edges are Produced, and the image is noisy. Figure 7.7(c) shows
that range edge detection is nor suitable in this case, because it can only detect the edge
of the outline of the image, and edges of the int
ernalstructures are difficult to
differentiate. In comparison. figure 7.7(e) shows that the sobel filter is better at detecting
the outline edges and the edges of the internal structures such as the pons and cerebellum,
however, the sobel edge detection produces smooth but thick edges which causes
problems when fine structures need to be delineated. The smoothing effect makes the
sobel images less noisy. In comparison, figure 7.7(d) shows that the differential recursive
edge detection is the best edge detection method, because all the line structures are
delineated using very fine edge points, and regions without an edge (zero crossings) are
blacked out, producing a very good edge detected image that is suitable for delineation
Of structure of interests using edge following routines.

7.3.1.2 Discussion
Out of the four edge detection iiierliods, the differential recursive edge detector
is the best method, since the other methods produce either smooth thick edges or double
edge with noisy images, which the internal structure of the brain cannot be seen easily.

1.3.2 Edgg following, and nianuai editing of slices
In order to evaluate the three edge following routines and the two interactive
manual editing routines, four important structures of the brain are delineated as a
preparation for three dimensional surface rendering. The four structures are thalamus,
ventricles, cerebellum and the scalp/air interface (surface of the head).
7.3.2.1 Results
7.3.2.1.1 Thalanitis

Figure 7.8. (a) Original slice at the level of the thalamus: (b) Result of delineating the
thalamus using recursive edge follow routine: (c) Result of delineating the thalamus using
heuristic edge follow routine: (d) Result of delineating the thalam us usi ii g dynamic edge
follow routine: (e) Result of edge detection of the original slice: (f) Result of delineation
of the thalamus interactively using drawimage and blankimg routines.
The results show that all the edge following routines failed to delineate the
thalamus on the original slice, and the only way to delineate the thalamus is to do it
interactively using (lrawimage and blankimg as shown in figure 7.8(f). The difficulty in
delineating the thalamus is due to the partial volume averaging phenomena which is
clearly see in figure 7.8(f) where the thalamus and neighbouring structures have simi]ar
grey level and no zero crossings making it very difficult to segment the thalani us from
the rest of the slice. This is confirmed by looking at figure 7.8(e) which shows that the
differential recursive edge detection failed to segment the thalamus.

_____

• Ventricles

-(a) Origit ía! image showing the (b) Results of delineation of vent
venricies.
nclesusingedgefol hybrid routiñ

(c)Reiltof applying heUriStic . (d) Results of delineation of
edge following on origjnal image ventricles using dynedge routine•

•

1

1.
(f) Results of using edgefol hyb
rid routine on the edgç detected
(e) Theventricles after differen ventricles image.
tialrecursiveedgedetection

j:

:
-(g) Results of applylihaEiitic•
edge following routine to deline- anile edge follo'wingroutine to,
ate the ventricLes onedge image the edge detected ventricles
.2 _

._. -

•

Figures 7.9(a)-(d) show that delineating the ventricles requires the input of a seed
that steers the edge follow routine to segment the ventricles. However, determining the
seed value is difficult leading to failure in segmentin g the ventricles as shown in figure
7.9(d). Figure 7.9(e) shows that the differential recursive edge detector succeeded in
segmenting the ventricles, and figures 7.9(f)-(h) show that both the heuristic and dynamic
edge follow routines are successful in delineating the ventricles from the binary slice
using a seed value of 255, while the recursive edge follow only managed to segment part
Of the left the ventricle.

7.3.2.1.3

erhIliiiii

_n1_

Figure 7. 10. (a) Ori g inal slice at the cerebellar level: (b) Result of delineating the
cerebellum using recursive edge follow; (c) Result of delineating the cerebellum using
heuristic edge follow: (d) Result of delineating the cerebellum using d ynamic edge
tollow; (e) Binary ima ge resulting from edge detection on original image: (f) Result of
y image using recursive edge follow; (g) Result
delineatin g the cerebellum from a binar
of delineatin g the cerebellum from a binar y image using heuristic edge follow; (h) Result
of delineating the cerebellum from-a binary image using dynamic edge follow.
Figures 7.10(a)-(d) show that delineating the cerebellum requires the input of a
seed that steers the edge follow algorithm to segment the cerebellum. However,
determining such a seed value is difficult leading to failure in segmenting the cerebellum
as shown in figures 7.10(c) and (d). Figure 7.10(b) shows that the recursive edge follow
is successful in delineating part of the cerebellum, while figures 7.10(c) and (d) show that
the heuristic and dynamic edge follow routines have been trapped within the cerebellar
structure. Figure 7.10(e) shows that the differential recursive edge detector is successful
in segmenting the cerebellum, and figures 7.10(t)-(h) show that both the heuristic and
dynamic edge follow routines are successful in delineating the cerebellum from the binary
slice, while the recursive edge follow only managed to segment a small part of the
cerebellum.
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(a) Original image showing the
surface of thehead

(b) Result of delineation of the
surface of the head using edgefol
routine on original image

tt

(c) Result of delineation of the
surface of the head using heuristic
edgefollow on original image.

(d) ResUlt of delineation of the
surface of the head using dynamic
edge follow on original image:.

(1) Result of delineation of the
surface of the head using edgefol
routine on edge detected image

Figure 7. II. (a) Original slice at the cerebellar level: (b) Result of delineating the
scalp/air interface (surface of the head) using recursive edge follow: (C) Result of
delineating the scalp/air interface (surface of the head) using heuristic ed g e follow: (d)
Result of delineating the scalp/air interface (surface of the head) using d y namic edge
follow: (e) Binary image resulting front carrying out edge detection on original image;
(i) Result of delineatin g the scalp/air interface (s(irface of the head) from a binary image
usin g recursive edge follow; (g) Result of delineating the scalp/air interface (surface of
the head) from a binary image using heuristic edge follow; (ii) Result of delineating the
scalp/air interface (surface of the head) from a binary image using dynamic edge follow.
Figures 7. 11 (a)-(d) show that delineating the scalp/air interface (surface of the
head) is much more successful than delineating other structures. This is due to the fact
that surface of the head can be easily distinguished because it is made up of bone tissue
as shown in figure 7. 11(a), and thus it has high grey level values (between 210 and 245).
So, high seed values steer the edge follow routines on the head surface. However,
because of the non-uniform grey level values around the head surface, all the edge follow
routines fail after following nearly half the surface of the head as shown in figures
7.1 1(b)-(d).
Figure 7.1 I(e) shows that the differential recursive edge detector is successful in
segmenting the scalp/air interface (surface of the head), and figures 7. 11 (f)-(h) show that
both the heuristic and dynamic edge follow routines are more successful in delineating
the scalp/air interface (surface of the head) from the binary (segmented) slice, while the
r ccursive edge follow algorithm only managed to segment a small part of the scalp/air
1
eriace (surface of the head). The success of the edge follow routines is due to the fact
iit
most of the surface of the head have been segmented by tile edge detector, and a
ccd of 255is now sfflhicint to follow thc whole oirticc of tlic head.

7.3.2.1.5 Comparison between the various edge following routines
A comparison between the effect of the three edge following routines on
(Icineating the structures of interest with and without prior edge detection is made in
i:Hc 7.1.
Structure

Routine

Without VDRF

With VDRF

Time
(sec)

No. of
Pts

Time
(sec)

No. of
Pts

Thalamus

Edgefol *
Heuredge
Dynedge
Drawimage

11(X)
67
40
146

67 (X)
5006 X
322(X)
109

(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)

(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)

Right
Ventricle

Edgefol *
Heuredge
D y nedge

30
77
75

70
71
5696 X

4
134
135

30
115
177

Edgefol **
Heuredge
Dynedge

(X)

(X)

5

72
29

510

232

120
36

19
301

529

7
41

334
662

43

625

Cerebellum
Surface of
the head

Eclgefol
Heuredge
Dynedge

5
120
133

125
190
330

Table 7.1 Comparison of the various edge following routines on structure delineation with
and without prior edge detection step using vdrf
Key:
(X) : The algorithm failed to delineate the contour of the structure of interest
The values for recursive edge following are
Threshold of difference
90
Threshold for following pixel = 100 & Convergence factor = 2
The values for recursive edge following are
Threshold of difference = 80
IHoIJ u
ixel = 70 & Convergence factor = 2

rJI>;\c edge following are
Threshold of difference = 120
Threshold for following pixel = 150 & Convergence factor = 2
.\ so, when edge detection is applied to the image, the seed for all edge following
jiuoritlitns had the value 255 (i.e. edee piscs.

7.3.2.2 GCIR'rnl F)kcii.ssiwi

Taking the edge detection and edge foIlowin resultsinto account, it can be seen
that in order to delineate the structures of interest it is better to carry out edge detection
on the image first. Table 7. 1 shows that interactive delineation of structure of interest is
necessary if edge detection al g orithms iafl to highlight the structure of interest, as in the
case of the thalamus, however interactive delineation takes longer. Also table 7. 1 shows
that all edge following algori thus are fast and that the speed of the edge following
routines increases when a prior edge detection Step is applied to the image. Looking at
the images, it can be concluded that the simple recursive edge following algorithm
produces relatively small edge segments and often fails to delineate the structure of
interest because the edge detection algorithm produces discontinuous ed g e as shown in
figure 7.12 and the recursive edge following routine stops because it cannot backtrack to
previous edge elements, whereas the heuristic search and the dynamic programming edge
following algorithms can follow the edge elements that connect two image pixels lying
tir apart because they both can backtrack to previous edge elements saved on a stack and
they both worked very well in automating the process of delineating the structure of
interest as can be seen from the results.
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However, the performance of the heuristic and dynamic edge following routines
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Figure 7. 1.(-c) Shows three r-Iices dipIaviiig wanum regions of the hrwii. The
pixel values of the missing slices are tilled using interpolation techniques, thus the quality
the r-slice will depend on the qualit y of the oroinal \'oxcI ([Un.

7.5 Contrast enhancement
A thalamic slice is used to compare histogram equalization and stretching
techniques.

7.5.1 Results and Discussion
(b) Histo.rain plot of the original
slice

(d) Histogram plot of the histog—
rain ualized slice

(f) Histogram plot of the histogram stretched slice

Figure 7. 14. Comparison bem cen histogram equal I zar ion and stretch i n. of thalamic slices

Histogram equalization leads to an increase in the dynamic range of the pixels,
which can have a considerable effect in the appearance of an image as can be seen in
figure 7.14(c). However, in doing so, histogram equalization technique can be harsh on
the image, as can be seen by comparing figure 7. 14(a) with figure 7.14(c).
The histogram stretch technique carries out a histogram stretching on the colours
(which are mapped to gray levels) in the input image. That is, it will attempt to even out
the colours in the image, so that instead of bein g all hunched together at the dark end of
the grey scale spectrum as shown in the histogram in figure 7. 14(a), they will cover a
larger number of colours ranging from black to white as can be seen by the histogram
in figure 7.14(f). Histogram stretch occurs over a range defined by integrating in from
each end of the histogram until 1 percent of the cells have been found. The histogram
\vnhin the 1 percent points is given a linear stretch mapping onto the full contrast range.
This is a contrast enhancement technique that gives less harsh results than histogram
equalization and is better to use when enhanci rig the displa y of thalamic brain slices.

7.6 Pol yg onal approximation using vsrnooth
Slices of surface of the head and ventricles are used in evaluating the polygonal
approximation algorithm.
76.1 Results

Figure 7.15. Application of vsmooth on binary images representin g the boundary surface
of the head (circumference of the head) and the ventricles

Approximation Error

Number of Points

0.6

42

0.5

46

0.4

54

0.3

62

0.27

46

0.25

28

0.22

20

0.2

16

0.1

16

Table 7.2 Effect of the approximation error on the number of edge points obtained using
)OlV0fla1 nproxiivaliou

All surface of the head results are olLained Using a minimal segment length of 10
and elimination percentage of 0.1%. For the ventricles, it is found that a segment length
of 5, elimination percentage of 0.1% and approximation error of 1.0 are the best
parameters and in this case 26 points are obtained as shown in figure 7.15(g).

7.6.2 Discussion
Table 7.2 shows that for each brain structure there is an optimal approximation
error value that can be determined experimentally. This value measures the quality of
fitness of the polygon to the digital curve and is used to obtain good polygonal
approximation. In this case, the surface of the head's optimal approximation error value
is 0.3, giving 62 well distributed edge points as shown in figure 7.15(d). Figure 7.15(e)
shows that 0.2 approximation error leads to few points that are not a good representative
of the surface of the head, whereas figure 7.15(b) shows that 0.6 approximation error
leads to well distributed points but not as good as the 0.3 approximation error image
shown in figure 7.15(d). Figures 7.15(f) and 7.15(g) show that for a ventricle it is more
difficult to determine the optimal value because the ventricles are more compact
structures than the surface of the head. Thus it can be concluded that the more compact
the structure is the more difficult it is to smooth its boundaries due to difficulties in
fitting polygons to the curves, and that for each structure there is an optimal
approximation error value.

fl7
Calcubition Of leat u re or shi pe descriptors
I.
7.1 Results

r

Figure 7.16. Using features to caicLilate centroid and weighted mean radius point of
binary images representing the surface of the head and ventricles

7.7.2 Discussion
Figure 7. 16(b) shows that both the centroid and the weighted mean radius points
are good shape descriptors. Figures 7.16(b) and 7.16(d) show that the centroid and
weighted mean radius points are close together, and that feature points of a smoothed
boundary differ from features points of unsmoothed connected boundary, thus it is
important to find tile feature p01 n ts of smoothed boundary for Image registration
purposes. Figure 7. 16(f) shows that both the centroicl and weighted mean radius points
c very close together and are both outside the ventricle structure. In conclusion, both
1 :w centroid and wei g hted mean radiu.s points arc stable shape descriptors and are usually

7.8 Distance measurements on 2D slices
Measurements using the measure hybrid routine are carried out on five structures;
ventricles, thalamus, cerebellum at the level of optic chiasm, pons and head's width and
height at the cerebellar level.
LRestIIts
Read ings( iii m)

Structure
1st

2nd

3rd

Average

Left Ventricle

40.72

41.09

39.09

40.30

Right Ventricle

45.5

45.04

45.90

45.49

Width of
Th ala m us

24.04

23.70

24.02

23.92

Height of
Thalamus

26.48

26.03

27.02

26.51

Width of Left
Cerebellar
Hemisphere

86.09

86.30

85.93

86.11

Width of Middle
Cerebellar
Hemisphere

89.09

89.20

89.10

89.13

Width of Right
Cerebellar
Hemisphere

86.01

86.90

85.95

8 6. 28

Height of Left
Cerebellar
Hemisphere

28.19

28.10

28.20

28.16

Height of
Middle Cerebell
ar Hemisphere

27. 10

27.80

27. 19

27.36

Height of Right
Cerebellar
Hemisphere

34.06

34.10

34.01

34.06

Width of Ports

15,03

14.00

16.03

15.02

F-Ieight of Pons

14.04

13.04

13.34

13.47

Height of Head

182.07

182.10

18 2. 02

182.06

Width of Head

163.20

162.97

163.12

163.09

Table 7.3. Measurements of the thalamus, ventricles, cerebellum, pons and head height
11\
rutin
rchcl1i r c\! j\fl
111C nc:'.rc hvNrH
ncI width t the

1I..5 Discussion

Table 7.3 shows that the Euclidian distance measurement algorithm implemented
within the measure hybrid routine performs well in measurements of various structures
of the brain. However, the accuracy of the measurements depends on the accuracy of
Iineating the structure of interest. The results in table 7.3 have been averaged over three
readings to increase the accuracy of the measurements, by reducing random error due to
tie operator placing the points at different positions.

7.9 TuE dimensional surtce renderin o re-slicing and manipulation

I

Surface rendering of four brain structures is carried out by pre-processing the 2D
slices and combining them to form 3D voxel of the structure of interest, then feedin b in
the voxel, the 3D points and the centroids to the siiu'face3d module for surface renderino
ID manipulation and re-slicing. The four structures that are rendered are the surface of
the head, the right ventricle, the thalamus and the cerebe]lurn.
g

7.9.1 Surface rendering of the head
20 2D slices from pre-operative epileptic Patient are pre-processed in order to
dciiueute the scalp/air interface on each of them. The slices are combined to form a
0x256x256 3D voxel representing the three dimensional image of the scalp/air interface.
Three dimensional image manipulation and re-slicing techniques are applied to the voxel
using surface3d.
7.9.1.1 Results
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took approxiiiiely 1 5
to delineate the scalp/air interface on all 20
slices using edge detection followed by heuristic edge follow. Thus on average, 45
seconds is needed to delineate the scalp/air interface On i slice. Minor manual editing of
the slices is carried out on four slices near the thalamic region, and on slice 20 the
scalp/air interface is more difficult to detect, so the skull/scalp interface is delineated
instead. Figure 7.17(a) shows a true three dimensional vol'j me visualization of the
scalp/air interface 20x256x256 voxel, using a wireframe model obtained by plotting all
the delineated edge points in three dimensions. Figure 7.17(b) shows a true three
dimensional solid model of the surface of the head but rotated around the z-axis in antijock-wise direction. This is obtained by stacking the contours of the slices and applying
udden surface removal algorithm (Painters algorithm) on the Final object. Figure 7. 17(c)
.hows the same structure after it has been transaxially re-sliced to four slices, hence
iowing the thalamic region. Figure 7.17(d) shows the 3D triangular mesh of the
calp/air interface.

7.9.1.2 Dicuiri
Thc rc1
l\.\ OL HI'.
. n;
Ji
rIcc
,c head can be obtained from serial two dimensional slices using the routines
:nplemented in the brain imaging software. The re-slicing and rotation aspects of the
111'face3d module allow the user to interactively examine the three dimensional surface
:ndered object from various perspective points, and to re-slice it transaxially, sagittaly
coronally. The three dimensional finite element mesh generated by surface3d and
:own in fl-Lire 7. 17(d) performed on a visual par with the algorithm developed by
vens et al. (Ref. 22). The speed of the Deluinv trianu Ill ion and solid model
C1CtLiOfl "L o:- I (I
u
to he rendered.
I

i

7

It took approximately 8 minutes to delineate the right ventricle on all 4 slices using
edge detection followed by heuristic edge follow. Thus on average, 2 minutes per slice
is needed to delineate the right ventricle. In this case no manual editing of the slices is
needed.
Figure 7. 18(a) shows a true three dimensional volume visualization of the right
ventricle 4x256x256 voxel, using a wiretrame model obtained by plotting all the
delineated edge points in three dimensions. Figure 7. 18(b) shows a true three dimensional
solid model of the ventricle. Figure 7.18(c) shows the three dimensional mesh (finite
clement mode]) of the right ventricle, while fi g ure 7. 18(d) shows the finite element model
alter it has been re-sliced coronally by a value of 39, and manipulated around the x and
z-axes.

7,9.2.2 Discussion
Figure 7. 18(c) shows a good boundar y representation model of the ventricle using
a finite element model. This model would be suitable in calculation of the forward
problem, and hence the inverse problem in the ventricular area. The rendering time of
the ventricle is slower than the rendering of the surface of the head, because the ventricle
is a more complex structure and hence the heuristic edge follow has to be directed more
carefull y to follow the contour of the ventricle,

:
':c!c
sIcc
'iiiii ual editing. Thus on average, 3 ni nutes per slice is needed to delineate the
right ventricle. Figure 7.19(a) shows a three dimensional voxel of the thalamus, using a
wireframe model obtained by plotting all the delineated edge points in three dimensions.
Figure 7.19(b) shows a true three dimensional solid model of the thalamus. Figure
7. 19(c) shows the three dimensional mesh (FI111 te element model) of the thalamus.

l)iciii1n
1u:L: rc
1Litc;1 ;ic ! Lc
dmu
tc element model. 'I is model is suitable in calculation of the forward problem, and
hence the inverse problem in the thalamic area. The rendering time of the thalamus is
much slower than the rendering of the surface of the head, and the ventricle because the
thalarnus is a complex Structure and on the MRI slice the thalamus's grey level pixels are
mbedded with the surrounding structure due to the partial volume phenomena and hence
Jel ineation of the thalaimis on each 21) slice has to he carried out man nal lv t1jus taki n
:niich mo:c
c.

It took approximately 10 minutes to delinente the right ventricle on all 5 slices
using manual editing. Thus on average. 2 minutes per slice is needed to delineate the
ccrchellum.
Figure 7.20(a) shows a three dimensional voxel of the cerebellum, using a
retinue model obtained by plotting all the delineated edge points in three dimensions.
ligure 7.20(b) shows a true three dimensional solid model of the cerebellum. Figure
7.20(c) shows the three dimensional mesh (finite element model) of the cerebellum, with
the right hemisphere showing error due to over specification of the points representing
We cerebellum.

7.9.4.2 Discussion
Figure 7.20(c) shows a good boundary representation model of the cerebellum
using a finite element model. This model is suitable in calculation of the forward
problem, and hence the inverse problem in the cerebellar area. The rendering time of the
cerebellum is similar to that of the ventricle. The Delauny triangulation algorithm failed
o delineate the right cerebellar hemisphere due to over specification of the cerebellar
points HI that re,-,ion.

7.9.5 General Discussion

Structure

Total number
of points

Number of
Triangles

Area of stirface (min-2)

Scalp/air
interface

5262

1754

393508

Right
Ventricle

375

125

2290

Thalamus

813

271

6939

Cerebellum

1038

346

41740

I'-ihle 7.4. Table showing the attributes of the four brain structures that are rendered
H g the brain imaging software. These_u N r ib1ncs are
pmv1de(HvslIrt7c ( fliO(lule

Tublc 7.4 slio s

nutiLLti\c \ WLJc o! the surince I Icns 01 Inc structures UI
The largest surface area is that of the surface of the head whilst the smallest is
at of the right ventricle. Obviously this is dependent on the number of slices used and
c number of points obtained from each slice. If high number of points is used to
: scribe the shape of the structure then error in the triangulation algorithm results as
OWfl in figure 7.20(c). All the triangular meshes can be LisecI in the inverse problem
Iculation but the best finite element mesh visually is that of the thalamus shown in
iture 7.19(c). The accuracy of the finite element mesh depends on the accuracy of the
delineation and smoothing operations, thus I11C trian g ular mesh of Ilic surface of the head

seal p/a i in tCl i Li Is at the region of the ears because it is di fuicult to delineate the
ears accurately and also because the region of the ears (litters from the other slices of the
head as shown in tigure 7,2 I which shows the ears to be structures outside the head, and
hence isolated.

Figure 7.21 Delineation and smoothing ot the scalp/air interface at the cerebellar and
thalamic regions

The processing times are inversely proportional to the number of slices used and
the complexity of the scene being rendered.

_):;_
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The advantages of the Software tools developed Ic
rendering are the followings. Firstly, the software is now
automatically render three dimensional object startin g from
he epileptic MRI
obtained using a scanner, whereas the software develope
he bin as seen
Givens et al. (Ref. 22) require the user to manually trac
transparencies and then on the digitizer table which is ti m
of delineating the structures slower. The Analyse sowa
starts with 3D voxel data represented as inte g ers, and s
and Fuchs (Ref. 136) uses photographic images
rcconstruction of finite element model of the head (ICVi
Ref. 130) uses a manual digitizer to triangulate the s
use the resulting finite element model in building a rca
Of the human head. All these methods are time cons
be used on definite structure such as the surface of the
Secondly, the software allows the interactive re-slicing and manipulation of the
rendered objects. This is very useful in examining the structure of interest. Thirdly, the
software allows the user to visualize the true volume of the structure of interest.
Fourthly, the software provides useful data about the number of triangles used and the
area of the surface being rendered. Fifthly, despite the fact that implementing the
software is extremely complex, the full source code of the software with the proper
documentation is available for future researchers and hence enhancement and maintenance
of the software is easier than other research software where (locunlentation of the code
is insufficient and onl y part of the source code is released to the public. Sixthly, the
software is supplied with user manuals, examples and documentation that aid the nontechnical users (e.g. medical staff) in using the software and hence making the software
more user friendly and accessible to wider range of users. Also, the graphical user
interfaces aid in this point.
Thus, the software is novel and allow the user to successfully display any two
inensional tomographic object in true three (Ii mension semi-automatically and in less
jn 30 minutes for complex structures, and since it is embedded within Khoros, it has
tirpassed and enhanced the ability of Khoros to represent true three dimensional objects
ather than 3D surface plots of two cli mensional images. Also, the stirface3cj module has
surpassed the ability of X-Windows which is designed to view two dimensional images
only, and is only comparable to a system called PEX (Ref. 33) which is still in the
development stage and has not been released yet.
I
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I.

JO MRI-PET iiage co-registration
For the purpose of testing the cregisler module's algorithms for MRI-PET image
co-registration two MRI slices at the cerebellar region are chosen together with their
corresponding PET slices. The slices are obtained from a single paroxysmal patient. This
is done because the cerebellar region contains many structures that can be viewed in the
corresponding PET images, which can be used to test the registration algorithms more
rigorously and quantitatively.

7.10.1 Pre-processing of MRI and PET slices
For both PET slices experiments are carried to find the best way of delineating
the su-rface of the head on them.

Figure 7.22. The effect of various filter sequence on delineation of the surface of the
hcod on PET slices
Figures 7.22(a) and 7.22(d) show the surface of the head to he a faint structure
is mixed with the radioactivity envelope. Figures 7,22(e). (C) and (b) show that the
huence of applying a Iowpass filter followed by a h ighpass filter is better than applying
ongle filter. Thresholding and edge detection experiments failed to segment the surface
the head, thus it is decided to delineate the surface of the head on the PET slices
manually using drawiniage, after a lowpass and highpass filters are applied to the
original PET image.
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The paroxysmal MRI images are of better quality than the epileptic MRI
images, since the paroxysmal MRI images show the blood vessels of the brain as seen
in figures 7.23(a) and 7.24(a).

S

igire 727. ONAM I nL,, theNI RI and REF points ot coircopdncc or inmgc B

[

Figure 7.24. Obtaining the MRI and PET points of correspondence for image A
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MRI Slice
Number of edge
___________________ points
Image B

844

Image A

f 716

Time (sec)
90

Points of correspondance
8

103

- 17

Table T i . Attributes resulting from dehnatjon OF MRJ slices

PET Slice

Number of edge
points

Time
(see)

No. of Pts
from
vsmooth and
features
routines

Points of
correspondance

Image B

205

80

36, 54

8

Image A

283

85

24. 41

17

Table 7.6. Attributes resu1ting from delineation of PET slices

Table 7.5 shows that the vorder routines algorithm determines the points of
correspondence according to their spatial position and not to their quantity, since image
B had 844 points but ended up with 8 points of correspondence whereas image A had 716
Points and ended up with 17 points. Table 7.6 shows that tracing the surface of the head
manually takes ]onger time and produces less points (since PET images are half the size
of N IRI), also the initial ii umber of points have to he smoothed.
The image results show that heuristic edge follow worked extremely well in
dcli 1c.0 ng the surface of the head on both M RI slices, this is also clue to the better
quality of the slices. In both cases the region of the ears was modified to improve the
order algorithm. Figures 7.23(e-t) and 7.24(e-t) show that the eventual smoothing of
the PET slices contours is very good, while figure 7.24(d) shows that vorder has
succeeded in obtaining good points of correspondence, since the points obtained are on
opposite ends and does represent the shape of the head. However, figure 7.23(d) shows
that vorder failed to obtain a good Set of points, this is perhaps due to the fact that most
of the smoothed PET points do not form a line that intersects the MRI image, and hence
points at different positions are needed. However in this case, the eight points are
sufficient to carry out i niage registration experiments.

7.10.2 Image co-registration bY least squares fitting techniques
7.10.2.1 Results
7.10.2.1.1 Results of v erification Of the functionalit y of the cregister niodijie

Master model points

Current model points

2

1

4

2

6

3

8
10

5

12

6

Objective Function Value = 0
Scaling = 2
Rotation = X translation = Y translation = 0.0
Table 7.7 Image re g istration using simple transformation
Table 7.7 shows that the least squares algorithm works using a simple
transformation, since it found the correct degrees of freedom and minimized the objective
distance function value to 0.
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Transformation of MRI smoothed contour of the
head's surfaceusing RST of (20,,0.52 3.5).

(a) Original MRlsmoothed
contour image consisting
of 17 points.

(b) The same
image after
transformation using
RST values.

Registrationof MB! smoothed contour (master slice) on the MB!
Snioothetcontour. after. RST transformation applied to it (current
.slice). Correlation was done using linear least squares fit theory.
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(b) The current M dice af to
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Ifitear least squares fit tocalculate the RST trãnsf—
ormation needed.

Number of points

Mean Squared Error

Standard

2

2.83

1.27

3

3.49

1.13

4.03

0.17

7

2.88

0.50

8

2.61

0.57

-

Deviation

Table 7.8 Table showing the relationship between increasing the number of contour points
and the registration accuracy

Grap h showing the relationship between increasin
the number of contour points and the registration
accuracy for registration of MRI master model with
MIRI current model after it has under2one comDlex
transformation.
4.5
94
3.5
..

3
- 2.5
= 2

CID 1.5
1
0.5
2

Grap

h

3

5

7

8

Number of registration points
7,l

Figures 7.25(a) and (b) show that the transformation of the original contour points
is successful. Figures 7.26(a) and (b) show that the linear least squares fit registered the
current MRI image, but with slight rnisregistration still existing. In image registration
experiments, the mean squared error is used as a measure of the accuracy of the
registration process. Table 7.8 shows that increasing the number of registration points
increases the accuracy of registration, since registration with two points gives an accuracy
of 2.83 ± 1.27 nun, but with 8 points the accuracy increases to 2.61 ± 0.57 mm. Table
7.8 together with graph 7.1 show that the accuracy of registering the image using contour
points depends on the position as well as the number of the points, since graph 7.1 shows
that the accuracy of the registration decreases to 4.03, and then increases to 2.61.

Binary MRI image after a pre—defined complex
RST transformation of (20,0.5,3.5) applied to it.
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Number of points

Mean Squared Error

1

2.18 x

Standard

lOs

Deviation

1.79 x lO

2.83

1.27

3

3.49

1.13

5

4.03

0.17

7

2.88

0.50

8

2.61

0.57

Table 7.9 Table showing the relationship between increasing the number of manual shape
points and the registration accuracy

Gra p h showing the relationship between increasin
the number of manual shape points and the
registration accuracy for registration of MIRI master
model with MIRI current model after it has undergone
complex transformation.

E6

ID

2

3

4

5

6

Number of registration points

h7.2

7

8

Figures 7.27(a) and (h) show that the transtriiati of (lie original manual shape
J)oifl ts is successful. The order of placing the manual shape points is done so that the
pointS are close together. Figures 7.28(a and (b) show that the ]inear least squares fit
registered the current MRI image, but with misregistration clearly seen. Examination of
the degrees of freedom showed that the rotation parameter value is Wrong, the scaling
and translations are correct. Table 7.9 shows that the illiiliinhliTi points required for
registration is two points, and that increasing the number of manual shape points
increases the accuracy of the re g istration since re g istration with two points gives an
accuracy of 5.17 ± 2.03 mm, but with 8 pOints the accuracy increases to 3.53 ± 0.72
mm. Table 7.9 together with graph 7.2 show that the accuracy of registering the image
using manual shape points depends On the position as well as the number of the points,
since graph 7.2 shows that the accurac y of the registration decreases to 6.29 with 3
points, and then increases to 3.53 with 8 points. This shows that it is important to choose
well distributed manual shape points, since the first 4 points are in a straight line and
hence the registration accuracy is low, but points 5-8 are around the centre of the image
increasing the registration accuracy.

7.10.2.1.4 Results of re g istering MRIPET images usiii2 manual sjpe )()jilts
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Figure 7.30. Results of' MRI-PET ima ge registration usin g manual shape pointS

Number of points

Mean Squared Error

Standard Deviation

2

5.77

3.34

3

3.24

1.45

2.76

0.82

5

2.83

1.06

6

2.24

0.30

4

.

Table 7. 10 Table showing the relationshi i between -Increas. in g the n umber of manual
shape points and regktration accuracy

Grap h showing the relationship between increasing
the number of manual shape points and the registration accuracy for registration of MRI ('head) image
with PET (hat) image using manual shape points.
6

Li]

2

3

4

5

6

Number of registration points

Graph 7.3
Figure 7.29 shows the difference between the MRI image on the left and the PET
image on the right. It can be seen that scaling and rotation are important in registering
the PET image. Also, the figure shows that the manual shape points are chosen so that
they are well distributed throughout both the PET and the MRI images, in order to
increase the accuracy of the registration. Figures 7.30(a) and (b) show that the linear
least squares fit have successfully registered the PET image model onto the MRI image
model, with no visible misregistration. Table 7. 10 shows that the minimum points
required for registration is two points, and that increasing the number of manual shape
points increases the accuracy of the registration, from 5.77 to 2.24mm. Graph 7.3 and
figure 7.29(a) and (b) show that the accuracy of registering the image using manual shape
points depends on the position as well as the nunther of the points, since graph 7.3 shows
that the registration accuracy clearly increases using the first 4 points but with point 5 the
accuracy slightl y decreases dIne to the fact that Hic position of point 5 is in more towards
the centre of the image, however point 6 is also more towards the centre and so when
points 5 and 6 are used the accuracy increases again.
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Table 7.11 Table showing th e relationship between increasin g the number of manual
shape points and registration accuracy

Graph showinLy the relationship between increasin
the number of manual shape points and the registration accuracy for registration of MRI (head) image
with PET (hat) image using characteristic shane
points.
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Figures 7.3 l(a-e) show, the way the characteristic shape points of the MRI image
are obtained. The centroids and weighted mean radius points from the temporal, occipital
and frontal lobes are calculated using the features hybrid routine. Figures 7.32(a-d) show
characteristic shape points of the PET image. The figures show that the centroids and the
weighted mean radius points are all close together, resulting in a total of 8 registration
points rather than 6. Table 7. 11 shows that the minimum points required for registration
is two points, and that increasin g the number of manual shape points increases the
accuracy of the registration, from 37.11 to 1.93mm. Graph 7.4 and table 7.11 outline the
importance of the position of the registration points in the registration process, since the
first two points are from the frontal lobe and are very close together in such a way that
they are treated as one point by the algorithm, and hence the high mean squared error
value, whereas the third and fourth points come from the temporal lobe, which is in a
different spatial position from the frontal lobe, and thus helps to anchor the image leading
to a clear increase in the accuracy of the registration, and a further increase in the
number of points does not necessarily lead to increase in accuracy as can be seen with
points 5, 6 and 7.

7.10.2.2 General Discussion
Experiments usin g linear least squares fitting techniques showed that the minimum
number of points needed for good registration accuracy is 3. and that the accuracy of the
registration is dependent on the spatial position as well as the number of points
correspondence between the master and current image models. In most cases an increase
in the number of points does not necessary lead to an increase in the registration
accuracy, thus an optimal number of points of correspondence that can be used for
registration exists. Also it has been shown that well distributed manual shape points as
well as characteristic shape points lead to very good registration accuracy (between 2.24
and 1.93mm).
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7.10.3_Retrospective co-regjst 1' itiOn hy non-linear least Sqii'e_flttipgf
pr
points of corr espondence using the downhill simplex and
p flU arid
direction set optimization methods
In this section the properties OF both the downhill simplex and the direction set
optimization methods are investigated, and their Usefulness to image registration are
evaluated.

7.10.3.1 Results
7,10.3.1.1 Results of y en ficat iou 01'111C iti oct iona lit' of the cregister mothi le

Master model points

Current model points

2

1

4

2

6

3

8

4

10
12

6

Objective Function Value = 0
Scaling = 2
Rotation = X translation = Y translation = 0.0
Table 7, 12 Image registration usin2 simple transtorniation
Table 7.12 shows that the non-linear least squares fitting using both optimization
routines works using a simple transformation, since it found the correct degrees of
freedom and minimized the objective distance function value to 0.
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G raphs 7.5 and 7.6 show that both opt1 m izat ion methods a: non-I inear, and that
the simplex method works well if started with high initial degrees of freedom, whereas
the direction set method works well regardless. Thus the simplex routine minimizes the
objective distance metric lunction using high initial parameter estimates. In both cases
local minima can be seen, thus the two methods are essentially local optimization methods
in this case.
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Table 7.13 Table 'showing the behaviourof the downhill simplex optimization routine
when registering17points
Table 7. 13 shows that the best initial parameter estimates for downhill simplex
are scaling = 5, rotation = 5. x-translation = y-translation = -20. since at these values
the algorithm does not exceed the maximum number of iterations allowed (7000), and
does give a good minimal value. However, since the simplex is essentially a local
optimization method, thus the higher the number of points the higher the objective
function value (Indicating that the routine got trapped by a local minima), but the higher
the re g istration accuracy.
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Table 7.14 Table showing the behaviour of the direction set optimization routine when
registering 17 points
Table 7.14 shows that the there is no best initial parameter estimates for direction set
method since all of them give good optimal value with much less iteration than the
downhill simplex routine. However, comparison between various values shows that a
good initial parameter estimates are scaling = 0, rotation = 0, x-translation = ytranslation = 0, -since at these values the algorithm always works and give an optimal
value. Using these parameter with the downhill si iii plex causes a run time error, resulting
in a core dump.
Also, since the direction set method is essentially a local optimization method, thus the
higher the number of points the liiglir the objective function value (indicating that the
routine got trapped by a local mini ma). but the higher the registration accuracy.
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Table 7.15 Table showinc the behaviour of the c!ownh ill si niplex optimization routine
when registering 8 points
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Graph showing the registratioii accurac y and the
pptiinal objective function value obtained using the
downhill simplex optimization routine.
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Graph showing the registration accuracy and the
optimal objective function value obtained using the
direction set optimization routine.
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Graphs 7.7 and 7.8 and tables 7. 14 and 7.15 .sJiw that the hi
g her the flu mber
of points the more likely that the algori thu gets Si
Lick in a local mini ma. resulting in a
higher objective functi o n
value, but at the same [nile the registratioii accuracy increases.
Thus there seems to be a compromise between the re
g istration accuracy and the objective
function value with increasing number of registration points for non-linear least squares
flttirig methods. This is evident in both g ra
phs 77 and 7.8. Also, the graphs show that
(lie simplex method tends to II uCtuates more til,11, the (Ii reCtiOii set
M ethod - Also,
genera! ly the direction set method is faster than the downhill si ni plex method, this is due
to the fact that the direct ion set uiethoi makes less calls to the Objective function.

Li.i3.LLResults of e oj slerj,w MIZI iniage COnto ur points afler
11 1M INJU P a complex
tm nsformation
A complex transformation of scaling = 0.5, rotation
20. and x and y
translation = 3.5 is applied to an M RI i Wage to produce the current image.
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Table 7.17(a). Table showing the effect of increasing the number of contoupjnts on
registration accuracy Using the direct ion set optimization method
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Figures 7.33(a) and (b) show the contour points used in re
g istering the MRI
master model onto the current model. Figure 7
.33(b) ShOWS that the scaling and rotation
values are nearly accurate but the translation values are not. For both tables 7.16(a) and
(b) the degrees of freedom are scalin g
2, rotation -20 and x and y translation 3.5. The tables show that both the direction set and the downhill simplex methods are
similar for this particular case, since the r
egisrral,oF accuracy tr both i s the same. In
both cases the r
egistration accuracy increases with increasing number of points. This is
il
lustrated by graph 7.9. Comparing the results obtained here with results obtained using
least squares fi ttill a , it can be seen that with
11011Ii near methods there is less fluctuation
W ith the registratiomi accuracy values.
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In these experiment, the initial parameter estimates for the direction set method are:
Scaling = 0, Rotation = 0, X-translaijon =
0. Y-translation
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Number of points

Mean Squared Error

Standard Deviation

7

4.34

1.29

3

3.35

0.94

4

2.II

0.70

2.06

0.70

'.99

0.64

Table 7. 18 ' Table showi,12
registration accuracy usina

the effect of increasing the

manual shape points on

both direction set and downhiH simplex optinlizatjori methods

g raph sh owing the relationship between increasing
the number of manual shape points and registration
curacy for MRI-PET re istratjon using downhill
simplex and direction set optimization routines.

4
7.10

5

6

Number of registration points

Table 7.18 and graph 7.10
show that the registration accuracy is dependent mainly
:iuniber

of registration points, whereas in the least squares fltting algorithm it is
perident on both the number and the spatial position. In this case he spatial
position
)C5 not matter because the opti Ill i7atlon Iorit
ins nr n!d to tit the points as closely
H
a minima is reached.

7.10.3.1.5 Results of regislering PET and \IRI images by minimizing the distances
between the corresponding chat litez 1st ic shape points
Number of points

Mean Squared Error

Standard Deviation

3.07

1.07

4

3.07

1.07

5

2.73

0.88

6

2.67

0.75

7

1.98

0.68

8

1.93

- 0.95

2

Initial parameter estimates are:
Scaling = 0, Rotation = 0. X-translation = 0. Y-translation = 0
Table 7.19(a). Table showing the effect of increasing the characteristic shape points on
citration nCctrracv inie thc
ccn)n
t
ith!

Number of points

Mean Squared Error

Standard Deviation

2

5.35

0.55

3.07

1.08

3.07

1.08

2.73

0.88

2.67

0.76

1.98

0.69

5

7

1.93
Itutial parameter estimates are:
ca]ing = 5, Rotation = 5, X-trans]ation
translation = -20
He 7.19(b.Table showing the effect of increasing the characteristic shape points on
iflgthcdo\vnhIn l pI\Oi)ti In I7 OI 1l1L1 hd

Graph comparing the relationship between the
downhill simplex and direction set optimization
routines when applied to the problem of registering
MRI (head) image with PET (hat) image using
characteristic shape points.
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5
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7

8

Number of registration points
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Tables 7. 19(a) and (b) and graph 7. Ii show that the registration accuracy is
dcpendent mainly on the number of registration points. Also they show that both the
downhill simplex and direction set algorithms iii n ii ize the distance on similar ways,
'drice both graphs 7. 11 and 7. 10 show that the results obtained from the downhill simplex
md direction set are almost identical.

7. 10.3.2 General Discussion
[he complete analogy between the registration of PET and MRI images and the
ion of the parameters of a mathematical model in the presence of outliers e. the
:mges to detect) has been demonstrated in these experiments. It is thus possible
to
(I
H
rodtice in the field of image processing the modelling methodology, which can be
arly stated: Which registration model must be a priori selected? What are the noise
iracteristic in the images? Which similarit y criterion must be opti mnized for calculating
registration parameters (degrees of freedom)? Which optimization method can be used
Hils purpose?. The exncrimncnts centiiHu' to
mu snum :in.\mrs ) hmse (H! t,en.
nimt

The scicction ot J R 1r:ti iicl pr iiv dcrivc rin tlic physical

knowledge available about the i niage acquisi non procedure. The 4-parameter geometric
model chosen has a Certain degree of generality and can be tried for many registration
problems. A posteriori parsimony principle will often lead to simplification of tile model
in order to keep only the relevant geometrical transformations which are really necessary
for the registration. Examination of the final degrees of freedom showed that rotation and
scaling are very important in registering the PET image onto the MRI image, with x and
y translations playing a secondary role.
Study of the noise level must be carried out because it greatly influences the
choice of similarity measure. In this case study of the noise showed that the best
similarity measure is that of the distance between MRE and PET points of correspondence, and an objective function is developed.
Two optimization methods are advocated for minimizing the least squares distance
function (objective function). The one to select depends on the speed of the computers
Used for the calctilations and the ease of i mplelllentation of the algorithm The directio
n set method is nluch faster and more robust since initial parameter estimates of 0 lead
to finding the mini mum, however, its implementation is more di flicul t. However, the
downhill simplex method is easily implemented, but is found to he slower and high initial
parameter estimates of 5, 5, -20, -20 are needed to steer the simplex in the n-dimensional
parameter space. However, both optimization methods are found to be trapped by local
minima, when used in opti mizaring large ii umber of contour points.
Taking the linear and non-linear least squares fitting experiments into account, it
can be concluded that the best model to use is the manual shape points model followed
by characteristic shape points model, and it is best to use non-linear optimization method
in these cases. In this case, the number of registration point influences the accuracy of
the registration. This method is used to register the M RI and PET images and carry out
medical evaluation as described in the next section.

7.10.4 Co-registration ot MRI and PET images
Two set of paroxysmal MR[ and corresponding PET images are used to medically
evaluate the registration algorithm developed in this project. In this case all registration
is carried out by iteratively minimizing the distances between the characteristic shape
points using the downhill simplex and direction set optimization routines. The
transformed PET (current) image is then overlayed on the original MRI (master) image.
All registration is carried out using tile cregisler module of the brain imaging software.
7.10.4.1 Results
7.10.4.1.1 Results of registering images from set A

7.34. The original MRJ and PET images
ures 7.34(a) and (b) show that there is a clear difference between the original
:1]1 tlTeS.
It can he seen tint sca!in and rotntioii are detlnitclv needed.

.\lR wJ P}:[
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iure 7,35. Results of applying the registration algorithms
Figures 7.35(a) and (b) show that the registration algorithms have successfully
transformed the PET image into the M RI mage space. In fact the final degrees of
freedom value obtained using direction set optimization are; scaling = 2. 1 , rotation
0.055, x-translation = -11 .7 and y-translation = 21 .95: and using downhill simplex are:
scalin g = 2. 1, rotation = -0.07, x-translation = -11 .7 and y-translation = 21 .95. Figure
7.35(b) shows that there is still some misregistration due to x-translation error which is
corrected interactively. However, the overall transformation of the PET is extremely
good.
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ges) indicated by
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7.10.4.1.2 Results of reisterin images from set n

Figure 7.37. The original MRJ and PET images
Fi g ures 7.37(a) and (b) Show that there is a clear difference between the original
NIRI and PET images. In this case, it can be seen that scaling is ma!v:nJc,

Figure 7.38. Results of appl y ing the registration algorith

:1

Figures 7.38(a) and (b) show that the registration algorithms have successfully
transformed the PET image into the MRI image space. Figure 7.38(b) shows that in this
case the transformation of the PET image is extremely good and without any misregistration.

Figure 7.39. Registered MRI-PET image
Figure 7.39 shows activity indicated by the h y pernietabolic regions at the
cerebellar region, frontal and temporal lobes. In this case no hypometaho]ic regions are
observed.

7.10.4.2 General Discussion
The registered MRI-PET images in figures 7.36 and 7.39 confirm the initial
findings that ictal discharges in the depth, particularly those limited to the limbic system,
amygdala and hippocampal structures cart he responsible for paroxysmal changes in
behaviour. This finding has importance iii psychiatry in that many paroxysmal episode
s of disordered behaviour may be due to ictal discharges within depth (Ref. 8). The
results here support evidence from implanted depth electrode work in patients undergoing
epilepsy surgery.

7.11 Co-registration of i\ IRI and neuroelectrornagnetic images
This section reviews tile various MR 1-neuroelectromagnetic image co-registration
details and outlines their limitation and medical importance.

7.11.1 Marker guided registration of EEG dipole data with MRI images
7J1.1.1 Results
The registered dipoles and MRI slices are obtained from a patient suffering from
symptomatic rolandic epilepsy. Figure 7.40 shows the MRI slices nearest to the source
calculated from EEG spikes in the subcortical frontal and temporal lobe of the right
hemisphere. The calculated source is within the pathological area. The large green circle
is the intersection of the slice and tile sphere that IllOdelS the head. Tile bad fit of the
sphere with respect to both radius and position clearly shows the limitation of the model.
The sphere can be too wide in parietal and temporal regions, which can account for
registered dipoles to be located in the skull or skill instead of the cortex as shown in
figure 7.40. Tile use of a more realistic conductivity model such as the tinite element
model of the head should move the dipoles inwards. in this case the position of the
sphere is badly chosen, probably due to a bad sphere fitting algorithm, or due to
inaccuracies in measuring the distances between electrodes and reference points.

Figure 7.40. Dipole location visualized in four MR1 slices taken from an MRI data set

Figure 7.41. Right, frontal and left rendered views of the cortex and dipole.
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7.41 11U\\ \ three 31) iCwS
of the brain rcndcrd from the volume MRI
data. The brain is ( lC l) lctCd in gre y shades, the
n euro-electric dipole is shown in green,
The i inages show that there is less struct nrc present at the brain surface of the right
frontal lobe compared to the left one. This agrees with t1attned brain contours in the
right frontal lobe in the slices shown in ficure 7.40.

7.11. I .2 Discussion
The clinical value of dipole calculations in epilepsy and other application is not
yet determined, notabley because the accuracy of the source estimations is still uncerta
Ill. In the process of EEG recording ,
source estimation, imaging and registration errors
are encountered at each step. For examples inaccLracics are made in manually measuring
the electrode positions with respect to the refer
ence points. These errors may be reduced
b y using a pair 01' digital callipers or a 3D-di g
itizer could be used. Also a better model
of the head is needed to carry Out source estimation, since the spherical model for the
head, the localized nature of the dipole. the
I sotropy of the conductivity, and the signal
noise all account for errors in dipole calculations, and hence tends to displace the image
oLit of the range of the source space.

7.11.2 Automatic EEG-i\IRJ reQst
Figure 7.42 shows the electrodes displa y
ed schematically on a scalp surface
reconstructed from transax al M RI scalp contours. MR images used had a 3m in Inter-slice
spacing, and a mean error distance better than 2mm was achieved,
This method is more
accurate and less subective than marker guided re g
istration methods such as the one
described in section 7. 11.

ftgtre 7.42. Registration of EEG electrodes on 1%11\)[scalp

-

7.11.3 Marker guided registration-of' IEG-r\1R1 imagj
Figure 7.43(a) shows the magnetic field map and figure 7.43(b) shows the
functional (reconstructed current) image showing the result of the complex neural
stimulations.
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Figure 7.43(a) Magnetic field map after auditor y stimulation at latenc y 1 lOms. (b)
O ve rlay of 2D neuromagnetic reconstruction (based on magnetic field map of figure
7.43(a)) on morphological MR image. The arrows indicate strength (relative units) and
d irection of the current density.

The results show that despite the dipolar character of the magnetic field map the
reconstructed current image indicates a widespread and distributed activity for the late
component and very long inter-stimulus interval. The strongest activity is located in the
auditory cortex, but frontal as well as parietal activities are also represented.

hc reconstruction indicates a main son rce locat IOfl
CloSer to the upper lip of the
i,ill
I
i.
i,3SUre than to the lower one. This may result trom two different causes. Firstly,

Jc inversion method allows a reconstruction accuracy of the order of 1cm only. If the
reconstructed image indicates one localised current source only. an additional equivalent
current dipole reconstruction could increase the localisation accuracy. However, the
distributed source reconstruction gives evidence for widespread activity. Secondly, the
volume conductor modelling was based On a homogeneous conductivity distribution and
a spherical conductor only.
lii conclusion, although the current source density approach using volume
ntccration for the calculation of the volume current contributions requires more extensive
calculation efforts in comparison to the conventional surface integral approaches of
Hamalanian et al. (Ref. 130), the method is very flexible in order to include
inhomogeneities in electrical conductivity and morpholo g ical interfaces. When moving
the reconstruction region through interesting parts of the head the C matrix including all
volume conductor effects has to be calculated only once before the current reconstructions
arc niadc. thus vcrv fast rcconstriictions arc posi H

7.11.4 i\IFT imagi . iig of' coherent 40-11z cortico-thaIkmjc oscillations in
hnniìn brain
cure 7.44 shows the NIFT sot u lions from a normal elderly adult at the cortical
cc H:J.aic level.

icurc 7.44. Llcc\ laiR
r\[Ijjiucc ut
ii aC[i 1 IcCORICd irom a Iloriflat
d e rl y a dult over_time at the cortical level ( per Lifl and the
Jp
thal"11111 C level (I ower

IThe location of the cylindrical source space is shown on the coronal M RI slice to
i of figure 7.5. The c y linder's perspective is to the right and hence appears as a
i cetailgle. The top face of the cylinder is close to the temporal area around the auditor
v cortex, and the bottom face is close to the thalamus (T). The axis of the cylinder is the
midpoint of the symmetrical MEG-probe placement. The images to the left are the MET
v illa g es solved within the cylindrical soui-ce space, and hence when viewed from above
appear as a disk with circular boundary. The N1FT solutions (each represented by a
separate circle) are shown every millisecond from 13 to 30 msec within an averaged
epoch of lOOmsec of the steady-stare 40-Hz response such that the rostral portion of the
brain corresponds to the right edge of each circle and the caudal portion corresponds to
the left edge. The activity is initiated in the rostral part of the subcortical slice and seems
to rotate to the caudal and ventral regions. Three milliseconds later, the cortical activity
is observed rostrally and the main sensory area is activated accompanied by an activity
that rotates and terminates at the caudal pole of the cylinder. The results also show that
the pattern recurs every 12.5msec. Thus it is clear that the onset of activit y at the
Walamic level precedes the onset of activity at the cortical level by 3msec.
In conclusion the MFT results support the suggestions that the 40-Hz activity is
ncac:aid by recurrent thalamocortical activity and is not restricted to single areas. In
particular fgure 7.45 show a large electrical coherence that is spatially and temporally
rganized and occurs as an alternation of superficial and deeper activity; an onset of
ctivity at the thalamic level is followed b y widespread activation of the thalamocortic
vicm. re!i 1
fl
1l
I
r

HAPTER 8- CONCLUSION
An integrated and fully functional brain imaging software has been developed as
art of this project. The software is novel and COnSiStS of 11 vroutines, S hybrid routines
ind 2 xvrolltifleS implemented using approximately 80000 lines of code in the C language
on a SUN SPARC-I + workstation. Implementation of the hybrid routines involved
complex programming methodologies, and implementation of the downhill simplex and
direction set optimization routines in the cregister xvroutine involved a great deal of
design, and experimentation with different programming method. Implementation of the
stjrface3d xvroutifle involved acquiring in depth knowledge of the X-Windows system (to
the Xlib level), the Khoros system and libraries such as the xvform and xvdisplay and the
Athena Widget Set since it also involved writing two custom widgets to allow the display
of true three dimensional surface rendered images. Most of the hybrid routines and the
xvroutines are novel and are designed as image processing, registration and 3D
visualization research tools that allow the user to experiment with the algorithms by
changing Various parameters. Since all the routines are integrated into a Khoros toolbox,
thus the routines developed in this project have extended and enhanced the functionality
of the Khoros system, and certain algorithms developed in this project will be of interest
o the Khoros community. An example is the fact that even the second version of Khoros
does not allow true 3D visualization because the Khoros programmers are waiting for the
arrival of the new extension to the X-Windows system called PEX before being able to
design a true 3D visualization module. This is because most programmers want to avoid
writing custom widgets which is a very ditlicult task, and would rather use a higher level
tool kit to write the same programs. The full source code of all the routines is available
to the Khoros community and some of the implementation would be of interest to
computer scientists trying to develop image processing, computer vision, image
registration and 3D visualization programs. The software modules themselves would be
Of interest to both image processing researchers and neuropsvchiatrists since the y allow
the user to experiment with various parameters and to obtain good visual results from the
cxperiments which can be used in improving the diagnosis of the patient as in the case of
cctration of PET onto MRI images.
i1ie stirface3cl module of the software is extremely successful at carrying out true
t Li jrLLce rendering of various brain structures. In this project four structures are
rendered starting from normal unprocessed 2D slices obtained from the scanner, the
structures are; the surface of the head, the right ventricle, the thalamus and the
cerebellum. Rendering and display of the surface of the head took about 30 minutes and
was tile longest, the other structures took between 2 to 15 minutes. All the rendered structures can he display ed using wireframe model, solid model and finite element model. The
latter can be used in biomagnetic forward and inverse problem calculations as a prelude
to the registration of MFT images onto the surface rendered MRI images. The accuracy
and hence the visual quality of the surface rendered images is dependent on tile
delineation of tile structure using edge following teclin iques, and on smoothing the
delineated contour using polygonal approximation, and tlìis in turn is dependent on the
complexity of the structure. The best edge following algorithm is found to be the heuristic
cdge search, and it is found that there is an optimal approximation error for each structure
tilat would fit the pol y gon in the digital curve. Using sti rt'ace3d together with tile hybrid
1
!c\.
r:ct:rc
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.ccc i

hmin such us hc t! lumus und thC curchuhu, ho'.',m. c 011 hs hu c:1 not choose
too many points to represent the structure prior to rendering since this results in errors

in the rendering algorithm as was the case when rendering the cerebellum using the
DelauflY triangulation algorithm. Also surface3d allows the user to manipulate and reslice the 3D rendered images, which aids the user in examining the 3D rendered
t ructures from all directions thus giving the user a true impression of complex internal
brain structures, which is not possible to do by looking at a collection of 2D tomograms
(slices).
Thus, while implemented with the aim of helping in 3D visualization of complex
bruhi structures, surface3d can also be useful for true 3D visualization of any structure
that is acquired as 2D tomograms or slices.
In addition to the 3D surface rendering and volume visualization capabilities of the
software, image registration algorithmsusing edge matching techniques are also
implemented as part of the brain imaging software in a mod ule called cregister (which
tands for co-register). Registration of PET onto MRI images is implemented by
minimizing the distances between MRI and PET points of correspondence using linear and
non-linear least squares fitting routines. The software allows the user to experiment
between registration using contour points of correspondence obtained automatically using
-Age detection, edge following and ray tracin g (part of vorder) routines, points placed
manually on identical structures on the two images and characteristic shape points
btained automatically by calculating the centroids and weighted mean radius points for
uructures that are identical in both images using features hybrid routine. Contour points
u correspondence can be found using a novel technique that traces a line from the centre
ut the PET image towards each edge point on the PET image, and continues the line until
t either intersects an edge point on the M RI image indicating that a point is found, or it
reaches the image boundary in which case no edge point is found, and the algorithm
carries on with the next PET point. This algorithm isi mplementec! in the vorder vroLltine,
and is successful at determining the contour points of correspondence between the two sets
PET and MRI images.
Linear least squares fitting results demonstrated that good registration accuracy can
be obtained. Good registration results are obtained with both manually selected feawre
points as well as characteristic shape points. The minimum number of points needed for
registration is found to be 2, but that gives inaccurate registration. However, as few as
5 manually selected feature points or 2 characteristic shape points per contour of a structure are found to produce good registration results for shapes which do not have an exact
match. The procedure applied in this case offers many advantages such as the fact that
shape points have the clear advantages of rapid calculation and requirement for manual
intervention is not needed. Both the manually selected feature points and shape points
procedures are rapid, accurate and do not cause distortion of the internal structures.
Pegistration using contour points produced reasonable registration accuracy but was not
:s good as the manual and characteristic shape points methods. Examination of the tables
rid graphs showed that in this case the registration accurac y is dependent on both the
umber and the spatial position of the points of correspondence, which explains why
contour points are not very good for registration in this case.
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Non-I i neu !oJt stuircs fi it i n results show ihe flo y d ub I ty oc the cregistet'
module to carry OUt PETNIRI image registration relying solely on the spatial registration
of models of the external surface of the patient derived from the two sets of imaging data.
This method can be applied to routinely acquired images in a completely retrospective
fashion. Furthermore, it can be implemented by a computer with minimal human
supervision. Software of this kind will be particularly Convenient to use with a picture
archiving and communications system (PACS), since the digital data from multiple studies
will already be present on a single storage device with a unified format. Implementation
is carried out by bringing methodolo g ies used in mathematical modelling in physiology
and medicine to the image registration problem. Models from MRI and PET images are
constructed. The least squared distance is used as the objective function and hence a
measure of the similarity. Two optimization routines: the downhill simplex, and the
direction set method are implemented in order to iteratively minimize the distances
between the MRI and PET points of correspondence. Optimization will the produce the
degrees of freedom, that are used to transform the PET slicefrom the PET image space
to the MRI image space. S y stematic comparison of PET-MRJ registration experiments
using both optimization rotLti nes showed that both the down hill simplex and direction set
methods are essentially local optimization routines, and the direction set method is better
to use since it is more robust, less likely to be trapped by local minima and faster than
the downhill simplex. The downhill simplex would be good to use if the degrees of
freedom can be normalized within certain limits, however the limits change depending on
the shape of the structures to be matched. Extremely good registration accuracy is
obtained using manual and characteristic shape points minimization. Also good registration
accuracy is obtained using contour points. Examination of the tables and graphs showed
that in this case the registration accuracy is solely dependent on the number of points, this
is because the iterative minimization is able to cleat with points at different spatial position
unlike the least squares fitting routine.
The total time taken to pre-process and register the images ranges from 10 to 20
seconds per set of two slices, thus re g istration of a complete set of M RI and PET images
would require about 30 minutes, which is much faster than other methods involving
identification of internal landmarks or using external markers. Most of the processing time
is taken up by delineating the PET contours, since it is very difficult to segment the
surface of the head from the radioactivity envelope, and thus segmentation is carried out
manually, however better delineation results can he achieved with transmission ima g es of
PET.
Medical eval lialion of the re g istered MR 1-PET images con t'i rmed the f i nd i n g s that
ictal discharges ill the depth, particularly those limited to the Ii mbic system, aniygdala and
hippocampal structures can be responsible for paroxysmal changes in behaviour. This
Finding; has importance in psychiatry since many paroxysmal episodes of disordered
behaviour is thought to be due to ictal discharges within depth. Also, the registered
images showed that there is slight hypometabohic region in the left temporal lobe
indicating that there is slight inactivity in those regions. Thus. in this case the registered
mages aid in diagnosing the patient and hence optimize the patient-clinician loop. Other
uses of the registered images would be in treatment planning and in facilitating the study
of basic structure/function relationships in the neuroscience (Ref. 145).
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In addzuun to
CahFtiL) ut cttk1('z
irttc3d,thc brain Ima,,Iihy
.ovare is able to perform a lot of general purpose image p r ocessing including:
- Spatial filtering
- Interpolation of missing slices
- Voxel re-slicing
- Edge following
- Ci racteristic shauc points cciations
- Au toniatc calculation Of pot nts of correspoidcnce
- Voxel histogram equalization and stretching
- Write/Paint facility for man ual deli leation of cde
- l-Ol extraction and transfer

- F) distance insemcnts
All these procedures are gathered in a unique user-interface, designed with a userfriendly conception, and with dociLmentarion allowing program utilization by experienced
and non-experienced persons. Thus, while implemented with the aim of helping in medical
image registration problem, the brain imaging software can also be useful in other
applications of image processing, image registration and computer vision.
Review of the MRI-neuroelectromagnetic image registration techniques have
shown that MRI-EEG registration had been carried Out using non-linear surface Fitting
technique similar to the one developed in cregister, and using external markers placed at
the nasal and preauricular positions. In both cases the registration accuracy is low, due
to the difficulty in calculating the exact sources of the current distributions, this results
from the fact that only spherical models representing the surface of the head had been
used in the calculations. All MRI-MEG registration to date is carried out using 2D
registration of MEG inverse problem solutions represented as arrows indicating the
strength and direction of the current distributions in the brain, onto stacked 2D MRI
photographs of the patient hence giving the impression of a 3D MRI-MEG registration.
In this case vol ii me in tegrati on method for the calculation of the vol ii me current
contributions is shown to be more flexible by including the inhomogeneities in electrical
conductivity and morphological interfaces, than the conventional surface integral
approach. Also a finite element model rather (than a spherical model) of the surface of
the head needs to be developed. However, even with finite element model the registration
accuracy is still 1cm which is low, which is a caused! by the inaccuracy in the inversion
methods. MRI-MFT image registration is still at its in fanc y , and so far only image
2D
registration methods have been used to solve the problem by representing the MET images
as set of slices representing the spatio-temporal resolution of the current distributions in
the brain. So far depth versus time information are presented b y performing M FT
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reconstruction within a cylindrical source space and then manipulating that on two MRI
slice. Work oil the specification of an MRI-NIFT image registration software showed that
since MFT is three dimensional in nature, thus the depth versus time information should
be presented by performing MFT reconstruction within a geometrical source space
obtained using finite element model (or boundary representation model) of the structure
of interest. In this case the MFT data are from an epileptic patient, and hence is more
likely to be from the thalamic region, thus the MFT reconstruction should be performed
within the finite element model of the thalamus rendered (using surlace3d) as part of this
project. Once the reconstruction is complete, animation of the MFT stacked slices along
the time or depth axes would give an idea of the nature of the ictal discharges and hence
aid in the diagnosis of neurological diseases.
From the medical perspective, this project has shown that the process of diagnosis
and treatment of neurological disease is increasingly dependent upon the understanding
of dynamics and physiological processes in the system. The complexity of the
Physiological processes necessitates the cooperation between interdisciplinary science
especially in the fields of biology and medicine, mathematics. physics, engineering and
psychiatry. This is clearly evident ill this pro;ect. In addition, the results obtained are of
interest to tile various fields. For example, the optimization experiments are
mathematically interesting, the techniques used in surface delineation, image registration
and three dimensional visualization are of interest in CAD engineering applications and
in robotics, MRI-EEG and MRI-MEG re g istration and the specification and review of
MRJ-MFT registration software is of interest to physicists (and mechanical engineers)
working in electromagnetic modelling and the registered images are of interest from the
medical and neuropsvch iatry perspectives. Thus, the advantage of carrying out such multidisciplinary project is that it provides an excellent opportunity to learn and implement
novel techniques taken from various fields, hut at the same time the disadvantage is that
it takes time to become fully fluent in all these fields.

CHAPTER 9- FURTHER WORK
Specification of MRI-MFT image registration software have shown that it is
feasible to develop by extending the capabilities of the brain imaging software developed
in this project. Thus the next step would be to combine the true three dimensional surface
rendering capabilities of surface3d and the image registration capabilities of cregister in
order to build a novel MRI-MFT image registration software, or to develop a surface
matching algorithm optimizing a 9-parameter model for 3D image registration.
Alternatively, the brain imaging software can be used to carry out more
registration experiments on other medical organs such as the heart or non-medical images
such as land satellite or images recognised by robots. Also, a global optimization routine
can be developed and integrated within cregister and be used for systematic comparison
of its behaviour with those of local optimization method and their effect on the image
registration problem. Also, other similarity criteria can be investigated and compared with
the least squared distance function. Alternatively, greater medical evaluation of images
obtained from patient with various symptoms and registered using cregister can be carried
out, in order to determine the degree of usefulness of such software in the medical
diagnosis of neurological diseases.
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ppendix I
Qj Settin g uo the Khoros environment
The Khoros software used in this project runs on the Sun Unix workstation and runs
under the X Windows (X11 R4) system. Thus it might be helpful to learn more about X Windows
(this can be done by typing man X from your Unix prompt. Also, you need to know a little bit
Unix system files i.e. .login and .cshrc.
In order for you to access the Khoros software from your login environment, the
following issues must be addressed:
(1) Khoros environment variables must be defined.
(2) Your path must be set to include the Khoros binaries.
(3) Xdefaults for the Khoros system must be set by using the ".Xdefaults" file.
These are discussed in the following sections.
1) Environment variables and Rath setuo
Environment variables for Khoros are typically put in a file called khoros_env which
should be created in the user's home directory and sourced at login. To do this look at the
contents of the .login system file shown below, and add the setup relevant to Khoros in your
.login and .cshrc files, then logout and login again to set the variables.
The contents of .login file
# The login file
# Include the system defaults
if ( -r /usrflocalletc/allusers.login)
source Iusrflocalletc/allusers.login
fflJser's own set-up here
set env PATH $PATh':1u5 .Brightonls 11 1be55 8/unixsys'
# My setup for the Khoros environment
if ($HOST == KingsX) then
setenv PATH $PATH' :!usrinfs-2/khoroslbint
source project!khoroS_enV
endif
# Call system script to start a window system
if ( $TTY = /dev/console && -e /dev/fb ) then
if ( -r /usr/localletclstartgui ) then
source /usr/localletc/startgui
logout
else
echo "Cannot execute /usrllocalletc/startgui. Please report this" echo "problem to one of the Help
Desks. Thank you."
endif
endif

The part that is shown in bold is to do with the Khoros setup. In this case Khoros is
installed on the KingsX host, thus the environment variables will be set only when the user is
logged on to KingsX host.
The contents of khoros_env file
# This file must be sourced or included in your .login or .cshrc
# This file contains default values for ALL environmental variables # used by KHOROS.
setenv KHOROS HOME /usr/nfs-2fkhoros
setenv KHOROS_MAIL
$USER
setenv K}IOROS_VERBOSE
no
setenv KHOROS_CACHE_SIZE 4194304
setenv KHOROS_CACHE
no
/var/tmplkhoros
setenv TMPDJR
setenv KHOROS_KEY WORDS
$KHOROS_HOME/reposlKeywords
$MANPATH':/usr/nfs-2fkhoros/man'
setenv MANPATH
echo Khoros environment variables executed
2) Explanation of khoros env file
The most important environment variable, " KHOROS_HOME", indicates the directory where
Khoros has been installed:
setenv KHOROS_HOME directory
Another very important environment variable that is used by UNIX and Khoros is the
"TMPDIR" variable. Khoros uses this directory as the location of all temporary files and images.
It should be set to a large directory, as in:
setenv TMPDIR /usr/tmp
Several of the maintenance and installation procedures (kinstall and ksrcconf) send mail to
indicate their status. If you want this mail sent to a specific account, then include the following
line:
setenv KHOROS_MAIL user name
Programs will print out a warning message and a default value for each option that is
not used if the "K}{OROS_VERBOSE" flag is set. In general, this flag is set to 'no':
setenv KHOROS_VERBOSE no
Specification of input files for Khoros programs may be shortened by use of the Keywords
capability; this capability provides a shorthand for the specification of input files. The use of the
Keywords capability is explained in detail in the last section of this chapter; on-line help can be
accessed from the "Help" button that appears on the file browser. If desired, you may create
your own Keywords file defining your own preferred shorthand to frequently-used input files,
and set the "KHOROS_KEYWORDS" environment variable to it; otherwise, the Keywords

5hortha nd is defined in the Ke y words I1c:
tCfl

KIIOROS KEYWORDS,, ,'KHORO 11OMT./repo'Ke, words

j XdcJultJilC
The ".Xdefaults" file is read by X Windows-based applications during startup to
cis:oT1ize the appearance or characteristics of their windows. See the example in
SK1iOROS_HOME/d0tfl1&Xdefau 1ts. This is a very long .Xdefaults file; however, the
majority of it is devoted to controlling the colours that appear on the various Khoros
applications. You need not be concerned with this unless you would like to customise the
colours for Khoros applications for your own use. If you would like to customise the
colours, it is easiest to edit this file and do a global change. For example, if you use the vi
visual editor, and want all subform buttons to appear in orange instead of royal blue, you can
do:
1,$ s/royal bluelorangelg
If you use the emacs visual editor, the global change can be made with:
<c-sc> x replace-string

Remember, any time you change your .Xdefaults file and you want to see that change reflected
when you run X Windows based applications, you must execute:
xrdb (desired .Xdefaults file}
I f you have problems when running Khoros on a monochrome screen, look at the
$KHOROS_HOME/dotflleslXdefaultS.mono file for examples.
i.e. type cat $KHOROS_HOME/dotfiles/Xdefaults.moflO I more
Remember if you need help with X windows either click on Xman menu from X windows or
type: man X from the Unix shell prompt.

(2) Step b y step tutorial to runnin g Cantata
Having setup your environment, you can now run Cantata as follows:
1) Find a workstation (preferably with coloured screen) and type your username and password.
2) Get to the X Windows motif. (This is system dependent, in this case the user can set his/her
environment so that it logs onto X Windows straight away.
3) Get an Xterminal of medium size

Khoros is installed on
Type
xnosl
Kuigs.
ng displayed
across
the network.
4)
KingsX). This command prevents your
images
from
bei
Type riogin KingsX, to log onto the second machine where Khoros is installed.
5)
6 Type at the prompt: setenv DISPLAY <workstatiofl>O
This is needed to tell the system where you want Khoros images to be displayed. This command
sets the environment variable DISPLAY and tells X Windows and Khoros to send images and
graphics to the primary screen (screen 0) of the named workstation.
7) Type cantata & to run cantata in the background.
The cantata menu should appear and the various image processing routines can be glyphed to
8)
form a custom image processing software suited for a particular application.
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interfaces

routines raDhi at user
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BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Extracts small slice files in either RAW or VIFF Format

Choose Selection

Input RAW File Name
Output File(s) Name

L

Extension of output file(s)

$ Input Specification

[if

Not Interleaved

RAIl File Data Storage Type (Choose One):
$ Byte

U Short
J Integer

fl

Float
Double

Number of rows in a slice
Number of columns in a slice
Number of slices

Convert to VIFF format or not:
$ Do not convert to VIFF

0

Convert to VIFF & normalize data to BYTE

Order in which slices are stored in RAW file:
Ascending order (1 -> end)

U

XVROUTINES
Surf ace3d

Descending order (end -> 1)

Cregister

HELP

E::

il
HELP

ill QUIT

l]

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Choose Selection

Convert slice or voxel data to ASCII format

Input Image

........

...:

• Output ASCII File

0I
0

Choose the output type:
GREY_LEVEL, X, Y, Z (MicroStation (MDL) format)
X, V. Z, GREY-LEVEL
X, Y, GREY- LEVEL (Khoros format)

Display Slice number and image information
Display binary (edge) data only

I

XVROUTI NES
Surf ace3d
Creg i ster

CNO
HELP

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE NODULES
Choose Selection

Stack all 2D slices to produce a 3D voxel

Select a directory name and/or input slice images / ASCII data:

J Input Slice
Input Slice

jJ

Input Slice
Input Slice
Input Slice

[

[J

Input Slice
Input Slice

j Input Slice

El Input Slice
E1 Input Slice
J Input Slice
E1 Input Slice
U Input Slice
El Input Slice
[J Input Slice
Input Slice

Li
Li

Input Slice
Input Slice

] Input Slice

El Input Slice
E1 Directory
• Output Image

J Output ASCII
Processing method:
• Using images of 2B slices
Using ASCII datafiles of 2B slices

Color Space Model (choose one):
None

[1 ntscRGB
cieRGB

[]
Li 9enericRGB

COMBINE

CMV
[

1

i
L

HSV
HLS

HELP

n 9 So ft
BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Larries out edge detection using Laplacian operator

VROUT I NES
Vsepf I les
Input Image

Ygetdatd

Output Image

Vlowpass
Width of window
Vhiboost
Height of window

Vinterp

El E
nt,—
ED om

Voxd Isp
Yoxinfo

Choose thresholding method:

Vorder

No thresholdin9

Vsrwoth

U

Local (adaptive) thresholding

9 as I

..

Global thresholding

Threshold value

I

.lIE

XVROUTINES
Surf ace3d
Cregister
U-

EIIEIIIII
r

-

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Choose Selection

rertorms <ange edge Detection on VIFF image bq Spatial Conviution

Input File

Output File

j[

Width of window
Height of window

wn",^,

Choose threshold ing method:

0

No threshold ing
Global thresholding

ULocal (adaptive) threshoic

Threshold value

VRANGE

XVROUT I NES
Surfa ce3d

Cregister

EIIIi
QUIT

..... ._________

T.

fl4Soitwa

11

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Choose Selection

F

patia1 Domain Low-Pass Filtering on VIFF Image

Input File

Output File

Choose neighbourhood definition:
8-Voxel Neighbourhood (2D)
26-Voxel Neighbourhood (31))

Width of window
[

Height of window

VLOWPASS

XVROUTINES

Lster

EIii
EIFELEIIII
QUIT

HELP

DRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Selection

Spatial Domain High-Boost Filtering on VIFF Image

Input File

Output File
File

------------

XVROUTINES
Surf ace3d
Crey I ster

EIi
1:7QUIT

--

TI

--

-.-

F..i:i1

r

I '

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Choose Selection

Fills in the missing slices using interpolation

Input Voxel Filename
Output Filename
Extension Name

Choose Interpolation method:

X.
0
0

Linear Interpolation
Cubic Bezier Interpolation
Cubic Spline Interpolation

E E1
VI

:=SUrface3d
ister

L

HELP
QUIT

TER

HELP

..

I

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Voxel Contrast Enhancement Utilities

Choose Selection

YROUT INES

Input Voxel File

Vsepfiles
Vgetdata
Vcomsl ice
-J_Ylapedge

Output File

Vran9e
Ylowpass

Choose .oxel display method:

Vhiboost

Vintrp

-I

$ Histogram Equalization

[J

Histogram Streching

Voxinfo
Vorder
Vsmooth

VOXDISP

XVROUTINES
SurFace3d
Cregister

LiiiFilEIIP.
QUIT

HELP

Irai

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Writes the x,y & z voxel or x & y slice dimensions

Choose Selection

Input Image

$ Choose the ima9e type:
3D Voxel

J

Single Slice

Input the x pixel size (meters)

I 0010000.

Input the y pixel size (meters)

[o.ol000Q

Input the z dimension of voxel only
i.e. the interslice distance (meters)

VOXINFO

----XVROUTIMES
-

Surface3d

EiiE
ste

. ii::.
[o,oioo,............... Ir;!: .;:i:; •: • i: •!

HELP

F 'ICED

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES

Choose Selection

Algorithm that obtains MRI edge points corresponding to PET points

Input MRI Image File
Input PET ASCII File
Input PET Centroid File
Output MRI Data File
Output PET Data File
Output MRI Image File

Save the MRI points of correspondance as a VIFF image

VORDER ]

XVROUTINES
Surf ace&f
Cr'egister

HELP
-Z======

1111 QUIT

(E)

HELP

EP.JN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Choose Selection

Lontour smoothing using polygonal approximation

Input Edge Image

Output Polygons Image

...

[..11

Minimal Segment Length

0
J

Elimination Percentage

Surface3d
Cregister

HELP

QUIT

oIJ

Approximation Error

LII1
XVRIJUTIMES

[000

HELP

•1
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user interfaces

$

BRflDI IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
.se5iecon
Interactive drawing (painting) facility on a VIFF image
VROUTINES
Vsepfi les

-----

Input Image

Vgetdata

.-. ---- --- -.

Vcornsl ice
Viapedge

Output

Image

L....

Yrange
V1otpass
Vhiboost
Vinterp
•p 1.At. .L.YflIVA
.......
Voxdisp

TV:

0

host:display,screen

L

VoxinoF
Vorder
Ysmooth
Choose viewing method :
$ Edge superimposed on original image
If

U

T:r

Edge only

Edgefol
Heuredge
Dynedge

MAGE

Measure
Features
Voxslice

XVROUTINES
Surf ace
3d
ce 3d
egister

HELP

L7QUIT

1.

L.I.I1i1

I

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Choose 5eleCtlOfl
Interactive erasing facility working on a '11FF image

Input Image

J

XVROUTINES
Surf ace3d
.IIIiIIIll•.

Cregister

I

LHELP:
QUIT

Output Image

fan11ma;itig Softw
BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE NODULES
Choose Selection
Edge following recursive algorithm . based on magnitude difference

Input Image

0
El

Output
host:display.screen

Threshold of difference
Threshold for following pixels

LJ

Convergence factor

Choose viewing method
$ Edge superimposed on original image
Edge only

L
XVROUT I NES
Surfce3d
Creqister

HELP
QUIT

EDGEFOL

................................... -------

E —:: I

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Selection

Edge following on VIFF image using heuristic graph search

Input Image
-

fJ Output Image

El

host:display.screen

I

L

Threshold For Following pixels

I
1ioJ

Choose viewing method :
Edge superimposed on original image

J

Edge only

[=HEUREDGE

JLJTINES
9iste

L:::^HE:
LP

Ellil

QUIT

1

1

HELP

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Choose Selection
Edge following on VIFF image based on dynamic programming
VROUTINES
Vsepfiles
Vgetdata
Vcomsl ice
Viapedge
Yrange
Vlowpass
Vhiboos t
.
Vinterp
Voxdisp

Input Image

U
j1

LI

Output Image

...
.................................... ....ii.__....

host.:display,screen

I.

[_....

-

I

Threshold for following pixels

.
Vorder
Ysmooth
Choose viewing method :
$ Edge superimposed on original image

HYBRID ROUTINES
Draw image

U

Edge only

.P.r!mi!g.
oil Edgefol

IDYNEDGE
L... HELP
Features
Voxsl ice

.........
Surf ace3d
Cregister

=HELFI

QU IT
...........

.1

•131fl.
BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES

Choose Selection
Interactive Distance Measurements on 2D Slices

Input Slice Filename

El

host:display+screen

MEASURE

XVROUTINES

Surla ce l l
Ceister

I
I
I

[:::^HELPJ
QUIT

I

J

I

L

HELP1

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Choose Selection
Gets the feature points of a binary VIFF Image

Input File

L

Output VIFF Image File
Slice Number

aCentroid File

El

L

Feature Points File

L

Feature points :
Centrojd points only

El

Centroid, Weigted Mean Radius & Manual Points (Optional)
Manual Points Only

Add manual to automatic shape points

( i)
_

I

FEATURES

-1

L HELP 1

XVROUTINES
Surf ace3d
C'gister

]

HELP

1
1• =7Q=T...
UI

__

if

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Choose Selection
Displays transaxial, sagittal & coronal r-slices from a voxel

Input Voxel

Output Slice

..

...-..'.. V....

I

L

I

Choose viewing method
Transaxjal

J

Sagittal
Coronal

Choose interpolation method :
Linear Interpolation

U
El

Cubic Bezier Interpolation
Cubic Spline Interpolation

Interlaced Display

(r)

Auto mid-slice display
( K)

V ROUT IN ES
-

Surface3d
i

EIL

VOXSLICE

HELP

Appendix IV. Graphical user interface
of Surface3D

BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Choose Selection

31) Surface Rendering and Image Manipulation Operations

Anatomical Yoxel Filename
Anatomical Data Filename
Centroids Data Filename

JJEJ
J

host;displa9.screen
Background Colour

Unit Cube Display:
Projection Type:

SURFCE3D

HELP

riii QUIT

J

1

(Pe'spect i

v)
HELP

iJ

1
COPYRIGHT
3D Surface Rendering and Image Manipulation Software

HELP

QUIT

Rendering

I

InPut/Output

Manipulations

I

EcoursetuJ

Slicing

J

r -1
PERSPECTIVES
Front—Back rotation : 64.5
Left—Right rotatior ' '
Scaling (eye dist.)
No slicing.

-...

-............-.
- . . . ..

•_•..d" -

(a) Workspace' of Surface3d with a true 3D voxel wireframe model of
the surface of the head (the scalp/air interface). The voxel was
constructed using the 2D pre—operative epileptic patient slices.
A total of 20 slices were pre—processed using the various vroutines
and hybrid routines and inputted to Surface3d.

SLn r

-F

PERSPECTIVES
I Cv,,iii* fl1.

Cortical

Frontal lobe
/

Cerebellar
region
(b) Workspace of Surface3d with true 3D voxel solid model of the
surface of the head (the scalp/air interface). The 3D model was
constructed using 20 pre-operative epileptic MRI patient slices.

SD . . SLu

r -r

PERSPECTIVES
Front—Back rotation : 64.5
Left—Right rotation: 32.0
Scaling (eye dist.): 10.0
SLICING
Transaxjal : 4.0
Sagittal : 200.0
Coronal : 255.0

Right ear

Thalamic region

I
h

(c) Workspace of Surface3d with the solid model of the head surface
trans axially sliced to the level of the thalainus and sagitally
sliced to remove the left ear.

'mface
3D Surface Rendering and Image Man
i p ulation Software

L
[

HELP

QUIT

1 L EE] I
EEEE] EEE El

COPYRIGHT

la
ManiPutionsj
LS11cjg ]

PERSPECTIVES
Front—Back rotation: 75.0
Left—Right rotation: 270.0
•Sca1ing (eye dist.) : 5.0
No slicing

(c) 3D triangular (finite element) mesh representing the right
ventricle of, the epileptic patient.

PERSPECTIVES
Front—Back rotation : 64.5
Left—Right rotation: 32.0
Scaling (eye dist): 10.0
No slicing.

(b) 3D solid model of the right ventricle shown using the 3D solid
contour rendering option of surface3d.

PERSPEcTIVES
Froiit-8ack.rotation : 64.5
Left-Right rotation: 32.0
Scaling (eye distj: 10.0

Upper part of the
right ventricle

No slicing.
4.:
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Lower part of the4

4
(a) 3D wireframe model of the right ventricle of the epileptic
patient, constructed using the 3D wireframe contour
rendering option of surf ace3d.

PERSPECTIVES
Front—Back rotation: 64.5
Left—Right rotation 32.0
Scaling (eye dist.) :10.0
No slicing.
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PERSPECTIVES
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(c) 3D triangular (finite element) mesh representing the thalamus
of the epileptic patient before it was surgically severed. 12 slices
were pre—processed and inputted to surf ace3d for rendering.

1..

No slicing.
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(a) 3D wireframe model of the cerebellum of the epileptic patient,
constructed using the 3D wireframe contour rendering option
of surface3d.

LL
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PERSPECTIVES
Front—Back rotation 645
Left—Right rotation: 32.0
Scaling (eye dist.): 10.0
No slicing.
Cerebellar
hem ispheres
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(b) 3D solid boundary model of the cerebellum constructed using
surf ace3d.
the 3D solid contour rendering option
of

VV

.V

Vr

No slicing.

speciticanonts) ( it;
cerebellum points

Vermis
region

Right
cerebellar
hemisphere

(c) 3D triangular (finite element) mesh representing the cerebellum.
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3D Surface Rendering & Boundary Representation

Unit Cube Display,
Display Title:

(ED
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Rendering Type:
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3D contours (wirefrare model)
3D contours (solid model)

Delauny Triangulation B-rep (wireframe model)
Ilelauny Triangulation B-rep (solid model)
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Image Slicing
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Front-Back Rotation

_____
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Object Colour Setup Facility

Object Color- Setup:

R
0
0
0
0
0
1:1

White Object
Yellow Object
Green Object
Cyan Object
Blue Object
Black Object
Red Object
Grey Object

,Orr

LJEEO

File Management Facility

EEI E^g
Khoros FUNCTIONAL image file (e.g PET or MET):
Filename

L..I..

Khor-os image file containing FUNCTIONAL data (e.g. MET):

J

Filename

OUTPUT image filename:
Filename
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BRAIN IMAGING SOFTWARE MODULES
Choose Selection

Automatic image registration software using edge matching and
least squares fitting between MRI and PET binary images

Input Morphological Image (MRI) Filename
$ Input MRI Image Shape Points File

LI

.. 1

$ Input MRI Image Contour Points File
......-.

Input Functional Image (PET) File
$ Input PET Image Shape Points File

.J

Input PET Image Contour Points File

Li
U

Output Registered MRI-PET Image File
Output Transformed PET Image File

EIEEEI

............... -------

XVRO TINES

=HELP-----IJ

QUIT

HELP•

Glyph

TWO Dimensional Automatic Image Registration Software

HELP

I

=QUIT

REGISTRATION

OUTPUT FILE

MRI IMAGE

POINT TRANSFER

LROI TRANSFER

[ LoPYRIc

LJ

MEASUREMENTS

MANIPULATIONS

PET IMAGE

u b ft
2D Image Registration via Edge Matching & Least Squares Techniques

Choose Registration Method:

U

Least Squares using Shape Points
Iterative Optimization using Direction Set Method
Iterative Optimization using Downhill Simplex Method

Initial Degrees of Freedom (i.e. optimization parameters)-.
Scaling
Rotation

0
V-Translation

Input PET Threshold Value

fJ

Number of points used in registering the images
Display optimization data to the output device

CLOSE

HELP

I

F
nut_Out:t
File Management Facility

[HELP

j id

OUTPUT Filename to save the registration image in
Filename

.:.

OUTPUT Filename to save the registration data in ASCII format:
Filename

Press to activate registration datafile output choice

r

User- Defined Mani p
ulations of the Transformed PET Image

Press Button to activate request:

11
Initial Degrees of Freedom (i.e. optimization parameters):
Scaling
Rotation
X-Translation
Y-Translation
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Appendix VI. Surface3d User Manual
A. Introduction
A.! Description
Surface3d is a novel interactive three dimensional surface rendering and manipulation
package; it is a new application that uses two new custom widgets designed to aid in the true
3D volume visualization of the structure of interest. The main purpose of surface3d is to take
a binary voxel containing the three dimensional structure of interest delineated using one of the
edge following techniques implemented in the brain imaging software, and to display the three
dimensional structure.
Surface3d allows surface rendering using 3D contours or using triangular mesh
representing the surface boundary of the structure of interest (i.e. a B-rep model). In both cases
wireframe models and solid models can be generated. In both the 3D contours and triangular
mesh solid model, back to front display hidden surface removal (Painter's) algorithm is used to
provide a more realistic display of the structure.
The input voxel must be in the Khoros VIFF format. In addition to the voxel input,
surf ace3d also expects an ASCII file of the centroids of each slice in the voxel, and an ASCII
file of the smoothed contour points. The centroids can be generated automatically using the
features hybrid routine, while the smoothed contour points can be generated using vsmooth
and features. The centroids and contour points files are needed for the production of the
triangular mesh representing the surface of the structure of interest. For 3D contours
representation, only the voxel's VIFF file is needed.
A.2 Running surface3d
Surface3d can be executed from within cantata, or directly from the command line.
When using the command line user interface, the VIFF image must be specified together with
the world coordinate and centroids ASCII data files, obtained using other vroutines and hybrid
routine as explained in the project report.To input the image directly from the command line,
use the -vox option flag (see "Options" for additional command line options). Alternatively,
you may start surface3d with the image and the other options. Thus, the minimum syntax
specification to run surface3d from the command line is:
% surface3d -vox mrvox.xv
which allow the user to render the image using the 3D wireframe contour model only.
However the command line:
% surface3d -vox mrvox.xv -data edgepts.txt -cent centpts.txt
allow the user to render the image using all the rendering methods available.
% surface3d -vox ventvox.xv -data ventfeat.txt -cent ventcent.txt -jp surface3d.jp
loads the demo for surface3d which shows the user how to surface render a set of brain
ventricle slices into a boundary representation model of the ventricle and how to manipulate and
slice the rendered ventricle.
Place the surface3d master form with your window manager (your window manager
may use automatic placement). The surface3d master form will have a workspace (main
widget) attached beneath it, in which the image provided as input will be displayed. The
surface3d master form has five subform menus, labelled "Rendering", "Manipulations",
"Slicing", "Input/Output", and "Colour Setup".

The surf ace3d master form has eight subforms, which are labelled as follows:
SLICING
: for interactive slicing of the image
MANIPULATIONS : for interactive geometric manipulations
RENDER
: for choosing a rendering method
COLOR
: for altering the colour of the object
INPUT/OUTPUT : for inputting and saving files
GLYPH
: to compact the master form into a small box
labelled "surface3d"
HELP
: for obtaining general help message
QUIT
: to quit surface3d

RENDERING
Carries out true three dimensional surface rendering on the
voxel data. Four different rendering method can be chosen.
MANIPULATIONS
Carries out x and z rotation and slicing as well as fixed
perspective views on the displayed image data.
SLICING
Carries our transaxial, sagittal and coronal slicing on the
currently display image.
INPUT/OUTPUT
This contains options to input the functional brain image in
addition to the anatomical image (not implemented). Also has
option that converts the currently displayed image to a 512x512
output VIFF image, which can later be printed or processed.
COLOUR SETUP
displayed.

This allows the user to change the colour of the object currently

GLYPH
Clicking on the "Glyph" button that appears on the upper left hand corner of the surface3d
master form will cause the master form and any displayed subforms to be compacted into a
small box labeled "Edit". This allows the user to reduce clutter on the screen. The glyphed
surface3d program can be recovered by clicking the left mouse button inside the glyph.
HELP
To get this file.
QUIT
To exit the surface3d software gracefully.
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B. SUMMARY OF SURFACE3D UTILITIES
B.1) Input/Output utilities provided by surface3d include:
1) Inputting the functional VIFF image into the software (This feature is provided to make it
easier for the researcher to build on this software, however it is not implemented in this case).
2) Inputting the functional image ASCII data file into the software (This feature is provided to
make it easier for the researcher to build on this software, however it is not implemented in this
case).
3) Convert the current image displayed in the main widget to
a VIFF output image, which can be printed or further processed.
B.2) Color Setup utility provided by surface3d provides the user:
The ability to change the object colours. The colours allowed include:
1) White (default)
2) Yellow
3) Green
4) Cyan
5) Blue
6) Black
7)Red
8) Grey
B.3) Rendering utilities provided by surface3d include:
1)Toggling the display between a unit cube (uniform display) and non-uniform display
2) Toggling the display of the title surface3d on top of the main widget
3) Choosing a rendering method. The choices of the rendering methods include:
i) 3D wireframe contours: This is default redering method, and it displays the
voxel as a wireframe of stacked 2D slices.
ii) 3D solid model contours: displays the voxel as a set of stacked 2D slices. In
this case the model is made more realistic by carrying out hidden surface
removal using the Painter's algorithm (back-to-front display).
iii) Delauny Triangulation boundary representation model
in wireframe: displays the voxel representing the structure of interest as
a three-dimensional triangular (facetted) mesh. This display in this case
is in wireframe format.
iv) Delauny Triangulation boundary representation model in solid: displays the
voxel representing the structure of interest as a three-dimensional
triangular (facetted) mesh. This display in this case is in solid model
format, implemented using the back-to-front hidden surface removal
algorithm.
NOTE: Alternating between the 3D wireframe contour and both the triangulation
algorithm causes surface3d to give core dump due to memory allocation errors. However,
alternation between all other possible permutation does not result in any errors and is allowed
using surface3d. Also note that the z-voxel dimension are read from the voxel->fsparel field
and is used to display the true form of the image. Thus the voxel entered must have its fsparel
set properly using the voxinfo vroutine.

B.4) Manipulation utilities provided by surface3d include:
1) Choosing fixed perspective views. The views allowed are:
a) Default (scale = 10.0, Front —Back rotation = 64.5, Right _Left rotation = 32.0)
b) Front (scale = 10.0, Front —Back rotation = 90.0, Right —Left rotation = 0.0)
c) Back (scale = 10.0, Front — Back rotation = 270.0, Right_Left rotation = 0.0)
d) Left (scale 10.0, Front —Back rotation = 90.0, Right —Left rotation = 270.0)
e) Right (scale = 10.0, Front —Back rotation = 90.0, Right_Left rotation = 90.0)
f) Top (scale = 10.0, Front —Back rotation = 0.0, Right—Left rotation = 0.0)
g) Bottom (scale = 10.0, Front — Back rotation = 180.0, Right —Left rotation = 0.0)
2) Changing the Scale value (Eye Distance) which is the distance between the view plane and
the object, using a scroll and a value widget. Increasing the value makes the image appear
smaller (since the distance is more) and vice versa.
3) Changing the Front _Back Rotation value which is the angle of rotation around the X-axis,
using a scroll and a value widget. Increasing the angular value moves the rendered image
towards the back, while decreasing the angular value moves the rendered image towards the
front.
4) Changing the Right—Left Rotation value which is the angle of rotation around the Z-axis,
using a scroll and a value widget. Increasing the angular value moves the rendered image
towards the left i.e. clockwise rotation around the Z-axis, while decreasing the angular value
moves the rendered image towards the right i.e. anti-clockwise rotation around the Z-axis.

B.5) Slicing utilities provided by surface3d include:
1) Choosing default image size, which sets the transaxial, sagittal and coronal values to the
depth, width and height of the object respectively. These values are obtained from the relevant
V[FF fields.
2) Changing the transaxial value, which slices the voxel depth down. This is implemented by
chaning the depth within the program.
3) Changing the sagittal value, which slices the voxel along its width. This is implemented by
chaning the width within the program.
4) Changing the coronal value, which slices the voxel along its height. This is implemented by
chaning the height within the program.
C. Object Color Setup This is a toggle facility that toggles between eight colours, and
allows the user to change the colour of the object accordingly. Only the object (foreground)
colour can be changed from here. Background colours can be changed using the command line
user interface option -bc.
4) Cyan
3) Green
2) Yellow
1) White (default)
The colour choices are:
7) Red
8) Grey
6) Black
5) Blue
D. Input/Output image filename The "Output image filenam" pane is an area
where the user can specify the output filename where the output VIFF image structure will be
written to.Functional image filename and Function data are used to feed in the data for
the functional image. (This is not implemented in the current version of surface3d). It has been
included to make it easier to add this facility once the images are available.

E. Manipulations
F. 1 Fixed Perspective Views
This option allows the user to choose a fixed perspective which manipulates the image in a
certain way. The perspective view allowed are:
a) Default (scale = 10.0, Front _Back rotation = 64.5, Right_Left rotation = 32.0)
b) Front (scale = 10.0, Front_Back rotation = 90.0, Right_Left rotation = 0.0)
c) Back (scale = 10.0, Front_Back rotation = 270.0, Right Left rotation = 0.0)
d) Left (scale = 10.0, Front—Back rotation = 90.0, Right _Left rotation = 270.0)
e) Right (scale = 10.0, Front_Back rotation = 90.0, Right — Left rotation = 90.0)
f) Top (scale = 10.0, Front —Back rotation = 0.0, Right —Left rotation = 0.0)
g) Bottom (scale = 10.0, Front —Back rotation = 180.0, Right—Left rotation = 0.0)
E.2 Eye Distance (Scale)
Changing the Scale value (Eye Distance) which is the distance between the view plane and the
object, using a scroll and a value widget. Increasing the value makes the image appear smaller
(since the distance is more and the eye distance increases) and vice versa.
E.3 Front-Back Rotation
Changing the Front —Back Rotation value which is the angle of rotation around the X-axis,
using a scroll and a value widget. Increasing the angular value moves the rendered image
towards the back, while decreasing the angular value moves the rendered image towards the
front.
E.4 Right—Left Rotation
Changing the Right—Left Rotation value which is the angle of rotation around the Z-axis, using
a scroll and a value widget. Increasing the angular value moves the rendered image towards the
left i.e. clockwise rotation around the Z-axis, while decreasing the angular value moves the
rendered image towards the right i.e. anti-clockwise rotation around the Z-axis.Changing
values using scroll and value widgetsln all cases clicking the left mouse button on scroll widget
decreases the value by 10 while clicking the right mouse button on the scroll widget increases
the value by 10. Pressing the middle mouse button cause continous change of values. Pointing
to the value widget to the right of the scroll widget, entering a number and pressing enter key
changes the value to the number specified in the value widget.
F. Rendering
F. 1 Unit Cube Display
This option causes the image data to be mapped to a unit cube; that is, it normalizes the X, Y,
and Z information to be equidistant values.
The default value is TRUE.
F.2 Display Title
This option toggles the title word "31) surface" on the main widget (workspace.

F.3 Rendering Type
This options set the current rendering method. Four different
rendering methods are allowed:
3D contours (wireframe model) : needs only the VIFF voxel as input and produces a
3D stacked contour image on the workspace.
3D contours (solid model): needs the VIFF voxel and the ASCII image data file and
produces a more visually realistic 3D stacked contour image using the back-to-front
hidden surface removal algorithm (Painter's).
Delauny Triangulation 13-rep (wireframe model) : needs the VIFF voxel, the ASCII
image data and the centroid data file as inputs and produces a true 3D surface rendered
wireframe model of the structure of interest. The model is a boundary representation
model (or a facetted model) constructed using triangular mesh.
Delauny Triangulation B-rep (solid model) : needs the VIFF voxel, the ASCII image
data and the centroid data file as inputs and produces a true 3D surface rendered
wireframe model of the structure of interest. The model is a boundary representation
model (or a facetted model) constructed using triangular mesh. In this a more
realistically rendered image is produced using the back-to-front hidden surface removal
(Painter's) algorithm. In all cases the images can be manipulated and re-sliced
according to the researcher's requirements.

NOTE:
Alternating between the 3D wireframe contour and both the triangulation algorithm causes
surface3d to give core dump due to memory allocation errors. However, alternation between all
other possible permutation does not result in any errors and is allowed using surface3d. Also
note that the z-voxel dimension are read from the voxel->fsparel field and is used to display the
true form of the image. Thus the voxel entered must have its fsparel set properly using the
voxinfo vroutine.
I.
G. Slicing
G. 1 Default image size
Choosing default image size, which sets the transaxial, sagittal and coronal values to the depth,
width and height of the object respectively. These values are obtained from the relevant VIFF
fields.
G.2 Transaxial
Changes the transaxial value, which slices the voxel depth down.
This is implemented by chaning the depth within the program.
G.3 Sagittal
Changes the sagittal value, which slices the voxel along its width. This is implemented by
chaning the width within the program.
G.4 Coronal
Changes the coronal value, which slices the voxel along its height. This is implemented by
chaning the height within the program.

G.5 Changing values using scroll and value widgets

In all cases clicking the left mouse button on scroll widget decreases the value by 10 while
clicking the right mouse button on the scroll widget increases the value by 10. Pressing the
middle mouse button cause continous change of values. Pointing to the value widget to the
right of the scroll widget, entering a number and pressing enter key changes the value to the
number specified in the value widget.
NOTE When re-slicing a three dimensional triangular mesh model, the user will find that
in some cases the re-sliced object end lines extend to infinity. This happens because the
reslicing value chosen is not devisable by three. Thus to correct this the user has to change the
current value by 1 unit using the value widget.

H. COMMAND LINE OPTIONS
The full syntax for executing surface3d from the command line is as follows:
surface3d: novel experimental xvroutine that carries out 3D CAD surface rendered
images from VIFF voxel
-vox Anatomical V]IFF voxel filename (infile)
[-data] anatomical voxel data filename techniques.
-[func {input VIFF file containing the functional image voxel}] This allows the user
to input a second image containing the functional data. (This option is not implemented
at present and using will not cause any change to the software). This option was
provided so that researchers willing to implement such facilities find it easier to start
immediately building the necessary functions.
[-display {display}] You may execute surface3d on one workstation, but display it
on another. If you wish to do this, you must specify the display on which surface3d
will appear. I must be specified as "-display host:screen".
[-bc {background colour}] You may specify the desired background colour using
this option followed by the desired colour name written in full using small letters e.g.
-be cyan will set the background colour of the main widget (workspace) to cyan.
The colour options available are:
1)White
2) Yellow
3) Green
4) Cyan
5) Blue
6) Black
7)Red
8) Grey
[-unit_cube display the object in a uniform cube i.e. uniform scaling}] This option
causes the image data to be mapped to a unit cube resulting in the data to be displayed
using proportional display; that is, it normalizes the X, Y, and Z information to be
equidistant values. The default value is TRUE.

[-proj {projection method (either perspective (true) or orthographic (false))}] This
option allows the user to choose the perspective projection method to be used on the
data. The options allows are perspective and orthographic. Perspective is the default
and has value of TRUE, while orthographic (parallel) has value FALSE.
[-jr {fllename.jp}] This option allows the user to record a demo in a file.
[-jp I ñlename.jp}] This option allows the user to playback the recorded demo.

Examples can be seen in the command line help of surface3d.
Version
Usage

The "-V" argument will print out the current version of surface3d.
The "-U" argument will print out the usage for surface3d, in much less
detail than is given here.

Interactive Prompting

The "-P" argument will give interactive prompting for each
of the arguments listed above.

Creating an Answer file The "[-A {filename.ans}]" argument will create an answer
file named "filename" if the filename option is specified,
or named "surface3d.ans" if no filename is given.
An answer file stores the values specified of all arguments
listed above. Note: the "-A" argument is usually used in
conjunction with the "-P" argument.
Using an Answer file

The "[- a {filename.ans}]" argument will use the answer
file named "filename" if the filename option is specified,
or named 't surface3d.ans" if no filename is given. surface3d
will use the answer file to get values for all arguments
listed above. No other arguments should be necessary when
the "-a" argument is used.

j pendix VII. Cregister User Manual
A. Introduction
A.l Description
Cregister is an novel experimental xvroutine that allows the user to carry out automatic and
interactive two dimensional image registration. This xvroutine is useful in machine vision applications since it also allows that user to experiment with the registration parameters and to conduct
vaflOUS two dimensional image registration experiments. This xvroutine has been implemented by
R.A.Hamoudi (as part of an M.Sc. project) to carry out experiments on registering two
dimensional functional brain image data conveyed by PET (Positron Emission Tomograph) slices
* onto two dimensional anatomical brain image data as conveyed by MRI (Magnetic Resonance
Imaging) slices, however, its application can be easily extended to other domains. Also the
implementation of cregister and surface3d xvroutines under Khoros should facilitate the
development and implementation of a full three dimensional functional brain imaging system that
allow the user to display the brain function starting from two dimensional slices.
Cregister carries out automatic image registration by minimizing the distances between each
PET (hat) point and its corresponding MIRI (head) point on the surface (edge) of the MRI binary
image. Thus the distance metric function is used as the objective (cost) function which has to be
minimized. The minimization in this case derives results in a four dimensional vector which
contains the degrees of freedom (or parameter estimates) which when applied to the PET image
space will transform it into the MRI image space.
The transformed PET image is now in registration with the MRJ image space, and
the user has the option of transferring single pixel values or regions of interest from the transformed
(registered) PET image onto the MR] (head) image. The derivation of the parameter estimates is
carried out using three automatic image registration algorithms:
1)Least squares algoirthm:
this uses the least sqaures principles to derive the degrees of
freedom that bring the PET image into registration with the MRI
image.
2) Direction set optimization:
this uses the direction set (Powell) optimization routine to
derive the degrees of freedom that bring the PET image into
registration with the MRI image. The derivation of the degrees
freedom is carried out by evaluating the objective distance
metric function between the PET and MIRI points after each
iteration of the algorithm. Thus this method is non-linear
least squares fit method. Once the objective function is at
a minimum, the algorithm terminates and passes the degrees of
freedom values to the main routine which then uses them to
transform the PET image so that it is in registration with the
MRI image.

Dos' nh 111 Si rnplex optirniLatiorI
this uses the downhill simplex (amoeba) optimization routine
to derive the degrees of freedom that bring the PET image
into registration with the MRI image. The derivation of the
degrees of freedom is carried out by evaluating the
objective distance metric function between the PET and MRI
jints after each iteration of the algorithm. Thus this
method is a non-linear least squares fit method. Once the
objective function is at a minimum, the algorithm terminates
and passes the degrees of freedom values to the main routine
which then uses them to transform the PET image so that it
is in registration with the MRI image.
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The degrees of freedom (or parameter estimates) derived
in this case are:
1) Scaling : this either enlarges or reduces the image
2) Rotation : this causes the image to rotate around its centre
3) X translation : this causes the image to shift to left or right
4) Y translation : this causes the image to shift up or down

Thus, in the case of the non-linear least squares fit algorithm, a new four dimensional
vector with a new minimum are obtained at every iteration of the optimization routine. These are
used to transform the PET image and obtain the value for the distances between the newly
transformed PET image and the MRI image, which produces another four dimensional vector (of
the degrees of freedom) with a new minimum, and so on. Then the algorithm heuristically uses the
obtained minimum values to determine which is the currently local minimum (in the case of the
downhill simplex) and (hopefully) global minimum (in the case of the direction set method).
The least squares fit method, USeS the principles of least squares to derive the best degrees
of freedom that can register the PET image with the MRI image. The feature points data files are
used by the least squares registration algorithm, while the contour points are used by both the
downhill simplex and the direction set optimization routines to carry out the non-linear least squares
fitting between the PET and MRI images. In the case of the optimization routines, the user has to
specifly initial guesses of the parameters (degrees of freedom), this can be done either by inputting
the initial parameter estimates in the value widgets in the registration subform, or using the valuator
widget with the mouse to specify them, alternatively the default values can be used. The user can
also specify the method of registration, the PET threshold value to transfer the image, the number of
Points used in the registration and whether or not to display the optimization routine data, i.e. the
degrees of freedom and the objective function values at each iteration of the optimization routine.
The X and Y translation can be suppressed if desired, this has proven to be necessary since
sometimes the X and Y translation values obtained from the optimization routine are too large,
resulting in run time error and core dump of cregister.
More help and general overview can be obtained by running the cregister xvroutine either
from the command line user interface, or from within cantata, and then clicking on the relevant help
menu. Or refer to the user manual in the appendix section of the M.Sc. Information Engineering

project entitled "Development of Brain imaging software for functional brain imaging using PET
and neuroelectromagnetic data", which includes the theoratical background and relevant references
relating to cregister.
Cregister was designed to be as system and library independant as possible, in order to
make its maintanance and the process of building on it easy, thus the optimization routines and the
least squares solution have actually been coded in the C language, as well as all its functions. Thus
cregister does not rely on any Fortran optimization library routine, thus cregister differs from most
of the mathematical routines the Khoros group have written such as warpimage, msvd, and minvert
which require Fortran libraries to carry out the mathematical functions thus causing great
inconvenience in maintaining and porting the routines. Also, implementing in this way means that
the mathematically inclined user, can experiment with the optimization routines themselves.
A.2 Running cregister
Cregister can be executed from within cantata, or directly from the command line.
When using the command line user interface, the VIFF image must be specified together with the
world coordinate and centroids ASCII data files, obtained using other vroutines and hybrid routine
as explained in the project report.
To input the images directly from the command line, use the -mri_img and -pet_img option
flags (see "Options" for additional command line options). Alternatively, you may start cregister
with the images and the other options.
Thus, the minimum syntax specification to run cregister from the
command line is:
% cregister -mri_img mrslice.xv -pet_img petslice.xv
which allow the user display the M1RI slice on the left hand
side of the window and the PET slice on the right hand side
of the window
However the command line:
e % cregister -mrLimg mri.xv -petjmg pet.xv -pet —feat pet
features.txt -mn_feat mrifeatures.txt -0_mn mrioutput.xv -o —pet petoutput.xv
allow the user to load the cregister window with the images displayed side by side.
The user can then carry out automatic image registration using the Least squares option from
the registration subform. Having carried out the registration the PET image will be transformed
according to the degrees of freedom obtained, by solving the least squares using the MRI and PET
features points as input. An mrioutput.xv and petoutput.xv images will be created containing the
MR1 image and the transformed PET image. In this case the user cannot use an optimization
technique to obtain the results.

cregister has a demo program which can be loaded to give a brief demonstration of the various
functionalitieS of cregister. The demo can be loaded by typing the following:
% cregister -mri_img mri.xv -petjmg pet.xv -pet_cont petcontour.txt -mri_cont mricontour.txt -jp
cregister.lp
Place the cregster master (Olin with y our window manager (your window manager ma y uc
t) attached
automatic placement). The cregister master form will have a workspace (main widge
beneath it, in which the image provided as input will be displayed. The cregister master form has
six subform menus, labelled "REGISTRATION", "POINT TRANSFER", "MEASURE
MENTS". "OUTPUT FILE", "ROl TRANSFER", "MANIPULATIONS".
STRAT[10N
Carries out automatic image registration between the two images inputted.
FILE
Allows the user to specify the names for the ouput image file, and the ouput file containing the
registration information.
POINT TRANSFER
the user to interactively transfer any pixel value from one image to another.
TRANSFER
Allows the user to interactively transfer any region of interest from one image to another.
MEASUREMENTS
Allows the user to interactively measure the distance between any two points anywhere on the image.
\1\ NIPULATIONS
Ai(ows the user to interactively correct for mis-registration between the two images due to inherent
errors in the optimization routines. This should be used after the image are registered. However, the
user can also use it to carry out the registration interactively.

,Ci1 Y PH
L Ucking on the "Glyph" button that appears on the upper left
land corner of the cregister master form will cause the master form and any displayed subforms to be
Compacted into a small box labeled "Edit". This allows the user to reduce clutter on the screen. The
glvphed cregister program can be recovered by clicking the left mouse button inside the glyph.
HELP
To get this file.

lT
foue t the eregister software gracefully.

B. Summary of cregister utilities
B.!) OUTPUT FILE utilities provided by cregister include:
1) Save the MRI and PET image (displayed side by side) as a VIFF output image.
2) Save the registration information (i.e. the parameter
estimation information) as an output ASCII file.
3) Toggle used to inform the program that the registration information should be sent to the output
filename specified for that purpose.
B.2) REGISTRATION utitlities provided by cregister include:
1) Choosing a registration method. Three choices are provided:
a) Least Squares using Shape Points: this finds the parameter
estimates using linear least squares fitting techniques.
b) Direction Set optimizaiton method : this finds the parameter estimates using non-linear iterative
optimization algorithm called direction set method (Powells algorithm).
c) Downhill Simplex optimizaiton method: this finds the parameter
estimates using non-linear iterative optimization algorithm called downhill simplex.
2) Inputting of the initial guesses of the parameter estimates (degrees of freedom) that are used to
calculate the optimal fit between the PET and MIRI models.
3) Inputting PET threshold value used to limit the grey levels transformed from PET to MR.! to a
certain threshold.
4) Specifying the number of points used in registering the images. This is useful in carrying out
various registration experiments.
5) Toggle indicating whether the optimization data should be displayed with the registration
information. The 0 should be ignored. This is useful in carrying out various registration
experiments.

3) MANIPULATIONS utilities provided by cregister include:
Button to activate the interactive image manipulation.
2) Input of the user defined degrees of freedom (parameter estimates) needed to correct for any
mis-registration between the two images.
B.4) MEASUREMENTS utility provided by cregister allows:
The interactive measurement of the distance between any two points within the main window
(workspace). To carry Out measurements on the images, can be done by clicking on the
MEASUREMENTS menu item once, then moving the mouse cursor to within the image window.
Now use the following input events to carry out the mearurements:
LEFT MOUSE BUTTON : to register the point to begin the distance
measurement from
RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON : to register the point to end the distance measurement at
MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON: to exit the measurement routine and return to the main menu
'q' or 'Q' key

: to exit the measurement routine and return to the main menu.

B.5) POINT TRANSFER utility provided by cregister allows:
The user to interactively transfer any pixel value from one image to another. To transfer a single
point of data from the PET image to the MRI image, can be done by clicking on the POINT
TRANSFER menu item and using any of the following input events to carry out point transfer
operations:
LEFT MOUSE BUTTON : to register the point to transfer
RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON : to transfer the point at the cursor's location
MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON: to exit the point transfer routine and return
to the main menu
This works after the images have been registered.
B.6) ROL TRANSFER utility provided by cregister allows
To transfer a region of interest (ROD of data from the PET image to the Mifi image, can be done by
clicking on the ROl TRANSFER menu item and using any of the following input events to carry
out point transfer operations:
LEFT MOUSE BUTTON : to register the beginning of the region of
interest
MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON: to transfer the end of the region of interest
RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON : to start transferring the region of interest specified beginning from a
Specified by the cursor's location and exit the routine.

C. OUTPUT FILE
C.!) OUTPUT Filename to save the registration image in a file
This option allows the user to save whatever is displayed in the image window (workspace) to a
VIFF file, which can then be processed further or printed. This is useful to display the MRI and
transformed PET image side by side.
C.2) OUTPUT Filename to save the registration data in ASCII format

This allows the user to specify a filename that will be used to save the registration
information. The user has to input the filename in the red rectangle and the press the black button at
the bottom in order to tell the program to send its output to the file specified rather than to the
screen.

D. Manipulations
Di) Initial Degrees of Freedom
This option allows the user to input the parameter estimate that will then be used to transform the
PET image to the MRI image space. After inputting all the options the user has to press the black
button at the top to activate the request.
This option can be used to interactively register the images, however, it is best used to correct for
any misregisration resulting from the automatic image registration routines.

E. Registration
E.1) Choose Registration Method
This option allows the user to choose the mathematical method that
is used to solve the registration equation and derive the parameters (or degrees of freedom) which
will then be used to transform the PET image from the PET image space to the MRI image space.
The three methods available are:
Least Squares : this requires the images and ASCII files containing automatic shape or feature
points that can be generated using the features hybrid routine
Direction Set Optimization Method: this requires the images and ASCII flies containing the binary
PET and MRI contour points.
Downhill Simplex Optimization Method : this requires the images and ASCII files containing the
binary PET and MRJ contour points.

E.2) Initial Degrees of Freedom
This allows the user to input the initial guesses for the parameter estimates which will be fed to the
chosen optimization routine. It was experimentally found thatboth optimization routines give
erronous translation estimates, thus the translation options have been toggled out. Also it is worth
mentioning that the downhill simplex will not accept initial estimates of 0.0 values, and that it is
better to start with high initial parameter estimates. The direction set method is in general performs
better and accepts any initial parameter estimates.
E.3) Input PET Threshold Value
This allows the user to input the value which will be used to threshold the noise found around the
radioactivity envelope of the PET image, when transferring it to the MRlimage. The optimal for the
images used was experimentally found to be 90.
E.4) Number of points used
This allows the user to experiment with the effect of altering the number of points used in
registering the images on the accuracy of the automatic registration process. To use this option click
on the red square first and then put the number of points that you want in the red rectangle on the
right. Then click on the optimization routine again. Thus inputting 2 means register the images
using the first 2 points only.
E.5) Display Optimization data to the output device
This allows the user to send the value of the parameter estimates and the objective function's
minimum at each iteration of the routine to either the screen or an ASCII file.
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